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DOMINIC I was a series of 36 atmospheric nuclear weapon detonations held

in the Pacific Ocean area from April to November 1962. These detonations are
listed on the table on the following page. They. and the continental DOMINIC II
tests, w*ro the last atmospheric nuclear weapon tests conducted by the United

states.A

Most of the DOMINIC I test shots were detonated in the air after having
been dropped from a 3-52 bombber. Twenty-four of the airdrops took place from
25 April through 11 July over the ocean just south of Christmas Island. This
island is a United Kingdom possession located 1.200 nal (2.224 km) south of
Honolulu. Five more airdrops were detonated in October over the open ocean in
the vicinity of Johnston lsland. a United States possession 780. nm (1,445 ks)
"west-southwest of Honolulu. Theos tests wore conducted for the purpose of A
weapon developownt. Five high-e; Itude bursts (up to 400 km) were lofted by
rockets from Johnston Island and were designated the FISHBOWL events. These 1*

events were for the purpose of -studying the effects of nuclear detonations as

defensive weapons against ballistic missiles. In addition, the Navy conducted
two nuclear tests in the open ocean, the first on 4 May about 435 nmi (806 lka)
east of Christass Island and the second on 11 May 370 nat (686 km) southwest

of San Diego. California. The first. called U•IGT3 BIRD. was a missile-
launched airburst, a proof test of the Polaris weapon system, launched from
the subsmarine. L1SS Ethan Allen (SSMN-606). The second, called SWORDFISH. was

the test of the Navy AsrDC system. a rocket-lawched antisubmarine nuclear Po

depth charge.

As In previous teot sertes in the Pacific. a joint. military and civilian
organization conducted these tests. Joint Task Force Eight (37F 8). JTF 8 was
made up of military personnel from all the services and civilians from the
Department of Defense (DOD). the Atomic Energy Commission (AMC). the U.S.
Public Health Service (USPHS), and contractor organizations. Commander JTF 8 b
(CJTF 8) was app3inted by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) and reported to the
ABC as well as the JPCS.

CJTF 8 was asslgned overall responsibility for radiation safety. The
Radsafe Branch, located organizationally In the Operations and Plans Office of
Headquarters JTF 8. was responslble for overall control of monitoring and de-
contamination, issuing radiological safety (radsafe) supplies and equipment,
maintaining radiac instruments, procuring all film badges, developing and %

C Interpreting exposed badges, and maintaining cumulative radiation exposure
records for everyone who was badged. These records were compiled and are ex-
tant In a document referred to as the Consolidated List of Exposures. This

branch also managed an extensive offsite radiation surveillance network on 17
remote islands throughout the Pacific Ocean. Task groups. which were subordl-
nate to JTF 8. had command responsibility for radiological safety within their
organizations.



DOMINIC I detonations, 1962

Date Test Name Yielda and Remarks

Spring-Summer 1962 -- Weapon Development Airdrops South of
Christmas Island (except as noted)

25 Apr ADOBE Intermediate27 Apr AZTEC Intermediate

2 May ARKANSAS Low megaton range
4 May QUESTA Intermediate

6 May FRIGATE BIRD Polaris proof-test, airburst in Christmas Island Danger Area
8 May YUKON Intermediate
9 May MESILLA Intermediate

11 May MUSKEGON IntermediateS11 May SWORDFISH ASROC proof-test, low-yield underwater burst 370 nml (686 km)
S~ southwest of San Diego

S12 May ENCINO Intermediate
14 0ay SWANEE Intermedgate
19 May CHETCO Intermediate
25 May TANANA Low
27 May NAMBE Intermediate
8 Jun ALMA Intermediate
9 Jun TRUCKEE Intermedgate

10 Jun YESO Low megaton range
12 Jun HARLEM Intermedgate
15 jun RNO~unADA T. .. ,,

17 Jun OULCE Intermediate
19 Jun PETIT Low
22 Jun OTOWI Intermediate
27 Jun BIGHORN Megaton range
30 Jun BLUESTONE Low megaton range
8 Jul STARFISH FISHBOWL shot, 1.4 MT at 400 km over Johnston Island
10 Jul SUNSET Intermediate

2O Jul PAMLICO Low megaton range

Autumn 1962 -- Conducted In the Johnston Island sanger Area

2 Oct ANDROSCOGGIN Intermedlate-yield airdrop
6 Oct BUMPING Low-yield airdrop

18 Oct CHAMA Low megaton range airdrop
19 Oct CHECKMATE FISHBOWL shot, bow-yield, tens of kilometers over Johnston

Island
25 Oct TLUEGILL FISHBOWL shot, submegaton, tens of kilometers over Johnston

Island
27 Oct CALAMITY Intermed-ate-yeld ailrdrop
30 Oct, HOUSATONIC Megaton range airdrop

1 Nov KINGFISH FISHBOWL shot, submegaton, tens of kilometers over Johnston
Island

3Nov TIGHTROPE FISHBOWL shot, low-yield, tens of kilometers over Johnston
Island

Note:
a Low yiled -- less than 20 KT; intermediate yield -- 20 to 1,J00 KT.

Source: Announced United States Nuclear Tests, NVO-29 (Rey. 1), Office of Public
Affairs, U.S. Department of Energy, Nevada Operations Office, January 1980.
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Film badges were issued to everyone who was stationed on Christmas and
Johnston islands and all Navy ships directly involved with the tests. Persons
on remote islands monitoring for radiation or conducting experiments were not
badged. Of the over 28,000 participants in DOMINIC, over 25,000 were badged.
Badges were issued for extended periods to ensure that all possible exposuce
was recorded.

Because all but one of the shots were airbursts, there- was little or no
fallout problem and no residual radiation area around the surface zero. Al-
though SWORDFISH, the underwater shot, produced no fallout it did create a
short-lived radioactive base surge and a pool of radioactive water around tde
detonation. The base surge dissipated in less than an hour, and the pool dis- 6.;

sipated after a few days.

In general, film badge readings were low. Only 842 (3 percent) of the
25,399 badged participants had an exposure greater than 0.5 roentgens (R). Of.
these, 56 exposures were over 3.0 R: 2 Army, 4 Navy and Navy civilians, 49 Air
Force, and 1 other civilian. The. established JTF 8 Maximum Permissible Exposure
(MEP) was 3.0 R. '

The two Army men with rover 3.0 R exposure served with the unit that decon-

taminated the aircraft involved in cloud sampling and as such were authorized
an MPM of 20.0 R. All the Air Force personnel over 3.0 R were associated with
cloud sampling (crew, maintenance, sample removal, or decontamination) and were
also authorized an MPS of 20.0 R before the operation started. The highest
total exposure recorded in this group was 17.682 RI this was also the highest
for the entire operation. There were 19 other Air Force exposures over 10.0 R.

The Navy personnel recording over 3.0 R were on TSS Sioux (ATF-75), which
was involved in collecting samples of weapon debris from the radioactive pool
of water created by the underwater SWORDFISH shot. This group was allowed an K

MPM of 7.0 R.

Evidence exists that many of the badges worn by personnel during DOMINIC
were defectively sealed and recorded density changes due to moisture, light,
and heat in addition to nuclear radiation. A 1979-1980 reevaluation of 1,349
DOMINIC I film badges showed that 45 percent exhibited some damage related to
light, heat, and age due to defective wax seals. Environmental damage was ob-
served on 98 percent of the badge3, which had a developed density equivalent
of over 0.4 R (gaqma). These findings show, for example, that one-third of the
higher USS Trineeton ,LPHI-5) exposures should actually read zero. The lack of
any knh n h ctivity during DOMINIC I that would result in exposures over 3.0 R
except for aioux and the h.u.iih correlation between environmental damage and high -
dose readings indicate most of these readings are higher than the exposure ac-
tually receiqed. Nevertheless, all persnnnel have been assigned the recorded
exposure reading in records maintained by the Navy.

One of the Thor rockets being launched at Johnston Island with. a nuclear
payload burned on the launch pad. The high explosives in the nuclear warhead
detonated spreading alpha contamination around the launch complex. it took
several weeks. to decontaminate and rebuild the launch complex. Stringent per-
sonnel safety measures were enforced during the cleanup. No one received sig-
nificant contamination from this accident.

3



DOMINIC I exposures are summarized In the following table.

DOMINIC I Personnel Exposures

Number of Exposures (R)

Number Over High
Organization Badged 0 0-1 1-3 3 (R)

"Army 628 306 301 19 2 3.539
(%) 49 48 3 <1

Navy 16,420 7,365 8,705 346 4 4.150
(%) 45 53 2 <<1

Air Force 2,702 1,182 1ý 375 96 49 17.68
M.' 44 51 4 <2

Marine Corps 589 209 376 4 2.29
(X) 35 64 <1

DOD Agencies 350 140 209 1 1.37

(%) 40 60 <<1

Other Government,
Contractors, and 4,620 2,041 2,555 23 1 7.15
Foreign
(%) 44 55 <1 <<l

Total 25,309 11,243 13,521 489 56 17.68
(%) 44 53 2 <1

Collective exposure was about 5,000 man-R and overall, mean
exposure was slightly less than 0.2 R.

I
.,

.1
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PREFACE

Between 1945 and 1962. the U.S. Atomic anergy COmsslon (ABC) conducted
235 atmospheric nuclear weapon tests at sites in the United States and in the
Pacific and Atlantic oceans. In all, about 220.000 Department of Defense (DOD)
participants, both military and civilian. were present at the tests. Of these,
approximately 142.000 participated in the Pacific test series and approximately
another 4.000 in the single Atlantic test series.

In 1977, 15 years after the last aboveground nuclear weapon test. the Cen-
ter for Disease Control (CDC) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Ser-
vices noted more leukemia cases than would normally be expected among about
3,200 soldiers who had been present at shot SMOKY, a test of the 1957 PLUMBBOB
Series. Since that Initial report by the CDC, the Veterans Administration (VA)
has received a number of claims for medical benefits from former military per-
sonnel who believe their health may have been affected by their participation
In the weapon testing program.

In late 1977. the DOD began a study that provided data to both the CDC and
the VA on potential exposures to Ionizing radiation among the military and
civilian personnel who participated in the atmospheric testing 15 to 30 years
earlier. In early 1978, the DOD also organized a ?auclear Test Personnel Review
(MM1) to:

e Identify DOD personnel who had taken part In the atmo-
spheric nuclear weapon tests

9 Determine the extent of the participants' exposure to Ion-
izing radiation

0 Provide public disclosure of Information concerning par-
ticipation by DOD personnel In the atmospheric nuclear
weapon tests.

This report on Operation DOMINIC I is one of many volumes that are the
product of the NTPR. The DOD Defense Nuclear Agency (DNA), whose Director is
DOD's executive agent for the NTPR program, prepared the reports. which are
based on the military and technical documents reporting various aspects of
each of the tests. The reports of the NTPR provide a public record of the
activities and associated radiation exposure risks of DOD personnel for inter-
ested former participants and for use in public health research and Federal
policy studies.

The information from which this report was compiled was primarily extracted
from planning and after-action reports of Joint Task Force 8 (JTF 8) and its
subordinate organizations. What was desired were documents that accurately
placed Fersonnel at the test sites so that their degree of exposure to the
ionizing radiation resulting from the tests could be assessed. The search for
this information was undertaken In archives and libraries of the Federal

5
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Government, in special collections supported by the Federal Government, ant by
discussion or review with some participants.

For DOMINIC I, the most important archival source is the Washington Na-
tional Records Center in Suitland, Maryland. The Naval Archives at the Wash-
ington Navy Yard also was helpful, as was the collection of documents housed
in the Air Force Weapons Laboratory Technical Library at Kirtland Air Force
Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico. Other archives searched were the Department of

* Energy archives at Germantown, Maryland, its Nevada Optrations Office archives
at Las Vegas, and the archives of the Test Division of the Los Alamos Scien-
tific Laboratory (LASL).

JTF 8 exposure records had been microfilmed by the Reynolds Electrical and
Engineering Company, Inc. and were used.

EniThe work was performed under RDT&E RMSS B350079464 U99 QAXMK 506-09 H2590D

"for the Defense Nuclear Agency by personnel from Kaman Tempo. Guidance was
'I provided by Mr. Kenneth W. Kaye of the Defense Nuclear Agency Biomedical

Effects Office.

,I
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CHAPTER 1

1 OVERVIEW

INTROOUCTION

Operatlon DOMINIC I was the designation for a series of atmospheric nuclear
wepon tests conducted by the United States at several Pacific Ocean locations
In 1962. Those are listed in Table 1. The United States resumed underground
nuclear weapon testing In September 1961 after the U.S.S.R. resumed atmoepheric
nuclear testing in the sam month. From 15 September 1961 to 4 November 1962.
the United States conducted 100 nuclear tests and then stopped all tooting In
the atmosphere. of these 100 tests,* 36 were the operation DOMINIC shots In
the Pacific. The Nevada Test Site (WI'S) atmospheric shots during this period
were designated DON1C 11.

Purpose

Th13 report documents the participation of Department of Defense (D00) per-
sonnel in the DOMINIC serie.' The purpose of the report is to bring together
the available Information about this Pacific Ocean atmospheric nuclear testSseries pertinent to the exposure of DOD personnel, both uniformad and civilian
employees. The report explains the reasons why DO0 personnel wre present at

these tests, lists the DOD organizations represented, and describes their
activities. It discusses the potential radiation exposure Involved In these

activities and the measures taken for the protection of•DOD personnel. It pre-
sents the exposuroe rocorded by the participating 00 units.

Histori!cal Poripoet lye

On I November 1958. the United States began a unilateral moratoritm on
nuclear tests. The moratorium was linked to the Issues of nuclear disarmament
and the political struggle bet~en the United States and the U.S.S.R. as well

as over the Increasing levels of worldwide radioactive fallout. wtwn
, this moratorium began, three nations, the United States. the U.S.S.R., and the

U-ilted Kingdon, had nuclear wapons. bwn the moratorium ended In 1961. Franc*

joined this group.

For approximately 2 years before the moratorium, the United States and the
Soviet Union maneuvered for technological and political position by alternately
testing and declaring unilateral suspensions of teoting. The Soviets con<•icted

All IGO shots woer also designated as either a part of Operations NOUGAT or
_ SI•VTRAX, depending upon whether the tests took place In the 1962 Federa' Gov-

S"ernment Fiscal Year (1 July 1961 - 3C June 1962) or the 1963 Federal Govern-

io ament Fiscal Year (1 July 1961 - 30 Juno 1963). respectively.

taubsequ*ntly in this report. all references to DCMINIC will be to the Pacific
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Table 1. DONINIC detonations. 1962.

Date Test Name Yielda and Remarks

Spring-Sumer 1962 -- Weapon Development Airdrops South of
Christmas Island (except as noted)

2S Apr ADOBE Intermediate
27 Apr AZTEC Intermediate

2 May ARKANSAS Low megaton range
4 May QUESTA Intermediate
6 May FRIGATE BIRD Polaris proof-test, atrburst in Christmas Island Danger Area
8 May YUKON Intermediate
9 May MESILLA Intermediate

11 May MUSKEGON Intermediate
11 May SWORDFISH ASROC proof-test, low-yield underwater burst 370 nmt (686 kin)

southwest of San Diego
12 May ENCINO Intermediate
14 May SWANEE Intermediate
19 May CHETCO Intermediate
2S May TANANA Low
27 May NAMAE Intermediate
o Jun ALMA Intermediate
9 Jun TRUCKEE Intermediate

10 Jun YESO Low megaton range
12 Jun HARLEM Intermediate
1S Jun RINCONADA Intermediate
17 Jun OULCE Intermediate
19 Jun PETIT Low
22 Jun OTOWI Intermediate
27 Jun BIGHORN Megaton range
30 Jun BLUESTONE Low megaton range

8 Jul STARFISH FISHOOWL shot. 1.4 MT at aOO km over Johnston Island
10 Jul SUNSET Intermediate
11 Jul PAMLICO Low megaton range

Autumn 1962 -- Conducted In the Johnston Island Danger Area

2 Oct ANODOSCOGGIN Intermediate-yield airdrop
6 Oct BUMPING Low-yieldairdrop

18 Oct CHAMA Low megaton range airdrop
19 O:t CHECKMATE FISHOWOL shot, low-yield, tens of kilometers over Johnston

Island
25 Oct ILU(GILL FISHBOWL shot, submegaton, tens of kilometers over Johnston

Island
27 Oct CALAMITY Intermediate-yield airdrop
"30 Oct HOUSATONIC Megaton range airdrop
1 Nov KINGFISH FISHBOWL shot, submegaton. tens of kilometers over JohnstonI Island
3 Nov TIGHTROPE FISHBOWL shot, low-yield, tens of kiloeeters over Johnston

Island

S Note:
aLow yield -- less than 20 KT; intermediate yield -- 20 to 1.000 KT.

Source: Announced United States Nuclear Tests. NVO-29 (Rev. 1). Office of Public
Affairs, U.S. Department of Energy. Nevada Operations Office, January 1980.

N
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test series beginning in late August 1957 and in September 1958. The United
States began test series RFMTWX I in the Pacific during April 1958 and series
M T".rAC" I in Nevada during September 1958. The United States also conducted

"AIQWS, a high-altitude series, in the South Atlantic Oceai in August and Sep-
t.imber 1958. The British tested in the Christmas Island a&is in both 1957 andS~1958.

American, British, and Soviet delegates began the Conference on Discon-
tinuance of Nuclear Weapons Tests in Geneva on 31 October 1958. On the follow-
ing day, the United States initiated a unilateral 1-year suspension of nuclear

testing, as President Zisenhower had proposed between ARDTACX I and 11. Two
days later the Soviet Union completed the test series begun in September.

Little progress was made in 1959. In August, the United States extended
its 1-year moratorium through the end of 1959. The United Kingdom agreed to
honor the extension and the U.S.S.R. announced that it would conduct no tests
unless the Western nations did so first. On 29 December the United States an-

nounced an end to its moratorium, effective 31 December, but with a promise
not to resume testing without advance public notice.

On 3 January 1960, the Soviet Premier pledged that the Soviet Union would
not resum testing unless the Western nations started first. In February, the
U.S. President proposed a treaty banning all atmospheric tests and those under-
ground tests powerful enough to register above 4.75 on the Richter earthquake
scale. The French exploded a 60-KT atomic bomb on a tower in the Sahara Desert
on 13 February. On 19 March the Soviet Union agreed to the President's propo-
sol, provided that tests smaller than the 4.75 threshold would be uncontrolled
for an indefinite time. The main issue for tho Geneva conference was now the

duration of a test treaty.

A summit conference to negntiate a treaty between the United States and
the U.S.S.R. was set for May 1960 in Paris, but was ended abruptly on 16 May
by the Soviets.

eNovember 1960 brought the election of a new U.S. President who continued
mthe oratorium. The test-ban talks in Geneva resumed in Marrh 19611 however,

Id negotiations again were slow. On 31 August, the U.S.S.R. abruptly announced
plans to resume nuclear testing in the atmosphere and then exploded a nuclear
device at the Semipalatinak test range in Central Asia the next day. This began
an extensive test series that included more than 30 shots, among which were an
enormous 58-MT explosion (the largest ever fired) and high-altitude tests.
Tests were conducted in the Arctic at Novaya Zemlya as well as Semipalatinski
the testing continued into November.

The Secretary of Defense recommended to the President that the DOD and the
Atomic Energy Commission (ABC) be allowed to prepare for atmospheric and high-
altitude nuclear tests. The President tried to restrict the U.S. response to
underground shots at the NTS. U.S. testing recoomtenced with a 2.6-Kr event on
15 September, detonated in a tunnel at NITS. The President approved planning
for atmospheric, tests on 10 October, but he did not approve DOMINIC until
2 March 1962.
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* Johnston Island had been used in 1958 for rocket-borne, high-altitude nu-

clear tests and was available for this kind of testing for DOMINIC. but weapon
development shots posed a more difficult problem. These could not be conducted
off Johnston Island because they would interfere with the extensive prepare-
"tions required for the high-altitude shots. The area that had been developed
and used for large atmospheric tests, the atolls of gnewetak and Bikini in the
Marshall Islands. was no longer available. Knewetak had been kept In a ready-
to-test condition until 1960 when It had been turdied ovec to the Air Force for
its missile development program. This area could have been recovered from the
Air Force, but the UWited States was quite sensitive to the fact that the
Marshalls were held by the United States as a Trust Territory, and the reintro-
duction of nuclear tests into the area would expose the United States to a*great deal of unfavorable criticism (Now York TIms. 12/3/63).

Airdrops of nuclear devices over the open sea were considered, but the
presence of a nearby base was obviously desirable. in December, the use of
British-owned Christmas Island was mentioned In the public press (Now York
TInj. 12/15/61). Its use was agreed upon at a conference between the President
and the Prime Minister in early 1962. and public announcement of the agreement,
was made in February 1962. In return for the use of Christmas Island. the
British were allowd to participate in the underground nucloar test program.
then being conduct'ed at the W'"S.

Report Organization

Subsequent sections of this overvlow chapter discuss the form of experimen-

"• 
I 

o fo 0ar t i c i za t i1n g D C e r o n L x p im n a c v i i s r e o s i r d

tal nuclear weapon test programs with emphasis on the potential radiation oxpo-

s u r e o f p a r t i c i p a t i n g D O D p e r s o n n e l 1. E x pe r i me n t a l a c t .vlt ies a r e c o n s i d e r ed

first wi~thout particular 
reference 

to the geographic 
location of the testingj

"N, and then are related to the limitations 
on su :.h activitits 

when they were con-

jo ducted at Christmas island. Johnston Island. or In the open sea. Those portions
of the experimental program with heaviest DOD perticipation are emphasized.

A -The 
chapter 

concludes 
with a description 

of Joint Task Force 8 (.T7 8).
the organization that conducted Operation DOMINIC. and 2ndIcates how the DOC)

Vim elements within .777 8 'mtctioned.

Chapter 2 is conce..wd with the radiological safety (rsdsafe) aspects of
the tests. It documents procedures, training, and equipment used to protect
participants from the radiation exposure potential inherent in test operations.

Chapter 3 focuses on the role of the 00O in the experimental program of
DOMINIC In general, leading to a discussion of the DOD operations for the test
events In particular in Chapters 4. 5. 6. and 7. Chapte-- 4 discusses the weapon
development shots, both at Christmas Island and Johnston Island: Chapters 5

and 6 present the Navy tests. FRIGATE BIRD and SWORDFISH, respectively; and
Chapter 7 covers the high-altitude shots at Johnston island. designated the

pFISHPWL events.

Chapters 8 through 11 report participation by the Army. Navy, Air Force,
and Marlne Corps. respectively. Chapter 12 suwmarizes the participation of
other government agencies and contractors. A listing oL participating units
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and a statistical characterization of their personnel exposures are Included
in these chapters. Personnel exposures are discussed In general in Chapter 13.

NUCLEAR TESTS ANO RADIATION EXPOSURES

Nuclear testing before 1961 usually consisted of the unconfined detonation
of nuclear devices (usually not weapons) In the atmosphere. The devices might
be placed on a platform or a barge on the surface, placed atop a tower, sup-
"ported by a balloon, dropped from an airplane, or flown on a rocket. On
occasion, devices were detonated underwater or buried in the earth or In
underground tunnels and shafts.

Zn theory, personnel could be exposed either by the radiation emitted at
the time of explosion and for about 1 minute thereafter -- usually referred to
as initial radiation -- or by the radiation emitted later (residual radiation).
Initial radiation Is part of the violent nuclear explosion process Itself; to
be close enough for Initial radiation exposure would place an observer within
the area swept by lethal blast and heat waves.

The neutron component of initial radiation did Indirectly contribute to
the possibility of personnel exposure. Neutrons are &mittoe in large numbers
by nuclear weapon detonations. Neutrons nave tho property of altering certain
nonradioactive materials so that they become radioactive. This process, called
activation, occurs with atom of sodium, silicon, calcium, manganese, and iron,
as well as other common materials. The process affects the metal casing of the
device, the test tower, and earth materials. Activation products thus formed
are added to the inventory of the radioactive products formed In the detonation
process. The radiation eitted by this inventory is referred to as residual
radiation.

The potential for personnel exposure to residual radiation was much greater
than the potential for exposure to initial radiation. In the nuclear detonation
process. fissioning atom of the heavy elements, uranium and plutonium. split
Into lighter elements, releasing energy. Those lighter atom are themselves

radioactive and decay, forming another generation of descendants from the oci-
ginal fission products. This process is rapid imediately after the explosion
but slows later and continues for years at very low levels of radioactivity.

overall radioactivity of all the fission products formed decays at a rate
that Is closely approximated by a rule that states that for each sevenfold
increase in time the intensity of the radiation will decrease by a factor of
ten. Thus, a radiition rate of I roentgen per hour (R/hr) at I hour after dot-
onation would be expected to be 0.1 R/hr after 7 hours and 0.01 R/hr after 49
hours. This rule seems to be valid for about 6 months following an explosion,
after which the observed decay Is somewhat faster than that predicted by this
"relationship. Activation products, in general, decay at a faster rate than theS~fission products.

Fission prodicts and the activation products, along with unfissioned ura-
* nium or plutonium from the device, are the components of the rodioactive irate-

rial in the debris cloud, and this cloud and its fal'out at, the primary
sources of the potential exposure to radiation.
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in a nuclear airburst. such as the airdrop test devices in DOMINIC. the
c•ntrol core of Intensely hot material, or fireball, does not touch the sur-
face, and the bomb residues (Including the fission products. the activation
products resulting from neutron interaction with device materials, and unfis-
sloned uranium and/or plutonium) are vaporized. These vapors condense as the
fireball rises and cools, and the particles formed by the condensation are
smll and smoke-like. They are carried up with the cloud to the altitude at
which Its rise stops. usually called the cloud stabilization altitude. Spread
of this material then depends on the winds and weather. If the detonation is
smoll, the cloud stabilization altitude will be in the loer atmosphere and
the material will act ike dust and return to the Earth's surface in a matter
of weeks. Essentially - debris from bursts with yields equivalent to kilotons
of TUT will be domi within 2 months (Reference A.5). Areas In which this fall-
out material will be deposited will appear on maps as bands following the
wind's direction. Larger detonations (yields equivalent to megatons of TNT)
will have cloud stabilization altitudes In the stratosphere (above about 10
milel [16 kRm] in the tropics). Radioactive material from such altitudes will
not return to Earth for many months and its distribution will be much wider.
Thus. airbursts contribute little potential for radiation exposure to per.onnel
at the testing area. However, there may be some residual, short-lived radiation

•' coming from activated surface materials under the burst, if the burst altitude
Is sufficiently low for neutrons to roach the surface.

Underwater nuclear detonations are muffled by the great mass of water that
surrounds them. The initial nuclear radiation is absorbed by the water sur-
rounding the device and the Intense heat vaporizes the water near the burst,
forming a bubble beneath the surface of the water that expands aq the energy
released In the explosion works against the mass of water. This expansion con-
tinues until the energy is expended, at which point the bubble begins to col-
lapse as It rise* toward the surface. Depending upon the depth of the burst
and the size of the bubble (t 4 -h in turn depends on the yield, or total energy
release, of the explosion), the bubble may break the surface of the wate': near
its fully expanded size or smaller. Some radioactive products are ventid Into

A• the air as the bubble breaks the surface, but most. of the device debris remains
trapped in the volume of water that collapses on the bubble. This volume of
water Is usually referred to as the radioactive pool and Is the primary source
of potential radiation exposure for Individuals participating in the tests.

When a detonation takes place high above the Earth's surface, the very thin
air absorbs the Initial radiation only slightly. Thus, radiation can travel
great distances at very high altitudes. Downwerd toward the Earth's surface.

"*j however, the air becomes progressively more dense and the initial radiation
from a high-altitude burst is attenuated and absorbed long before It reaches
the surface of the Earth. For a burst above the atmosphere, the altitudes at
which the radiations are virtually stopped are 35 to 55 miles (56 to 88 kiC)
for X-rays, 15 miles (24 km) for neutrons and gammas, and 35 miles (56 km) for
beta particle@.

The possibility of exposure from early fallout during a high-altitude burst
is also virtually nonexistent. In a hlgh-altitude detonation. the device debris
Is dispersed into the stratosphere or higher. This Is above the height where
weather, which might act to bring the radioactive device debris to Earth, is
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* forned. Consequently, there is no likelihood that the suspended material will
TI descend quickly enough to expose personnel in the vicinity of the surface zero.

Such device material remains in the upper atmosphere about 6 months. furing
this period, most of the radionuclides produced by the detonation wili have

le decayed to low levels by the time they descend to Earth, with two notable ex-
ceptions. Isotopes of strontium and cesium. Sr 9 0 and Cs 1 3 7 , take longer to
decay than the time required for their deposition. The major radiological con-
cern about high-altitude bursts arises from the radiation from these radio-

4 nuclides In the delayed fallout.

EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM

j Central to the test series was the experimental program. This program and
its requirements dictated the form of the test organization and the detail of
personnel participation. DOMINIC's experimental program incorporated two as-
pects. the first of which was the development of the weapons themselves and

4-4 the second involved the measurement of the explosive and radiation effects.
Unlike earlier nuclear test series, the DOMINIC test operations supporting
each aspect were. In large part. separate.

These two asptcts can serve as a rough measure of differentiation of Inter-
est between the major participants: the ABC Interest in weapon development,
and the DOD interest In the military application of the effects of the explo-
sions. The several parts of the weapon development and the effects studies
each had particular features that led to the possibility of radiation exposure.

Weapon Development

In testing devices, weapon designers are interested in two classes o mea-
suremonts: the total energy release of the device, and the rate of release.
"Total energy release measurements are called yield measurements, and the rate
of release measurements are called diagnostic measurements.

YIELD MEASUREMENTS. Device yield Is usually determined by several methods,

". two of which Involve photo-optical techniques. Growth of the intensely hot and
/ radiating mass of device debris and air that constitute the nuclear fireball

varies with its yield. Very-high-speed cameras were therefore used to record
this growth, and film records subsequently analyzed to infer yield. Duration
and the intensity of the energy pulse In the optical-thermal spectral region
alsý& vary with yield: thus, light detectors coupled to recorders were also

"* used to derive yield.

"•n addition, yield may be determined by collecting and analyzing a repre-
sentative sample of the device debris. Tnferences are then drawn regarding the
yield, based on knowledge of the materials In the unexploded device.

.4 Construction, instrumentation placement, and data recovery for the photo-
optical yield determinations did not usually require personnel to be in ýareas
with a potential for exposure to radiation. Cameras and light detectors need
only a clear field of view of the burst point and enough breadth of view to

" .% oncompass the fireball. Camera placement did not involve personnel at times
"4' and places of high radiation levels. Film recovery generally did not involve
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high exposure potential, as the photo elations were usually at ranges and in
directions not heavily contaminated by fallout.

Sampling of device debris. however, necessitated exposure to high levels
of radioactivity. The technique used In DOMINIC and most atmospheric tests was
to fly aircraft with collectors directly through portions of the radioactive
(or mushroom) cloud, although on some DOMINIC shots, rockets were also used In

an attempt to collect samples. About 90 percent of the fission debris was usu-
S ally considered to' be In the upper portion of the mushroom cloud (Reference

A.5). Several aircraft were used to obtain a representative sample. Aircrews
were exposed to the radiation emitted by the radioactive particles in the cloud

as they flew through. Aircraft flying these sampling missions picked up sig-i nificant amounts of radioactive material on their surfaces, posing additional
and continuing radiation exposure of the aircrews as they returned to base, as
well as of decontamination ground crews. Samples collected were radiologically
"hot" and required special handling as they were taken from the aircraft and

prepared for shipment to laboratories in the United States for analysis.

DIAGNOSTIC MBSURHMEdTS. The explosion of a nuclear device Is a progressive
release of Increasing amounts of nuclear radiation, some of which directly es-

4 capes the device. The rest of the radiant energy interacts with the associated
material of the device Itself and Is converted into differing forms of radia-
tion and Into the ki.netc, energy of the remaining materials in a small fraction

-l of a second. The intonsely hot core then reradiates, heating the surrounding
air and creating a shock wave that propagates outward from the burst point.

Weapon diagnosticians used sophisticated techniques to follow the processes
that occur during the device explosion. Detectors and collectors were run up
to. and sometimes inside, the device case so that the radiation being sampled
could be directly channeled some distance away and there be recorded by instru-

mentation designed to survive the ensuing blast.

Radiation measurements are based upon the effects that result from the
interaction of the radiation with matter. Fluorescence is one such effect.
Materials that fluoresce with radiation exposure were placed In view of cameras

or light detectors to provide a record of the variation of fluorescent inten-
sity with time, thereby providing an indirect measurement of the radiation
onvrt tomnt.

Other methods of detecting radiation Involve the shielding (attenuation)
properties of earth materials, water, and other substances. These materials

are also used to baffle or collimate radiation to ensure that radiation Is

directed toward the detecting instrument.

The airdrop tests precluded such measurements and attendant exposures. The
weapon laboratories used instrumentation on aircraft and the surface stations
to collect the diagnostic data.

Radlofrequency energy produced by the explosion can be detected by radio
receivers and, with the addition of filtering and proce.;sing circuitry, can
also provide Information about the energy flow from the explosion. Such mea-
surements permit remote placement of receiving and recording Instruments.
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Preshot preparation Included the hazards normally associated with heavy
construction, and some exposures of workers to radiation occurred in areas

contaminated by earlier tests.

The potential for radiation exposure of personnel associated with weapon

diagnostic experiments depended upon the oroximlty of the measurement or data
recovery point to surface zero and thQ, time lapse between the detonation and
the data collection.

The primary radiation exposure potential Is from fission products and ma-
terlals made radioactive by neutron activation of device and earth materials
In the vicinity of surface zero. Thus, the distance from surface zero Is a

principal factor In assessing exposure of persons engaged In the experimental
program.

Effects Experiments

Experiments were conducted at nuclear tests to acquire Information on the
effects of the detonations on military systema and were of two types. The first
wea measurements of how the nuclear burst altered the envi.6onment In which
the military system operated. and the second were observations of the perform-

ance or survival of the military equipment or system Itself during and follow-
Ing direct exposure to the detonation. Potential for radiation exposure of
participants conducting these experiments was greater if the experimert w'
closer to surface zero and required recovery soon after burst time. Almost all

of the DOMINIC effects measuremnt experiments had very little exposureS~potential.

TEST SITES

Christmas Island

Christmas Island Is an atoll lying 20 north of the equator, approximately
1.200 nmi (2,224 kim) south and slightly east of Hawaii (Figure 1). It derives
Its name from the date on which It was visited by the English navigator, Cap-

tain Cook (Christmas Eve, December 24, 1777). The Island Is approximately 30
mil (56 km,) long and varies In width from 5 to 15 nml (9 to 28 kim). A large
portion Is covered by saltwater and fresh-water lagoons; nevertheless, Its land
mass Is considered the largest of all of the world's Isolated atolls. The

"N, Island Is a large sand and coral mass originally covered In part by scrub
*- growth. Figure 2 Is a map of Christmas Island. The lettered sites refer to

locations for activities In the British nuclear tests. but the same nomencla-
ture and sites were used during DOMINIC. Figure 3 shows A-site, an important
Slcation on the southeast side of the island.

l Some 400 coconut plantation workers lived In two small villages, one near

Port London and the other at Poland on the opposite side of the lagoon, both
on the northwestern end of the Island. Vegotatlon consisted of coconut palms,
shrubbery and grasses. No large animals Inhabited the Island, but there were
a few jerboas, small rat-like creatures. Lizards and land crabs were numerous.

The climate of Christmas Island Is typically tropical marine. Temperature
changes are slight, ranging from 700 to 90°F (210 to 32 0 C). Rainfall is
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4.Figure 3. A-Site scientific instrumentation station on Christmas Island,
* DOMINIC.

moderate with a rainy period in the spring (9 Inches In Apr.'1 to 1 Inch in
June). Cloud cover correlates with rainshowers; low cumulus clouds tend to
Increase In the morning hours before sunrise. Cloud bases range from 1,500 to
2,000 feet (458 to 610 meters), with tops about 5,000 feet (1.5 kmn) except
during rainshowers. During showers the cloud tops range between 8,000 and

14,000 feet (2.4 and 4.2 kmn). but In thunderstorms they rise to 40,000 feet
(12.2 kin). High cirrus clouds at 35,000 to 40,000 feet (10.7 to 12.2 km)' are
generally present. The spring winds are persistent easterly tradewinds up to
15,000 feet (4.6 kin). Between 15,000 and 50,000 feet (4.6 and 15.3 kmn), the

winds are steady west to northw~st (Reference C.l.M).

The Island had been used by the United States early In World War- 11 as a
U.S. airbase. Nearly 10.000 U.S. personnel were stationed there at one time.
Following World War II, the~ extensive U.S. installation was gradually' abandoned
and fell Into disrepair when the last small portion of the U.S. Island garrison

* was finally withdrawn In 1948.*3



In 1955 the United Kingdom started a buildup to use Christmas Island and
Its vicinity as a nuclear test area. They found that most of the U.S. installa-
tions wore no longer usable and Installed their own runways. port facilities,
camps. and technical areas. Their nuclear tests took place in 1957 and 1958.
During the moratorium, they reduced their garrison but still retained about
300 to 400 military personnel to operate the alrbase and port and to carry out
essential housekeeping activities. A Resident Commissioner from the Gilbort
andEllice Island Commission Office of the United Kingdom Colonial Service had
political responslblltv for Christmas Island and certain other smaller islands
In the surroundng waters.

A joint JTF B-United Kingdom team surveyed the Christmas Island facilities
in December 1961. The main runway was in excellent shape, as was a small emer-
gency runway. Parking space at the main airfield was adequate. "cilities at
the main airfield for servicing aircraft were very limited and were not suffi-
clent for projected operations. The airfield decontamination pad was In good
shape and in an ideal location, except that water had to be hauled to It. The
personnel decontamination building with adjacent laundry for contaminated
clothing was adequate.

Housing accomamodations were sufficient for approximately 500 people In the
port area and 2,500 people in the main camp area. The Joint Operations Center
(JOC) was located about 1 mile (1.6 km) from the main camp (20N, 157 0W)
and had approximately 20,000 ft 2 of office space (Figure 4). The entire area
was in very good condition. The existing British medical staff consisted ofI two doc-tors. No dental facilities were available except for an X-ray machine.
The Royal Air Force (Ri.F) routinely made two trips per week to HIckam AFB on

J Oahu for transport of personnel and supplies (Figure 5). although most supplies
were delivered by sea. The RAF sprayed almost daily for Insects. This kept the
island practically Insect-free. The island road net from the port to the main
airfield was In good condition, as was the road to the southern tip of the
island. The island telephone system was In very poor shape, except between the
port and the main airfield. Helicopter pads were located at several places

around the Island.

Construction at Christmas Island required by DOMINIC included Installa-
Stion of about 30 miles (48.3 km) of petroleum-ol -lubricant (POL) pipeline

and two fuel-storage and -dispensing systems at the main airfield. Two water-
distillation plants, three first-aid stations, and a telephone system were
also required. ?Igure 6 shows the harbor area as the pipe was readied for use,
and Figure 7 shows the fuel tanks set up for the dispensing system. Maintenance

4 and refurbishment was needed on most existing facilities since they had not
been used since 1958.

Figure 8 Is a photograph of the airfield area at Christmas Island showing
WB-50 aircraft in the foreground. In the far left of this photo Is the tail

- section of an Army light plane, probably an L-13. Figure 9 shows the military
passenger terminal for DOMINIC at Christmas Island, which was operated by the
Military Air Transport Service (MATS) of the U.S. Air Force.

For DOMINIC, the first stage of the radsafe program was a preoperational
A survey. The survey was conducted on Christmas, Fanning. Washington, and the
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Christmas Island airfield, DOMINIC.
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Figure G.- Christmas Island harbor area showing pipe for-Army Engineer
pipellne construction, DOMNIIC.

'47,

Figure 7. U.S. Marine Corps airfitld fuel-dispensing system set up on

A. Christmas Island for the COMINMIC oporation.
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Figure 6. Christmas Island airfield (WG-SO aircraft in foreground). DOMINIC.
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Figure 9. Military Air Transport Service passonger terminal at
Chritma Islnd.DOMINIC.
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R awaiian islands, as well &as on Samoa, by personnel from the Radiation Biology
Laboratory of the University of Washington. These personnel were under ANC con-

~tract and collected samples of various soils, foodstuffs, and water. During
the United Kingdom testing, Christmas Island was used as a base for nearby air-

isi_,ads had been exposed to some fallout from the U.S. teists in the Marshalls
4 through 1958 as well as from the more recent Russian tests in 1961. At Samoa,

samples of tuna fish were collected from boats that caught fish in the Christ-

II

ass Island area. Well water samplee were taken from Christmas, Fanning, Wash-ington, and the Hawaiian islands. Milk from Hawaii was tested, and fruits and

vegetables from Christmas, Fanning, Washington, and the Hawaiian islands were
heUsampled, The results revealed nothing significant. Although some radioactive

drolaments were detected, their concentrations were extremely low (Reference

C..L.I p. 3-18).

Johnston Island

Johnston is an atoll (although rarely referred to as such) about 780 hri
(1,445 kan) west-southwest of Hawaii. it has only two islands: Johnston Island#
about 6,000 feet (1.8 kia) long and 1,200 feet ,(366 metrs) widia and Sand

Island, which is smaller. Its reef forms a half-circle with a 7.5--mile (12-kin)
diameter. The islands lie within a mile of each other on the northern portion

of the roof. Figure 10 is a map of Johnston Atoll with Johnston Island inset.

The collective area of both islands is only 320 acres (130 hectares), most of

which is Johnston Island. Almost all of the Johnston Island surface area was

cow red with runway, taxi strip, and other buildings and structures directly

supporting the airfield operation. Figure 11 shows Johnston Island in 1962 as
seen by an aircraft preparing to land from the west.

Johnston has been a possession of the United 3tates since the acquisition
of Hawaii in the 19th century. It was used as a base during World War I1. In
1958 it was an Air Force base, but was only used for an emergency landing field
and as a base for the operation of navigation aids. Earlier in the decade it
had been a regular stop for MATS trans-Pacific flights. In 1958, during Opera-
tion ARDTrACX, it was used as a base for the launch of two missiles that car-
ried nuclear warheads to high altitudes for detonation to test effects on radar
and - unications.

The weather at Johnston is tropical except it is somewhat drier and has

less frequent cloud cover than atolls closer to the equator. The wind system

has trade winds from the east from the surface to about 20,000 feet (6.1 ki)
altitude, winds from the west from 20,000 to 50,000 feet (6.1 to 15.3 ka) alti-j tude, and winds from the east up to the stratosphere.

"Facilities on Johnston Island were generally adequate but crowded (Figure
12) for 3JT 8 operations, except for the lack of an aircraft decontamination
area. Joint Task Group (JTG) 8.5 constructed a primitive one ar the west end
of the runwayl however, it was not needed during DOMINIC. Since additional

c~unications equipment was needed at Johnston Island, JTG 8.5 installed
worldwide countdown communications, a scientific cable plant, an ABC communi-
cations center, and expanded the telephone systcn. A recovery area for missile

* pods was also established on the south side of the runway.
4 
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Figure 13 Is an aerial view of Johnston Island showing a large antenna
used for a scientific project and other facilities used for DOMINIC. It also
shows the Military Sea Transportation Service (MSTS) ship. USUS Range Tracker
(T-ACGM-1). docked at the pier and sevu-ial other vessels at the small boat dock.
.R-aneg Tracker was at Johnston Island throughout the DOMINIC series.

JOINT TASK FORCE 8

The organization that had conducted prior U.S. Pacific tests, Joint Task
Force 7 (WT7 7). had been dissolved during the moratorium. The Joint Chiefs of
Staff (JCS) established a new organization designated JTF 8 to conduct the
DOMINIC series. The task force had to overcome serious logistic and adminis-
trative problem in reconstructing a test organization. On 21 October 1961,
JCS assigned the Defense Atcmic Support Agency (DASA) the task of planning for
the atmospheric tests to be carried out under control of JTF 8.

W. 7

Sr 4

;"~41 Z,.A r.-

Figure 13. Aerial view of Johnston Island showing a large antenna used for
a scientific project and other facilities used during DOMINIC.
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JTV 8 was organized in a way similar to prior test organizations. It Incor-
porated elements of the military services and their contractors, elements of
the ABC and Its contractors, and other governmental agencies in its structure.
Comiander JTF 8 (CJTF 8), an Army officer, was appointed by the JCS.

Figure 14 shows the complexity of this organization. CJTF 8 was responsible
to both the JCS and the ABC Chairman. Through the Chairman of the Military
Liaison committee, differences between the ABC and the DOD were resolved.
CJTF 8 had three deputy commanders: one was from the Navy and also commanded
the Navy task group (JTG 8.3); another was from the Air Force and commanded

the Air Force task group (3TG 8.4); the third deputy was an ABC civilian and
directed all the scientific activities. There was no JTG 8.1 or JTG 8.2. In
the pre-moratorium Pacific test organizations, the first task group was always
the scientific organization and the second task group was the Army support

-group. In DOMINIC. the scientific task group existed as a large staff directly

subordinate to the ABC civilian deputy. The Army support group's activities in
prior tests haa been mainly involved with the garrisoning of Rnewetak Atoll.

This was not necessary for tests at Christmas and Johnston Islands. therefore,
there was no formal Army task group. Army personnel did participate. however,
and were present In several different organizations. The base support task
group (JTG 8.5) was predominantly manned by Holmes & Narver, Inc. (H&N) per-
sonnel under contract to the ABC. This same contractor had provided these ser-

vices In all the Pacific tests in the 1950s.

The base commands for Johnston Island and for Christmas Island. JTG 8.6
and JTG 8.7, respectively, had personnel from all the services. Two special
task groups (JTG 8.8 and 370 8.9), predominantly Navy, were formed from JTG 8.3
for the SWORDFISH and FRIGATE BIRD events, rb%.pectlvely.

The resulting JTF 8 organization was typical of interagency establishments
at the Federal level. It worked because of past experience and because It metSthe realities of the situation. The realities were that tests were being con-
"ducted to develop nuclear weapons, an activity limited by law to a civilian
agency, the ABC. Planning for the tests had to be completed in a very short
time. One of the locations was owned by the United Kingdom (Christmas Island),
while the other was owned by the United States (Johnston Island) and operated

by the Air Force. Only the U.S. military establishment could provide the logis-
tic and security resources required by an operation conceived and executed Insuch a short time.

Joint Task Force 8 Headquarters

.he organization of Hq JTF 8 is shown In Figure 15. Shown are the three
prin::lpal deputies, the six principal staff functions (J-1 through J-6), and
the i-'our special staff areas. Under the Assistant Chief of Staff for Operations
"and Plans (J-3) are two organizations related to radiological safety: the Rad-
safe Branch and the Hazards Evaluation Center (Branch). Personnel from all the

services were contained In this headquarters element. This element is further
discussed In Chapter 2.

Most Hq JTF 8 personnel were located at Christmas Island In the Joint Oper-
atiors Center (JOC), which was the operational site for Hq JTF 8 Main. Hq JTF 8
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Forward was located on Johnston Island. Hq JTF 8 Rear was located In Washing-
ton. D.C.. and other JTF 8 representatives were based at Hawaii. Table 2 sum-
marizes the manning statistics for Hq JTF 8. Table 3 contains a breakdown by
location. In Table 3 the statistics for JTF 8 Main were obtained by subtracting
the totals for the other locations from the 15 June 1962 figures In Table 2
(Reference C..I.1 pp. A7 and AS).

Scientific Task Units

Seven task units (TU) carried out the scientific activities. Together they
functioned more or less like a task group under the scientific deputy to
" CJTF S. although there was no formal scientific task group designation.

TASK UNIT 8.1.1. This unit was manned by 145 civilian personnel from the

Los Laboratory (LASL).These personnel carried out diagnostic
measurements for LASL weapon development "ctivities. Most of TU 8.1.1 was
located on Christmas Island. Individuals moved from place to place in the oper-
atlonal area and were aboard ships and aircraft from time to time.

Table 2. Joint Task Force A Headquarters manning statistics, DOMINIC.

Permanent Temporary

3 Period Ending Officers Enlisted Officers Enlisted Total

30 Nov 1961 25 25 --- 50

31 Dec 1961 31 36 1 68

31 Jan 1962 53 62 16 25 156

28 Feb 1962 59 74 24 63 220

31 Mar 1962 60 74 38 93 265

30 Apr 1962 61 74 38 93 266

31 May 1962 61 72 38 108 279

15 Jun 1962 61 74 38 109 232

30 Jun 1962 60 73 39 105 277

"31 Jul 1962 60 73 16 68 217

31 Aug 1962 59 71 11 43 184

30 Sep 1962 58 72 19 68 217

31 Oct 1962 58 73 21 69 221

"30 Nov 1962 56 73 7 35 171

31 Dec 1962 55 72 4 12 143

Source: Reference C.1.I.
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Table 3. Joint Task Force 8 Headquarters detachments
(military), DOMINIC.

Location Officers Enlisted

JTF 8 Rear. Washington. D.C. 8 28

JTF 8 Representatives, Pearl Harbor 8 10

4JTF 8 Forward, Johnston Island 11 14

JTF 8 Matna, Christmas Island 72 131

Note:
aoerived by subtracting the totals for Rear, Representa-
tives, and Forward from Table 4.

Source: Reference C.I.I.

TASK UNIT 8.1.2. Manned by 410 personnel from the Lawrence Radiation Labor-
atory (LRL). TU 8.1.2 performed diagnostic measurements for LRL weapon develop-
ment activites. Like the LASL personnel, they were mostly on Christmas Island
"but moved about also.

TASK UNIT 8.1.3. This DOD unit from DASA Field Cohmmand (which managed sev-
eral experiments to determine the military effects of nuclear detonations)
comprised about 130 personnel from all the services. This unit was organized
into five task elements (TE): TE 8.1.3.1 was located at Johnston Island, TE
8.1.3.2 at Hickam AFB, TE 8.1.3.3 at Christm=s Island, TE 8.1.3.4 at Viti Levu
"in the Fiji Islands (but later at Tutuila in American Samoa). and TE 8.1.3.5
was at Sandia Base (Kirtland AFB) in New Mexico.

* TASK UNIT 8.1.4. This unit assisted both AEC weapon development laborator-
ies (LASL and LRL) and the DOD in modifying nuclear devices. It numbered 318
civilian personnel from Sandia Corporation. These personnel also supported LASL
(TU 8.1.1) and LRL (TU 8.1.2) diagnostics experiments and the DASA (TU 8.1.3)
experimental measurements. They were located at Hawaii, Christmas Island, and
Johnston Island. They also moved from place to place.

TASK UNIT 8.1.5. This was an Air Force unit from Space Systems Division.
Air Force Systems Command, numbering up to 128 personnel. This unit procured
Air Force missiles and associated equipment for the high-altitude %FISHBOWL)
shots. They were based at Johnston Island and fired the Thor missiles used to
loft three of the test devices In the high-altitude shots of DOMINIC.

TASK UNIT 8.1.6. A civilian unit of 183 personnel from Edgerton, Germes-
hausen, and Grier, Inc. (EG&.G), TU 8.1.6 provided the timing and firing sig-
nals for the nuclear detonation, when required, and also gave technical support
to other JTF 8 units. They were primarily located on Christmas and Johnston
Islands.
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TASK UNIT 8.1.7. This Army unit of 81 personnel from the Second Missile
Battalion at Fort Bliss, Texas. was added to the JTF 8 organization in late

.16 August 1962. It was located at Johnston Island and fired the Nike/Hercules
missiles during the FISHBOWL tests.

Joint Task Group 8.3 (Navy) _

The Navy task group exercised operational control over all ships particl-
pating In DOMINIC. These included U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey (USC&GS)
vessels, the U.S. Army Ship (USAS American Mariner), and MSTS and commercial
ships.

In addition to manning the temporary task groups for the Polaris firing
(JTG 8.8) and the antisubmarine rocket (ASROC) test (JTG 8.9). the Navy task
group participated In the following activities during DOMINIC:

Danger area surveillance Weather

Shipboard technical instrumentation Target raft emplacement

Missile nosecone recovery Search and rescue (SAR)

Missile instrument pod recovery Island evacuation

Photography Scientific projects

Logistics support Radiological safety

Most personnel In JTG 8.3 were crewmembers aboard ships or small craft.
However, several Navy organizations were based at Christmas, Johnston, and the
Hawaiian islands, including Marine Corps aviation units.

Figure 16 illustrates JTG 8.3 personnel participation by month in DOMINIC.
Tables 4 and 5 contain J'rG 8.3 ship participation and aircraft participation
information, respectively..

Joint Task Group 8.4 (Air Force)

The JTG 8.4 requirements for both aircraft and air support personnel were
assembled from worldwide Air Force units. Almost no single Air Force organiza-
tional entity was the sole participant for a given JTG 8.4 activity (Reference

*! C.l.C).

The AMr Force task gLoup numbered about 2,600 personnel from some 400 var-
Ious organizations and from numerous commands, including the Air National Guard
from Arkansas, California, Georgia, Kansas, Kentucky, Maine, Michigan. Mis-
souri, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania,
Tennessee, Vermont, Washington, West Virginia. and Wisconsin. Most of the par-
ticipants, however, came from units stationed at Hickam AFB in Hawaii, the Air
"Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC) and the 1211th Test Squadron at Kirtland
AFB, and the 6th Weather Squadron (Mobile) at Tinker AFB. Many participating
organizations had fewer than five men.
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Table S. U.S. Navy and U.S. Marine Corps aircraft, 00MINIC.a

Johnston Johnston
Christmas Island Island

Type Total Island (Sumenr) (Fall) ASROC Polaris

AO-WS 6 6 6

A30 2 2

FaU 2 2

HSS 16 16 16

HUL 2 2

HUS 33 29 27 2

P2V 53 27 34 26 11 10

RSO 2 2

S2F 16 16 16

WV-2 4 1 3

Totals 136 28 67 53 SS 51

Note:

1 A11 aircraft provided by Comander in Chief. Pacific Fleet.

Source: Reference C.1.8.

The activities of JTG 8.4 were:

Device droqm scientific pcro jts

Veather Cloud sampling

A•rborne control Commnicat ions

Airborne diagnost ils SAR

Alrborne technical instrumentation Cloud tracking

Radiological safety Sample recovery

Effects Documentary photography

The Air Force task group had four task units for the Christmas island air-
drops In DOMINIC. Later in the series, when mre airdrops ware added dt John-

*ton Island. only two task units (8.4.3 and 8.4.4). based at Hickam AFB. were
used by JTG 8.4 for the last part of DOMINIC. The four task units in JTG 8.4
for the first part of DOMINIC are described below (References B.4.11. C.4.1.

C.4.3.1, and C.4.4.1).

4 TASK UNIT 8.4.1. This unit, a Hq USAF office at Christmas Island. pcovided
coordination, liaison, and supervision of Hq USAF technical projects. The Hq
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USAF projects Involved numerous civilian contractors and agencies of each of
the se-vices. Project locations covered most of the Pacific area from Alaska

* 'to Australia.

TASK UNIT 8.4.2. This unit was frequently called the "Test Services Unit."
This name was carried over from the Air Force unit that ;orformed similar ser-
vices in earlier series In the Pacific. it was based at Christmas Island and
was composed of the elements summarized below.

Drop and Diagnostics Element. This element provided the two C-130 diagnos-
tic aircraft, but not the B-52 drop aircraft, which were part of TV 8.4.4. The

C-130s. SN 60-298 and SN 60-299, were from the Tactical Air Command (TAC) sta-
tioned at Sewart AFB, Tennessee. SN 60-298 supported LJSL diagnostics, and SN

60-299 supported LRL diagnostics. They staged out of HAS Barbers Point, al-
though for one Christmas Island event they operated from the island.

Air Control Element. This element operated five RC-121 aircraft (Nos. 128,

"542, 543, 547, 550) primarily for airbotne air control purposes, but they were
also used for radar tracking, technical data, and communications. Aircraft and
personnel were from the 552nd Airborne Early Warning and Control Wing,
McClellan AFB, California, a unit in the Air Defense Command (AXC). The unit
operated from Christmas Izland, Hickam AFB, and Mandl International Airport In
the FIJI Islands. The unit also assisted the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration Project Mercury at Midway. During the Cuban missile crisis,
near the end of October 1962, two aircraft were recalled to McClellan AFB.

Aeronautical System Division (AS) Effects Element. This element provided
two 3-57 aircraft for weapon effects experiments (thermal radiation) at Christ-

sma Island. ASO was based at Wright-Patterson APB, Ohio.

Hellcovter glgeMnt. SIx H-21 helicopters from the 3635th Flying Training
Wing, Stead AFB, Nevada, comprised this element and were used for local air
"transportation. ;AR missions, .,nd rocket sampler nosecone recovery. They were

based at Christmas Island.

SDocumentary Pbotoqravy Element. Two C-54 aircraft (Nos. 45-492 and 45-561)
from Turner AP'B, Georgia (1370th Photo Mapping Wing), made up this element. its
63 personnel, all from the Air Photographic and Charting Service (APCS). came
from the 1370th Wing, Lookosit Mountain AFS California: Ent AFB, Colorado:
Orlando AFB, Florida; Westover APB, Massachusetts: Barksdale AFB. Louisiana;

and Vandenberg APB. California.

Weather Reporting gl,•nt. This element collected and r-ported weather data
using rawlnsonde (instrumented balloon) techniques at Hickam AFB (known as
Flight A), Tutuila in the Samoas (Flight B), Johnston Island (FlIght C), Pal-
myra (Flight D), Christmas Island (Flight g). and Malden (Flight F). The 6th
Weather Squadron, Tinker AFB, Oklahoma. was the central unit for the Weather
Reporting Element.

RecnnaIssance Element. This element was composed of two flights. The sam-
pler flight flew cloud-sampling missions In 18 B-57 tircraft (11 B- or C and
7 D-models). The sampler aircraft were loaned to the 1211th Test Squadron by
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several commands. Including the U.S. Air Force. Europe (USAFE). Crews were from
the 1211th Test Squadron. Kirtland AF1B. The Weather Reconnaissance Flight oper-
ated ten WB-50 aircraft from the AWE to collect weather data. Six aircraft were
based at Christmas Island and four at Hickam AP3. glesant strengths were 362
at Christmas Island and 248 at Hickam APB on 31 May 1962. The 55th Weather
Reconnaissance Squadron, McClellan APB, was the central unit for the Weather
Reconnaissance Flight.

TASK UNIT 8.4.3. This unit had three elements based at Hickam AFB.

Hlah-Altltude Element. This element was composed of four flights, three
from Strategic Air Command (SAC) and one from Air Force Systems Command (AFSC):

e Weather Flight -- Contained two U-2 aircraft from the
4080th Strategic Reconnaissance Wing. Laughlin AFE, Texas,
that flow high-altitude weather photography missions for
the FISHBOWL shots.

4 Coimmunications Flight -- Operated two KC-135 aircraft and
two B-47 aircraft from SAC for communication experiments
and UHF voice relay links in the FISHBOWL shots.

"C Technical Flight -- Flew two KC-135 aircraft, one support-
ring Hq USAF projects and the other supporting TU 8.1.1

"e AFWC Flight -- Flew three KC-135 aircraft In support of
DOD effects experiments i., the FIS•HBOWL shots.

Medical Test Element. This element provided five C-118 and five C-54 air-
craft to support the retinal burn studies conducted by the Aerospace Medical
Division, Brooks APB. Texas, for DASA. The C-54s were from various Air Force
comnds. while the C-118o were from the Naval Air Transport Wing. Atlantic.
Ten man from Naval Air Transport Squadron Six flew the C-li8s.

Calibration Element. This element operated two KC-97 aircraft to calibrate

the mlssile-tracking equipment installed at Johnston Island by Cubic Corpora-
tion. The Tennessee Air National Guard furnished a KC-97 and two aircrews; the
second KC-97 was frC a the Georgia Air National Guard with two aircrews. Cali-
fornia and Oklahoma National Guard units provided 16 additional personnel.

TASK UNIT 8.4.4. This unit, based at NAS Barbers Point. comprised the B-52
portion of the Drop ansd Diagnostics Elemient. but also did the maintenance on
the C-130 diagnostic aircraft. The two B-52s (Mos. 56-013 and 56-620) dropped
the nuclear devices. In addition, TU 8.4.4 assisted TU 8.1.4 In handling, mat-
ing, and loading the nuclear devices Into the B-52s. One B-52 and crew was from

AFSWC. The second was a SAC aircraft and had two crews during the course of
DOMINIC. At least one of the cro was from the 4245th Strategic WIng. Sheppard
AFB, Texas.

tUpon completion of the Christmas Island airdrops. JTG 8.4 was disbanded
and most of the aircraft returned to parent commands. Others, however, were
retained in the proving grounds for the next phase of DOMINIC. Those returned
to parent commands are as follows:
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Aircraft Parent Unit

C-54 Documentary Photography MATS

11-50 Weather Reconnaissance MATS

RC-121 Controller and Radar ABC

U-2 High Level Photography SAC

I C-135 Sample Return MATS

I C-118 Sample Return MATS

2 H-21 Logi~stic Support ATC

1 B-52 Drop and Backup AUSW

I B-52 Drop and Backup SAC

2 B-57 Sampler MATS

.1 4 B-57 Sampler ADC

1 B-57 Sampler USAPI

1 B-57 Sampler AUC

3 MC-135 AFSK

1 KC-135 SAC (retained at KIrtland)

2 C-130 Diagnostic TAC (retained at Kirtland)

Then. because of added airdrop missions to complement the FISHBOWL shots, sev-
eral aircraft were recalled and a new JTG 8.4 organization was established.
The new organization was comprised of TU 8.4.3 at HIckam AVB, IT 8.4.4 at MAs

Barbers Point, and JTG 8.4 representatives at Johnston Island.

The now TU 8.4.3 was composed of a Test Services Element (TV 8.4.3.1). a

',ell gh-AItltitude Element (TE 8.4.3.2). and typ'cal staff sections such as Opera-
0•,., ttons, Materell Safety. Czwwmmucatlorux, etc. (Reference C.4.3.1). Both TE

"- 8.4.3.1 and TZ 8.4.3.2 were made up of flights, each flight performlng the same

basic function as they did during tV a Christmas Island Alrdrop:. Each flight
also came from the sam parent. commands as before; basically only the numbers
of personnel and aircraft were changed. TE 8.4.3.1 included the following
flights and aircraft: Doct*wntAry Photography (one RC-54). Ali Control (four
RC-121s). Weather Reconnaissance (five WB-50s). Weather Reporting, Calibration

(one KC-97), and Medical Effects (one SC-54 and six C-118s).ý TS 8.4.3.2 had
the following flights: Weather (three U-2s), CoiwtunIcations (two B-47s), Tech-
nical (two KC-135s), and AFSC (three KC-135s).

TU 8.4.4 at HAS Barbers Point was organized Into sections. The sections

included Operations, Maintenance, Security, Communications, Weapons. Supply.
and Instrumentation. The Operations Section was the flying part! of the organi-
zation and had a B-52 Branch, a C-130 Branch, and a B-57 Branch. The B-52
Branch was responsible for airdrop of the nuclear devices and used aircraft
No. 60-620. The C-130 Branch flew two C-130 diagnostic aircraft (Nos. 298 and
299). The B-57 Branch had the sampler aircraft (eight B-57s. all D-models).
Radiological safety came under the B-57 Branch. The Maintenance Section had
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correspondlng aaintenance branches; I.e., B-52, C-130, and B-57. As with the
components In TU 8.4.3. those In TU 8.4.4 had basically Identical prime func-

tions as during the Christmas Island airdrops (Reference C.4.4.2).

Statistics on the manning levels for JTG 8.4 are contained in Table e.

* /Table 6. Military unit manning levels (DOMINIC).

Joint Task Group

Period Task Unit

Ending 8.3 8.3
(1962) (Shore) (Ships) 8.4 8.6 8.7 8.1.3 8.1.5 8.1.7 Totals

31 Jan 40 617 55 114 0 131 6 0 963

28 Feb 348 1.056 93 274 37 155 8 0 1,971

31 Mar 557 1.579 262 252 261 304 109 0 3,324

30 Apr 1,068 13,785 1,367 254 223 499 128 0 77,324

'31 May 749 9,174 1,468 261 229 1,106 112 0 13,099

30 Jun 842 8,006 1,192 253 212 1,055 102 0 11.662

31 Jul 172 3,268 297 251 197 940 116 0 5,241

31 Aug 89 561 64 186 21 214 88 80 1,303

30 Sep 89 3,711 588 275 11 475 116 80 5,345

31 Oct 205 4,245 784 342 10 807 116 81 6,590

30 Nov 116 160 17 47 2 0 11 0 353

31 Doec 75 0 3 22 2 0 16 0 118

Source: Reference C.1.I.

Jnint Task Group 8.5 (AEC Support)

JTG 8.5 *as composed of civilian personnel under contract to the AEC (Ref-
erence C.l.1). It had three task units, two of which were attached and per-
formed a par: of ARC and JTF 8 scientific activities. Headquarters for JTG 8.5
was In Las V#.as, Nevada.

TASK UNIT 8.5.1 (MIN). Numbering over 2.000 contractor personnel, TU 8.5.1
provided support to JTF 8 in construction and renovation of facilities (build-

lngs and equipment) to be used for DOMINIC. Their efforts involved almost every
Pacific Island where a DOMINIC site existed. Table 7 shows island locations
used in DOMINIC. TU 8.5.1 had a Pacific Operations Branch at Honolulu and
three sections at Christmas. Johnston, and Tutuila islands. TU 8.5.1 also In-

stalled the AEC communication networks at Christmas, Johnston, and the Hawaiian
islands. At Christmas Island It provided security guards for seven guardposts.
operated a structural fire department and a crash rescue fire department
(btaildings and aircraft, respectively), staffed a hospital and two first-aid
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Table 7. Pacific locations used in DOMINIC.

Element Participation

Rocket
Headquarters Technical Launch

"Location Elementa Weather Radsafe Project Site EO~b

Christmas X X X X X X
Johnston X X X X X X
Fanning X
Washington X
Palmyra X X, X

Hawaii X X
Oahu X X X X
Kauai X X X
Fairbanks, Alaska X
Adak X
Shemya X
Attu X
Midway X X X
Japan X
Wake X X X
Okinawa X
French Frigate Shoals X X
Philippines X
Guam X
Truk X
Ponape X
Kwajalein X X X
Darwin, Australia X
Pajuro X
Guadalcanal X
Canton X X X
Viti Levu, Fiji X X
Tutuila. Samoa X X X
Tongatabu X X
Papeete, Tahiti X
Nuku Hiva, Marquesas X

Notes:
-aJTF 8 Headquarters.

bExplosive Ordnance Disposal.

Source: Reference C.I.A.
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stations. and provided many other services. These other services Included oper-
atingj the dining hall, the laundry. post office, barber shop. and stores. It

also performed radsafe monitoring and hauled contaminated water from aircraft
decontamination facilities to the disposal site.

At Johnston Island TU 8.5.1 also performed radsafe monitoring and provided
the workers who decontaminated the Thor launch pad that became contaminated on
25 July 1962. It staffed a medical facility on Johnston Island and provided

additional services similar to those on Christmas Island.

TASK UNIT 8.5.2. These 57 personnel staffed the JTF S Hazards Evaluation
Branch and were knowledgeable In nuclear explosion effects. The unit was made
up of personnel from Scripps Institution of. Oceanography, LASL. LRL. Sandia,
the U.S. Weather Bureau, and the U.S. Navy Hydrographic Office. It assisted in
evaluating each scheduled detonation from a safety viewpoint, to Include fall-

Sout, air shock, thermal, nuclear radiation, and water waves (Reference C.I.A.
pp. 18 and 19).

TASK UNIT 8.5.3 Six men from the University of Washington staffed this
task unit, which performed extensive preoperational radiological sampling in
the Pacific area. Samples of fish- other foodstuffs, and water were analyzed
to establish baseline radiological conditions before DOMINIC detonations began
and after the conclusion of DOMINIC (Reference C.I.N. p. 18).

Joint Task Group 8.6 (Johnston Island Base Command)

This task group was the base coamand that supported all elements of JTF 8
* located on Johnston Island. Personnel from all the services and civilians were

Included In JTG 8.6. Uniquely, JTG 8.6 Included units or detachments from the
other joint task groups. This becomes clearer by a discussion of how its func-
tions were carried out through seven task units, In addl~tion to some temporary
units that were assigned to It. JTG 8.6 maintained a staff that resembled a
"mini-JTG 8* staff (Reference C.1.F).

TASK UNIT 8.6.1. The Air Force 6488th Air Base Squadron operated the Air
Force Supply, Base Operations. Post Office. Base Exchange, Recreation Center,
Officec and NCO Clubs, anid Radio Station WVTV. Personnel from TU 8.6.1 also4 assisted TU 8.5.1 In operating the POL system. aircraft crash rescue detail.
and various shops and plants.

TASK UNIT 8.6.2. The Air Force 1957th Communications Group, Detachment 1.
operated the Base Communication Conter, Pacific Air Force (PACAF) Commander's
Voice Circuit. Air Traffic Control Tower, MARS Radio Station. and the base
telephone system.

TASK UNIT 8.6.3. The Air Forcw 1502nd Air Transport Wing, Detachment 6,
0 carried out all air terminal passenger and cargo activities.

TASK UNIT 8.6.4. The 1st Platoon of the 524th Military Police Company
(Army) provided security, criminal Investigations, vehicular traffic- control.
and the safeguarding of life and property.
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TASK UNIT 8.6.5. The Helicopter Detachment of the 81st Transportation Cos-
pany (Army) assisted in SAR missions, area surveillance out to 15 =1 (28 km)
at sea, helicopter transportation, and calibration of scientific instruments.

TASK ELEMENT 8.3.9.6. This Navy un.,-. a part of JTG 8.3. was the Johnston
Island Boat Group that provided water transportation and waterborne SAR

missions.

TASK UNIT 8.5.1. H&N personnel in the Johnston Island section., with

assistance from the Air Force, operated all base facilities not assigned to
TU 8.6.1 or TU 8.6.2. namely, a dining hall. fire department. laundry, snack
bar, and several shops and plants.

In addition to the above units, there were other service units under
JTG 8.6 for short periods. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers dredge. USAS
Davidson. conducted dredging operations in March 1962. During tho same period
the U.S. Navy Underwater Demolition Team 11 cleared the channel bottom and

pler area. U.S. Navy Amphibious Construction Battalion 1 installed and operated
fuel lines between the air terminal and offshore fuel barges from September
through November.

Joint Task Group 8.7 (Christmas Island Base Command)

Personnel from all the military services and TU 8.5.1 civilians were rep-
resented In JTG 8.7. This task group performed many activities like those of
JTG 8.6. but It was not organized into separate task units. The activities of
TU 8.5.1 on Christmas Island are described above under TU 8.5.1 (Reference
C.I.F).

JTG 8.7 had 11 functions:

Surgeon Special projects (operations)

Chaplain Communications

Provost Marshal Bulk fuel detachment

Administration POL

Disbursing Post Office

Base Exchange

Special Projects (Operations) was the Navy unit identified as TE 8.3.9.7.
the Christmas Island Boat Group. These personnel participated in waterborne

SAR missions and provided water transportation.

"The Surgeon (JTG 8.7 Medical Officer) supervised two medical areas, dental
and prerentive medicine. Medical facilities for military personnel were staffed-by the U.S. Army, Pacifc. The same facilities were used for civilians. but

were staffed by physicians, dentists, and aidmen under contract to TU 8.5.1
(H&N). Preventive medicine consisted of Inspecting the dining hall and living
quarters, human waste disposal, and testing the drinking water.
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Personnel from alI services and TU 8.5.1 (H&N) were used for POL support.
POL management was a major problem for JYG 8.7 because of the different proce-
dures and techniques among the services. The U.S. Marine Corps installed bulk
fuel storage systems and the U.S. Army built a 29-mlle (47-k3m) pipeline. Fuel
requirements were submitted to the Naval Fuel Supply Center at Pearl Harbor.
JTG 8.3 withdrew fuel for boats, vehicles, and vessels, JTG 8.4 withdrew fuel
for aircraft and vehicles; JTG 8.5 withdrew fuel for vehicles. Fuel was also

occasionally supplied to the British hosts.

Admlnistratlon operated the mall and records section. staffed classified

document control, and prepared travel orders (e.g., for sample courier offi-
cers). Twenty-four officers (w.. _ came from JTF 8 Headquarters and subordinate

commands) were used as couriets for sample returns from Christmas Island.

Disbursing maintained approximately 900 Navy and Marine Corps pay records,
80 Air Force pay records, and 70 Army pay records, plus about 2,000 per diem
payments per month to military and civil service (e.g.. U.S. Public Health

Service. DASA civilians) personnel.

The Provost Marshal was responsible for security. Personnel from the 524th

Military Police Company (Army) and TU 8.5.1 (H&N) provided security guards.

'Table 8 sutuarizes JTG 8.6 and JTG 8.7 minning.

Table 8. Base island command manning levels oDOMINIC).

Joint Task Group 8.6 Joint Task Group 8.7
(Johnston Island) (Christmas Island)

Function Officers Enlisted Officers Enlisted

Commander and Aide 2 a 1 0

Deputy Commander, Protocol 2 1

Administration. Chaplain 3 6 3 2

Operations (including air) 1 84

Military Police Detachment 2 26 2 29

Medical 2 3 2 3

Communications 0 107 5 130

Postal 0 1 1 7

"POL Operations ---... 1 8

.- Bulk Fuel Detachment --- 2 49

" DisbursIng ---.--- 1 10

Totals 12 228 18 238

Source: Reference C.l.I.
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Temporary Task Groups

JTG 8.8 and JTG 8.9 were temporary task groups formed for FRIGATE BIRD and
SWORDFISH, respectively, the special Navy events. The Navy Deputy to JTF 8 was
appointed commander of both groups and used his staff from JTG 8.3 for the
preparation of detailed operational plans and the coordination of participating
JTF 8 elements and other naval forces under the operational control of CJTF 8.
In this manner all participants reported to CJTF 8 through a single well-
established and experienced subordinate headquarters. After SWORDFISH and
FRIGATE BIRD, some units were released to their type commanders. Much of the
initial planning was done by the JTF 8 stiff, and throughout both operations
CJTF 8 retained command control using 24-hour communications between the
Christmas Island Command Post and the CJTF 8 flagship. These task groups are
further discussed In Chapters 5 and 6.

JOINT TASK FORCE 8 MANNING SUMMARY

Figure 17 Is a graphical Illustration of the JTF 8 manning. This figure
has curves for military personnel, various categories of civilian personnel.
and the JTF 8 grand total as a function of time. The peak grand total in early
May 1962 Is shown as about 19,500. Table 6 contains statistics for those or-
ganizations that were predominantly military. JTG 8.3 was, of course, predomi-
nantly Navy, and JTG 8.4 was predominantly Air Force. Personnel in all services
were In JTG 8.6, JTG 8.7 and TU 8.1.3, while TU 8.1.5 was Air Force and TU
8.1.7 was Army.

Table 9 contains statistics for the average population at Johnston and
Christmas Islands. These statistics pertain to DOMINIC participants and do not
Include, for example, the British and the native plantation workers on Christ-
mas Island. Both Tables 8 and 9 show the large changes In manning levels dur*ng
DOMINIC.
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Table 9. Average population at Johnston and Christmas islands
during DOMINIC.

Period Johnston Island Christmas Island

12 - 31 Jan 1962 105 Note a

1 - 28 Feb 1962 151 Note a

19 - 28 Feb 1962 Note a 37

I - 31 Mar 1962 360 460

1 - 30 Apr 1962 441 1,350

1 - 31 May 1962 535 1,769

I - 30 Jun 1962 565 1,475

I - 31 Jul 1962 520 685
I - 31 Aug 1962 311 68

1 - 30 Sep 1962 483 18

1 - 31 Oct 1962 793 16

1 - 30 Nov 1962 378 15

1 - 31 Dec 1962 115 15

Note:

Data not available.

Source: Reference C.I.I.
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"CHAPTER 2

RAOIOLOGICAL SAFETY

Annex J to Joint Task Force 8 (JTF 8) Operationx order :-62. entitled
Radlological Safety Operations. was the basis for all radiological safety
(radsafe) operations In DOMINIC. Appendix A is a reproducticn of this annex.
The principles of Radiolocical Safety Operations had the concurrence of the
military services and the Atomic Energy Commission (ABC). The most general
rule established in this order was that the radiological safety of all task
force personnel was the responsibility of commanders at all levels and that
radsafe activities were to be performed through normal commiand channels.

"RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY ORGANIZATION AND TASKS

The commander of JTF 8 (CJTF 8) had overall radsafe responsibility. His
. specific responsibilities included Informing the Commander In Chief, Pacific

-N (CCMPAC). If radiological problem developed outside the JTF 8 operations
area, establishing and maintaining stations for offsite monitoring. and estab-
lishing and announcing the times and areas for safe task force operations
following the detonations In the atmosphere. The radsafe organizations set up
within the JTF 8 headquarters are discussed Immediately below, followed by the
radsafe activities of the several task units.

JTF 8 had a Task Force Hazards Control Center (Branch) and a Task Force

Radsafe Branch. Both were under the operational control of the JTF 8 Assistant
Chief of Staff for Operations and Plans (J-3). In addition, the JTF 8 Opera-
tions order 2-62 established an offsite radsafe program that led to participa-
tion by the U.S. Public Health Service (U5PHS), among others, In DOMINIC
operat ions.

Hazards Control Center (Branch)

The Hazards Control Center (Branch) was composed of two units- the Hazards
Evaluation Branch and the Fallout Plotting Center. Their functions are de-
scribed below.

HAZARDS EVALUATION BRANCH. The Hazards Evaluation Branch predicted explo-
sion effects and interpreted them In terms of potential hazards to ?opulated
areas within 1,500 nmi (2.780 kin) of the detonation. It performed calculations
to predict thermal, blast, and water wave effects ranges and conducted exper-
iments to collect data (Reference C.I.A. p. 19). The branch was manned by
personnel from Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL), Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory (LRL). Sandia Corporation, U.S. Weather Bureau, Scripps Institution
of Oceanography, and the Navy Hydrographic Office.

FALLOUT PLOTTING CENTER (FOPC). The FOPC plotted the predicted air and
"surface radiological exclusion (radex) area. Entry to a radex area was rigidly
controlled. After each detonation, the FOPC plotted the actual air and surface
radioactivity.
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Radsafe Branch

The Radsafe Branch accomplished the remainder of the radsafe functions as
shon in Figure 18. Table 10 lists the specific supporting tasks performed by
the Radsafo Branch by location. The tasks of the Radsafe Branch Were to (Ref-
erence C.1.N, p. A-1):

e Provide necessary equipment (clothing and Instruments) for
support of operations asanciated with contaminated areas
anr facilities

& Provide dosimetry service for JTF 8 and visitors to include
Issuing and processing film badges and maintenance of re-
quired records

* Operate a radlochemistry laboratory to support offslte
radsafe monitoring stations

* Provide trained personnel to advise and assist task force
personnel in their radsafe duties.

J COMMANDER I
JOINT TASK FORCE 8

I
I ACOFS, J-3

CHIEF
RADIOLOGICAL

SAFETY BRANCH

""MONITORING AND DECONTAMINATION SEC I ION FILM BADGE- ISSUE SECTIONj SCHRISTMAS ISLAND CHRISTMAS ISLAN E
JOHNSTON ISLAND JOHNSTON ISLANDI8AR3E RS POINT, HAWAII "HONOLULU, HAWAII

INSTRUMEN" MAINTENANCE SECTIONOF-IESRILACSCTN
C;,IIISTMAS ISLAND STATIONS SHOWN IN FIGURE 19JO 4NSTON ISLAND

Figure 18. Headquarters, Joint Task Force 8 functional radiological safety
organization, DOMINIC.
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Table 10. Joint Task Force 6 Radsafe BSanch activities at
various locations, DONINIC.

Location Activities

Christmas Island Area monitoring
(25 Apr 62-11 Jul 62) Aircraft decontamination

Personnel and equipment decontamination
Film badge issue and collection

Photodosimetry
Protective clothing and equipment Issue
Instrument maintenance
Sample return

Johnston Island Area monitoring ahr decontamination
(3 Jun 62-3 Nov 62) Aircraft decontamination

Personnel and equipment decontamination

Film badge issue and collection

Protective clothing and equipment issue
Instrument maintenance

Sample return

Scientific-pod recovery

Off Site Environmental monitoring
(15 Mar 62-15 0cc 62) Sample collection

Honolulu, Hawaii Photodosimetry

(15 Mar 62-15 Dec 62) Protective clothing and equipment issue

Radiochem.cal analysis

NAS Barbers Point, Hawaii Aircraft decontamination

(2 Oct 62-3 Nov 62) Personnel and equipment decontamination

Nevada Test Site Photouosimetry

(15 0ec 62-30 Jan 63)

I Source: Reference C.l.N. p. A-7.

.. 3Joint Task Group 8.3 (Navy)

Joint Task Group 8.3 (JTG 8.3) established Its radsaf. office in the Oper-
atIons and Plans (N-3) Section of their headquarters. Requirements Imposed by

.JTl 8 on 370 8.3 Included (Reference B.O.1, Annex J):

* Responsibility for radiological safety of all assigned and
attached personnel

"" Provision of monitors and de4ontamination crow aboard

each ship

"e Establishment and maintenance of radsafe centers as re-
quired for afloat operations
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* Provision of Navy aircraft support for radiological sur-
veys0 cloud tracking. and other postshot radsafe operations

* Preparation of pertinent reports from radsafe reconnais-
sance and barrier patrol aircraft through the appropriate
operations centers

* Bstablishment and maintenance of radsafe monitor and de-
contamination services for any aircraft and crew assigned
to any element of JTY 8.

JTO 8.3 published its Operation Order 1-62 on 26 March 1962 (Reference
B.3.2), which further detailed radsafe responsibilities within the Navy task
group. This Included specific procedures for handling the NAVMCD 1432 (1-62)
form and a set of instructions on film badges to be explained to all J¶'O 6.3
personnel.

JTG 8.3 ruquired film badges on four representative topslde areas and the
bridge of every ship and issue of DT60/PO dosimeters to croembors (Reference
B.3.2. pp. XI-1-2 and 3-1-3).

The JTp 8.32p order permitted no P2V aerial radiological missions to enter

areas with an intensity over 3 R/hr under any circumstancos. This plan recom-
•mended that P2V aircraft should begin turning away when intensity reached 0.003
to 0.004 R/hr. Inflight reports ware required at least every half-hour and a
special report was required when the intensity reached 0.010 PRhr (Reference
B.3.2. p. 3-6-1).

A set of radsefo instructions for recovery of scientific pods, missile
noscones, and target rafts was also included in the Op Plan. Under no circum-
stances were the pods to come In contact with skin because of predicted high
beta radiation. All recovery work with target rafts required personnel to be
dressed in complete protectAvo clothing. The plan called for the sinking of
any raft with an intensity of 10 R/hr or more. Although none neared this read-
Ing. some ware sunk instead of beirg salvaged.

Recognizing the possibility of alpha contamination at Johnston Island, J¶'
8.3 established criteria for Maximum Permissible Limits (NPL) of alpha contan-
ination, a subject not addressed by the J?? 8 NPL. The KPL set by JTG 8.3 were
In units of counts per minute per 55 cm2 (CPl/55 cm2 ). For vehicles and
equIpnt. the NFL was 200 CPK/55 cv2: for personnel outer clothing, includ-
ing shoes, 500 CPK/55 cm2i and for skin. under'lothing, or respiratory pro-
tectlve devices. 100 CPW/55 cm2 (Reference B.3.7, 0. 8-7-2).

Subsequent orders published by elements in the JTG 8.3 organization en-
forced both the 3?? 8 criteria and the JTG 8.3 operations Order 1-62 (Refer-
ences B.3.2. B.4.2. B.5.2. and B.6.2).

Because the underwater detonation, SWORDFISH, was expected to produce sig-
nificant radioactive contamination in the vicinity of the burst, plans called
for the complete evacuation from the danger area around the detonation site of
vessels not directly participating in the operation.
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Joint Task Group 8.4 (Air Force)

Radsmafe planning by JTG 8.4 was based on the consideration that the primary
radiation exposure potential would result from sampler aircraft penetrating
nuclear clouds. Radiation could also expose sample-removal, aircraft decontam-
Ination. and aircraft maintenance personnel as they worked on contaminated
aircraft.

Air Force planning for DOMINIC was done by the Air Force Special Weapons
Center (AFvSW) at Kirtland AFB. New Mexico. Operation Plan Bluestraw.* with a
comprehensive Radsafe Annex. was published in late 1961 (Reference B.4.1). Many

of the radsafe features of this plan subsequently appeared In the JTF 8 radsafe
* plan. In January 1942 .71 8.4 published DOMINIC Planning Directive 1-62 (Ref-

erence 3.4.4). with a comprehensive radsafe annex. On 19 February 1962 Opera-
tjoA Plan 2-62, (Reference B.4.6) was published by JTG 8.4, which superseded
previous documents.

Radsafe responsibilities assigned to 370 8.4 by JTF 8 included (Reference
B.0.1, Annex J):

o The radiological safety of all assigned/attached personnel

* Provision- of aircraft support for cloud tracking and other
postshot radsafe operations

• Establishment and maintenance of radsafe monitor and de-

contamination services for all aircraft and crews assigned
to 7TF 8 as required

a Provision of crewn and monitoring services for the removal
of radioactive samples collected by aircraft

a Operation of the Sample Return CompoundU Reporting air radiation intensities encountered on weather

and cloud-tracking flights and at outlying weather stations

^ Esotablishment and maintenance of radsafe centers as re-
* qulredi the Christmas Island Radsafe Center functions were

to:

-- Perform radiological surveys as necessary

Perform radsafe Instrument maintenance

-- Maintain personnel decontamination facilities

-- Maintain a Plutonium Decontamination Team.

370 8.4 established its Radsafe Office In the Headquarters Operations Sec-
tion. It was placed under the control of the 370 8.4 Radsafe Officer, who was

an advisor to CjTG 8.4 on radsafe matters. The Radsafe Officer was responsible
for setting radsafs policy, controlling the Air Force dosimetry program, radio-

logical safety of samples aboard sample-return aircraft, dissemination of radexU * Bluestraw was a code word for Air Force readiness plans to conduct atmos-

pheric testing.
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Information, providing radsafe monitors for distinguished visitor flights, and
training JTG 8.4 radsafe monitors (Reference B.4.14).

On Christmas Island. JTG 8.4 radsafe functions were accomplished by Task
tUnit (TU) 8.4.2. These Included:

9 Removal of gaseous and particulate samples from sampler
aircraft and packaging and placing them aboard special
sample-return aircraft

o Decontaminating aircraft at the decontamination pad using

vehicles with high-pressure hoses

o Monitoring aircraft to ensure low enough radiation levels
for flight or maintenance

o Operating the personnel decontamination facility and asso-

ciated laundry for contaminated clothing

* Operating the JT7 8 Radsafe Center, includIng radiological
surveys of Christmas Island. radsafe instrunent mainte-
nance, and the maintenance of a Plutonium Decontamination

... Team.

On Johnston Island, JTG 8.4 had fewer radsafe responsibilities. B-57 sam-
pier aircraft routinely landed at Johnston Island after sampling the clouds
from airdrop shots in that vicinity. The aircrews were processed through the
personnel decontamination facility on Johnston Island. Although no aircraft

decontamination was done on Johnston Island. the samples were removed, pack-
'- ~aged, and returned to 0.",ýý mainland laboratories via special sample-return

% ", flights. Contaminated aircralt wore left standing overnight to reduce radiation

%N, levels by natural decay amJ. w-ore then flown to Naval Air Station (NAS) Barbers
Point, Hawaii. by the same .rew for decontamination and maintenance (Reference
C.I.N). Other than the B-57 samplers. there Is no record of any aircraft con-

Oi tamination during DOMINIC.

On Oahu. Hawaii, JTG 8.4 operated from two bases: Hickam AFB and NAS Bar-
bers Point. TU 8.4.3 was located at Hickam AFB and was responsible for weather
reporting, communications, some Department of Defense (DOD) experiments, and
calibrating missile-tracking equipment using equipment aboard C-97 aircraft.

These aircraft and personnel were not exposed to radioactive contamination.

TU 8.4.4 was located at NAS Barbers Point and was responsible for dropping
the 29 nuclear weapons from Its two B-52s. For the five airdrops near Johnston
Island In the fall of 1962, the two diagnostic C-130s and the eight sampler
B-57s were also assigned to TU 8.4.4 at NAS Barbers Point. Rigid nuclear safety
procedures were placed in effect for handling, mating, and loading the nuclear
weapons on the B-52 drop aircraft. All procedures were approved, and written

.' '.checklists were extensively used. The Air Force team was given a rigid Inspec-
tion before the first nuclear weapon was dropped. LASL. LRL, and Sandia person-
nel supervised and assisted In these operations. Prearming and release control
switches aboard the aircraft were locked and sealed. Emergency procedures re-

,4 quired that the weapon be safed against any possible nuclear detonation and
that It be jettisoned over water at least 10 nmi (18.5 kim) from land, if pos-
sible (Reference B.4.14, Appendix 3. Annex E).
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lU 8.4.4 established and operated aircraft and personnel decontamination
centers at 6aS Barbers Point for the B-57 sampler aircraft and crews, using
men drawn from many elements of TU 8.4.4 to provide decontamination crews for
the B-57 aircraft. monitors checked the aircraft after they were decontaminated
to ensure the safety of the maintenance personnel who worked on them. A radia-
tion monitor accompanied all B-52 and C-130 flights to measure any radioactiv-
it' the aircraft might encounter. TU 8.4.4 Issued and controlled the film
be.ges for its assigned personnel and routinely returned them to the Honolulu
Radiological Laboratory for processing. TU 8.4.4 also had personnel stationed
on Johnston Island to remove particulate and gaseous samples from the B-57
sampler aircraft when they returned from cloud sampling.

Joint Task Group 8.5 (AEC Support)

Holmes & ?arver (H&N) was the ABC contractor at Johnston Island responsible
for staffing JW 8.5. in addition to radsafe responsibility for assigned or
attached personnel. J37 8.5 was tasked by JTF 8 to assist the JTF 8 Radsafe
Branch In providing radiological services for operations In contaminated areas.
Including personnel, instrai nts, and equipment. JTG 8.5 also made high-density
goggles and disposable clothing available to all task groups.

On Johnston Island JTG 8.5 was responsible for surface radiological moni-
toting. It also constructed and operated the personnel decontamination tent on

* Johnston Island and constructed an aircraft decont- %n facility (Reference
B.0.1. Annex J3).

Joint Task Groups 8.6 and 8.7 (Base Island Commas

JTO 8.6 (Christmas Island) and JTG 8.7 (John-. and) were assigned no
detailed radsafe functions other than the responslbi•.ity for all assigned or
attached personnel. Since elements of 3TG 8.3, JTG 8.4. and JTG 8.5 came under
each base command. each Inherited similar responsibilities.

Joint Task Groups 8.8 and 8.9

370 8.8 and 370 8.9 were responsible for the Polaris missile shot and the
SWORDFISH antisubmarine rocket (ASROC) shot, respectively. They had no added

• radsafe responsibilities, other than those In the basic 370 8.3 Operations Plan

A '. 1-62 that covered radiological safety and was retained in effect for these two
operations.

%,.'*: OFFSITE RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY

Through a Memorandum of Understanding, JTF 8 enlisted the assistance of
the ULSPM in establishing an extensive offsite radiological monitoring program
(C.l.N). U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS) officers staffed a radsafe monitor-
Ing program on 19 inhabited Islands around the Pacific Ocean. Under the terms
of the memorandum, the USPHS also operated a fallout assessment center within
Hq JT3 8. Figure 19 shows the radsafe stations.

The four primary stations were manned by USPH3 officers, the six secondarystations were operated by task force project groups and weather groups. The
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Figure 19. Locations of radiological safety stations manned by"U.S. Public Health Service personnel and boundaries

"of danger areas, DOMINIC.

nine background stations were also operated by task force or weather groups,
except for Tahiti and Nuku Hiva, which were operated by French personnel. A
more complete discussion of this network Is contained in the subsection de-
scribing the JTF 8 weather organizations ("Weather Predicticn").

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY STANDARDS

The National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements (OCRP) was
the primary U.S. professional organization concerned with radiation protection
in the 1950s. NCRP had been In existence since 1929 under several different
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p
names. It was not connected with or controlled by the Federal Government. The
Government agency charged with recommending occupational and public whole-body
exposure allowances was the Federal Radiation Council (FRC), established in
1958 by Executive Order 10831.

NCRP standards of 0.3 rem/week* (maximum). 3 r.m/13 weeks, 12 rem/year
(maximum), and an accumulated lifetime maximum of 5 rem (N-18)t were estab-
lished In 1958 and were generally reflected in the standards adopted for the

1958 weapon test series. In 1960 the FRC set standards that differed from those
of the NCRP in two minor respects. First, It did not recognize the 0.3 rem/week
as a standard, but instead permitted 3.0 rem per 13 consecutive weeks. Second,
it set an average annual standard of 5 rem/year while keeping the annual maxi-
mum of 12 rem/year. The NCRP revised its standards to agree with those of the

FRC In 1971.

Maximum Permissible Exposures (MPE) were defined for DOMINIC personnel and,
"with two exceptions, the MPE were the same as the FRC standards. The first ex-
ception was a special MPE of 20 rem for aircrews, maintenance personnel, and
sample recovery personnel associated with cloud-sampling aircraft. The second
exception was an added restriction for any 18-year-old participants. Their MPE
was 1.25 rem (compared to the FRC 3 rem) per 13 consecutive weeks. Personnel
under 18 years of age were not allowed any exposure. In addition, the MPE for
an emergency situation was set at 25 rem and for a grave emergency at 50 rem.
Twenty-flve rem was not to be considered limiting in a situation where life-
saving procedures were required, but the limits In that case were not spelled
out.

A third was the after-the-fact exception: personnel aboard USS Sioux
(ATF-75) were authorized a special MPE of 7.0 rem to complete their mission of
collecting radioactive water samples following the underwater SWORDFISH test
(Reference D.5, Appendix 1, p. 6). This authorization was made by CJTG 8.3
imiediately after the first sample was collected.

Maximum Permissible LImits (MPL) were a set of rules for controlling radio-
logical contamination in drinking water and air, for skin and hair, and for
ships, aircraft, and vehicles. Table 11 Is a sumary of the JTF 8 MPL criteria.

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY EQUIPMENT

Radiation detection instruments and equipment were obtained from the Nevada
"p Test Site (NTS) or were purchased (Reference C.l.N). Table 12 contains a de-

tailed list of the items acquired for use at the many different locations in
the Pacific. H&N (TU 8.5.1) was the principal supplier through contract pur-
chases. Instrument and equipment repair was accomplished at Christmas and

• The term "rem" defines an absorbed dose, whereas the term "roentgen" (R) de-
fines an exposure. Generally, badge readings (in roentgens) were used as a
one-to-one measure of absorbed dose (rem) in the test series. In this report
the exposure unit Is generally used.

1 t Individual dose formula based on 5 rem times the individual's age (N) minus

' 18.
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Table 11. Maximum Permissible Limit criteria for DOMINIC.

Personnel and Clothing 0.001 R/hr (skin)
0.002 R/hr (underclothing)
0.007 R/hr (outer clothing)

Vehicles 0.007 R/hra (interior)
0.007 R/hr (outer surfacz measured

at 5 to 6 inches)

Ships and Boats No criteria for the operation.
Decontaminate at the end of DOMINIC
to 0.015 R/day (beta znd gamma) and no
detectable alpha b

Aircraft 0.007 R/hr (interior)
3 R/hr (limit of cloud penetra-

tion for cloud-tracking

aircraft)

Drinking Water P0- iC"/ccc (beta/gamma emitters)

Air 10-7 LCi/cc

EV Notes:
a
0.005 R/hr if measured by AN/POR-27J instrument.

bAppendix 1, Annex 3, Op Plan 2-62, paragraph 18(c) (reproduced in Appen-

dix A of this report).

A microcurie (pCI) is a unit of radioactivity meaning 3.7 x 104
disintegrations per second.

Source: Reference 8.0.1, Annex J.

"V *

'-4
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Table 12. Radiological safety equipment and supplies, OOMINIC.

Quantity Item

4 Sellers Injector Corp. Liquid Jet Cleaners with Lance and
Discharge Hose

2 Gelman Air Sampler with Dry Test Meter
2 289 Tritium Monitor

2 T-329A Radiological Urinalysis Kit
2 T-336 Radiation Alarm

20 E5008 Eberline Beta-Gamma Geiger Counter
4 GADORA-2 Eberline Gamma Dose Rate Meter

1s El12B Eberline Beta-Gamma Geiger Counter
2 FM-3G Eberline Alpha Floor Monitor

4,500 4.025 Density Goggles
2.000 4.5 Density Goggles

400 Pocket Dosimeter, Bendix Model No. 611 (0 - 5 R)
3 FO-2 Eberline Film Oensitometer
2 FS-11 Eberline Film Badge Evaluation and Recording System
2 Cobalt-60 Calibration Source

1.000 Charg-a-Plate
i.200 Coveralls
1,000 pr Canvas Booties

•[.•1,000 Poly Sags

500 rl Masking Tape
.,000 pr Gloves, Tarrif Issue

so Respirators
so Full-Face Masks
10 M-9 Chemical Corps Protective Masks
S 2 B-113 Electronic Tool Sets

so Surgeons Caps
50 Hoods

1 Wound Monitor

25 RM-5 Eberline Radiation Monitors with R-1 Chart Recorder
S2 PC-6 Eberline Scaler with SAC-2 and PC4-4 Detector Heads
2 IBM 526 Summary Punch
40 Staplex Hi-Vol Air Samplers
I1 Band Saw (for opening plastic film badge packet)

17 PAC-3G (AN/PDR-54) Eberline alpha Contamination Meter
15 MX5 Beta-Gamma Geiger Counter

100 AN/PDR-39 (T18) Gamma Survey Meter
4 AN/PDR-39 (T1B) Gamma Survey Meter (modified for high-range [to

500 R/hr])
"12 IM-108 Gamma Survey Meter

100 AN/PDR-27J Beta-Gamma Survey Meter

Source: Reference C.I.N, p. A-4.
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Johnston islands by JTF 8 personnel, assisted by personnel from the Eberline
Corporation.

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY TRAINING

Personnel assigned to the JTF 8 Radsafe Branch had gained experience from
previous test series and required little training. JTG 8.3 and JTG 8.4 con-
ducted separate 1-week training programs for their radsafe personnel. Scien-
tific task units and JT' 8.5 provided their own monitors for recovery and
construction missions, respectively (Reference C.I.N. p. A-5).

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY FACILITIES

Christmas Island

A photodosimetry section and a film badge program were established on

41 Christmas Island. The section on the Dosimetry Program in this chapter dis-
cusses these activities in some detail. An aircraft decontamination pad at
Christmas Island, which had originally been used by the British for the sane
purpose, was also established. A personnel decontamination facility and a
cont•minated clothing laundry were near the decontamination pad. In addition,

• ' •facilities for repairing radsafe instruments, issuing radsafe equipment. and
monitoring radiation at several locations were available (Reference C.l.N).

Johnston Island

Although an aircraft decontamination pad was constructed near the runway
r.-• on Johnston Island, it was never used. Johnston Island radsafe facilities had

the capability to repair radsafe instruments and Issue radsafe equipment. Film
badges were also issued at Johnston Island. but processing was done in Hono-
"lulu. A radiological monitoring station was also located on Johnston Island.

To support scientific measurements that required the recovery of radioac-
tive missile pods from the sea, a special area was set aside at Johnston Island
for the pods until they were turned over to scientists. This was designated a
radex area and was located between two unused fuel storage tanks connected hy
an 18-foot (6.3-meter) high earth embankment. The fourth side of the area wtas
open to the sea. This area was located on the south side of the runway and is
shown in Figure 10. Three concrete wells, sunk into the earth embankment.

* were built to store the radioactive pods. Also, an open-top "hot" cell with a
lead-shield front and a remote-handling device had been Installed. Placement
of a pod In a "hot" cell Is shown in Figure 20. The delivery area (located be-
tween the tanks and the embankment) was covered with old mattresses to accom-
modate helicopter delivery of the pods after recovery at sea.

*• A personnel decontamination facility was established at Johnston Island
after the aborted Thor missile launch and subsequent fire on 25 July produced

local contamination. Details of this incident are given In Chapter 7.

Hawaiian Islands

In addition to film-badge issue and processing facilities, there was a
P%'e, radsafe supply capability at Hickam AFB. Personnel and aircraft decontamination
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Figure 20. Pod is swung over berm and placed in hot cell with crane on
0, Johnston Island during DOMlINIC.
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stations, as well as nuclear weapon storage and assembly facilities, were
established at NAS Barbers Point.

S,'. DOSIMETRY PROGRAM

The purpose of the radsafe program was to limit the exposure of the par-
ticIpants to ionizing radiation. The basic radsafe regulation called for the
creation of a "consolidated list of exposures" (Appendix 1. Annex J. Op Plan

4 2-62, paragraph 20[a]; reproduced In Appendix A of this report) to document
"- radiation exposure of each individual. The "consolidated list of exposures"

was also the means by which the task force communicated Individual exposures
to the participants' home stations so that proper entries could be made on
Individual medical records (Reference C.l.N).

The joint task force exposure records were based on the use of film badges.
Table 12 shows that self-reading pocket dosimeters were available, but no case
has been found in which a dosimeter reading was actually used to establish a
personnel exposure. Pocket dosimeter readings were used for dose estimate until
film results were available. Film badges were issued by the Radsafe Branch In
the JTF 8 staff through their issue sections at Christmas, Johnston, and the

* . Hawaiian islands. The program called for a badge to be issued to everyone
entering the Christmas and Johnston island areas.

* ' Film badges were also used to record other radiological data. Several
badges were placed at specific locations aboard ships. on aircraft, and at
many points on land throughout DOMINIC. Collection of film badges for process-
Ing was also administered by the Radsafe Branch.

The film badge used was a dental-X-ray-size packet like that used In Oper-
ation HARDTACK In 1958 anc consisted of a DuPont 556 film packet contlining
two film components. The 508 film measured the 0.02- to 10-R range, and the
834 film covered 1 to 1,000 R. The entire packet was dipped In ceresin wax and
then packaged In a rigid polyvinyl chloride case to provide environmental pro-

., tection against moisture and normal handling. It was expected that the badge
would last for longer than 90 days without loss of accuracy. This model badge
had worked well In HARDTACK, but near the end of DOMINIC some exposure readings
were obtained that were higher than expected. Analyses of an unidentified num-
ber of film badges showed damage. These analyses were performed because checks
on the recorded exposures of the personnel who wore these badges Indicated that
"based on their location and activities they should not have received such high

.. exposures. The type of damage correlated with the effects of heat, light, and
humidity. A 1980 study of some Navy personnel film badges has concluded that
extensive damage to DOMINIC film badges occurred (Reference D.8).

Two photodoslmetry sections, one at Christmas Island and the other, at
Honolulu, processed most of the badges. The standard technique? was to develop
the film and measure Its density using an Eberline F-3 densitometer. The den-
sity reading was converted to an equivalent gamma exposure from a calibration
curve. Calibration curves were obtained on a lot basis for film badges by ex-
posing unused films in a lot to known radiation sources In laboratory condi-
tions. The equivalent gamma txposure was then automatically punched Into an

"%I
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IM machine card on which the name of the person who wore the badge and the
badge number had been written. Exposures greater than 4 R were manually dater-
mined from a calibration curve. The process of setting up this card Is detailed
In the Christmas Island Radsafe Section Standard Operation Procedures (SOP)
reproduced In Appendix A.

Normally, the photodoslmetry section would open the film packet, but near
the end of DOMINIC some 10,000 film badge packets were opened by JTF 8 Radsafe
Branch personnel and sent to NTS for processing by the Radiological Safety
Division of the operating contractor there. Reference C.1.N states that In the
period 1 April to 1 November 1962 there were about 43,000 film badges processed
for some 30,000 personnel (some personnel In the joint task force had several
badges while others had only a singls badge.)

After the equivalent gamma exposure had been punched on the IBM card by
machine, the values were written on a 5- by 8-inch (5x8) "Accumulated Dosage
Card" maintained for each Individual participant.

In some cases a parallel record was maintained. This was the Navy form
NAVMD 1432 (1-62). Personnel exposure to Ionizing Radiation, which listed all

U personnel in a given uilt, a ship usually, and showed their badge issues and /
resulting exposurea. This form was apparently a standard Navy form whose pur-
pose was to record exposures on the Navy ships on which some potential expo-
sures to ionlzing radiation were possible, such as ships' reactor propulsion
units. In DOMINIC some non-Navy personnel were entered on N&VKED 1432 forms If
they were, for example, civilian scientists performing an experiment that re-
quired them to be on a given ship for a considerable time. Not all Navy person-j •nel had their accumulated exposures entered on both NAVMKD 1432 and 5x8 cards.

SFrom these two records, the 5x8 and the NAVmWED 1432. trm Reynolds, Electri-
cal Engineering Company (REECO) Radiological Safety Division at NWlS prepared a
list of exposures for JTF 8. The list was prepared In accordance with the re-
qulrement to prepare a "consolidated list of exposures' called for In the JTF 8
Radiological Safety Regulations, Appendix 1, Annex J, Op Plan 2-62, para. 20(a)
(reproduced In Appendix A of this report). It has thus been designated the
Consolidated List of Exposures In this report, although portions of it bear
other labels. In earlier Pacific nuclear tests, such lists prepared by the
various joint task forces have also been titled the Cotsolldated List of Expo-
sures. The list shows the individual's name, his service number (ID number),
his organization, and his total exposuce. Final listings were produced in sev-
eral forms: alphabetical (all of JTF 8), alphabetical by service, alphabetical
by organization Pby service. nonreturned badges by numerical film badge number,
and nonreturned badges In alphabetical order. This Consolidated List in its
several forms, the 5x8 cards, and the NAVMED 1432 forms for DOMINIC exist In a
microfilm file )repared by REECo. the prime support contractor thiat operates
the NTS for the Department of Energy (Reference C.1.2).

. PRE-EVENT SAFETY MEASURES

w Hazard Zones
Figures 21 and 22 show the danger areas established around Christmas Island

4 and Johnston Island for the nuclear tests. The odd shape of the Christmas
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Island danger zone was a result of-the FRIGATE BIRD (Polaris) operations, which
required an extension of the danger area to encompass the submarine-launched
detonation point of the Polaris missile. These areas ware patrolled by Navy
P2V planes and destroyers in such a manner that there was calculated to be
only one chance in a million that a vessel the size of an ocean fishing vessel
or larger would not be detected (Reference C.l.A).

The locations and effective times for these danger areas were promulgated
worldwide to civil and military air and maritime agencies through Notices to
Airmen (NOTIM). and to mariners, to the Federal Aviation Agency (FAA). and
other designated agencies by special advisories. After each shot air traffic
was reestablished through these areas by standardized messages sent to Pacific
military and civilian air control and NOTAM offices. Before the test series
began, xeveral conferences ware held with FAA officials and briefings were
given to local, national, and international air and surface commercial car-
riers. No confusion or complaint was recorded by any ship or tirline throughout
the entire test period. All requests for transit through the Christmas Island
danger area were approved as none conflicted with the shots. Because the

so
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Johnston Island danger area was more heavily traveled than the Christmas Island
area, a modification was made in the Johnston Islandl danger area. The entire
area outside a 150-nml (278-km) diameter circle was kept open to air traffic
until H-2 (H-4 for the first event), and public announcement of the detonations
provided automatic reentry authority to commercial aircraft.

j Search Operations

The Navy was responsible for searching the dangerI area (Reference C.l.A).
At Christmas Island CTU 8.3.7 used 11 P2Vs based on Christmas Island and 3

*1 surface ships to accomplish this task. One aircraft or ship observed Russidn
electronic intelligence ships southwest of the danger area at all tmes. On
D-2 the aircraft made a rectangular-style search during daylight hour's. On D-1
a thorough search of the area within 150 nmi (278 km) of surface zero was made.

St No unauthorized flights were ever reported. Ships *,*re observed in or near the
t d; 4 danger area a few times; however, they cleared tha area quickly when notified

of the situation by leaflets (printed in eight languages) dropped by the P2V

M faircraft. At Johnston Island the Navy used surface and al units assigned to CTU

V 8.3.6. Destroyers were positioned in the northeast and northwest quadrants of
the danger area to intercept ships entering the area along established shipping
routes for the Tigerfish practice exercise. For STARFISH and subsequent events,
two additional destroyers provided coverage in the southeast and southwest
quadrants. Four P2V aircraft flew search tracks beginning on D-3. On each D-day
an Intensified search was conducted by five to six aircraft to assure that no
undetected ships were in the danger area.

Air Operations
"Air operations, except for search and surveillance, were controlled by

CJTG 8.4 (Air Force) (Reference C.l.A).

At Christmas Island, control of the air array was accomplished from the
JTG 8.4 Air Operations Center (AOC). CJTG 8.4 was Ini the JTF 8 Conunand Post
and received detailed information on the air array from the AOC. the Airborne

SAir Operations Center (AAOC) in an RC-121 airplane, and from the Sandia radar
plot located at A-site on Christmas Tsland. Timing and positioning of all air-
craft ýsere dependent on the position of the B-52 drop! aircraft. The B-52 flew

a 16-minute racetrack pattern at least three times before each drop, allowing
flexibility since more 16-minute patterns could be added if weather conditions
or other temporary problems delayed the drop. Land-based and airborne radar
control (the RC-121 radar control aircraft participated in the first 13 events
at Christmas Island) ensured proper positioning of all aircraft in the air
array. The B-52 were based at NAS Barbers Point. All other aircraft were based
on Christmas Island.

0%

* CTU 8.4.3 at Hickam AFB planned and controlled' the air array for the
Johnston Island missile shots. '7ontrol of the air operations was exercised
from the AAOC In an RC-121 Aitcraft. There was also • small Navy air control
"group aboard US_ Iwo Jima (LAI-2) as backup. All aircraft participating in the
air array took off and r •t!rned to Hawaii except the P2V search aircraft under



Navy control. which flew from Johnston Island. Other participating aircraft
operating below the equator, south of Johnston Island. took off from American
Samoa or the Fijis and were not under the control of the AAOC. Control to and
from the danger area at Johnston Island was provided through the normal FAA

Air Route Traffic Control Centers channels In Hawaii. If communications were

disrupted postshot, aircraft returning to Hawaii would relay their positions
through the 370 8.4 UHF relay B-47 aircraft positioned on a direct line

between Johnston Island and Hawaii.

For the airdrop events at Johnston Island, CJTG 8.4 was located at Hickam
AFS to control air operations. The AAOC on board the RC-121 was again used to
control the air array and a second RC-121 was on hand as an alternate AAOC if

needed. The JTF 8 Command Post on board USS Princeton (LPH-5) and the opera-
tions center at Johnston Island also monitored the aircraft array situation at

all times. Each aircraft commander was responsible for positioning his air-
craft. At his disposal were radar, beacons, and the tactical air, navigation
system on Johnston Island and Tern Island In French Frigate Shoals about half-
way between Hawaii and Midway islands. Control of approaching aircraft passed

from the normal Air Route Traffic Control Centers to the AAOC at the edge of

the danger area and vice versa on return. For shot FRIGATE BIRD the B-57 sam-
Spiers flow from Christmas Island and were controlled by an AAOC in an RC-121.

Naval Operations

Naval operations were controlled by CJTG 8.3, located on Christmas Island.
CTU 8.3.6 on Johnston Island was given operational control of ships in that
area (Reference C.I.A). Two special Navy task groups were formed during
DOMINIC: JTG 8.8 for FRIGATE BIRD, and JTG 8.9 for SWORDFISH. CJTG 8.3 assumed
"conemand of each of these two groups while they were active. TU 8.3.4 was formed
at the Naval Repair Facility In San Diego to prepare for the SWORDFISH event.

At Christmas Island JTG 8.3 had three destroyers, an LSD, fleet tugs, and
salvage ships. Precise ship positioning for the shots at this island was not
necessary as they were not meaaurement stations. Their duties consisted of
search, surveillance, providing navigational aids, positioning the deep-sea
moorings and target rafts, and servicing the target rafts. Control of the ship
array and supply ships within the danger area was under TU 8.3.7, Christmas

Island Operations Unit, which maintained the Navy Operations Center.

At Johnston Island TU 8.3.6 had six Instrumented ships. designated S-1
through 5-6. There was also a range safety ship (moored at the Johnston Island

7 pier), an amphibious assault ship (a helicopter aircraft carrier), and four
destroyers for surveillance. One destroyer, fleet tugs, and salvage ships were
available for recovery; and there was a fleet oiler. In October 1962. three

more instrumented ships were added (Refe#rence C.I.A. p. 34). Control of stip-
ping between shots was maintained by TU 8.3.6 from the range safety ship. Con-

'4• trol of the ship array was from the amphibious assault ship during shots.

The FRIGATE BIRD event had two separate ship arrays 1,020 nmi (1,890 ki)

apart. At the launch site were the nuclear submarine, a reuided missile ship,

an aircraft carrier, and four destroyers. Near the impact site were two subma-
rines and an air array of RC-121s, C-130s, a C-135, and several B-57 samplers.
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Operating in the vicinity of surface zero during the SWORDFISH event were
an oceanic research ship, two ocean fleet tugs, seven destroyers, a submarine,
an aircraft carrier, and an LSD.

Joint Task Force 8 Safety Committee

For the Christmas Island airdrop events, JTF 8 established a Safety Com-
mittee to evaluate weather and other aspects of each shot. This committee then
would recommend "go" or "postpone" to the task force commander. The committee

.* •chairman was the JTF 8 Sclentific Deputy, and Its members were senior sclen-
tists from LASL and LRL, plus a United Kingdom representative. The joint task
force meteorologist was an advisor to the committee.

* Fallout Prediction

, • Fallout, although important In DOMINIC. was less critical in the decision
to "go" or "postpone" than it had been in previous Pacific shots. In previous

*' Pacific tests at Enewetak and Bikini, fallout was a critical factor because
the tests consisted of surface shots, and there were nuierous task force per-

* . sonnel on the two atolls and native populations on several other atolls within
300 nml (556 km). The bursts in all but one of the DOMINIC events (SWORDFISH,
an underwater detonation) were at heights sufficient so that the explosions
did not throw up significant amounts of surface material to be deposited else-
where as radioactive fallout. Moreover, the two test areas for DOMINIC, Christ-
mas and Johnston islands, were remote. Only three islands Ile within 300 nmi
(556 km) of Christmas Island: Fanning, Washington, and Palmyra islands, all of
which are northwest. The nearest island to Johnston Island is French Frigate
Shoals. over 400 nmi (741 km) distant, which held only task force personnel.

"Among other information provided by JTF 8 Weather Central was a debris
cloud trajectory forecast. This forecast provided cloud location by altitude
(10,000, 20,000, 30,000, and 40.000, feet [3.0, 6.1. 9.2, and 12.2 km]) at
three different times after detonation (12, 24, and 48 hours). This information
was used by the PFPO In the JTF 8 Hazacds Evaluation Branch to determine whe-
ther land areas would be subjected to fallout. It was also used to route air-
liners through the area once the event was executed (Reference C.l.M, p. 49).

Weather Prediction
Weather forecasting was critical for two separate aspectýs in the decision

to go ahbad with a test. It was the means by which fallout predictions were
made: spocifically, radioactive cloud drift fcr up to 48 hours after detona-
tion. Secondly, the visibility In the area of the detonation was predicted.

Much of the diagnostics depended on photography to obtain the needed data.
Signif!cant effort -oes put Into determining cloud heights and locations In the
"shot area prior to detonation. The JTF 8 weather organization provided this
information for all even t s except FRIGATE BIRD and SWORDFISH, the two Navy
events. For these two events the Fleet Weather Facility, San Diego, augmented
by the 3?? 8 weather organization, provided this support.

The JTF 8 weather organization Is shown in Figure 23. Three weather units
were formed because of the widely separated operational areas in DOMINIC. The
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FJOINTI TASK FORCE 8' JOINT TASK FORCE 8 JOINT TASK FORCE 8
WEATHER, WEATHER CENTRAL WEATHER,
JOHNSTON CHRISTMAS HAWAII

JOINT TASK GROUP 8.3 J [ OUTSIDE AGENCIES IIJOINT TASK GROUP 8A

SURVEILLANCE PACIFIC MISSILE RANG CHRISTMASAIRCRAFT BARKING SANDS, HAWAII BASE WEATHER

KWAJALEIN
SH IPS, ,

oce ATIONS JOHNSTON
X-RAY AND YOKE U.S. WEATHER BUREAU BASE WEATHER

KAUAI
HILO, HAWAII

I CANTONJOHNSTON "TRUK HICKAM
WEATHERSHIP PONAPE BASE WEATHER

, ~~WAKE , ,
MAJURO

OTHER SHIPS J UMBARBERS POINT

WEATHER REPORTING ELEMENT

UNITED STATES NAVY CHRISTMAS
JOHNSTON

MIDWAY MALDEN
PALMYRA
TUTUI LA

WELLINGTON I FRENCH FRIGATE SHOALS

NEW ZEALAND
AIRCRAFT

WEATHER RECONNAISSANCE

Figure 23. Joint Task Force 8 weather organization, DOMINIC.

Johnston Island unit provided forecasts for operations In that area and JTF 8

Weather Central provided Christmas Island area forecasts. The unit in Hawaii
processed Input from the high-altitude reconnaissance element using Air Force
U-2 aircraft, expedited technical informatio- from meteorological agencies In
the Pacific, and prepared analyses and forecasLF for the airdrops executed near
Johnston Island late In the program. The sti.tio,.-.. at Christmas, Malden, and
Tutuila were closed after the last airdrop In the Christmas Island area, and

the FrenchFrigate Shoals station was opened.
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Included in the forecast were predictions of winds, clouds and other wea-
ther phenomena, density and pressure altitude, and radioactive c.oud trajec-
tory. Daily focecasts were prepared for the ensuing 24 hours. On the day
preceding each shot, detonation time forecasts were also made 12, 6, and 2
hours prior to detonation.

Winds were forecast using the continuous-stream, isotach method at all
three locations except for the low-level trade winds at Johnston Island. These
were forecast using vertical time cross-section analyses of upper air reporting
stations. Winds above 100,000 feet (30 ki) were measured by rockets launched
from Kauai and Johnston islands.

Clouds and weather were forecast using information from WB-50 weather re-
connaissance aircraft and high-altitude U-2 aircraft. Clcuds and local weather
around the detonation point were an important factor in the decision to deto-
nate or delay. Information from the WB-50s in the last hours was particularly
important, and the base weather stations at both Christmas and Johnston islands
had a direct communications link to these WB-50s. On Johnston Island. clouds
were visually tracked during the last hour before missile shots.

Air density and atmospheric pressure were forecast using rawtnsonde bal-
loons. These values were used to set the baroswitches on the airdrop devices.
The correct height of burst depended on these settings.

Cloud trajectory forecasting was accomplished using the wind charts at
various altitudes, persistence, and climatology for the area in question.

For the high-altitude missile shots from Johnston Island, diagnostic ex-
periments were balloon-launched from a ship near the island of Tutuila, well
below the equator some 2,000 nmi (3,706 km) south of Johnston Island. The
Johnston Island weather station prepared forecasts for this area 48 hours
before the shot to give the ship sufficient time to move to the proper balloon-
launch location based on the predicted winds.

Generally speaking, weather forecasting for DOMINIC was excellent. Only
one event was postponed after the B-52 drop aircraft departed NAS Barbers
Point. No Incidents of commercial aircraft flying through the nuclear cloud
residue occurred, nor were there any Incidents of significant fallout on any
land mass or manned vessel.

Offsite Radiation Monitoring

An extensive network of 19 stations was established to monitor fallout
from DOMINIC in the Pacific region. The locations of the stations are shown
in Figure 19. The USPHS directed the network from the Radiological Health Lab-
oratory in Honolulu. To monitor radiological conditions on Oahu, laboratory
personnel used an RM-5 continuous gamma monitor, an AN/PDR-27J survey meter,

, an air sampler, and a precipitation collector, but no fallout was detected.
This laboratory analyzed samples collected on Oahu and at the other sites
(Reference C.l.N). The laboratory p,,ovided backup dosimeter service for the
organizations on Christmas Island. For the Johnston Island tests, it provided

dosimetry service for the entire task force. Fanning and Washington islands
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(located 148 and 222 nmt [274 and 411 ka]. respectively, northwest of Christmas
Island) were important from a radsafe point of view and thus were designated
as primary monitoring stations. Both stations had a full complement of RM-5s,
AN/PDR-27s, and air sampler. precipitation collector, film badges, and communi-
cations equipment. Food and water samples were taken before and after the
Christmas Island tests. A slight increase to 20 pCi/m3* In air concentration
occurred on 24 may 1962 on Fanning Island. An increase above background in pre-
cipitatlon occurred on Fanning from 26 June through 8 July. and on Washington
Island from 14 to 21 May and on 14 July 1962.

Six stations at Canton. Malden, Penrhyn, Palmyra, Johnston, and French
Frigate Shoals were designated as secondary monitoring sites because there was
a fair probability that some measurable fallout might occur. Frequent visits
to obtain water, vegetation, and food were made. Weekly reports were sent from
these stations. Christmas and Johnston Islond operations are discussed in this
chapter under "Postevent Safety Measures."

CANTON ISLAND. Personnel from the U.S. Weather Bureau on Canton operated
this monitor station. No fallout, other than worldwide fallout, was detected.

MALDEN ISLAND. Personnel from the JTG 8.4 weather group operated this mon-
itor station. No fallout, other than worldwide fallout, was detected.

PENRHYN ISLAND. Personnel from the Geotechnical Corporation group support-
Ing Hq LUSAF experiments operated this monitor station. Penrhyn received fallout
In rain on 12 May 1962. which resulted In less than a 50-millirem dose to the
adult thyroid from drinking the local cistern water.

PALMYRA ISLAND. The Geotechnical Corporation also operated this station.
The Island had measurable air concentrations on three dates: 43 pCi/m 3 on 17
May, 39 pCi/= 3 on 21 June, and 58 pCi/m 3 on 25 June 1962.

"FRENCH FRIGATE SHOALS. Personnel from the 125th Signal Battalion (U.S.
Army) operated this monitoring station. No fallout, other than worldwide fall-
out, was detected.

The nine background stations were remote from the test areas and wore
equipped primarily to document changes In the background radiation level. They
were operated by a variety of agencies. depending on location, including JTG
8.4, Stanford Research Institute, 125th Signal Group (U.S. Army), U.S. Weather
Bureau, U.S. Navy Weather Stations, and the French Government. Equipment at
each site varied, all had AN/PDR-27S, most had RM-5s and film badges, and a
few had air samplers and precipitation collectors. Only one of the nine back-
ground stations, Nuku Hiva, detected any local fallout, on which there was a
measurablo air concentration of 26 pCi/m 3 on 14 July 1962.

In summary, samples were taken on all four primary stations before DOMINIC
started and again after the DOM.:'4TC series was completed. The cistern water
supply on Washington and Fanning islands showed a detectable Increase above

•'S,

* Reported In micro-micro curies (pCI/i), but the unit currently used is
picocurles (pCi).
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background but the level was low. Soil samples and vegetation showed Indica-

tions of fresh fission produc*!a however, the residue was minimal. The entire
off-island monitoring program demonstrated that there was no signiticant ac-
cumulation of radioactivity on the islands as a result of DOMINIC.

Radiation Protection Equipment Modification

The vast majority of equipment used in DOMINIC was standard allitary Issue.
The aircraft and ships were not designed to operate In a nuclear testing envi-
ronment. Thus In certain Instances it was necessary to modify equipment to pro-
tect personnel from the effects of the nuclear detonations.

Navy ships used to recover pods from the missile shots at Johnston Island
were modified to handle the radioactive pods. The three fleet tugs were out-
fitted with cranes and hoists. The M-Loat (LCM) used to transfer the pods to
Johnston Island had a radiation shield added to protect the crew (Reference

C.l.N. p. A-ll) (Figure 24). Washdown systems were apparently present on all
Navy ships for use in decontaminating deck areas if fallout was encountered.
During SWORDFISH, ships used their washdown systems to carry off radioactive
particles. Ships' deck logs also note washdown system activation at other
times, but the presence of radioactivity was not recorded in these reports.

The JTG 8.4 B-57 sampler aircraft were modified at Warner Robbins AFB,
Georgia. to install equipment for the collection of gaseous and particulate
cloud samples (Reference C.l.C). Compressors for the collection of gaseous
cloud samples as well as other equipment on the samplers were of the same type
used in the 1958 HARDTACK series.

Evacuation and Reentry

Plans were made for evacuation of Christmas, Fanning, and Washington
Islands In the event of unusual wind shifts that could cause fallout on the
Islands; however, this never occurred. Before each shot, Christmas Island in-
habitants who wished to be evacuated were taken aboard an LSD. The boat, how-
ever, remained anchored In the island's harbor. Musters, Including the local
Inhabitants, were conducted before each shot at Christmas Island in accordance
with Annex F. JTF 8 Op Plan 3-62 (Reference C.l.A).

For the high-altltude shots at Johnston Island, all but essential personnel
were evacuated to Iwo Jima. Princeton replaced Iwo Jima after BLUEGILL Prime
on 25 July and was used for evacuation operations thereafter. About 800 people
were evacuated for each shot (Reference C.I.F, p. B-15). Task Element (TE)
8.3.6.5, Navy Evacuation Element, was responsible for evacuation and reentry
operations at Johnston Island. It also provided berthing and messing facilities
for evacuees and VIPs. Evacuation to the ship was by Marine helicopters and
LCUs (Reference C.1.N). Transfer :rom the LCU to the deck of the ship was by
"an open-work cage, shown In Figure 25. Reentry took place on D+l.

Protective Clothing
The JTF 8 Radsafe Branch was responsible for ensuring that adequate pro-

tective clothing was available to all elements of the task force. Table 12
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Figure 2.Pronlbeing evacuated from Johnston Island before a test shot.
The cage is used to lift personnel from the LCU to the flight deck
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shows the amount of protective clothing obtained and other radsafe equipment
obtained for DOMINIC. The Supply and Equipment Section of the Radsafe Branch
had offices on Christmas, Johnston, and Oahu. Protective clothing was issued
from these offices to the various eloments of the task force as required (Ref-
erence C.l.N, p. A-6). This protective clothing was of cloth or plastic mate-
rial with tight closures around the wrists, ankles, and neck. Head, hand, and
foot coverings. and. in some applications, a respirator completed the suit.

Flgure 26 shows a pair of workers In complete protective suits, Including res-
pirators. while they worked on the cleanup of the Thor launch pad at Johnston
Island. The function of the clothes was to trap radioactive particles In the
cloth instead of allowing them to lodge on the wearer's skin. This made decon-
tamination much easier and also prevented inadvertent transport of the radio-
active particles to uncontaminated areas. Respirators were to prevent the
Inhalation of radioactive particles.

On Johnston Island the Disaster Control Team had a complete set of protec-
tive clothing for each member, Including firefighters. On 25 July. a Thor mls-
slle burned and its nuclear warhead had to be intentionally destroyed on the

At.

7% %

Figure 26. Personnel in protective clothing inspect contaminated launch
stand during DOMINIC.
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launch pad, causing extensive alpha contamination. The ensuing cleanup included
soil removal, soaking soil with oil, scrubbing concrete surfe:es with solvents
and detergents. and painting. All workers involved in this docontaaina- 'on wore
protective clothing that had to be processed and reissued on o daily basis
(so* Figure 26). A

3
S

Figure 27 shows a Navy fleet tug recovering a Thor missile pod Ctom the
ocean near Johnston Island. Recovery personnel are waring protective clothing.
Navy procedures required that personnel wear long sleeves, gloves, hats, long
trousers, and overshoes during operations where there was a possibility of
radiological contamination (Reference B.3.1. Appendix 3 to Annex 9).

A report on Sioux water sample collection operations following SWORDFISH
indicates that all 18 personnel on board were issued coveralls, gloves, and
radsafe shoes or plastic booties in addition to film badges and pocket dosime-
ters. Additional supplies of protective clothing and foul-weather gear were
Immediately available (Reference D.5).

Navy personnel at NAS B*rbwis Point who were sent to retrieve nosecones
from rockets fired at Barking Sands, Kauai, wore rubber gloves and film badges
because of the possibility that the nosecones might have been radioactive

.(Reference C.2046. p. 463). Laboratory personnel recovering sampler rocket
nosecones at Christmas Island also wore full protective clothing (Figure 28).

Over 6,000 high-density goggles were available for Issue to persons who
were to be in locations where the visible light from nuclear detonations could
cause eye burns. The rctinal burn hazard was continually stressed during
DOMINIC; every plan and operation order discusses It in detail. Briefings
before shots stressed this hazard and checklists included It as an Item of
importance. Warnings before each detonation were sounded to admonish personnel
against inadvertently looking toward the detonation without goggles. Despite
these precautions, two people reoeived retinal burns from the BLUEGILL detona-
tion (Reference C.I.L. p. 4-7).

Special Badging for Sampler Activities

Each member of the crews of -4ampler aircraft wore a mission film badge,
whic? was worn only for the durat!,,, of any sampling operation. This badge was
worn In addition to a permanent bacge that was worn for a longer period. De-
pending upon the probable exposure, to radiation, permanent badges were worn
from 1 or 2 weeks to 1 or 2 months.

Nonflying personnel associated with sampler aircraft activites, such as
sample recovery and aircraft decontamination and maintenance, were badged more
frequently than most DOCINIC particicints. These personnel did not wear a mis-
sion badge, as did the flyers, but instead wore a new badge every 7 to 10 days.
For both groups, the returned film badge was processed In a day and the result
was promptly recorded on the Individual's 5x8 card. In this manner an up-to-
date record of accumulated exposure was maintained.

wsBadges were placed In the crew compartments of the sampler aircraft. One
was near the Integron radiation exposure readout and another was elsewhere in
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Figure 27. A pod lifted from the sea is held against the silde of USS Grapple
(ARS-7) as personnel check for radiation, DOMINIC .
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JTF 8 used chocklists extensivoly to coordinate and wiangqr proprntioni
for each shot. Chocklists usually Included several important pontghot functlý)wi

At Christmas rsland. the checklists included murvo'1llt~ct of. thoi d,~
"e..' area, musters, and verbal warninq to Island p4.rsonnoll prior to Pteci.,.

ATable 13 Is an abbreviated form of the checklist for shot AZTNlC. ThV" ct'-tY,t
j ~ actually contained 66 Itills: however. only a f aw I t fi h43vo ho- n rhn

Illustration.

'V ~~~At Johnston rslAnd similar checklists i'ero unod. He.r* tho h zl'~
-Included experimental roc-et safety and launch, Thor miantlo s'n'ty imd .muwzh.

personnel evacuation to the aicr~ carrier, search and rocovr""y of M';'I II

pots, and reentry of personnel to the Island on D"'l.
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Table 13. Preshot checklist for DOMINIC. AZTEC (Christmas Island).

Item
No. Day/Hour Event Responsible Agency

2 0-3/1500 Inform Cowmender Joint Task Group Commander Joint Task
(CJTG) 8.3 of aerial/surface surface Force 8 (CJTF 8)
surveillance requirements for 0-2 (3-3 Mil Ops)

7 0-1/1000 0-1 Federal Aviation Agency (FAA) CJTF 8 (3-3 Mil Ops)
advisory sent (Report 04)

16 0-1/1830 Submit muster reports to JTF 8 All task units and
Command Post task groups

* 26 D-Day/H-4 I-S2 aircraft takes off CJTG 8.4

27 D-Day/H-2 Test site elements submit muster A-site 3-3 coordina-
tor report thru 3-3
coordinator

31 0-Day/H-2 Target area clear of vessels CJTG 8.3

36 D-Day H-1:00 Muster Report;
Gilbertese UK Base
Commander

44 O-Day/ Aircraft reported in proper position CJTG 8.4
H-S min

46 D-Oay/ Warning siren; public address system CJTG 8.5
H-3 min announcement to place goggles and take

other protective measures

47 0-Oay Detonation

SS O-Day/when Sam,,le control aircraft in position (Pass to 8.1.1)
available at airborne station

60 0-Day/H+3 Sample-return aircraft arrives CJTG 8.4

62 D-Day/H+4 Christmas Island air traffic reopened CJTF 8 (3-3 Radsafe)
FAA reentry advisory (Report 09)

"65 O-Day/when Sample-return aircraft departs CJTF 8 (J-3)
F directed Christmas Island

Source: Reference 9.8.3. Tab A, Appendix 2, Annex 0.

Rehearsals

JTF 8 conucted rehearsals for the Christmas rsland airdrops and for the
Johnston Island missile launches.

Tho Christmas rsland rehearsals were held between 10 and 21 April 1962.
All ships, aircraft, equipment. and personnel were In their assigned locations.
All coemunications that were to be used for live drops were operating on the
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proper frequencies. Target rafts were emplaced at sea and the B-52 drop air-
craft practiced drops with dummy bombs on 13. 16. and 21 April 1962 'Reference
C.I.C. p. B-4).

The Tigerfish shot at Johnston Island was a Thor missile Launch without
the nuclear warhead. The primary purpose of this test was to determine If the
Instrument pods hung from the base of the Thor missile would work. Naval sur-
face ships and Air Force aircraft participated to praccice positioning within
designated surface and air arrays, respectively. Tha range safety complex at
Johnston Island also was checked out on this test (Reference C.I.A. p. 4).

Three rehearsals were held at Johnston Island (23, 26. and 29 May) before
the scheduled launch of BLUEGILL on 1 June 1962. The RC-121 Airborne Air Oper-
ations Center (AAOC) was sutustituted for the Navy WV-2 AAOC for the 29 Mai re-
hearsal and proved to be much more satisfactory in controlling thi air array.
RC-121s were subsequently used as the AAOC for the Johnston Isli.nd airdrops as

j well as the missile launches. The B-52 aircraft made tWo practice drops in
September 1962 preceding the first live airdrop in the Johrnston isli.nd area
(Reference C.l.C).

"Nuclear Oevlce Safety

Nuclear safety was concerned with prevention of an accident that poten-
". tially could cause radioactive contamination. All alrd-op devices were flown

to NAS Barbers Point in Hawaii from the continental unitod States by the Air
Force Logistics Command. Here they were stored, assembled., tested, and loaded
on the B-52 drop aircraft for transport to the test area. The J'TG 8.4 Test
Aircraft Unit (TAU) device-handling and -loading personnel were given extensive
training and evaluation by the Strategic Air Command Munitions Evaluation aoe
Standardization Team prior to their operations at NAS Barbers Point. Actuat
handling, mating, and loading operations were done under the supervision -f
Sandia Corporation weap,.n engineers. Approved procedures and checklists w-.e
used for these operations (Reference C.l.A).

The crew of the B--52 drop aircraft was highly trained and skilled in air-
drop operations. Inflight device monitoring to prevent unauthorized arming or
release, and Inflight saflng of the device If the mission had to be aborted
(Reference C.l.A).

Jettison procedures for the nuclear device were established to ensure jet-
"tison in a sated condition only over open ocean areas more than 10 nrl (18.5

." ki) from the nearest land. While In flight witn a device aboard, the B-52 was
always under the surveillance of a navigatlonal aid shi'n until it reached tie
drop area where it was picked up hy the AOC. AAOC, or the Sandia Tracking Con-
ter on Christmas Island. An ordnance disposal team was always on standby alert
when a B-52 departed WAS Barbers Point with a nuclear device 'Reference C.l.A).

Each airdrop device was desigred tc detonate at a prescribed altitude high
enough to ensure that the fireball would not touch the ocean surface. This
prevented involvement of seawater with device debris. which would have led to
local fallout. All devices were designed to automatically safe themselves and
"dud* if, for some reason, they failed to detonate at or near the prescribed
"altitude (Reference C.I.A).
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The missile-launch devices were transported from the weapon design labora-
tortes In the continental United States to HAS Barbers Point by the Air Force

"•ii Logistics Command. They were stored at Barbers Point until ready for use at
Johnston Island. A radsafe representative was present at the Johnston Island
airfield whenever nuclear devices for missile launch were moved on or off the
island. Ordnance disposal personnel were assigned to Johnston Island for the
entire period of high-altitude mlsslle shots and were proficient In safing
procedures for the various rockets. nucleac devices, and missiles. H&N person-
nel and laboratory weapon experts were also available for assistance (Reference

FRIGATE BIRD and SWORDFISH were conducted by the Navy using operational
stockpiled weapons launched from fleet ships. Normal shipboard radsafe proce-
dures were followed prior to launch.

POSTEVENT SAFETY MEASURES

Christmas Island

The USPtf established five radsafe monitoring stations on Christmas Island
(Reference C.l.N): at the Main Camp. London Port, A-Site, D-Site, and Y-Site
(see Figure 2). The first three sites were equipped with RM-5 continuous gamia
monitors. AN/PDR-27J Geiger-Mueller survey meters (gamma plus beta), air sam-
plers, and precipitation collectors. The other two sites had the RM-5s and
AN/PDR-273s; In addition, Y-Site was equipped with an air sampler on shot days.
Before the first test. samples of water, coconut milk, green coconuts, fish.
hermit crab, and lobster were collected. Film badges were issued to selected
local inhabitants as well as JTF 8 personnel. Film badges were also placed in

houses and trees in the village of London Port. Water, food, and environmental
samples woere periodically collected throughout DOMINIC and shipped to the
Radiological Health Laboratory In Hawaii for analysis.

A postshot radiological survey of Christmas Island was conducted after
every event. Two 2-man teams. each with two AN/PDR-27Js and two AN/PDR-39s,
conducted ground surveys on all major roads between London Port, Y-Site, and
D-Site (see Figure 2). One 2-man team with the same equlpment conducted a heli-

copter sweep of the south and southwest coastal area between D-Site, MM-Site.
and Paris. The teams were controlled by radio by the Radsafe Officer in the
Joint Operations Center. Readings were taken until H+5.

1he radioactive cloud was tracked by the JTF 8 Radsafe Branch using Infor-
mation received from the B-57 sampler aircraft. Information consisted of sta-
billzed cloud-top altitude, cloud-base altitude, cloud location, and cloud
movement. This information was used to advise aircraft in the area and by the

S~ FOEK:.

An aircraft decontamination pad, a personnel decontamination facility, and
a contaminated clothing laundry were activated in the vicinity of the main
landing strip on Christmas Island. These faci'.ities were operated by JTG 8.4.
The aircraft were sprayed with water from a decontamination truck and the run-
off collected In a large plastic-lined pool that was used as a holding tank.
The holding tank contents were later pumped Into a large tank truck and dumped
into the ocean. JTG 8.4 was responsible for removing the radioactive cloud
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samples from returning B-57s and placing thew aboard waiting C-135s for return
to the continental United States for analysis. one of twenty-four courier
"officers accompanied the samples from each of the 24 Christmas Island shots to
the mainland.

"After completion of the Christmas Island tests, film badges that had been
placed on stake lines before the tests started were collected and processed.
and exposures were recorded.

"Johnston Island

There was one radsafe monitoring station at Johnston Island. The station
accomplished air and precipitation monitoring, environmental sampling, and
background monitoring (Reference C.l.N). All radsafe functions accomplished at
Christmas Island, except photodosimetry, were also done on Johnston Island.
Photodosimmtry for Johnston Island was accomplished by the Radiological Labor-
atory In Honolulu.

Each Thor missile launch Involved three pods that were ejected before the
nuclear detonation, gathered data, and then were parachuted back to Earth. The
"pods were made radioactive by the detonation and required special handling.
The Navy provided a destroyer, three fleet tugs, and six Marine helicopters to
effect pod recovery dtter each shot. If the helicopters could snare the pods
from the ocean, they would transport them to Johnston Island. The helicopters
carried the pods slung externally; thus the crewus were not exposed to radia-
tion. Fleet tugs would recover the pods if the helicopters could not. A JTF 8
radsafe monitor with a radlac meter was stationed on each of the three tugs to
assess the potential exposure associated with the recovered pods (Figure 27).
Radiation levels ranged from 2 to 14 R/hr on the pods 8 hours after the shot.
The pods would be transferred to the specially prepared M-boat for transport
to Johnston Island. Figure 29 shows the transfer from tug to M-boat for a pod
with the flotation gear still attached.

At Johnston Island the helicopters lowered the pods onto mattresses ad-
"jacent to the "hot" cell and a portable crane then swung the pods over the
protective berm and placed them In the hot cell itself (Figures 30 and 20).
Probably the M-boat was beached In the same area In reach of the crane so that
the pods could be transferred to the hot cell. The hot-cell handling area had
slave manipulators for remote handling of highly radioactive Items.

An aircraft decontamination area was established at the far west end of
the Island (see Figure 10), consisting of a concertina wire-enclosed portion
of the taxiway with a coral berm around It. A fresh-water reservoir tank with
connecting hose was available to hose off the aircraft. This facility was not
used because radioactivity on the sampler aircraft, which parked overnight at
Johnston Island, had decayed sufficiently to permit their safe return to NAS
Barbers Point, Hawaii, the next day.

JTC 8.4 was responsible for removinq the radioactive cloud samples from
the returning B-57s at Johngton Island and placing then aboard waiting C-118s
for rapid return to LASL or LRL. The procedures used Iii removing these samples
were as follows. First the B-57 was guided Into an area restricted by barbed
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*Figure 29. Radioactive pod with flotation bag still attached Is guided into
sling In M-boat following DOMINIC shot.
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* wire within which all personnel wore protective clothing (Figure 31). The pilot
climbed out onto a platform supported by a forklift to prevent contact with
the potentially contaminated skin of the aircraft (Figure 32). Filter samples

* were handled with long poles to limit exposure and were rolled like a cigar in
a lead "cave" and packed In a 'lead pig" (Figures 33 and 34). After being
transported by C-118 from Johnston Island the lead cases were transferred to
C-135 at Hickam AFB (Figure 35). where the courier officer and radsafe person-
nel checked the shipment for any radiation leakage. The procedures had been
refined during prior tests to minimize exposures.

, A personnel decontamination facility, which was established after the
BLUEGILL Prime event in July 1962. was used for sampler aircraft crews as well'

* as a routine radsafe support facility for Johnston Island.

A Disaster Control Team was established on Johnston Island for the missile
shots. The team consisted of firefighting and medical personnel as well as

,*, five radsafe personnel equipped with twelve AN/PDR-39 gamma meters (four of
which were modified for a higher range), four Gadora gamma meters, ten

*i AN/PDR-27 beta-gamma meters. one MX-5 beta-gamma meter, and sufficient protec-
tive clothing for everyone on the Disaster Control Team. A second and Indepen-
"dent Disaster Control 'loam was established afloat after the BLUEGILL Prime
event caused extensive contamination requiring lengthy cleanup at Johnston
Island.

Four 'of the missiles used at Johnston Island either did not launch or did
not fly safely to the planned altitude. The latter required destruction of the
missile and nuclear warhead prior to nuclear detonation. Two of these mi.siles
were destroyed at extended ranges from Johnston Island and no contamination
was deposited on any vessel or land mass. The other two caused radioactive

, contamination on or near Johnston Island. One burned on the launch pad causing
extensive alpha contamination. A detailed description of these accidents and
the radsafe measures taken may be found in Chapter 7, where the high-altitude
rocket shots are discussed.

The clouds were plotted by the Radsafe Branch and cloud location and move-
ment were used to direct aircraft safely through the danger area after the
detonation.

Cloud Tracking

Tracki.ig the radioactive cloud after detonation was done by the B-57 sam-
-0 pler p•i,,ts. They reported cloud location as they sampled. There were no air-

craft specifically desijnated to track the clcud for extended periods in
DOMINIC because all but one of the events were air bursts with negligible
quantities of fallout. The B-57 samplers operating up to 3 hours after the
detonation were sufficient to track the cl.oud. Although the underwater burst
(SWORDFISH) created a plume over 2,000 feet (610 meters) high, no radioactive
cloud was created. For the 24 shots at Christmas Island, one ship was desig-
nated as a fallout tracker and It steamed Into the area of anticipated fallout.
However, no significant amounts were ever detected (Reference C.I.B).

1.
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Figure 31. Sampler aircrcft is guided into restricted area for sample
removal, DOMINIC.

- YM

*Figure 32. Pilot prepares to leave sampler 8757 via a platform on forklift,
Johniston' Island, DOMINIC.
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Figure 33. FitrRt adioactiv3fitrIlea cartiscrlaled usrog loMngC poUMPefoG
carriplaed fro le57 sapler Jonton leadnd ca MINeC
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Figure 35. Weapon debris sample shipmeot in shielded containers being
checked at Hickam AFB for radioactitvity, DOMINIC.

Cloud Sampling

B-57s were used to obtain samples of the radioactive cloud after detona-

tIon. one B-57 was destgnated as sampler controller and a scientist from one
of the two AEC weapon development laboratories rode In the rear seat of this
B-57. He directed the sampler aircraft into the cloud at specific altitudes
and locations. Based on the sampler pilot's report of radiation intensities
and duration of cloud penotration, the controller determined if the aircraft
needed to penetrate the cloud a second or third time to obtain a sufficient
sample.

The semples svre required for analysis by the Hq USAF experimental group
and the weapon development laboratories, LASL and LRL. This analysis was used
by Hq tUSAF to compare atmospheric radlochemical measurements for other tests.
The laboratories used the samples primarily to determine the yield of the
device.

Samples were collected in two ways by the B-57s. One wa' was to collect
particulate matter on filter paper by passing ambient air through the filter
while in the cloud. This could be controlled by the pilot or crew In the B-57.
The crew also had a cockpit readout of the amount of radioactivity on the fil-
ter paper and could relay this to the airborne sampler controller for his use.
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The second collection system was for gaseous material. This gaseous sampler
was called a "double-squeegee." The probe was mounted on each wing of the B-57.3
and on eact, side of the fuselage on the B-57D. Compressors and bottles were
Inside the fuselage. Particulate matter from an In-line filter in the gaseous
collector was also analyzed. The crew could control the operation of the system
but could not determine the amount of radioactivity in the sample.

Sample Recovery and Return

B-57 sampler aircraft landed at Christmas or Johnston island, depending on.1

shot location, and the cloud samples were Inmediately removed by trained JTG
8.4 personnel (Reference C.l.N). The B-57s flew from Christmas Island to per-
form sampling on the FRIGATE BIRD shot. No sampling was attempted on the
SWORDFISH shot. It was desirable that the B-57s land as soon as possible after
"sampling to minimize pilot and crew exposure to the radiation that: accumulated
on the aircraft as it flew through the radioactive cloud. Sample-removal pro-
cedures are illustrated In Figures 33 and 34.

Experimental programs at Christmas and Johnston islands launched rockets
through the nuclear cloud on some of the shots. The rocket nosecones were de-
signed to collect samples of the cloud debris and later be recovered at sea.
At Christmas Island the nosecones were recovered by Air Force helicopters.
None of the five rocket nosecones launched from Johnston Island. however, was
ever recarered.

The samples were not analyzed In the field, but were Imrediately loaded on
"* C-135s at Christmas Island and C-118s at Johnston Island for rapid return to

laboratories on the mainland. Courier officers selected from onsite personnel
accompanied these shipments to their destination.

Personnel Decontamination

Personnel decontamination facilities were constructed on Christmas Island
*•j and were operated by JTG 8.4 rao.safG iersonnel. The facility was of conven-

tional design with designated entry area, shower area, and clean area for
dressing. An adjacent laundry supported the facility with four washing ma-
chines, four hydroextractors* and one large dryer. sampler crews. sample

% "q removal personnel, and other contaminated personnel used the facility on a
regular basis (Reference C.l.N).

On Johnston Island, a facility for personnel decon',imination was con-
structed and operated by H&N (JTG 8.5), the base support contractor. The "hot"
tent had two shower compartments, each with two shower heads. The "clean" tent
was for final monitoring and issue of clean clothing (Figure 36). Air sampling
was conducted adjacent to the tents. Sampler crews, sample removal personnel,
and the many personnel Involved In the cleanup of the aborted STARFISH event
and the BLUEGILL Prime missile, which was destroyed by fire, used. this decon-
tamination facility (Reference C.l.N).

* A machine that uses a centrifuge principle to spin dry.
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F 1gure 36. Inter ior of cl1ean side of dressing decontaminmation tent at
lohnston Island. Operat ion 00O41MIC.

;T7O 8.4 operated a personnol docontaninatlon facility at. WAS Barbers Point
on Oahu for personnel involved in .14-57 airc;:aft decontamination and

maintenance.

Aircraft Oetontaminat iom

The B-57 clo.&d samplers woro contaminated during th.!r missions. After each
mission at Chriewsta, Island. the*e *lrcroft were taxied onto the d~contamina-
t~lon pad one at a timme and were w~astsed down by jot spr,-oys from a decontamina-
tion truck. After eotch airdrop mission near Johnston Island, t he a- "7 saivl or*
Worp land*J 4v Johnston Island and allrowed to 'cool de~wrt' overnight. Theo
rol lowing 4ay they wore flown back to NAS -U rbers Point whore they were deocon-
taminatod in th. same way an At Cbristma. island. A primitive aircraft doco~n-
tamination facility was constructod at Johna~ton Island but was not used (Ret-
erence C. 1.N. pp. A 10 and A-1i,. Figure 31 shr.ow% tho first survoy of a sismplor
returned to MAS Barbers Point. Figures 383 and 39 show scrubdoi*n undorwny and

~ ., Figure 40 shows final Inspection.
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F igure 38. Scrubdown of 8-57 sampler. Naval Air Station, B~rbers Point,
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Figure 39. Washdowvi of 8-57 sampler, Naval Air Station, Barbers Point.
Operation DOMINIC.
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Figure 40. Final chieck after 8-57 decontamination, Naval Air. Station.
Operation DOMINIC.



CHAPTER 3

DO0 EXPERIMENTAL PARTICIPATION

The experimental program for Operation DOMIVIC was divided into three
"phases, a weapon development phase, a waepon effects phase. and a weapon sys-
"tems proof phase. The Department of Defense (DOD) participation in each of
these program was extenmive. Even the experimental program for the weapon
developomt shots at Christmas Island and later at Johnston Island, conducted
by Atomic Energy Commission (AC) laboratocles. involved Dco personnel and
units for device placement, cloud sampling, operation of airborne data record-
Ing stations, and general support. A few formal DOD experlmnts also wore
conducted at Christmas Island. The weapon effects phase was a DOD program
involving many formal experimental projects. In addition, the weapon systems
proof tests wore also all DOD. although not many formal experiments were con-
ducted along with these two Navy shots.

The central agency In the DOD experimental program was the Defense Atomic
Support Agency (DASA). DASA was a joint service agency, formerly known as the
Armd Forces Special Weapons Project and currently as the Defense Nuclear
Agency.

On 21 October 1961, the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) Implemented the program
for the proposed DOMN1WC tests and assigned to DAM the responsibility for DOD
effects experiments. Specifically, DASA. responsibilities were:

1. To plan and prepare experimtntal programs, to include
delivery means for high-altitude effects tests at an over-
so"s l.cat ion

2. To plan experimental programs for nuclear oapon effectsbased on the possibility of continuing test programs

' 3. To prepare to provide necessary support to the ABC

4. To activate Joint Task Force 8 (JTV 8).

The Weapons Effects Test Group (WRT() at DASA Field Comand (FCDASA).
.4 Sandia Base, Now Mexico. was the specific organization within DASA charged

with developing and executing the program. It wes designated Task Unit (1U)
a.1.3 in the JTF 8 organizational qtructure. DOD effects experlments associated
with the two Navy tests (SWORDFISH and FRIGATE BIRD) ware the responsibility
of the Navy, however. not TU 8.1.3. The DOMINIC experiments ware given number
designations, an organizational procedure that was coemonly used In nuclear
testing. However. there ware two series of numbers given, one for the Chrlstmas
Island and Johnston Island phiaS. of DOMINIC and a second for the SWORDFISH
test. .herefore, some project numbers, such as 1.1. ware used both at Johnston
Island and in the SWORDFI3H exercise. There ware no numbered experiments on
FRIGATE BIRD.
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In preparation for executing DOMINIC DOD experiments, FCDASA reqJested
that agencies responsible for projects forward the names and organizations of
their participants. These listings formed Annex G of the FCDASA Engineering
and Requirements Plan (EnR Plan). Some of the project lists have survived and
are recapitulated in Table 14. Names on the lists were compared with the Con-
solidated List ofEx~oures, and this added information is shown in the last
two columns of Table 14. It must be emphasized here that several project lists
are not available. Those that are available appear to be complete. The rela-
tive radiation exposure potential involved for the different projects can be
inferred from an examination of Table 14.

The following sections address the projects in their numerical sequence
with the numbered Christmas and Johnston island experiments first, followed by
the unnumbered Christmas and Johnston island experiments. Then the numbered
SWORDFISH projects are discussed, followed by the unnumbered SWORDFISH
projects.

CHRISTMAS AND JOHNSTON ISLAND NUMBERED PROJECTS
INVOLVING THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Project 1.1 - Blast Measurements at Various Distances from High-Altitude
Nuclear Detonations

AJejna: Army Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL)

.iOerations: Missile pods wer,, instrumented with pressure gauges, shock
spectra gauges, and accelerometers. Microbarographs were placed on Johnston
Island and aboard ships. Surface zero buoys were instrumented on the
Johnston Island phase airdrop events. The missile pods and instrumentation
aboard them became radioactive as a result of exposure to radiation at
close ranges to the detonations.

.JA Shots: STARFISH, BLUEGTIlL, KINGFISH, ANDROSCOGGIN, BUMPING, CALAMITY,
CHAMA, HOKJSATONIC.

Staffing: The project was managed and conducted by BRL personnel. Scripps
Institution of Oceanogr'.phy personnel already in the area were used to
place instruments on su .ce zero buoys and on USS Forster (DER-334). The
highest exposure recorded for BRL persons was less than 1 R.

Project Report: Reference C.2010.

Project 1.2 - Shock Photography

Aency: Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL)

Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier (EG&G)

"2Le erations: The blast and shock effects of selected Christmas Island air-
drops were investigated and photographically documented. Films taken from
aircraft platforms by EG&G were reviewed at NOL.

Shots: BIGHORN, ROUSATONIC, RINCONADA, SUNSET.
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Table 14. Organizations scheduled to participate In experimental programs,
1OMINIC.'a

Number Number Highest
In E&Rc Persons Exposure

Project Organization Codeb Plans Badged (R)

2.1 U.S. Army Chemical Center (8257) 16 7 1.325

4.1 School of Aerospace Medicine (4137, 4178) 36 3 0.000

6.1 White Sands Missile Range (8227) 32 21 0.340
Aerojet General (8635) 14 12 0.063
Sylvania (8613, 8641) Z7 21 0.118
Air Force Special Weapons Center (4108) 2 1 0.070
Field Command, DASA (8008. 8130) 1 1 0.112

6.2/ Ballistics Research Lab (BRL) (8286) 20 17 0.950
6. 3 d Geophysics Corp. of America (8638, 8647) 14 14 0.500

Electro-Optical Systems (8634) 17 11 0.128
Atlantic Research Corp. (3513, 8640) 17 12 0.083
Aero Lab (8644) 9 5 0.112
Schimmclman Engineering (8653) 1 1 0.040

6.4 Air Force Cambridge Research Lab (8642) 8 1 0.000
University of Utah (8648) 2 2 0.023
Comstock Wescott (8669) 1 1 0.000
Adcole Corp. (8662) 3 1 0.000
Wentworth Institution (8668) 1 1 0.000
Unknown Contractor (4680) 1 1 0.000
Matrix R & 0, Nashau, MA (8665) 1 1 0.000
Zimney Corp. (8654) 6 5 0.000
American Science and Engineering (8636) 10 8 0.?25

6.5a Air Force Cambridge Research Lab (8642) 22 7 0.500
Lo.aell Tech 1 0 N/A
Nuclear Research Associates 8 0 N/A
Lockheed 6 0 N/A
Electro-Mechanics 4 0 N/A
Barclay and Dexter 3 0 N/A
Ft. Monmouth 6 0 N/A

6.5b Illinois Institute of Technology 21 0 N/A

6.5c Central Radio Propagation Lab, N8S (8652) 22 1 0.000

6.5d U.S. Army Signal Radio Prop. Agency (8284) 13 6 0.483

6.5e U.S. Army Signal Radio Prop. Agency (8284) 4 1 0.000

6.6 Geophysics Corp. of America (8638, 8647) 20 6 0.915

6.7 Air Force Special Weapons Center (4108, 8007) 15 11 0.500

(continued)
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Table 14. Organizations scheduled to participate in experimental programs,

DOMINICa (continued).

Number Number Highest
"in E&Rc Persons Exposure

Project Organization Codeb Plans 8adged (R)

6.8 Air Force Cambridge Research Lab (8642) 5 1 0.000

Aerospace Research (8631) 14 4 0.000

"General Electric (8607) 2 1 0.000

Field Command, DASA (8008, 8130) 2 1 0.000

S6.9 Stanford Research Institute (8623) 40 12 0.615

Field Coffynand. DASA (8008) 1 1 0.380

6.10 Air Force Special Weapons Center (4108) 7 2 0.0414004

6.11 Stanford Research Institute (8623) 39 1 0.000

Fort Monmouth 7 0 N/A

6.13 U.S. Army Missile Command (8256) 7 2 0.048
USAS American Mariner Crew (8344) 60 55 0.310

SRCA (0608) 125 76 0.440

Barnes Engineering (8680) 17 10 0.040

Picatinny Arsenal (8262 4 3 0.065

New Mexico State University (8637) 10 7 0.072
Western Electric (8674) 2 1 0.000

Aero Lab Development Company (8644) 2 2 0.112

7.1 Kaman Nuclear (8658) 0 N/A

7.2 Lincoln Labs. MIT (8632) 12 12 0.760

7.3 White Sands Missile Range (8227) 14 13 0.340
Weapons Effects Test, FC DASA (8008, 8130) 8 4 0.245

Columbia University (8666) 2 2 0.093

EDL, Sylvania (8641) 1 1 0.129
New Mexico State University (8637) 1 1 0.072

Sylvania (8613) 2 2 0.118
Hughes Aircraft (8643) 11 11 0.109

Pueblo Army Depot (8289) 3 2 0.218

7.4 ASO, Wright-Patterson AF8 (41 3) 9 0 N/A

Stanford Research Institute (8623) 1 0.000S57
Electronic Communications, Inc. (8661) 4 0.352

8A.1 American Science and Engineering (8636) 9 2 0.325
Weather Central, Hanscom Field (4657) 16 1 0.000

"Technical Operations 8 0 N/A
Geophysics Corp. of America 1 0 N/A

Lowell Tech 1 0 N/A
Wentworth Institution 1 0 N/A

ASO, Wright Patterson AF8 3 0 N/A

(continued)
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Table 14. Organizations scheduled to participate in experimental programs,
DOMINICa (continued).

Number Number Highest
in E&Rc Persons Exposure

Project Organization Codeb Plans Bdgedu (R)

8A.2 EG&G (8160) 20 3 0.380

SA.3 ASO. Wright-Patterson AF8 (4123) 9 9 0.500
American Science and Engineering (8636) 15 12 0.325

88 Air Force Special Weapons Center (8007) 5 5 0.500
Allied Research Associates (8657) 7 4 0.349

8C Air Force Special Weapons Center (8007) 5 5 0.500
AVCO Corporation (8649) 12 12 0.034

9.1a Air Force Cambridge Research Lab (8642) 2 2 0.970
University of Utah (8648) S 5 0.023
Oklahoma State University (8675) 1 1 0.000

9.1b Geophysics Corporation of America (8638, 8647) 13 7 0.500

9.4b Air Force Special Weapons Center (8007, 8130) 5 4 0.180
General Dynamics (8660) 9 3 0.380
Northrop Ventura (8651) 3 2 0.036

9.6 Cubic Corporation (8603) 47 21 1.270

Notes:

aSome projects are not listed because there were no data In the historical

files available for review.

bSome agencies In this, column have more than one organizational code listed

* because the agency was given two or more codes during DOMINIC.

c
Engineering and Requirements Plans.

d
.5 dThis column shows the number of persons from the E&R Plan who were Issued a

badge during DOMINIC (obtained from the Consolidated List). The number does
not normally indicate the total number of persons badged from the agency.

d8RL submitted a combined list of personnel for Projects 6.2 and 6.3; thus

these projects are grouped together. This list indicated that AFCRL personnel
for Project 6.3 were also involved In Project 6.4 and would be listed under.1

that project

j Source: FC DASA Engineering and Requirements Plars for DOMINIC, Annex G.
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Staffing: The project report acknowledges four EGC. persons, of whom three
were badged. The highest exposure recorded for the three was 0.380 R. NOL
project personnel may have remained off site and simply reviewed the films.
Some NOL personnel were badged for DOMINIC and they could have been asso-
clated with this project. although NOL also had other projects.

Prolect Re-oort: Reference C.2011.

Project 2.1 -- External Neutron Flux Measurements

Agency: Army Nuclear Defense Laboratory (NDL)

Operations: NDL instrumentation was mounted on the pods of the three Thor
missile shots. The instruments were then analyzed In the mobile laboratory
on Johnston Island after recovery from the pods. Recovery of the pods was
done by JTF 8. Instrumentation was returned to the project 9 hours follow-
Ing STARFISH, 8 hours following BLUEGILL, and 6 hours following KINGFISH.
Exposure potential existed in recovering, removing, and analyzing the In-
struments from the pods.

Shots: STARFISH, BLUEGILL. KINGFISH.

Staffing: NDL personnel conducted Projects 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3. A pre-event
personnel list for Projects 2.1 and 2.2 from NDL (see Table 14) shows that
seven of sixteen people on this list were badged during DOMINIC. The high-
est exposure recorded was 1.325 R. No such list Is available for Project
"2.3; however, it is probable that the same personnel took part In all three
projects.

Prolect ReporL: Reference C.2012.

Project 2.2 -- Gann.a Radiation Measurements

Agency: Army Nuclear Defense Laboratory

Operations: Gamma-detector packages were placed in each of the three pods
for each of the Thor shots. The packages were then analyzed in the labora-
tory after the pods were recovered in the same manner as Project 2.1,
above.

Shots: STARFISH, BLUEGILL, KIN?4FIS-i.

Staffing: See Project 2.1 above.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2013.

Project 2.3 -- Alpha Contamination Monitoring

Agencies: Army Nuclear Defense Laboratory (NDL)
Army Chemical Corps School
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Operations: Alpha monitoring stations were set up downwind of the Johnston
Island missile launch pads. These stations were to determine possible alpha

* contamination if a missile with warhead were destroycd on or very near the
launch pads. This project was initiated after the second attempt to launch
BLUEGILL ended with the missile and warhead burning on the launch paa. No
data were obtained by this project since no repeats of the BLUEGILL acci-
dent occurred'.

Monitoring stations were located in and around the T or pad, which was
heavily alpha-contaminated when the second BLUEGILL attempt burned I•n the

*" pad. Although the pad had been cleaned up, some low-level alpha contamina-
tion still existed in the area.

Shots: CHECKMATE, BLUEGILL, KINGFISH, TIGHTROPE.

Stafftn%: The project was staffed by an officer from NDL and one from the
Chemical Corps School, but personnel from other projects were also used.
The agencies the officers represented did have personnel on the Consoli-
!datedList, but the identified officers were not among them. This suggests
that these officers' work on this project was offsite only.

tPr__oect Rep : Reference C.2052.

Project 4.1 - Production of Chorioretinal Burns by Nuclear Detonations
and Tests of Protective Devices and Photographic Materials

Alenci1es: Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine (AFSAM)
6570th Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories
Naval Material Laboratory (NML)

Operation,: Rabbits and monkeys were carried in aircraft at various dis-
tances from the bursts to determine the effect of detonations on the eyes
of the animals. As many as tan aircraft were used on several shots. Thermal
measurements were made from the same aircraft stations as part of this

-• project.

Shots: ENCINO, SWANEE, TANANA, NAMBE, YESO, HARLEM, -STARFISH, CHAMA,
CHECKMATE, BLUEGILL, CALAMITY, HOUSATONIC, KINGFISH, TIGHTROPE.

Staffing: APSAM managed this project with the other agencies noted. NML
took the thermal measurements. Only three men out of thirty-six identified
were badged and no one recorded any radliation.

*L Pr0JeqctRport: Refer-..nce C.2014.

Project 4.2 -- Photoelectric and Psychophysical Measures of Nuclear
"Weapons Flashes

Agenc Aviation Medical Acceleration Laboratory, Naval Air
Development Center (NADC)
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451
Operations: Brightness of the bomb flashes was measured from a station
near A-site at Christmas Island using photoelectric instrumentation. Three
observers were uses on four shots to measure reaction to flashblindness.
The observer entered a light-tight enclosure 20 minutes before the shot.
At shot time the observer was looking at the shot through a viewer with
"his right eye. After the flash, the time to correctly resolve a test pat-
tern was recorded. In all cases, the flashes were not bright enough to
produce an after-image In any of the observers' eyes.

Shots: RINCONADA, DULCE, PETIT, OTOWI, BIGHORN, BLUESTONE, SUNSET, PAMLICO.

Staffing: NADC managed this project using Omnitech, Inc., as a contractor.
Only one NADC person was badged, and Omnitech does not appear in the Con-
solidated List. It is assumed that NADC must have had assistance from
others on Christmas Island to execute this project. The source organization
of two of the volunteer flashblindness subjects is not established In the
project report. One observer was the single NADC man bedged and his expo-
"sure was zero.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2016.

Project 6.1 -- Fireball Attenuation

Agencies: Army Electronics Research and Development Activity (ERDA)
Electronic Defense Laboratories, Sylvania
Aerojet General Corporation
Air Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC)

Operations: Using rocket-borne radio transmitters and receivers on Johnston
Island and four ships (USS Oak H2ll [LSD-7], USS Fort Marion [LSD-22], USS
Polk County [LST-1084], and USNS Point Barrow [T-AKD-l]), the radar per-
formance near a high-altitude nuclear detonation was measured.

There was a potential for exposure for personnel on Jot'.iston Island
due to the return of the missile pods there. However, unless a man's duties
invoived handling these objects the potential was very low, even consider-
Ing the generally tight quarters on the Island. The destruction of the Thor
missile and Its warhead on Johnston Island on 25 July added the possibility
of internal exposure to alpha contamination. However, unless duties In-
volved the cleanup of this launch pad the potential was low.

Shots: BLUEGILL, KINGFISH, TIGHTROPE.

Staffing: ERDA personnel were on Johnston Island and may have been on board
the ships listed above. AFSWC personnel were on Johnston Island. Sylvania's
"Electronics Defense Laboratory and Aerojet General Corporation had 21 and
12 personnel, respectively, badged for this project. The Consolidated List
shows 21 Individuals badged for this project from White Sands Missile Range
(WSMR), where EPDA was located. The highest recorded exposure fc: WSMR per-
sonnel was 0.340 R. The highest exposure recorded for Sylvania and Aerojet
personnel was 0.118 R.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2015.
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Project 6.2 -- Gamma Ray '3canning of Debris Cloud

Agencies: Army Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL)iElectro-Optical Systems Inc. (ZOS)
Aero Lab. Inc.
Atlantic Research Corporation

Operations: Both direct and indirect attenuation measurements were made by
launching rockets from Johnston Island. Receivers were located at Johnston
Island and at Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. The rockets did not need
to be recovered as the data were telemetered to the data recorders. rhe
rockets were the sam ones used by Project 6.3.

Shots: Rockets were launched for STARFISH, BLUEGILL, and KINGFISHi. Indirect
attenuation measurements were made on all five high-altitude shots.

Staffing: BFL manned this project with assistance from Aero Lab and Atlan-
tic Research Corporation for the instrumented rockets, and from EOS with
data-recording and experiment design. One person from BRL received 0.950 R
(see Table 14). Everyone associated with this project was also associated
with Project 6.3. For both projects, badges were Issued to 17 from BRL, 12
from Atlantic Research. 5 from Aero Lab, and 11 from EOS.

Prolect Report: Reference C.201ji.

Project 6.3 -- D-Region Physical Chemistry

Agencies: Army Ballistic Research Laboratories
Geophysics Corporation of America (OCA)

Electro-Optical Systems Inc.
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL)

Operations: Attenuation of signals transmitted through the radioactive
cloud were measured using rocket-borne transmitters and receivers located
on John--.on Island. Honest John-Nike and Nike-Cajun rockets were launched
from Johnston Island and were Instrumented by Projects 6.2 and 6.3. No
rock..t recovery was required.

Shots: STARFISH, BLUEGILL. KINGFISH.

Staffing: Staff was shared with Project 6.2 with the addition of 14 men
from GCA and an unknown number from AFCRL.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2018.
.I

Project 6.4 -- E- and F-Region Physical Chemistry

Agencies: Air Force Cambtidge Research Laboratory (AFCRL)
American Science and Engineering
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SOponators: Direct attenuation of signals transmitted through the radio-
active cloud wa,* measured using rocket-borne transmitters and receivers

. located on Johnston Island. Javelin rockets wore launched from Johnston

Island and no recovery of them was required as their data wore telemetered.

- ot_: STARFISH and XIW113SH.

jtf.iJ_: AMCRL used a variety of contractors (see Table 14). Exposures
recorded by badged personnel working on this project wore very low or zero.

p fgoo•: Reference C.2019.

Project 6.5a -- Ionospheric Soundings and MagnetIc Measuremesits

Agrals•": Air Force Cambridge Reetaro'h Laooratocy (AFCRL)
Lockheed Missiles and Space Division
SNuclear Research Associates
Elect ro-Mechani :s Co.

SpWe* Sciences Inc.

9>er tIoni: Radlofrequency propagation. geomagnetic field. and ionospheric
experiments were conducted at a number of offs!te locatiors including

Midway, Palmyra. Tongatabo. Kaual, California, Canton. Samoa, Wake. Trini-
dad, Okinawa. Johnston Island, and on M TakelV (ATF-113). There was some
project activity at Johnston Island. There was no tadiation exposure poten-
tial except on Johnston Island and Palmyra. There wore measurable air con-

centrations on Palmyra on three occasions resulting from Christmas Island
airdrops, but these wore extremly low. The slight ponsibility of exposure
at Johnston Island Is discuised w4!!-r Project 6.1.

n1.g: All ov.'.t after 17 June 1962 (DULCE) to the end of the series.

.tf•lg: AFCRL used several contractors (seen Table 14). Although the 9i4R
L.st (Table 14) does not show Polytechnic Engineering Corporation. they

also assisted AFCRL on this project. The •_s•JI .1 shows that one
person from Polytechnic Engineering was badged and received no exposure.
The othor contractors did not send personnel to areas In the Pacific where
.edging was required.

Proect RePort: Reference C.2020.

Project 6.5b -- Ionospheric Measurements in the Southern Conjugate Area

agoe_ Illinois Institute of Technology Research Institute (IX'RI)
(formerly Armour Resoach Foundation)

Opa!jo9: Radio propaqatic.n, magnetic, and Ionospheric experiments wore
conducted on Tutulla. Samoa and Tongatabu.

.h, : STARFSMH. BLUtEGILL. KI*F774. CHECKMATE. TIrNROPE.
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Staff I: The project was staf fed by personnel f rom IMTI. Non* of the 21
people scheduled to participate In this project wore badged. most of the
personnel wore sent to locations other than Christmas or Johnston Island.

Proiect Resort: R~ference C.2021.

Project 6.5c -- vertical Ionospheric Sounding Measurements

%J. faflc: Central Radio Propagation Lab, National Bureau of
Standards (MBS)

Ovrtos High-frequency soundings of the ionosphere wore taken at Maui.
French Frigate Shoals. Tutuila, Wake. Canton. Midway. and Tongatabu.

Shots: STARFISH, BLUDOILL. KINGFISH. CHECKMIATE. TIGH'TROME

Staffing: Twonty-two from M~S ware identified In the 94R plan as ,"'tly
participants with zero exposures.

£[~jjct Roportl: Reference C.2022.

Project 6.5d -- Effects of Thermonuclear Radiation on the Ionosphere

Agenr~: Army Signal Radio Propagation Agency (SPPA)

OvIaioaQD: HF propagation experiments wore c%;ýducted with the transmitter
at Kauai, Kawaii. and receivers at Okinawa, Aqdak. Alaska. and Palo Alto,
California. Ionospheric soundings ware taken using HF sounders on Johnston

* **. Island and Kwajal*in. The possibility of low-level exposures of personnel
on Johnston island Is discussed under Project 6.1.

0,
Shots: STARFISH, BLUSOMXL. KINGFISH. CHECKMATE. TIGHTROPE.

StaLffng: Table 14 shows that SRPA had six personnel badged of the thirteen
- scheduled to participate. These six ware probably on Johnston island at

some point In the test series. The other seven ware probably at Islands
where badginq was not necessary. The highest exposure of SRPA personnel
was 0.46 R.

* ProleCt Resoqrt: Reference C.2023.

ProjeCt 6.5e -- Magnetic Measurerments

Aqgncy: Armay Signal Research and Development Laboratory (SRVL)

QmratlosIM: Ext reioLy- low- frequency Impulses ware measured using magneto.-
*tors located on the Islards oil Hawaii and Tutuila.

ShoW: STARFISH, BLUEGILL, KiNGFISH, CHRCM~ATE. TIGHTROPE.
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StaffCIg: Although SRDL conducted this experiment and wrote the project
report, the only person scheduled to participate who was badged (see Table
14) was from SRPA. Since both agencies were located at Ft. Monmouth. New
Jersey, this Is not unusual. Persons on the islands of Tutuila and Hawaii
were not badged.

Prolect Rort: Refecence C.1024.

Project 6.6 -- Long-Term Debris History

0cency. Qeophysilcs Corporation of America (OCA)

gkL .op*: Bomb debris was tracked for a long period and over a wide geo-
graphical area after detonation. Observations wore made using optical tech-
niques from Johnston Island, French Frigate Shoals, Tutuila. Tongatabu.
"U u, Smlt Co•vty (LST-1146)., Hery County (LST-824). and Point B4ro

Sbgts: STARFISH. BLUBGZLL. KINGFISH, CHXWATS. TIGHTROPE.

Staffing: This project was managed by C~A. Table 14 shows that 6 of the 20
personnel from OCA wore badqed: the highest recorded exposure was 0,915 R.

Project 6.7 -- Debris Expansion Experiment

Ag"C_: Air Force Special Weapons Center (AFSW)

•,j jratlr: Five Instrumented rockets ware launched from Johnston Island
for measurements on STARFISH and two for CHBC;MATK. Data wore telemetered
from the rockets to Johnston Island. Canton. French Frigate Shoals. Oahu.
and Hawaii so that rocket recovery was not necessary.

* •Shot: STARFISH, CX•IMT'2.

-,afilng: This project was managed by APSW. Table 14 shows that 11 of the
15 AFS, personnel wore badqed. None recorded more than 0.50 R.

Pro':ct Report: Reference C.2026.

Project .8-- Rio eter Measure.wnts

S2tg•n_ : Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL)
Aerospace Research Corporation
Stanford Research Institute (SRI)

Op'ectIons: Measurements of cosmic noise attenuation wore made at Johnston
Island, French Frigate Shoals. Canton. Tutuila. Tongata;>u. Palmyra. Midway.
Wake, FIJI. Oahu, Samoa. Rarotonga. Viti Levu. Christmas. MV Acania. Sum-
mIt County, Henry County, UV13 HnrrI .County (T-LST-822). Point )Barrow.

Takelma, U55 Hassavamy (AO-145). US HItcqit (ATF-103). UJSNS Pvt. Frank
., petarc (T-AK-250). and VI1American Mariner. Small amounts of air
contamination were measured on three occasions at Palmyra.
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Mots: STARFISH. BLUSGILL, KINGFISH, CHECKMATE. TIGHTROPE.

Stafflng: ArL managed this project but had several contractors. Xerospace
Research Corporation Installed and operated riometers on Midway. French

Frigate Shoals, Oahu. Palmyra. and the ships. Table 14 shows that 4 of 14
Aerospace Research Corporation personnel wore batdged all readings were

zero. GCA helped man some of these rioseters wherever they had Project 6.6
personnel. One person from SRI working with Project 6.9 took the riometer
readings on Canton. Other SRI personnel operated the riometera at all Proj-
oct 6.11 sites and aboard Aan[lj. At Christmas Island personnel from Hq
USAF operated the riometers. There are three separate listings for Hq USAF
on the Cosolidated List. totaling 13 persons; all badges read zero except

one. which read 0.079 R. IITRI personnel operated the riometers on Tonga,
Sama, and the civilian ship. Mlfofua. A person from General SlectrIc-TEMPO

operated the rioneter on Johnston Islands his exposure was zero.

P*rolect Reoort: Reference C.2027.

Project 6.9 -- Radar Clutter Measurements

Sany: Stanford Research Institute (SRI)

SOpratloU& : Measurements of hurtt location clutter ionization using various
types of cameras and radars were conducted at Johnston Island. Canton.
. ani, the Downrange Anti-Missile Measurement Program (DAMP) ship (Amfju-

can Marin9e), and on board the RC-121 aircraft.

p. :" •at: STARFISH. XMLUBGILL, KINGFr"SH. CHSCKKATR. TIGHTROP;E.

jtaffing: The equipment was operated by SRI personnel at all sites except
American Mariner and on board the RC-121 aircraft. Barnes "ngineering Com-
pany personnel from Project 6.13 operated the cameras (x board AmwrIcsn
,jarljrw. There is no explanation for the fact that five of the twelve
badged SRI son received exposures ranging up to 0.615 R. unless they as-

silted Informally on other projects at Johnston Island.

Prolect RePo.t: Reference C.2020.

Project 6.10 -- Large Scale Ionization Sffeocus from High-Altitude

"Nuiclear Detonations

AQ~cy: Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL)

"".OjeratIo: Effects of nuclear detonations on the Ionosphere wore measured
"from aboard a KC-135 based in the Fi1j Islands, and >n Maui. Hawaii. Mid-

"way, and French Frigate Shoals. An aonosonde trailer van and all-sky cam-
era were located at the Nandi airfield In the Fijis. The Islands Involved
never recorded radiation and the KC-135 stayed south of the Equator, over

a thousand miles from the detonations.

Shots: STARFISH, BLURGILL, KINGrrIH, CHECKMATE. TIGHTROPE.
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g•taffIrg: The =-135 aircraft was No. 53131. The all-sky camera at Nandi

was operated by members of the Dominion Physical Laboratory, New Zealand.

Prolect Reoort: Reference C.2029.

Project 6.11 -- HF Communications Experiment

Aqgnfljj: Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory

Stanford Research Institute (SRI)

Operations: The effects of high-altitude nuclear explosions on high-

frequency communicatlons were studied. Twelve sites -- Okinawa, Kwajalein,
Canton. Kauai, Wake. Midway, Hawaii, Tutuila. Viti Levu, Rarotonga, Fair-
banks. Alaska, and Palo Alto, oilifornla -- were used to make measurements.
None of these locations received any radiation exposure frcm DOMINIC tests.

tjsg!_: STARFISH, BLUEGILL. KI?.,PISH. CHEKMATE. TIGHTROPE.

Staffijn: SRI personnel manned the 12 sites. Only one person was badged
"and he recorded no expomure (see Table 14).

21_Uf*t Reo: Reference C.2030.

Project 6.12 -- Piggyback Satellite Packages

a !ncx: Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

g5 AtI2 : Pour satellites wore instrumented for Project 6.12, but they
were not operational at the times of the high-altitude bursts.

Prolect RepOrt: Reference C.2031.

"Project 6.13 -- RP and Optical Measurements

Ansttln: Army Missile Command (AIM)
Radio Corporation of America (RCA)

Barnes Engineering Company

Operations: Radlofrequency (RF) moasur~wrnts to determine radar performance
In a nuclear burst were made. Measurements were made from American Mariner.
Rocket probes were launched from Johnston Island. Optical measurements
were also made from American Marneqr by Barnes 9ngIneering personnel.

Shots: STARFISH. BLUEGILL. KINGFISH, CH4ECIMa.TE. TIGHMRPE.

-.taffgng: RCA personnel operated the RF equipment on American Mariner;
Barnes Tngineerlng personnel operated the optical equipment on the DAMP
ship. Other contractors assisted AMC, Including Atlantic Research who
launcied the rockets from Johnston Island. Everyone on American Mr1iner

appears to have been badqed. and the highest reading was less than 0.5 R.

Project Report: Reference C.2032.
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Project 7.1 -- Electromagnetic Signal. Underwater Measurements

Agnyf: Kaman Nuclear

O.eratIors: Measurements wer* conducted ftom two ships. ULSS Inflict (1SO-

456) and U Loyalty (M50-457). stationed off Oahu, Hawaii.

SShots: This project participated in all 24 shots at Christmas Island, plus
SWORDFISH, FRIGATE BIRD, and STARFISH.

SStafnng: Thia project was staffed by 3 men from Kaman Nuclear. Two men

from Kaman Nuclear were badged, but they were visitors to the test site
and not Project 7.1 participants.

Prolect Report•: Reference C.2033.

Project 7.2 -- Radlofrequency Radiometry

Aaenfy: Lincoln Laboratory, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

k Opegtion: Ground-based measurements were made at Johnston and Palmyra

Islands.

* P~Shots": All FISIHOWL shots.

StaffIn<: The project was staffed by Lincoln Laboratory personnel. Five of
the twelve persons shown In Table 14 had exposures greater than zero, the

highest' being 0.760 R. Very low-level air contamination was measured on

Palmyra Island on three occasions.

Prolect ReoPort: Reference C.2034.

"p,%

Project 7.3 -- M•icrowave Attenuation Due to Nuclear Burst

Agocle es: Electronics Research Laboratories. Columbia University
Hughes Aircraft Company

Army Signal Missile Support Agency (SMSA)

Over4tlons: Radar signal attenuation during low-altitude nuclear tests was
measured. Beacons and reflectors were dropped from a B-57 aircraft and

monitored from Christmas Island.

Shots: YUKON, MUSKEGON. SWANEE. CHETCO. TANANA. NAMB. ALMA. TRUCXEE.
HARLEM, RINCONADA. DULCE, PETIT, BIGHORN. BLUESTONE. SUNSET.

Stafflnq: S1BA provided the radars and three crews for the experiment with
% -A assistance from Columbia University. Hughes Aircraft serviced and flew the

B-57 and the G.T. Schjeldahl Company and Pueblo Army Depot assisted the

project. The highest badge reading of any person identified with the proj-

ect was 0.340 R.

Proltct RePort: Reference C.2043.
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Project 7.4 -- Communication Propagation Investigation Equipment

Agency: Air Force Aeronautical System Division (ASD)

Operations: Radlofrequency communications between aircraft and stations
at Johnston Island, Hilckam AFB. and s x other Pacific island sites were
monitored.

'• Shots: STARFISH. CHECEPMTE, BLUJGILL.

Staffing: ASO was in charge of this project. SRI managed the project for

ASO. assisted by Boeing Corporation andi the Collins Radio Company (who had
personnel at Hickam AFB) and the Mitre Corporation. Although 66 persons
wore scheduled to participate in this project, only 5 were badged and
readings wore very low or zero. Duty at most of the Islands Involved did

* not require badging.

Prolect Report: Reference D.9.

Project 7.5 -- Thermal Radiation from Air Burst Nuclear Weapons Incident

on Low-Altitude Aircraft

Agencv: Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division (ASO)

Operations: Two B-57B aircraft wore positioned at selected ranges from the
detonations to determine the thermal energy reflected from clo.ds and ter-
rain Incident on the aircraft surfacesi. Three B-57s were attached to the
project, but only two were used on each shot. The airc,:aft were also used
by Project 7.3 as radar targets on several shots when they were not taking
thermal measurements.

There was little or no exposure tolpersons involved with this project
'% at Christmas Island. Aircraft were between 14,400 and 56,000 feet (4.4 and

"17.1 kin) from the bursts, depending on the predicted y1eldr, and flight
"crew exposures were all below 0.350 R., When operating with Project 7.3,
the ranges from the burst were much greater.

Shots: ADOBE. AZTEC, Q•JESTA, MESILLA, ENCINO, NAMES, ALMA. YESO. RIICONADA,
B IGHORN.

Staffing: ASO managed the project. but the Project Officer was from the
Air Force Flight Test Center at Edwards AFB, California. The taree flight
crews were made up of men from unIts at Edwards AFB, Patrick AFB, Florida,
Holloman AFB, New Mexico, and ASO. Ground support was similarly mixed. The
radar controllers ware from Nellis AFR. Nevada, Eglin AFB. Florida, bnd
Cannon AFV, New Mexico.

Prolect Report: Reference D.10.

Projects 7.6 through 7.11

Agency: Office of Chief of Naval Ope:ations
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Operations: Under those project designations the performance of communica-
tions and navlgatton systems on operational naval units was monitored. The
units were operating throughout the Pacific region.

Mots: All F1ShBtDCL shots.

3tkffinG: Regular Navy crews-

Project 8A.1 -- High-Altitude Nuclear Detonation Optical-Infrared Effects

Awm*lea: Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
Technical Operations, Inc.

American Science and Engineering

Operatlons: Optical-infrared radiation from the high-altitude shots was
weasured. Two MC-135 aircraft platforms were used in addition to ground

stations at Johnston Island and Kaui. Hawaii. KC-135s w•ere those also used

by Project SA.2.

Shots: STARFISH, BLUEGILL. KINGFISH. CHECKMATE, TIGHTROPE.

Stafflng: Only three people out of forty-seven personnel Identified as
probable part c'-;-,nts were badged. Readings on these three badges were
"zero or very low. Personnel at Maui were not badged.

Prolect Recort: Reference C.2035.

Project SA.2 -- Optical Phenomenology of High-Altitude Nuclear Detonations

Agency: Edgerton. Germeshausen a Grier (ECIG)

Overatlors: This project obtained optical coverage of the five high-
altitude events from land-based and airborne platforms. Aircraft used were
MC-135s, Mos. 53120. 53144, 60376. Three project members flew aboard each
aircraft for all shots except the first, when two members were aboard each

aircraft. Land-based sites were Johnston Island, Samoa, FIji, and Tonga.
Personnel were stationed at Hlckam. Johnston Island. Samoa, Fiji. Tonga,
and the Island of Hawaii. Only at Johnston Island was there a potential
for exposure and this was low.

S : STARFISH. BLUEGILL, KINGFISH. CHECKMTE, TIGHTROPE.

Stafflno: At Johnston Island personnel strength varied from five to ten.
At Samoa the peak strength was eight. Two people were at FIJI and two at
Tonga. There were four personnel from the Army Pictorial Center, one from
the University of Rochester, one from Holmes & Narver, and one from Photo-

Sonics, Inc. working for EC,&G on this project, none of whom were badged.
Only three of twenty Identified probable participants were badged (see
Table 14).

Prolect RePort: Reference C.2036.
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Project SA.3 -- Structural Response to Thermal Radiation from
High-Altitude Fireball

Agencie: Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL)
American Science and Engineering (ASH)

Operations: Instrument-carryIng pods were exposed to hlgh-altitude detona-
Stions. Returned pods were placed In 'hot* cells on Johnston Island once

they were recovered by Marine Corps helicopters or Navy fleet tugs. The
instruments were then removed. Project personnel working near the pods or
instruments removed from the pods could have been exposed to beta and gamma

radiation. No alpha activity was detected on the pods.

Shots: BLUEGILL, KINGFISH.

Staffing: AFFDL had nine persons badged for this project. ASE, who was
their contractor, had 12 persons badged. However, all readings were less
than 0.5 R.

Proljct Report: Reference C.2037.

Project 8B -- Nuclear Weapon X-Ray Effects as Measured by

Passive Inst rumnts

Agencies: Ail Force Special Weapons Center (AFSV)

Allied Research Associates (ARA)

Operations: Instruments carried to high-altitudes in pods attached to the
Thor missiles were used. Pods were recovered by Marine Corps helicopters

or Navy fleet tugs and returned to Johnston Island for analysis. Project
personnel working near the pods, oc instrumnts from the pods, could have
been exposed to beta and gamma radiation. No alpha radiation was detected

on the pods.

Shots: STARFISH, XINFISH.

Staffing: Five military psrsonnel from AFSW were associated with this
project, and ARA had between four and seven. All readings were less than
0.50 R.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2038.

Project 8C -- Reentry Vehicle Tests

Agencies: Air Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC)
"AVCO Research and and Advanced Development Corporation

Operations: Two reentry vehicles (RVs) were to be carried aloft by the
Thor missile and exposed to the effects of a high-altitude nuclear detona-
tion. The Thor missile blew up after 1 minute of flight. The RVs that were
attached to the missile when It blew up could have been contaminated and
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their recovery and inspection would have resulted In a potential exposure
source for project personnel.

Shots: First STARFISH attempt.

S~flg Five military officers from AFSWC and 12 persons from AVCO Re-
search and Advanced Developamnt Corporation participated In this pro.ect.
.Al readings wore less than 0.5 R.

Prolect RePort: Reference C.2039.

Project 9.1a -- Atmospheric Properties

&.*nc Ieo: Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL)
University of Utah
Oklahoma State University Research Foundation

Wentworth Institute

operations: Measurement of atmospheric properties were made at varying
altitudes using rockets launched from Johnston Island. Rocket payloads
were not recovered.

Shots: BLURGILL, KINGFISH, CHECKMATE, TIGHTROPE.

Stafflno: AFCRL had two persons badged who were assigned to this project,
the University of Utah had five badged, and the Oklahoma State University
and the Wentworth Institute each had one person badged. The Weapons Effects
"Test Group (WETG) from Field Command, Defense Atomic Support Agency
(FCDASA) had one person assigned to this project. Of the nine personrnel
badged for this project, one had a relatively high reading (0.97 R).

"P Prolect Repcrt; Reference C.2040.

Project 9.1b -- Ionospheric Wind Measurements

Agencies: Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFCRL)
Geophysics Corporation of America (GCA)

Operations: Measurement of wind velocities at high altitudes was made by
ejecting a sodium vapor trail from a Nike-Cajun rocket at dusk or dawn.
The trail was photographed by cameras on Johnston Island and by three ships
stationed in the ship array around Johnston Island. The ships were Summit
County, Henry County, and Point Barrow.

"-* Shots: ?ISHBOWL shots.

40 3tafflno: AFCRL had one p4.,rson badgc-d who was badged under organization
code 8130 (WETG. FCDASA). GCA hed seven badged who worked on this project.
The hfth÷st exposure was 0.5 R.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2051.
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Project 9.4b -- Pod and Recovery Unit Fabrication

Agency: Air Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC)

Operations: Provided Instrument pods that were attached to Thor missiles.
Recovery of pods and analysis of pod damage could have exposed persons to
beta and gama radiation on Johnston Island.

Shor': STARFISH, BLUEGILL. KINGFISH.

Staffing: AFSWC had four personnel badged for this project. General Dynam-
ics and Northrop Ventura had three and two persons, respectively, badged.
All persons badged for this project recorded less than 0.50 R.

* Prolect Report: Reference C.2041.

Project 9.6 -- Tracking and Positioning

Agency: Cubic Corporation

Operations: Cubic Corporation provided tracking and positioning data for
the small rockets and Thor missile pods employed at Johnston Island for

FISHBOWL events. All tracking equipment was located on Johnston Island.

Shots: FISHBOWL shots.

Staffing: A total of 40 persons from Cubic Corporation was badged. One had
a reading of 1.27 R. but all other exposures were below 0.50 R. including
"21 identified as probably Project 9.6 participants. How this individual
received this exposure is not recorded in available records.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2082.
.'4J

Project 32 -- High-Altitude Measurements

Agency: Sandia Corporation

Operations: Measurements of safety. fuzing, and weapon performance were
made at Johnston Island and at various offsite locations. An attempt was
made to sample weapon debris by using rockets but none were recovered.

Staffing: All the Project 32 areas were rranagad and executed by Sandia
personnel. There were 318 men badged; only one reading exceeded 0.50 R
"(0.59 R).

Prolect Report: WT-2046.
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UNNUMBERED CHRISTMAS ISLAND AND FISHROWL EXPERIMENTS
THAT INVOLVED THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Projoct Stmminder

A cgwqn: U.S. ,Ieather Bureau

Operations: B-57 sampler aircraft took radiation Intensity readings in the
cloud stem to determine the amount of radioactive debris in that portion
of the cloud. It appears that a single B-57 took the readings on each of
the shots. The stem penetrations usually took place from 1/2 to 1 hnur

* after the bursts, except for BIGHORN and BLUESTOhX when they were 3 to
4 hours after burst. The B-57 did th 4 s on a noninterference basis with its
regular sampling missions. :t is not claar in the project report whether
the B-57 proceeded to sample in the main cloud for the AEC weapon labora-
tories after Its Stemwinder activities or was not scheduled to sample that
day. B-57 crews were exposed to significant levels of radiation in the
nuclear cloud stems, although the levels were lower than In the main cloud.

4 Peak exposure rates were 2 R/hr, but the time of exposure was less than
I minute at this high rate.

Shots: ARKANbAS, QUESTA. YUKON. ENCINO, ALMA. TRUCKEE. DULCE, BIGHORN,
BLUESTONE.

Staffing: Four persons from the U.S. Weather Bureau in Washington, D.C.,
fielded this project. Two had zero exposures, one had 0.02 R and one h4'ad
0.073 R. Many other personnel assisted, including the sampler aircraft
crets from the 9th Weather Reconnaissance Wing, and 1211th Test SquadroLn.
and sampler controllers from LASL AND LRL. The exposures of these personnel
from the Steo'inder project activities were probably small compared to the
exposures from their sampling activities.

Project Report: Reference C.2050.

477L NUJDETS Proof Test

Agencies: Air Force Aeronautical Systems Division
Mitre Corporation

Operations: Experiment- using a nuclear-detonation-detection system on
Palmyra Island were conducted. very low-level airborne, contamination was
detected on three occasions at Palmyra Island.

Shots: All CHRISTMAS shots.

Staffing: This project was managed and executed by personnel from Mitre
Corporation. Four were badged and all had zero readings.

Project Report: No Project Officer's Report (POR) issued.

Seismic Project (VELA T/074)

* •Agency: Geotechnical Corporation (for Hq USAF)
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Operations: Four seismological observatories were Installed at selected
Pacific Islands and recorded nuclear burst signals. The islands selected
were Oahu. Penrhyn. Johnston, and Palmyra.

, Shots: All shots.

Staffing: All four sites were supposedly manned by Geotechnical Corpora-
tion. However, If they were on Johnston Island, they would have been badged
and should appear in the Consolidated List, but they do not.

Prolect Rpjj: No POR issued.

Long-Range Infrasonic Project

Agencies: Hq USAF
Army Signal Radio Propagation Agency (SRPA)
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory (AFCRL)
National Bureau of Standards (NBS;
Navy Electronics Laboratory (NEL)

P. Operations: Infrasonic receivers were set up 'at nine locations to record
signals from the shots. Locations were Oahu, Johnston. Palmyra. Kwajalein.

Adak or Shemya, American Samoa, Wake, Midway. and San Diego, California.

Shots: All shots.

-.. Staffing: Four sites were manned by SRPA. four by AFCRL, and one by NEL.
The Johnston Island site was manned by SRPA.

Project Report: No POR issued.

Airborne Diagnostic Project

Agencies: Hq USAF
Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier (EC&G)

* operations: Optical and electromagnetic equipment was operated on board a
KC-135 to test and calibrate the equipment using the DOMINIC detonations.
The aircraft was generally about 250 nmi (463 km) from the detonations.
"Air Force crews flew the aircraft and EG&G assisted Hq USAF in operating
the equipment and processing the data.

Shots: All shots.

Staffing: Strategic Air Command, EG&G, and Hq, USAF personnel were aboard
the aircraft. Specific numbers of personnel associated with this project
cannot be established.

"Project Report: No POR issued.
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Analysis of Debris

•geni~s:Hq LGAF
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL)

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL)
1211th Test Squadron, Kirtland AFB. New Mexico

Operat ons: Particulate and gaseous samples were collected from the radio-
active Jcloud using B-57 sampling aircraft. This was the primary cloud sam-
pling program and was jointly sponsored by LASL, URL, and Hq USAF. The
1211th ITest Squadron flew the B-57s. A sclentifIc observer from LASL or
LRL controlled the cloud penetrations of the B-57s from an airborne plat-
form. The radiation exposure potential was negligible for most Hq UJSAF,
LASL, and LRL personnel. It was higher for sampler aircraft crews because
they had to penetrate the radioactive cloud. Sample removal personnel and
B-57 decontamination and maintenance personnel were exposed to radiation
from radioactive samples and aircraft.

Rockets were fired through the clouds with cloud sampler nosecones on
severali of the LRL Christmas Island airdrop shots. The rockets were fired
from Chfristmas and recovered by Air Force helicopters by fishing them with
nets frm the water. They were carried back to Christmas Island slung from
"long cables from the helicopters to minimize the exposures.

Shots: All airdrop shots, plus FRIGATE BIRD.

Prolcts Report: ;4o POR issued.

-"Electromagnetic Pulse Project

iAgencies: Denver R.esearch Institute (DRI)

Central Radio Propagation Laboratory, National Bureau of
Standards (NBS)

Operations: Electromagnetic pulse (EMP) meesurements were made at Fanning,
"Palmyra. Penhryn, Fairbanks, Alaska, Philippines, Kauai, Maul, and Denver,
Colorado.

Shots: Planning was for all shots.

Staffing: All sites except Maul were manned by DRI personnel. The Maul
site was manned by NBS personnel. One person from DRI was bad2ed: his badge
showed no exposure.

Prolect Report: No POR issued.

Direct Visible Light and Atmospheric Fluorescence

%Agency: Hq USAF
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OpgratU2!3: Visible light and atmospheric fluorescence from high-altitud*
nuclear detonat ions were recorded at Canton island and at Mauna Loa on the
islanid of Hawaii.

j:STARtFISH. KI)N3FISH, BLUEGILL. TIGHTROPE, and CHBCKJIAT13.

StaffIn: Hq UISA? and E4GW personnel were at both locations.

f"#tftot No POR issued.

'¾ NUMBERED SWORDFISH PROJECTS THAT INVOLVED
THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

SWORDFISH Project 1.1 -- Underwater Pressures

AMV Naval Ordnance Laboratory (idOL)

Q2rtos Pressure gauges were suspended from the two plat forms In the
towed array and from V33I jjl (00-645). M tll (ATIP-106). V1SAger-

b.R(00-626). and M7S honticello (LstV-35). Project personnel also aided
Project 1.2 by operating cameras at shot time. Recovery of the gauge
strings and recorders from tho platforms was required. Exposure was possi-
ble as the platforms were within the base surge. The platforms from which
the )dOL qauqes were suspended measured at about 1 R/hr 90 minutes after
the shot and required washdown. which was done at H4+2.5. After this
project personnel were aboard tho platforms for 2 hours.

atafflng: operating as Tasic Klement 8.9.2.1, personnel from VdOL had charge
of this project.

.Proi-ect gevort: Reference C.2000.

W vrrPsm Project 1 .2 -- surface Phenomena Measurements by Photography

A419my: Naval Ordnance Laboratory (idOL)

01mat~on: The formation, growth. and dissipation of visible su .rface ph*-
riomena. Including slIeks. spray doms. plumea. fallout, base surge, and
foam patch, were recorded and measured using airborne and surface ship
cameras.

Stf~g Operating as Task Blement 8.9.2.2, idOL personnel also had rospon-
sibility for this project. Four idOL personnel can be positively Identified.
Seventeen Navy photographers "from various units' under the supervision of
two IdOL employees operated the cameras on !¶Jao1J0. V$§ Hopewell (00-681).
wan 1!~IC1 Detachment 35. Heavy Photographic Squadron Sixty-Two
(VAP-62) supplied the two A30 aircraft used. Karine Corps Aircraft Repair
Squadron 37 (NARS-37), Third Karine Corps Aircraft Wing supplied the two
RSD aircraft. No personnel other than those Etom these units appear to have
been aboard the planes for the photographic runs. The photo runs continued
for at least 17 minutes after the blast.

Prolecqt Report: Reference C.2001.
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ORDFISH Project 1.3& -- Effects of Underoater Nuclear Explosions
I*f on Sonar System at Close Ranges

A•n•cy: Naval Electronics Laboratory (MEL)

Operatorm: The effects of an antisubmarine rocket (ASROC) detonation on
active and passive sonar systems within 10 nal (18.5 kam) were determined.
The sonars used for the project were on Aqerhoil, USS Anderson (DD-786),
.OeIl. and V Razorba•)k (M-394). Sonar targets were launched from
B*.zorback's torpedo tubes. A helicopter from Medium Helicopter Squadron
363 (HIU'-363). stationed on the Monticelo also dropped two sonar targets.
Data were recorded by ship.' crew for analysis at MEL.

Staffing: MEL managed this project, but there is no record of NEL employees
on the Consolidated List; therefore they probably were Involved only In
analysis.

Prolect Re*ort: Reference C.2002.

% SWORDFISH Project 1.3b -- Effects of an Underwater Nuclear Explosion onI*

• % Hydroacoustic Syst ems

&aoncy. Naval Electronics Laboratory (NML)

rratloUn: The effect of an underwater explosion on long-range hydroacou-
stical syst~em was detemruned.

Staffing: NIML directed this project, but was apparently Involved only In
analysis.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2003.

SWORDFISH Project 1.4 -- Nuclear Burst Detection

The Information this project collected was combined with Project 1.3b.

SWORDFISH Project 1.5 -- Hydroacoustic Measurements

Aency: Gener&l AtronIcs

2 ±ratlons: A remotely sited experiment based on W (ATF-84) as part
of the V.la (nuclear test detection) effort of the United States.

SQWORDFISH Project 2.1 -- Radiological Effects From an Underwater Explosion

*_2.cy: Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory

2PIAStLn&: Gamma Intensity recording equipment and Instrumentation tomeasure the physical charactetistics of the base surge were placed on the
towed array of eight coracles, rafts, and pausell. This Instrumentation
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required recovery. The towed array was set out and retrieved by milJa and
by four LCOW from Monticello. After the shot, they retrieved the array and

took the remaining parts (except Bause1l) to Monticello for transportation
back to San Diego. Thore was a high radiation exposure potential for
"personnel on recovery operations and especially for those on LSS Sioux

(ATF-75). Sioux entered the contaminated pool three times to collect sam-

pies. Chapter 5 describes the approximate location of Bausell. the cora-

cles, and Sioux at shot time.

Staffing: The project was supervised by NRDL as Task Element 8.9.2.4. NRDL
had 17 personnel badged during DCOINIC. Four of those can be identified as

maintaining, installing, and recovering the instruments for this project.

The project leader and the two other authors of the project leader's report
are on the Consolidated List, hence they probably wore at the SWORDFISH

site. Sioux was to enter the pool of radioactive water shortly after the
detonation to collect water samples. To reduce the number of personnel
exposed to potentially high radiation, only 15 of the ship's crew were

aboard. Thirteen can the ship, and two assisted the three NRDL personnel

aboard. The highest exposures of these men exceeded the Maximum Permissible
Exposure (NP!) of 3.00 R. Other than the water sampling equipment on Sioux.
the equipment used to collect data for this project was part of the towed

array. mounted at 13 locations above and below decks on pausoll and on the
eight coracles.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2004.

SDKOFISHI Project 2.2 -- Airborne Monitoring of the Radioactive Pool

"Aqencl**: Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory (NRDL)
Patrol Squadror. 46 (VP-46)

Operations: Two P2V planes were fitted with two types of radiation detec-
tors. Beginning about 3 :)ours after the detonation and oach day for 6 days
thereafter, the plane located and then flew over the contaminated patch of
water a number of times taking measurements. The altitude of the P2V sur-
veys was 500 feet (153 meters). VP-46 operated out of Naval Air Station

North Island, San Diego, California. Exposures wore experienced as the
aircraft passed over the radioactive pool. Intensity of the radiation at
the aircraft wore 0.097 R/hr peak at H+3, 0.014 R/hr on D0÷, and declining

to 0.00025 R/hr on D06.

'Stafing: The project was sponsored by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) as part of the Vela Program and directed by NRDL. The data-

gathering aircraft ware P2V-7s from VP-4,6. Flight Crews 3 and 8 alternated
on the daily flights. Apparently four NRDL personnel wore aboard each

flight to handle the radiation detectors and help guide the plane's passes
over the radioactive pool. Exposures of the NRDL personnel cannot be Iden-

"tified on the ConsQ11dated 1ist. but the exposures of the aircraft crews
are probably identical to the 14 reported for VP-46 in the Consolldatod

List (Code 8322). The highest exposure recorded for this group was only
0.041 R.

Project Reoort: Reference D.1.
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SWORDFISH Project 3.1 -- Shock Motions of Ships and Equipent

Acncy: Navy David Tayic-- Model Basin (OTIM)

Operations: The motion the SWORDFISH blast produced was determined for

ships and platforms In the vicinity of the blast as well as the damage
this motion caused. The surface waves produced by the blast were photo-
graphed. Bauj ll, Acerholm, Anderson. Hoj~llj. and Razorback were fitted
with gauges to recozd their motion in response to the shock waves from
SWRFISH. fl~ai11 a three high-speed cameras to record the motion of
selected pieces of equipment and two cameras to record the surface effects
from the detonation. The two platforms In the towed array also had gauges
attached. Acorho and V4*rs•n each had two cameras to record Bausoll's
motion in the waves caused by SWORDFISH. The position of the ships and
platforms at shot time are further discussed in Chapter 5.

Potential for radiation exposure to project personnel was low to nil.
"The base surge apparently did not reach and contaminate any of the test
ships.

Stafflng: Organized as Task Element 8.9.2.5. personnel from DTMS had charge
'I of this project. The project offic-2r was from DTB. and ten other DT1

personnel ate listed as having made "Important contributions during the
operation." OTMB was not assigned an organizational code on the conso1j-
d2List.. however. so it appears DTIS personnei were not on site. Bau-

iL.. AQfholl° ,Anderson, Hopjewell, and Razorback were the ships taking
part. Motion pictures of Bausell were taken from & rbholn and Anderson,
but no record has been located of the photographers or their organization.

Prolect Report: Reference C.2005.

, SWORDFISH Project 7.1 -- Effects on the Operation of Anti--Subetrine
,. Warfare Sonar SquIpment

Ag len: Navy Burreau of Weapons (BuWeps)

Operations: To observe the effect of the ASROC explosion on the performance
of certain sonar systems, sonobuoys were placed near the detonation point
and at long ranges. The sonobuoys transmitted data to P2V aircraft, where

they were recorded for later analysis.

Stafflng: Information on participants Is very limited. The project was an
In-house Navy project managed by BuWeps. A P2V aircraft participated. T-he

unit to which the aircraft belonged cannot be identifled. but it may have
been from VP-46, which supplied a P2V for Project 2.2. N?. participants can
be identified by name. Bu~eps was assigned an organization code number.
but apparently no Buweps personnel actually were badged.

ProlCt Report: No POR Issued.

1.
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SSWORDFISH Project 9.1 - Ship Damage Assessment and Technical Support
of Test Elements

A . cies: Navy Bureau of Weapons (BuWeps)
Navy Bureau of Ships (BuShips)

Operatiqnis: The degree to which the weapon-delivery capability of an ASROC-
equipped destroyer would be impaired by the detonation of an ASROC weapon
at fairly close range was determined by a series of pre- and post-test
inspections. Inspection teams reboarded Bausell after 1440, the time of
"radsafe clearance. Bausell was not contaminated by the base surge.

Staffing: The project leader and his deputy were from BuShips. A list of
project personnel shows five personnnel from the Naval Ordnance Test Sta-
tion, four from BuShips, two from DTMB, and one each from Mobile Ordnance
Service Unit Four, RCA, Minneapolis-Honeywell, Librascope, Sangamo Elec-
tric Company, and Western Electric. None of these were badged, however,
and it appears that the inspections may have taken place after the ships
returned to San Diego. The ships participating were Bausell, Arhol•m,
Anderson, Hopewell, and Razorback.

Pro ct Report: Reference C.2006.

SWORDFISH Project 9.2 - Time Coamzand Signals

Agencies: Edgerton Germeshausen & Grier (EG&G)

"Operations: To provide timing signals and voice countdown for the SWORDFISH
shot, a control center was established on A__rho•m and manned by three EG&G
personnel. On Anderson, tvo EG&G personnel manned a remote signal station.
Two EG&G personnel were stationed on Monticello to replace batteries and
maintain EG&G equipment in the towed array and other ships not manned by
EG&G personnel.

Staffing: Organized as Task Element 8.9.2.7, personnel from EG&G carried
out this project under DASA sponsorship. The EG&G crew probably numbered
seven, although only the apparent project leader can be identified by name.

Project Iler: Reference 0.3.

"SWORDFISH Project 9.3 -- Technical Photography

Agency Navy Bureau of Weapons

O"erations: Aircraft ind ship-based cameras were used. The project appar-
ently included the 17 Navy cameramen and 21 cameras taking pictures for
Project 1.2 from Molala, Hopwell, and Monticello.

Staffing: VAP-62 and the Third Marine Air Wing provided aircraft and crews.4

The source of the photograpt.ers on the ships is not known.

Project Repor.t: None identified.
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UNNUMBERED SWORDFISH EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

Shipboard Radioactive Pool Monitoring

/ 49ncy: Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory (NRDL)

OPeratlons: In order to determine the extent. radiation level, and drift
of the contaminated water between 6 and 24 hours after the detonation.

.2ioux made a number of passes through the radioactive pool. taking read-
Ings with two underwuter radiation detectors. The ship then stood by for

about 2 hours, while L15C4OSS Pioneer made ready to track the pool for a
related ABC program, described Immediately below.

During the period from H+6 to H+24 Sioux crossed the tadloactlve pool
nine times and each crossing lasted from 30 mflnut•= to 2 hc ý-. At H+7 the
peak reading 3 feet (1 meter) above the surface of the pool was 0.5 R/hr,
dropping to 0.10 R/hr at H+19. While Sioux was returning to San Diego
measurements were made of the radiation Intensity at the Intake of the
saltwater system, which was found to be 0.005 R/hr. This had declined to
background by the time of its arrival at the Naval Repair Facility In San
Diego.

Staffing: About 1800 on shot day. Sioux obtained water samples for Project
2.1. The Project 2.1 NRDL personnel and the skeleton crew of fifteen then
left the ship and were replaced by the rest of the crew and the ABC and
NRDL Personnel wrking on the pool monitoring project described above.

Prolect Report: Reference D.2.

J* Tracking the ContamInated water and Investigating
the Water's Effects on Marine Life

Agency: Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOM.)

Operations: About 27 hours after the shot. Pioneer started its survey and
continued that work until 28 May when the ship returned to San Diego. On
1 June the ship left San Diego to resum t"e program, and It continued to
track and study the pool until 25 June. Pool intensity had decayed by the
time the survey resumed in June.

fStaffIr: The measurements were made from Pi r. a ship belonging to the
"U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. The radiation measurements were made by an
"NOL employee. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute (WHOI), NWDL. and Texas
ALM took part in this effort and probably had employees aboard. WHOI's
foc'. .. - marine life, the roles of NRDL and Texas A&M are not known.

"> Prolect Report: Reference 0.4.

FRIGATE eIRO EXPERIMENTS INVOLVING THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

"Collection of Samples for Padlochemlcal analysis

""gencles: Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL)
1211th Flight Test Squadron, Kirtland AF9. New Mexico
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Operations: Cloud samples were collected by five B-57 aircraft under the
control of the TU 8.1.2 controller In a KC-135. The operations began 70
minutes after explosion and concluded 130 minutes later. Two C-130s and a
C-135. under the control of one or more of the RC-121s took airborne diag-
nostic measurements. The B57s were based at Christmas Island.

This mission required a longer flight In contaminated aircraft and
therefore the exposure potential was somewhat higher that, the Christmas
missions being flown.

Prolect Report: Reference D.6.

.Dhangmeter Measurements of Weapon Yield

Agency: Edgerton. Germeshausen & Grier (EG&G)

Objective: Weapon yield was measured using bhangmeters.

Operations: LSS Carbonero (S,9-337) and USS Medregal (SS-480) each carried
two optical-yield-measuring devices, one sighted through the periscope and
the other mounted on an extension mast held above the surface by the sub-
merged submarine. EG&G supplied the Instruments and the personnel to op-
erate them; however, the number of EC&G men on each submarine Is not
available. At shot time Carbonero and Medrecal were about 30 and 29 nmi
(55.60 and 53.74 kin), respectively, from surface zero.

Prolect Report: Reference D.3.
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CHAPTER 4

WEAPON DEVELOPMENT TEST OPERATIONS

Twenty-four devices developed by the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) weapon
laboratories were tested at Christmas Island from late April through early
July 1962. opening Operation DOMINIC. The extension of DOMINIC Into the fall
of the year allowed time for five additional devices to be made ready; these
were tested within the Johnston Island danger area using test techniques that
were In many ways Identical to those used at Christmas Island. This extension
was the result of the destruction of a missile and warhead on Johnston Island
In late July, which required a 2-month pause In operations there In order to
clean up and rebuild the missile launch site.

Veapon development tests had been conducted In conjunction with effects
tests in previous test series: or more properly, the effects tests had been
conducted as noninterfering experiments during weapon developomnt shots. How-
ever, as the Department of Defense (DOD) effects experiments L'ecame more corn-
plex. they began to interfere. Therefore, beginning In 1955 the DOD sponsored
test shots expressly for the purpose of studying effects. It also sponsored
shots in 1956 and 1958. DOD interest In conducting experiments on weapon de-
velopment shots did not cease, however, and the restraints' and complications

- resulting from the DOD effects experiments apparently continued. Finally, the
comander of the scientific task group in the 1958 test series recovmonded In
his final report that the effects tests and the weapon development tests be
conducted separately In both time and place (Reference D.11). The circumstances
of DOMINIC generally allowed this to take place.

The weapon development shots were all airdrop devices. Weapon perfurmance
measurements were taken from aircraft and surface stations and were therefore
primarily photo-optical and radiofrequency measurements. These measurements,
In combination with debris-cloud samples, were apparently enough for the weapon
designers to judge the effectiveness of their designs. T'he sampling was pri-
marily from manned B-57 aircraft, but rockets with recoverable nosecone col-
lectors were also used for several shots at Christmas Island.

"CHRTSTMAS ISLAND AIRDROPS

he• targets for these airdrops were rafts equipped with radar reflectors
and lights. These were moored at one of seven mooring points 10 to 20 nmi
(18.5 to 37 kim) south of Christmas Island. Figure 41 Is a photograph of one of
the rafts with personnel aboard.

r The devices were detonated as airbursts; that is. they were exploded at
"such an altitude that the fireball formed did not touch the ocean surface, and
thus no local fallout was formed. As the normal trade winds were from east-
northeast, device debris at lower altit*;des (up to about 15,000 feet (4.6 km])
was -arried In a west-southwest direction. The nearest land In this direction
Is ;%rvis Islarx;, about 230 ntn (about 425 km) distant. Device debris at
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altitudes above 15,000 feet (4.6 kcm) was carried east to southeast,, the near-
est land In this direction being Malden Island, about 360 rnot (about 670 kcm)
distant.

Figure 42 Is a photograph of the cloud formed by shot YuKON as viewed from
one of the scientific sites on Christmas Island.

The burst heights were raised more than was necessary to avoid seawater,
contamination and to Improve the probability of a cloudless line of sight

tkS-

*A ;

.. *Figure 42. Cloud from DOMINIC. YUKON as viewed from Christmas Is land.
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between the burst point and instrumented aircraft. The limiting factor In rais-
Ing the height of burst was potential damage to the B-52 aircraft that dropped

. the weapon. The particular moored raft used as an aimpoInt depended on the pre-
*" dicted size of the burst. It was desired to have the bursts as close as possi-
- ble to the surface stations on Christmas Island without damaging the sites
* with the blast pressures. The predicted effects at A-site (see map, Figure 2.

and photograph, Figure 4) were used to determine the surface-zero raft loca-
tion. D-site, closer to the burst point, was not manned during the tests. Other
than D-site there were no evacuations. Most of Joint Task Force 8 (JTF 8) and
"all of the U.K. personnel and native residents on Christmas Island were nor-
meally on the northern and western ends of the island. The average number of
persorts on Christmas Island was 4.000 or less during this period: about 460
U.K. p4rsonnel and 450 natives, the rest being JTF 8 personnel (Reference
C.3.1, p. 1-5). The natives who wished to be evacuated were moved to USS
Cabildo (LU&0-16), which remained In the harbor area during the shot, apparently
ready to move out if required. About 175 of the natives were aboard for each
of the shots.

The test devices were prepared and placed in standard ballistic or drop
cases (their exterior metal shell) in the United States and were flown to Naval
Air Station (NAS) Barbers Point in Hawaii. At Barbers Point the devices were
checked by AEC laboratory personnel and when ready were loaded into one of two
Air Force B-52s used as drop planes. Although the devices were to be detonated
at an altitude that would produce no local fallout, the winds had to be accept-
able as well so that even if the device were somehow detonated on the ocean
surface the fallout would be deposited in the open sea rather than on populated
islands. For the success of the diagnostic measurements, clear weather was
also required.

With acceptable weather predicted about 4 hours before each test, the B-52
left Barbers Point and flew 1,200 nmi (2,224 km) to the Christmas Island area.
Also flying from Barbers Point were two Air Force Tactical Air Command C-130
turboprop aircraft that had been prekpared as diagnostic instrument platforms.
The B-52 drop aircraft similarly had diagnostic instrumentation aboard and
these three planes served as the primary airborne stations for receiving and
recording weapon developmen4 diagnostic information. Ground stations on Christ-
mas Island also had sites with weapon diagnostic instruments. At appropriate
times on shot days, other aircraft involved as experimental stations and in
various support roles left Hickam AEB for the Christmas Island area.

Sampling of the debris cloud was done by Air Force B-57s based on Christmas
Island. There were 15 In this sampling fleet and 4 to 6 were usually sampling
on each shot with an additional plane used as a sampler controller, observing
the cloud and directing the samplers. The sampling was usually done on the
northern (Christma•s Island) side of the cloud with the sampling runs being
made approximately perpendicular to the prevailing trade winds. The samplers
also took measurements for the U.S. Weather Bureau (USWB) experiment, Project
Stemwinder. Their flight paths during these experiments were In the cloud stem
and typical flight paths for these are shown In Figure 43. Cloud sampling with
rocket-borne samplers was also tried, requiring the use of Air Force H-21 heli-
"copters from Christmas Island In the recovery of the collectors In the rocket
nosecones (Figure 28).
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Other aircraft in the area providing support for the operations included
an RC-121 acting as an Airborne Aircraft Operations Center (AAOC) and several
C-54s In various configurations used as photo stations and search and rescue
(SAR) planes. WB-50s were used to fly upwind of the burst area some 50 nmi (93

kin) to check the clouds approaching the burst point. If enough clouds were ap-
proaching to interfere with the lines of sight between the diagnostic aircraft
and the burst or between the Christmas Island stations and the burst, the drop

.,4 could be delayed. Navy P2V aircraft also patrolled the danger area before the
shot and were in a position to act as SAR aircraft if required.

In spite of the attempt to completely separate weapon-development and
* weapon-effects operations, there were a few DO effects experiments conducted

at Christmas Island. Most of these used aircraft either as the object being
studied or as an aerial platform. Two B-57s were used In an Air Force thermal
effects experiment (Project 7.5) and one B-57 was used as radar target in an
experiment with a ground-based radar (Project 7.3). C-54s and C-ll8s carried
rabbits and monkys for experiments on the effects of the bursts on the eye
(Project 4.1). The B-57 aircraft experiments were based on Christmas Island
and required not only surface support for aircraft maintenance but also special
ground-based radar controllers as exact positioning of the aircraft was Impor-
tant in the conduct of the experiments. Project 4.1 aircraft were based at
Hickam AFB.

Aircraft used in the Christmas Island operations are summarized in Table
15.

Surface DOD experiments included a test of personnel reaction to the flash
of a nuclear burst (Project 4.2) and the measurement of possible water waves

generated by the explosions. Mooring and servicing the moored skiffs south of
Christmas Island for the water-wave project was done by USS Conserver (ARS-39).

The target rafts (Figure 41) also required servicing. These had generators
aboard to power lights and these had to be started. The rafts also had bal-
loons, called kytoons, for some shots and these had to be deployed. After the

shots, the rafts were reboarded and towed in for refurbishing as some were dam-
aged. In addition, the saltwater spray led to deterioration. The rafts were
sunk If they were radiologically hot, although they were generally only
slightly above the background of 0.00003 R/hr (Reference C.3.1, p. J-7).

The Navy also provided surface patrols in addition to the P2V aircraft
based on the Christmas Island airfield. The surface patrols were conducted by
five Navy destroyers, with two ini the Christmas Island area at sea and one in
port at Christmas Island. Another two were at Pearl Harbor for upkeep. Cabildo
supported Christmas Island operations, especially target raft support, along
with a fleet of small boats including four LCUs. eight LCMs, and a variety of
barges, lighters, and wherries.

A Navy ship (identity not reported) was also used as a fallout detection
ship. This ship was sent in the direction of the debris cloud on at least nine
of the Christmas Island shots to detect fallout. The ship avoided rainshowers
that could bring down the suspended debris particles, but It was otherwise
prepared to find fallout. None was found except on one unidentified event when
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a reading of 0.00006 R/hr (about twice background) was ma U o ships with
positive, readings are specified In the source (Reference C.3.1. p. K-5).

The weapon development operations as evolved at Ch~ristmas island, and later
at Johnston Islansd, were quit* efficient. Ther* were no last-minute cancolla-
tions. and the airbursts did not raise the radiological background at Christmas
Island perceptibly. The pace of the tests was rapid and was not set by the
operational limitations but by the availability of the devices to be tested
(Reference D.12).

For each of the shots. the DOC experiments are listed below and special
A DOD support activities art sumarized. Not Included are the general support
* aircraft. nor are the Strategic Air Command (SAC) B-52s (Mon. 013 and 620) and

the two C-130s (Nos. 298 and 199) that participated In each shot except as
noted.

For all of the shots one or two XC-135 aircraft (Nos. 53121 and 91514).
based at Hickam AFB, participated at several hundred kilometers range, from the
burst. These aircraft were Instrumented for Iiq USAF by Edgertoni, Gerineshauson
I.Grier, Inc. and took optical and test detection measurements. From RINCONADA
until the last shot. both XC-135s were used.

ADOBE -- 25 April 1962. 0646 (1546 GMT)

The line of sight between shot AnflC8'and ground-based Instruments was ob-
scured by clouds. On succeeding shots the support WE-5O was moved to observe
Incoming clouds, and the shot hour was moved to daylight s< that clouds could
be see and the shot held until the line of sight was clear.

e Los Alamos Scient If ic Laboratory' (LASL) device: i ntermedi -
at* range yield

e Soscial p00 3Mp22rt: Five B-57u sampled the cloud at from
30.000 to 60,000 feet (9.1 to 18.3 kcm) altitude. Cp~w
supported the Joint Task Group (JTG) 8.5.2 water-wave ex-
periment. Ship positions are shown In Figure 44.

AZTEC -- 27 April 196?, 0702 (160? GMT)

e LASL device: Intermediate range yield

So Pfroject: 7.5
o 3peclal DCC Sur'oort, Seven B-57s sampled the clou~d at from

37.000 to 65,000 feet ('11.3 to 19.8 kam), 9_qDrverv sup-
ported the J¶G 8.5.2 wator-wavo experiment. ship positions
are shown In Figure 45.

ARKANSAS -- 2 May 1962, 090? (1802 GMT)

This shot was postponed from 29 April because of weather.
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Figure 44. Ship positions. shot A0OS(. 00O4NIiC.
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LISS CONSERVER (ARS-39)
LISS MUNSEE (ATF-107)
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Figure 4S. Ship positions, shot AZTEC, DOMINIC.
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"" Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LRL) device; low megaton
range yield

"* D. Prolcts: None

"" Special DOW Supmort: Nine B-57s sampled the cloud at from
40.000 to 62,000 feet (12.2 to 18.9 kin) altitude between
H+85 minutes and H+190 minutes. Some of these also took
gamma intensity readings for the Steinder experiment.

DConfryre supported the JTG 8.5.2 water-wave experiment.
Ship positions are shown in Figure 46.

"QUESTA -- 4 May 1962. 1005 (1905 GMT)

• LASL device: Intermediate range yield

e DO Prolvct: 7.5

a MM1ecial DOW Support: Rignt B-57s sampled the cloud at
43.000 to 62,000 feet (13.1 to 18.9 ka) altitude. Some of
these also took neasurements for the USM Project Stem-
winder. This was the last Christmas Island shot on which
JIG e.5.2 used ships to measure wte*r waves south of
Christmas Island; thus Conserver was rn longer required to
"service the project skiffs. The Hq USAF IOC-135 did not
participate. Ship positions are shown In Figure 47.

YUKON -- 8 May 1962. 0901 (1801 GMT)

o LRL devices intermediate range yield

•o • WX Prolect: 7.3

0 spiceal DOD &upDort: Eight B-57s sampled the cloud. Some
of these also took measurements for the USUB Project Stem-
winder. Project 7.5 aircraft were used by Project 7.3. The
Hq USAF KC-135 did not participate. Ship positions are
shown In Figure 48.

MESILLA -- 9 May 1962. 0801 (1701 GMT)

o LASL device, intermediate range yield
o MW Project: 7.5

0 3up>ort: Five 8-57s sampled betwoen 40,000 and
49,000 foet (12.2 to 14.9 ka) altitude. The Hq USAF KC-135
did not participate. Ship positions are shown In Figure 49.

MUSKEGON -- 11 May 1962. 0637 (1537 GMT)

o LRL device: intermediate range yield

"" Special DOD Support: gight B-57s sampled the cIoud at

altitudes from 35,000 to 56.000 feet (10.7 to 17.1 kin)

%J
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40. FANNING ISLAN
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Figure 46. Ship positioms, Shot ARKANSAS. POMINIC.
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Figure 47. Ship positions, shot QUESTA. DOMINIC.
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Figure 48. Ship Positions, shot YUKON, DOMINIC.
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Figure 49. Ship poT1tions. shot MESILLA, DOMINIC.
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from H+51 minutes to H+144 minutes. Th', Project 7.5 B-57
.. '.acted as a radar target from Project 17.3. and the Hq USAF

KC-135 did not participate. Ship positions are shown In

*Figure 50.

ENCINO -- 12 May 1962. 0803 (1703 W~T)

*LASL device; Intermediate range yield

* '.1 *DMD Prolects: 4.1 and 7.5

*Special DOD Support: Six B57 sampled the cloud a li
tudes from 47.000 to 59.000 feet (14.3 to 18.0 3cm). This
was the first time that the array of C-54s and C-118s from
Project 4.1 participated. The samplers also took measure-
miants for the IJSWB Project Stemwinder. Ship positions are
shown In Figure 51.

SWANEE -- 14 May 1962. 0622 (1522 GMT)

*LRL device; Intermediate range yield

*DOD Prolects: 4.1 and 7.5

o Special DOD Support: Seven B-57s sampled the cloud from
.. 38.000 to 57,000 feet (11.6 to 17.4 kcm) 1L4tween H+42 and

H+160 minutes. The Hq LUSAF K(0-135 did not participate.
Ship positions are shown In Figure 52.

CHETCO -- 19 May 1962, 0637 (1537 GMT)

"* LRL device; Intermediate range yield

"* DOD Pvc1ects: 7.5

"* Special DOC) Support: Eight B-579 sampled the cloud at
altitudes from 38.000 to 57,000 feet (11.6 tc 17.4 kcm)
between H+54 and H+123 minutes. C-130 No. 298 aborted be-
cause of a fire in an engine. The target raft was measured
at 0.75 R/hr 4 to 6 hours after burst, theb highest by a

4. factor of 10 over any other test. Ship positions are shown
In Figure 53.

TANANA -- 25 May 1962, 0709 (1609 GMT)

This shot had been postponed several days because of weather.

*LR'.. device; low range yield

o DOO Prolects: 4.1 and 7.3

* Special DOD Support: Seven B-57s sampled the cloud and a
't4 second KC-135 joined the Hg U1SAF KC-135 In making remote

measurements. Ship positions are shown In Figure 54.
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Figure 50. Ship positions, shot MUSKEGON, DOMINIC.
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Figure 51. Ship positions, shot ENCINO, DOMINIC.
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Figure 52. Ship positions, shot SWANEE, DOMINTC.
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Figure 53. Ship positions, shot CHErCO, oOMINIC.
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Figure 54. Ship positions, shot TANANA, DOMINIC.
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NMANE -- 27 May 1962. 0803 (1703)

*LASL device; Intermediate range yield

*DOD Frolects: 4.1. 7.3. and 7.5

*Sp-ecial DOD Support: Five B-57 samplers took samples at
from 40,000 to 54,000 feet (12.2 to 16.5 Ic.). This was the
last Christmas Island shot to use an RC-121 as an Airborne
Air Operations Center (AAOC) to assist the ground-based
Ai.Z. Ship positions are shown In Figure 55.

ALMA -- 8 June 1962, 0803 (1701 GMT)

*ALJMA had been postponed for several days due to unfavorable winds. This
shot caused light damage at A-site and demlished th. light structures that
constituted D-site. Glass and l!ghts wora broken at the main camp.

s, LASL device; Intermediate range yield

a DOE) Prolects: 7.3 and 7.5

e Special DOD Support: Eight 3-57s took samples at from
t ~ 47,000 to 61.000 fevt (14.3 to 18.6 Ic.). The C-130 diag-

nostic aircraft were basoet on Ch~ristmas Island instead of
NAB Barbers Point for this shot. Ship positions are shown
In Figure 56.

TRUCKEE -- 9 June 1962, 0637 (1537 GMT)

6LRL device: Intermediate range yield

aDDProlects: 71.3

e Spocial DMD Support: Six B-5si sampled the cloud at alti-
tudes from 40,000 to 59.000 feet (12.2 to 18.0 Jam).at times
ftom H+60 to H+135 minutes. A second KC-135 participated
at long rang.. Ship positions are shown In Figure 57.

YESO -- 10 June 1962, 0601 (0701 GMT)

* LASL device: low megaton range yield

* O Project*: 4.1 and 7.5

*3 Spoclal, DOD Support: Eight B-57 samplers and one S-57 con-
troller sampled the cloud from 42.000 to 62,000 feet (12.8
to 18.9 kcm) from M+57 to H.134 minutes. Ship positions are
shown In Figure 58.

2 HARLEM -- 1? June 1962, 0637 (1537 GMT)
eL11L. device; Intermediate range yield

* * WOD Prolect: 7.3

e Special DOD Support: Six B-57s sampled the cloud. Four
rockets launched from A site flew through the cloud col-
lecting samples. All were recovered by Air Force H-21

. . .. . .. ... 1.1
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Figure 55. Ship positions, shot NAMBE. DOMINIC.
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Figure 56. Ship positions, shot ALMA, DOMINIC.
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Figure 57. Ship positions, shot TRUCKEE, DOMINIC.
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Figure 58. Ship positions, shot YESO, DOMINIC.
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helicopters stationed at Christmas Island. Times of rocket
launch were H+10 and H+ll minutes. Recovery time is not
known. Ship positions are shown In Figure 59.

RINCONADA -- 15 June 1962. 0701 (1601 GMT)

RIMCODA had been postponed for 2 days due to unsatisfactory winds.

* LASL device; Intermediate range yield

* DW Proitcts: 1.2. 4.2. 7.3. and 7.5

* SPecial DOD Support: Five B-57s sampled the cloud at alti-
tudes from 45.000 to 65.000 feet (13.7 to 19.8 kin). A
second KC-135 was used for long-range measurements. Ship
positions are shown in Figure 60.

OULCE -- 17 June 1962, 0701 (1601 GMT)

9 LASL device; yield range 20 to 200 KT

* 0MD Prolects: 4.2 and 7.3

* Special DOW Support: Five B-57s sampled the cloud at
altitudes from 42.000 to 56.000 feet (12.8 to 17.1 kin).
These samplers also collected data for the USV "-Ct
Stemlnder. Ship positions are shown In Piqui

$'. PETIT -- 19 June 1962, 0601 (1501 GMT)

o LRL device: low range yield

* DCC Prolects: 4.2 and 7.3

* Special DOD Support: Seven B-57s were Involved In the cloud
sampling. Ship positions are shown in Figure 62.w OTOWI -- 22 June 1962, 0701 (1601 GMT)

S* LATSL device: intermediate range yield

* DOD Projects: mono

* Special DOD Support: Four B-57s collected samples at alti-

tudes from 41.000 to 56.000 feet (12.5 to 17.1 kra). Ship
positions are shown In Figure 63.

BIGHORN -- 27 June 1962, 0619 (1519 GMT)

This shot had been postponed three times between 24 and 26 June because of

unsatisfact.or!! winds.

o LRL device: megaton range yield

o P00 Prolects: 1.2, 4.2. and 7.5
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¶ Fgue 9. Ship positions, shot HARLEM, DOMINic.
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Figure 60. Ship positions, shot RLNCONAOA, DOMINIC.
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4. Figure 61. Ship positions, shot OULCE. DOMINIC.
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., Figure 62. Ship positions, shot PETIT, DOMINIC.
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-V Figure 63. Ship positions, shot OTOWI, DOMINIC.
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e 0 Spclal DOW Support: Nine B-57 samplers collected samples
at altitudes from 55.000 to 61,000 feet (16.8 to 181.6 kin)
"from H+68 to H+123 minutes. Sampler B-57s also took mea-

3: surements for the ULSWB Project Stemwinder. Six rockets
*,ore fired from Christmas Island A-site for sampling andý
"th:ee were recovered by Air Force H-21 helicopters. Firings
were at H+11 minutes, but recovery times are unknownL Ship

positions are shown In Figure 64.

SBLUESTONE -- 30 June 1962. 0621 (1521 GMT),

This was the first drop mission for a new B-52 crew from SAC. The new crew
had received extensive training at Kirtland AFB.

'-& LRL device; low megaton range yield
"U * DOD Prolects: 4.2 and 7.5

"0 Special DOD Support: Eight B-57s sampled the cloud atialti-
tudes from 47,000 to 61,000 feet (14.3 to 18.6 kin) atitimes
from H+70 to H+106 minutes. Aircraft also made measurements
for the USWB Project Stemwinder. One rocket for device de-
Sbris collection was fired at H+10 minutes and was recovered
"by Air Force helicopters. Ship positions are shown izq Fig-
ure 65.

%J SUNSET -- 10 July 1962, 0733 (1633 GMT)

This shot had been postponed one day so as not to conflict with the
STARFISH Prime shot at Johnston Island.

* LASL device; intermediate range yield

e DOD Prolects: 1.2. 4.2. and 7.3

ep • Special DOt Support: Six B-57s sampled the cloud at from
* .'. 48,000 to 61.000 feet (14.6 to 18.6 kan). Ship positions

are shown in Figure 66.

PAMLICO -- 11 July 1962, 0637 (1537 GMT)

This was the last shot at Christmas Island. and with Its execution opera-
tions there ended except for rollup.

9 LRL device; low megaton range yield

e DOD Prolect: 4.2

e Special DOD Support: Seven B-57s were used to sampl e the
cloud. Ship positions are shown In Figure 67.

JOHNSTON ISLAND AIRDROPS

Four target areas were designated for the Johnston Island airdrops. They
"ranged from 250 to 400 nmi (463 to 741 kin) from the island and were located
from roughly east of the island clockwise around to south-southwest of the

"p• Island. Target rafts similar to the ones used at Christmas Island were moored
at the Zour target areas by JTG 8.3 (Reference C.I.L, p. B-4).
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Figure 64. Ship positions, shot BIGHORN, DOMINIC.
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4 "igure 65. Ship posltions, shot BLUESTONE, 00MINrC.
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Figure 67. Ship positions, shot PAMLICO, DOMINIC.
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The primary scientific platforms were the two C-130 aircraft that had been

used for the earlier Christmas Island airdrops. The B-52 drop aircraft was
also Instrumented as for the Christmas Island shots with fireball photography
cameras and other diagnostic equipment. The Air Force Special Weapons Center
B-52 was the only B-52 used for the Johnston island airdrops. Two KC-135 air-
craft again were primarily photographic aircraft. For the Johnston Island
drops. U-2 high-altitude reconnaissance aircraft and B-50s were used for wea-
ther determination. RC-121s were used as the AAOC. Eight B-57s were available
for sampling the nuclear cloud debris. Four B-57s sampled on each of the five
airdrops near Johnston Island. Two more were In the air as spares (Reference

C.4.4.2, p. B-V). The B-52 drop aircraft, the tvi, C-130s, and the B-57 samplers
were based at NAS Barbers Point, and the P2Vs were based at Johnston Island.

The other aircraft were based at Hickam AFB. The 3-57 sampler controller was
based at Jotnston Island on shot days so that it would be cap6ble of extended
flying time In the burst area. It returned to Barbers Point periodically for

routine maintenance. There were no ground-based instrument stations for these
tests.

Table 16 shows the aircraft that were scheduled to participate on the five
airdrop shots near Johnston Island.

Table 16. Planned aircraft participation for Johnston Island airdrops,"DOMINIC.

Quantity Aircraft i Mission

1 8-52 Drop aircraft

6 8-57D Cloud sampling

2 C-130 Diagnostics

1 RC-54 Documentary photography

"" 1 SC-54 Search and rescue

6 KC-135 Experiments and photography

1 C-135 Experiments and photography

2 RC-121 Airborne Air Operations Center

2 B-47 Radio relay and radio Interference tests

1 WO-50 Weather reconnaissance

3 U-2 Weather reconnaissance

5 C-118 Retinal btrn studies

Note a P2V Search and surveillance

Note:

a There were 26 P2Vs avalla"le based on Johnston Island. The number planned

for each shot Is unknoi, n (Reference C.l.8. p. C-4).

X%.• Source: Reference F 4.14, pp. 2-6.
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Participation of naval ships included four destroyers for Johnston Island
danger area patrol (northwest, northeast, southeast, and southwest sectors)
and a target raft ship. A range safety ship (UN RanSq Tracker [T-AG_-l]) was
moored 2t the Johnston Island pier. There were several additional Navy ships
In the area participating In the hlgh-altitude nuclear shots that were executed

. from Johnston Island during the same time period; some of these ships probably
p3rticipated in experiments during the airdrop shots as well (see discussion
on Projects 7.5, 7.6, 7.7. 7.8, 7.9. and 7.11 In Chapter 3). A Navy ship was
"sent to find fallout In the most likely direction as known from weather Infor-

- '1 nation, however, none was ever detected.

ANOROSCOGGIN -- 2 October 1962. 0818 (1618 GMT)

This was the first airdrop In the Johnston Island area. The LRL device
used was of Intermediate yield. One B-57 sampler (No. 876) lost engine number
two but landed safely at Johnston Island (Reference C.4.1. p. 111). Ship posi-
tions are shown In Figure 68.

BUMPING -- 6 October 1962, 0503 (1603 GMT)

Diagnostic data was taken by USS Forster (DER-334) and by the two C-130s
from NAS Barbers Point. The yield from this LRL device was low (Reference
C.4.), p. 111). The photographs of the samples being taken from the aircraft

77: in Chapter 2 (Figures 30 through 33) were taken following this test. Ship
positions are shown in Figure 69.

CHAMA -- 18 October 1962. 0501 (1601 GMT)

The yield of this LASSL device was in the low megaton range. All diagnostic
* and effects aircraft obtained excellent data (Reference C.4.1. p. 115). Ship

positions are shown In Figure 70.

CALAMITY -- 27 October 1962? 0446 (1546 GMT)

The yield of this LRL device was in the intermediate ranace. All diagnostic
and effects aircraft obtained excellent data (Reference C..L., p. B-4-1). Ship
positions are shown In F~gure 71.

"HOUSATONIC -- 30 October 1962, 0502 (1602)

This shot was executed on 30 October 1962. The yield of this LRL device
was I• the megaton range. All diagostlic equipment operated satisfactorily ex-
cept the LRL Oisrance Measuring Equipment. Ship positions are shown In Figure
72.
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Figure 68. Ship posltlons, shot ANDROSCOGGIN, DOMINIC.
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Figure 69. Ship positions, shot BUMPING. DOMINIC.
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Figure 70. Ship positions, shot CHAMA. DOMINIC.
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Figure 71. Ship positions, shot CALAMITY. DOMINIC.
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Figure 72. Ship positions, shot HOUSATONIC, DOMINIC.
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CHAPTER 5

FRIGATE 8IRO

INTRODUCTION

The FRIGATE BTRD event was an operational test of the Polaris weapon sys-
tem. The primary objective was to prove the system when fired by a regular
crew under conditions similar to those that might be encountered In time of
war. A secondary objective was to prove the weaponized warhead. The test was a

% first In several respects:

f 1. The first firing of a Polaris with a nuclear warhead

2. The first test of the Polaris nuclear weapon packaged as
a warhead

3. The first detonation of a nuclear warhead after ballistic.
reentry into the atmosphere

4. The first operational test of a U.S. or Free World stra-
tegic nuclear ballistic missile wearon system.

At 1417 on 6 May 1962, the submarine, USS Ethan Allen (SSBN-608). launched
the missile while submerged about 1,500 nmi (about 2,790 kin) east-northeast of
Christmas Island. The warhead traveled about 1,020 nmi (1,890 kim) toward the
Island, detonating as an airburst.

Before this operational test of the Polaris weapon system, there had been
a number of Polaris underwater missile launch tests off Cape Canaveral down-
ranqe Into the Atlantic Ocean. More significantly, the first generation of
""olaris submarines, consisting of five boats, had completed at least one

- Polaris patrol before the end of 1961.

The first second-generation Polaris submarine, Ethan Allen, was commis-

sioned ir. August 1961. Following five successful test missile launchings and
- 1immediately before going to Its first patrol, Ethan Allen was ordered to the

Pacific Ocean to be the firing submarine In shot FRIGATE BIRD.

The FRIGATE BIRD event was the capstone on the proof of the Polaris mis-
sile system. The Polaris weapon system had joined the long-range manned bomber
force and the land-based intercontinental ballistic missile force to form the

p I three legs of the deterrent triad.

The exceedingly complex Polaris weapon system was conceived in the sunmmer
of 1957 and throughout the development period, all of its subsystems were
tested separately and in various combinations. Only the FRIGATE BTRD event,
however, offered the opportunity for a test of the Polaris system from launch
"through detonation.
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On 3 March 1962, apparently directed by the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS),
the Chief of the Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA) ordered ;he Polaris test
added to the DOMINIC series. Commander Joint Task Force 8 (CJTF 8) and his

staff were busy with preparation for the tests already scheduled. Consequently.
planning for the Polaris test was assigned to Commander Joint Task Group 8.3
(CJTG 8.3). with assistance from the joint task force staff. Unspecified
"urgent related considerations" indicated the test, should be scheduled for
iearly May. and 5 May was selected (Reference C.3.1, pp. G-4 and G-5).

"ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The FRIGATE BIRD test was ccnducted by JTG 8.8. The task group was estab-
lished only for this test and was made up of units drawn from various task
groups of the joint task force and from other naval commands. CJTG 8.3 also
commanded JTG 8.8. The organizations and participating units In FRIGATE BIRD
were as follows (References B.3.2 and C.3.1):

%A Flagship and Range Safety Unit

e USS Norton Sound (AVM-1)

Launch Area Surveillance Unit

e USS Yorktown (CVS-10) with Carrier Anti-Submarine War-
fare Air Group 55 (CVSG-55) aboard. CV5G-55 was made up
of:

-- Air Anti-Submarine Squadron 23 (VS-23) with eight
Grumman S2F antisubmarine aircraft

A--Air Anti-Submarine Squadron 25 (vS-25) with eight
Grumman S2F antisubmarine aircraft
-1Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron 4 (HS-4) with 14
"Sikorsky HSS-lNI helicopters and 2 Sikorsky HSS-l

helicopters

-- Carrier Airborne Early Warning Squadron 11 (VAW-ll)
with six Douglas AD5W early warning aircraft

Destroyer Unit

, Destroyer Division 232

-- USS Maddox (DD-731) with Commander Destroyer DIvi-
sion 232 aboard

.S-- ,S Brush (DD-745)

U..-- U Samuel N. Moore (DD-747)

-- 0S5 Preston (DDE-795)

Fleet Ballistic Submarine Unit

* Ethan Allen
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Replenishment Unit

o U33 Ponchatoula (AO-148)

JTG 8.3 Surveillance Group

* Land Based Naval Air Unit

-- Patrol Squadron 28 (VP-28) with six Lockheed P2V-5FIS

aircraft

-- Patrol Squadron 872 (VP-872) with four Lockheed

P2V-SFS aircraft

-- Airborne Early Warning Barrier Squadron, Pacific.
with two or three Lockheed W-2 aircraft

* Surface Surveillance Unit

-- USS Southerland (DOR-743)

-- 4 Fagout (DER-324)

• Burst Observation Unit

-- USS Medregal (SS-480) with Coiamander Submarine Divi-

sion 11 aboard

-- USS Carbonero (SS-337)

* "• Photographic Task Unit

-- Mobile Photo Unit. Pacific Fleet

0 JTG 8.4 (Air Force)"participating In FRIGATE BIRD

-- I KC-135 sampler control aircraft

-- 8 3-57 sampler aircraft

-- 1 C-135

-- 2 C-130 diagnostic aircraft

-- 3 RC-121 air array control aircraft

-- 2 C-54 search and rescue aircraft

I WB-5O weAther aircraft

Scientific Task Units

o TU 8.1.2 -- Lawrence Radiation Laboratory

* TU 8.1.3 - 7'ield Command, Defense Atoaic Support Agency

* TU 8.1.5 Edgerton. Gerwshausen. and Grier. Inc.

* Joint Task Force Weather Central.

Norton Sound. Ethan Allen, Carbonero, and Medregal were added to JTF 8 only
for FR13ATE BIRD. Yorktown and Destroyer Division 232 were added to the task
force i'or both FPIGATE BIRD and SWORDFISH, the other naval systems test In

DOMINIC. The other units at FRIGATE BIRD were also part of the ji Int task

force for other shots.
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No Identifiable Army units participated in FRIGAT9 BIRD, although Army
personnel may have participated as members of other organizations.

Responsibilities were apportioned among the various components of the joint
task force as follows:

I. CJTF 8 was to have overall responsibility for conduct of
FRIGATE BIRD and to exercise the overall command function
"from his headquarters on Christmas Island.

2. JTS 8.3 (Navy) was to:

a. Exercise direct operational control of participating
naval units, except those assigned to JTG 8.8

b. AssUme search and rescue (SAR) responsibility in the
"area between the Christmas Island danger area and the

"launch hazard area

c. Conduct surveillance of the nuclear hazard area and,
in cooperation with the commander of JTG 8.8, conduct
surveillance of the trajectory hazard area to the

* limit of cruising radius of aircraft operating ýfrom
Christmais Island

*4, d. Provide technical photography In support of JTG 8.8
as required.

.e 3. JTG 8.4 (Air Force) was to:

a. Exercise direct operational control of participating
"aircraft from JTG 8.4

b. Provide clou'ý sampler, sampler control, and sample
return aircraft to' obtain cloud samples and deliver
them to the designaced Task Unit (TU) 8.1.2 personnel

c. Provide aircraft for technical and documentary pho-
tography and for ;.*apon dia'rnostic measurements

d. Assume SAR respoi.•ibility for all joint task force
aircraft in the C'.rlstmas Island danger area

e. Assure movement control of all aircraft operating in

Christmas island danger area.

4. JTG 8.7 kChristirss Island Base Command) was to provide
"headquarters and base support for CJTF 8. including Joint
Operations Center (JOC) and communicatlons.

"5. JTG 8.8 (FRIGATE BIRD Test Group) was to:

a. Exercise direct operational control of participating
naval units engaged in operations in the vicinity of
"the launch point C

b. Assume SAR responsibility in the launch area

c. Conduct surveillance of launch hazard area and the
trajectory hazard sector to the limit of cruising
radius of 32F aircraft operating from Yorktown in the
vicinity of the launch point

* 187
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d. Provide range safety missile tracking facilities to
permit destruction of missile. if re,,lired for safety

*. Provide technical photography of miasile launch and
documentary photography of preparaticns and launch to
CTU J8.1.3.

6. TU 8.1.2 (Lawrence Radiation Laboratory) was to analyze 04

cloud samples to verify warhead yield.

7. TU 8.1.3 (Field Command. Defense Atomic Support Agency)
was to:

a. Coordinate instructions for nuclear effects reporting
and prepare such effects reports as required by the
Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA)

b. Provide and coordinate documentary photography.

8. Task Unit 8.1.6 (Edgerton. Germeshausen and Grier) was to:

a. Provide and operate the yield diagnostic instrumenta-
tion to be Installed in Carbonero and Medre<al to
verify warhead yield

b. Analyze the dizgnostic data.

safety Planninvi

FRIGATE BIRD operations focused on three areas, the launch hazard area.
the nuclear hazard area, and the trajectory hazard sector. The launch hazard
area was a circle with a radius of 100 nml (185 kim) centered on the launch
point (120321N. 134 0 2'W). The nuclear hazard area was a circle with a ra-
dius of 120 nmi (222 km) centered on the intended surface zero (4 050'N,
149 0 25'W). The nuclear hazard area was in the noL.heast corner of the Christ- go
mas Island danger area, with Its western half in the origin-kl danger area and
its eastern half an extension made specially for FRIGATE BIRD (See Figure 73).
Connecting the launch and nuclear hazard areas was the trajectory hazard sec-
tor, originating at the launch point and extending 40 on each side of the
flight azimuth to a radlus of 1.300 nl (2,409 km).

CJTF 8 appointed a special group to study the safety aspects of the FRIGATE
BIRD test. The results of the study were documented In a report dated 19 March
1962, titled "Safety Analysis, Polaris Operational Test Operation DOMINIC."
This study Is apparently no lonqer avallabl. and it. authors cannot be Identi-
fled. Consequently, Its contents can only be inferred from the safety precau-
tions actually taken.

FRIGATE BIRD was planned to detonate high enougih so that its fireball would
not touch the ocean surface. This prevented the Involvement of seawater with
device debris, which would have led to local fallout. Nevertheless, various
measures were taken to ensure human safety.

The major objective of FRIGATE BTRD was to launch a Polaris missile under
conditions as close as possible to wartime. For safety, however, several modi-
fication3 were made to the four missiles that were to be available for the
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test. adding the tracking beacons and destruction systems and the batteries to
power them. In addition. the missiles' surface detonation fuses were dismantled
(Reference C.3.1, p. G-l-1). A detonation on the surface or below probably
could produce heavy fallout, and this latter modification was intended to
eliminate that possibility In case the alrburst failed.

The planned launch point (12 0 321k. 134 02*W) was selected so that the
missile's longest possible flight would lead to an Impact no closer than 5 nma
(8 ka) from inhabited land (Reference 2.8, p. A-3).

Five hazard areas wore. In effect, specified. The nuclear hazard area. the
launch hazard area, and the trajectory 'hazard sector have been described above.
The booster impact area of 50 naj (93ikm) radius was within the launch hazard
area and centered on the launch point.Th*e malfunction impact limit lines orig-
inated tangent to the launch hazard a~ea, extended 35° north and south of the
intended flight path, and terminated at an arc 1.300 ana (2.409 km) from the
launch point. These lines and the l.300-nml (2.409-m) arc of the radius
bounded a fifth hazard area. although it does not appear to have been referred
to as such (Reoerence 3.0.5 p. F-1).

Task force ships and aircraft wereI to patrol the nuclear. launch, and tra-
jectory hazard areas. The missile wasl not to be launched if other than task
force ships wore In the launch or nuclear hazard areas or if unauthorized air-
craft were in the air over the nuclea hazard area (Reference 3.0.5. pp. F-2.
F -13 Reference B.3.2. p. A-3).

Department of Defense (D00) safety standards wore used as the minimum cri-
teria for evaluating the adequacy of nuclear safety for all activities per-
formed during FRIGATC BIRD. Thee standords addressed arminq and fiting limits.
not radiological safety. This D0 standards emphasized measures to prevent un-
authorized or inadvertent arming, launching. or firing of the missiles. During
any operation affording access to thei missiles, a minim- of two authorized
personnel had to be present. These personnel had to ýe capable of detecting
incorrect or unauthorized procedures and be famillar with safety and security
requirements. The number of persons with access to the missiles was to be kept
to the minium, consistent with the operations planned (Reference 3.0.5.
p. F-2).

Range safety was the Immediate responsibility of the Missile Flight Safety
Officer, stattoned aboard Nocton 39Hnd., me had the authority and respnsibility
to terminate the flight by destroying the missile if any one of several situa-
tionz ar&te (Reference 3.0.5. p. F-3):

1. The tracking radar did not acquire the amssile after It
popped out of the water and started its poered flight

downrange

2. The tracking radar lost contact with th4 misalle

5 3. The missile flight path became such that the warhead
would detonate outside of the nuclear hazard area.

%: For ther conduct of •YTAT3 BIRD. Weather forecasts were needed for the
launch, trajectory, and nuclear hazard areas. in addition. lorecasts of en
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route weather were needed for the aircraft based on Christmas Island and c~er-
ating In or near the various hazard areas. Yorktown. Norton Sound, and Souther-
land were to launch and track weather balloons and take surface observations
at regular Intervals beginning 3 days before the shot. WB-50 weather reconnals-
sance aircraft, operating from Christmas Island, were to provide cloud surveil-
lance Information for the nuclear hazard area on shot day. Yorktown weather
facility was to prepare the weath(4r reports for operations In the launch hazard
area. Joint Task Force Weather Central on Christmas Island was to prepare the
forecasts for the nuclear hazard area (Reference B.O.5. p. R-i).

Operations

Movement of ships toward the launch area began on 16 April when Ethan Allen
put to sea from Charleston. South Carolina. The submarine passed through the
Panama Canal on 21 April and arrived In the launch area on 2 May. On 27 April
the range safety ship, Norton Sound, salled from Port Hueneme, California, with
CJTG 8.3 aboard. On the same day Yorktown, In company with Bcush, Maddox. and

Hporg left Long Beach. California. Also on that day Preston left Long Beach
separately. On 28 April Norton Sound rendezvoused with Preston and with York-
t and her accompanyir.g destroyers.

During the transit to the launch area. the elements of the task group prac-
J. ticed procedures required for a successful test. ¥0[kto and Norton sound
f,. checked out and exercised Norton Sound's newly Installed missile-tracking sys-

teo. Two of Yorktn's S2Fs had been fitted with tracking beacons like those
In the four test missiles. The aircraft flew missions to test the tracking
system and to give syste" personnel practice in rapid acquisition of a target.
Since the Ppot where the missile would emerge from the water would be known
only approximately, the tracking personnel had to lock their radar onto the
missile quickly, before It disappeared into the clouds. If they were unsuccess-
ful, the Missile Flight Satfety Officer was to order the destruction of the
missile. In addition, Norton §S2 's newly inrtalled underwater telephone was

., tested In preparation for communication between the task group commander and
"the Missile Flight Safety Officer on board and the submerged Lth & llen.

YOrktg, Norton 9ound, and the destroyers arrived In the launch area on
2 May and rendezvoused with oth19 Allen. Falcout, *outherland, Carot,, :,nd
Mo-rga arrived In the Impact area on the same day (Reference C.3.1 'p. G-6
to G-9).

Communications problems plaguod the rehearsal period. On 2 May the task
force elements ran checks from test positions. Full rehearsals were conducted

on 3 and 4 May. Personnel, ships, and aircraft appeared ready, but adequate
cormnncatlons between Norton ! ind and Hq JTF 8 on Christmas Island could not
be mafintained. The communlcatior,s problems had two major sources: (1) electro-
uagnetic propAgation anomalie present In the test area during the planned pre-
dawn launch ti-w and for several hours thereafter, and (2) interference from
other Pac~flc Fleet transmissions. While seeking a solution, the task group
coemander delayed t,,e Polaris launch from 5 to 6 May. A two-part solution was
worked out In which the launch was set for a later hour In the day and all
Pacific Fleet transmissions on certain frequencies were halted, giving exclu-
sive use to JTF 8 (Reforence C.3.1 pp. G-10 and G-l).
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Despite the prospect of marginal weather at both leasch and Impact areas,

the detonation was set for 1100 on 6 May. About 1016. a 1-hour hold was ordered

In anticipation of showers that could rain out radioactive material on fisher-

macn near the nuclear hazard area. Search planes used the hold to further check

on the fiseruen~s location and WS-509 continued charting the weather develop-

vients. Two 30-minute holds caused by the same problem followed at 1124 and

1200. pushing detonation time back to 1300. Various minor technical problem

aboard the submerine. the need to reposition the sampler aircraft, and clouds

In the launch area pushed back the launch still further. Finally local weather

reconnaissance near the launch area Indicated that at about 1417 a break In

the clouds would occur for launch and detonation downrange at about 1A30. At

1417:49 the missile was launched, and Its warhead detonated In the air over

the nuclear hazard area at 1430:16 (Reference C.3.1. pp. G-11 and G-12). Fig-

ures 74 and 75 show the missile on Its upwavd flight. and Figure 76 shows the

FRXGA13 BXW cloud.

Figu 74 FRGAT erR Poari lanch iewd fom wlicpte; U$ Mddo

(DO-31) n fregrund DOMNIC
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There was no experimental program as such on FRIGATE BIRD, although as part
of the proof test of the system yield, measurements were made. These yield mea-
surements were made by optical instrumentation In the submarines and aircraft
and, by cloud sampling aircraft. The sampling aircraft were B-57s based at
Christmas Island. Cloud sampling began at H+70 minutes and continued for almost
2 hours (Reference D.6). Samplers and sampler control aircraft were probably
nct I n the vicinity of the burst at burst time.

Documentary photography from a C-54 aircraft was planned, but there Is no
evidence that this took place.

I The possibility of exposure to personnel on surface ships or aircraft in

thel area of the launch appears to have been nil. Of the ships present, only
y Norton Sound did not participate In any other test during DOMINIC, so only the

,• badge readings from that ship can be attributed solely to FRIGATE BIRD activi-
ties. Three hundred and thirty-five men were badged on Norton Sound, but only
one' of the badges Is recorded as showing any exposure and that was 0.038 R, an
"extremely low reading.

'The deck logs of the four ships at the impact end of the test range mention
no fallout. None of tie badges Issued to crewmembers of Medregal show radiation
exposure and less than 10 percent of Carbonero badges show any; the maximum
was i about 0.021 R. The submarines, of course, were submerged at detonation
time, but they surfaced later and rendezvoused with Southerland to transfer
technical personnel, instruments, and exposed film to the latter ship. Because
Falgout and Southerland participated in other shots during DOMINIC, radiation
exposur-e to their personnel from FRIGATE BIRD cannot separately be identified.

The crews of the aircraft from JTG 8.4 participating In cloud sample col-
"lectlion over the impact area had potential for exposure. The Air Force 12llth
Test Squadron provided the sampler planes and flight crews, and during the
long return flight to Christmas Island (525 nrmi 973 km]) the crews would have
been exposed to the radiation emitted by weapon debris that may have stuck to
the 3-57 during the cloud penetration.

'.4
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CHAPIER 6

SWOROF ISH

INTRODUCTION

StoORDFISH, the fifth U.S. underwater nuclear test, was the detonation of a
Navy nuclear antisubmarine rocket (ASROC). The ASROC Is essentially a nuclear
depth charge attached to a missile. On 11 Kay 1962. USS Agerholm (DD-826).
steaming In an area about 370 nml (about 685 kim) west-southwest of San Diego.
California. fired the ASROC at a target raft about 4.000 yards (3.7 kcm) dis-

.tant. The target raft and the warhead detonated below the surface at 1302 local
time. coordinates 31 0 14.7*N. 124 0 12.7*W.

Joint Task Group 8.9 (JTG 8.9). a subordinate organization. of Joint Task
Force 8 (JTF 8). conducted the SWORDFISH test. The task group: was organized
solely for the test, and it was made up of 19 ships, 2 submarines, some 55
naval aircraft, and 5.180 mrr.. both civilian and military, drawn from the joint
task force and other organizations as required (Reference C.l.D. p. B-2).

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE TASK GROUP SUPPORT

The Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) had directed the Commander JTF 8 (CJTF 8)
to conduct an underwater nuclear weapon test using the ASROC, and he in turn
had assigned the task to CJTG 8.3, the naval element of the joint task force.
The staff of CJTF 8 did much of the initial planning for SWORDFISH. on 3 March
1962. CJTG 8.3 established Task Unit 8.3.4 (TU 8.3.4) to complete the planning
for the test. JTG 8.9 was activated on 25 April as an additional command of
CJTG 8.3. JTG 8.9 Included all the JTG 8.3 assets assigned to the operation.
plus elements of other commands as required (Reference C.1.D. p. B-6).

The organization of JTG 8.9. with participating units listed, is outlined
below (Reference C.l.D. pp. B-4 through B-6 and B-12; Reference B.9, pp. 1-3):

3TG 8.9 CJTG 8.3 in his role as CJTG 8.9

TU 8.9.1 Operation SWORDFISH Test Directorate

TE 8.9.1.1 VELA Project Elements: USS Tawakonl (ATF-114), USS
Arnkara (ATF-98). USS LIpan (ATF-85). USS Cree. USS
Gannet (NBC-290). and Chilean ATF Yelco

TE 8.9.1.2 Weather Reconnaissance Element: Patrol Squadron 46
.(VP-46)

. TE 8.9.1.3 Technical Photography Elpment: Detachment 35, Heavy
Photographic Squadron SIxty-Two; (VAP-62); Marine
Aircraft Repair Squadron 37; (MARS-37); and TU 8.3.6
(Mobile Photographic Unit, Pacific)

TE 8.9.1.4 Oceanographic Reconnaissance Element: USS Sioux and

USC&GSS Pioneer
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TE 8.9.1.5 Radiological Safety

TE 8.9.1.6 Submarine Training Element USS Sea Fox (SS-402)

TU 8.9.2 Scientific Unit

TE 8.9.2.1
TE 8.9.2.2 Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL)

TB 8.9.2.3 Naval Electronic Laboratory (NEL)

TB 8.9.2.4 Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory (NRDL)

TE 8.9.2.5 David Taylor Model Basin (DTMB)

TE 8.9.2.6 Bureau of Ships (BuShips)

TE 8.9.2.7 Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc. (EG&G)

Other participating scientific organizations:

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution (WHOI)

Texas A&M College

Office of Naval Research (ONIR)

U.S. Coast and Geoietic Survey (USC&GS)

' TU 8.9.3 SWORDFISH Operational Unit

"TB 8.9.3.1 Weapon and So,-ir System Test Element: Agerholm (with
Commander Dest-oyer Squadron 5 embarked), USS
Richard B. Anderson (DO-786), USS Hopewell (DD-681).
USS Razorback (SS-394) (with Commander Submarine
Division 51 embarked), and Sea Fox

STE 8.9.3.2 Towed Array Streaming Element: USS Monticello (LSD-
35) with Marine Corps Medium Helicopter Squadron
363 (HMP-363) aboard, USS Bausell (DD-845), and USS
Holala (ATF-lI06)

TE 8.9.3.3 Surveillance Element: USS Yorktown (CVS-10) (with
Commander Carrier Divisionr 19 embarked), carrying
the Carrier Antisubmarine Warfare Group (Anti-
Submarine Squadrons 23 and 25, Helicopter Anti-
Submarine Squadron 4, and Carrier Airborne Early
Warning Squadron 11); USS Madd('x (DD-731) (with
"Commander Destroyer DivIsion 232 embarked). USS
Brush (DD-745), USS Samuel N. Moore (DD-747), and
USS Preston (DD-795).

The role of th? Army and Air For-e In SWORDFISH appears to have been lim-
Ited to a few Individuals. No units of either service have been identified.

"Participating personnel by branches of service or other maior organlzatiohs
were as followq (Reference C.I.D, pp. B-5 and B-6):
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Navy 4,935

Marine Corps 30

Army 1

Air Force 15

Coast & Geodetic Survey 40

Chilean Navy (estimated) 75

Project civilians 84

Total 5.180

TEST OBJECTIVES

SWOFPISH was both a weapon system test and a weapon effects test. ASROC
was rapidly coming Into the Navy's weapons inventory and was programmed for
wide deployment. A successful firing of an ASROC missile would prove the sys-
tem In the hands of regular Navy crew under conditions similar to those that
might be met In antisubmarine warfare.

The weapon effects program was designed, first, to gather data on the ef-
fects of an underwater nuclear explosion (both on the target and on the ships
of an antisubmarinr surface attack unit) and, second, to gain additional basic
data on the phenomenology of underwater nuclear explosions and their effects.

U" SWORMCSH scientific director divided the ASROC's effects geographic-
ally Into two classes. onsIte and offsite. offsite effects being those at more
than 12 nmi (22.2 km) from surface zero. The experimental program strongly em-
phasized measurement of onsite effects to aid in rapid development of tactics
for ASROC use against submarines. The SWORDFISH test was to help determine
(Reference C.1.D. p. B-2; Reference C.2007, pp. 3-4):

1. The minimum delivery range that would leave the attacking
destroyer's sonar in sufficiently good condition to per-
Imt an Immediate second attack

2. The minimum range at which an attack could be launched
and leave the =et foyer': bIbli ty intact, but risking
casualties and damage to equipment

3. The restrictions imposed by radioactivity on the de-
stroyer's subsequent maneuvers

4. The safe standoff distance for a submerged submarine
launching in ASROC

5. The degree to which information from standard Navy high-
explosive shock tests could be extrapolated to nuclear
explosions.

Offsite experimental projects were designed to:

1. Investigate blast effects on strategic hydroacoustical
systems
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2. Improve the theoretical understanding of long-distance
propagation of hydroacoustical signals and hence the
ability to detect underwater nuclear explosions

3. Investigate the drift and diffusion of radioactive mate-
rial created by the explosion and Its influence on marine
life.

. TEST SITE SELECTION

A satisfactory test site required weather and physical characteristics
that would permit maximum uata collection. Moreover, It needed to be relatively
Isolated for protection of those not Involved in the test and to minimize
unauthorized observation. Of major Importance in the SWORDFISH experimental
program was unimpeded propagation of the shock wave and its reflection from
the sea floor with a minimum of distortion and absorption so that both the'.1
direct and reflected shock waves would hit the hulls of JTG 8.9 ships. Conse-
quently, test organizers looked for deep water over a fairly flat bottom, rela-
tively free from sediment. The location also needed to be away from commercial
fishing. Test planners feared a detonation in a commercial fishing area would
result in catches with detectable levels of Ladloactivity (Reference C.2007,
"p. 7 3 ).

Initially, SWORDFISH was planned for an area between Johnston and Christmas
"islands. However, because of commercial fishing ther*, planners shifted their
attention to the general area of the WIGWAM test In 1955. The location finally
selected was somewhat to the north and east of the WIGWAM site. It met the

"- %• criteria of weather, bottom configuration, water depth, and Isolation. Pioneer
mapped a section of the bottom In detail, planting a marker buoy designated
Point Alpha (Reference C.2007, p. 73).

TEST ARRAY

SWORDFISH was distinguished from prev.ous underwater tests In that the
target array Included active fleet ships equipped with modern w-,apons at dis-
tances from surface zero close enough to be considered tactically significant.
Initially, the planners had hoped to have post-World War II destroyers and
subearin. o even a ....... -rine, !. part of the target array. They
had to settle, however, for three modernized World War II destroyers equipped
with ASROC (Agerholm, Anderson, and Bausell) In addition to the d'Žstr-,;;ý
Hopýll and submarine Re.zorback, both also of World War Il vintage.

The target-array elements were both towed and under their own power. Pro-
ceeding under their own power were Agerholm, Anderson, Hopewell, and Razorback,
"all instrumented to record various data. Anderson also secved as the backup
firing ship in case Agerholm was unable to launch Its ASROC. Hopewell &nd

Razorback were In the array primarily to play a role in the sonar experiments.
"Several other ships In the area of the detonation were instrumented, but they
were not counted in the target arrdy.

The towed portion of the array was used to position the ASRCC target raft
and many Instruments. The ocean !leet tug, Molala, slowly pulled a buoyant
"polypropylene tow line just over 6 miles (10 k1n) long. The relatively light
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weight of zhis tow line facilitated handling, and its buoyancy prevented It
from dragging the Instrument stations out of position (Reference C.2006, p.
47). The line wau In sections so that it could be stored on reels of manageable
size. At Intervals along the line when It was streamed out behind Molala were
eight Instrumented coracles. two Instrumented platforms. the unmanned destroyer
(Sausell), the target raft, and a raft called the tar barrel. or smoke barrel,
to mark the end of the tow line.

The type of coracle used In the towed array was a round fiberglass buoy
with springs suspending its top and attached Instrument well from its hull
(Figure 77) (Reference C.2004. pp. 22 and 23). .

TEST PQEPARATIONS

From 19 Apr'.l to 7 May 1962. men and equIpaent of JTG 8.9 were assembled
in San Diego, California. with task group headquarters established at the Naval
Repair Station. San Diego preparations for operations at the test site In-
volvwd four major efforts: (1) construction of the towed array. (2) shipboard
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Figure 77. Coracle used for DOMINIC. SWORDFISH.
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installation of project equ1,ffont, (3) ship Inspections, modifications, and
repairs. and (4) rehearsals at P-a (Reference C.2007, pp. 78-79).

Two rehearsals with all urits except the surveillance group were conducted
In a training area near San Diego. The seaworthiness of the towed array was
vrified. Ships' crews wre trained In required maneuvers. The timing system
was tested. as was the scheme for cocrdinating th#, ASROC launch with the posi-
"tion of the aircraft over the surface zero (Reference C.2007, p. 801 ReferenceN' C.1.D, p. B-9).

SAFETY PLANNING

To provide for nuclear safety at peacetime test standards, CjTC 8.3 con-
vened a safety committee of technical expertt to examine every/ aspect of the
potential nuclear hazard and to report to tt,* task force commander ar.d the
Atomic Energy Commission (AEC). In a 26 M&rc' 1962 memorandum to CJTF e. the
committee reported that the test plans assured adequate safety. The test plan..
as approved by the committee assessed the risks of a wild missile or of a pro-
mature detonation close to the firing ship so small as to be accepted without
special precautions. Because the ASROC warhead was to explode well below the

k surfac.., the water would absorb Piuch of the blast energy. Nevertheless. two
J su-tuationl• had to be considered in which the shock wave produced by the deto-

nation w3uld be a danger to the task group: (P a major error Jn the missile's

range or beating. and (2) a detonation above 1. surface or at a shallow depth
(Reference C.I.D, p. B-): Aefr#ence C.2t07, pp. 52-54).

To reduce the risk t<, an acceptable level, all ships were exrluded from a
zone extending from minimum to maximum delivery range and about 200 on each
side of the lin4 of fire. Although the chance of prem.ture detonation was ex-

tremely small, guidelines were *stabllshed to minimize the risks to personnel
as well as to give furth-c protection in case of a range or bearing error
(Reference C.2007, ,p. 5.-55)h

Il 1. Shortly before launch all personro l exco~pt thoqý* needed
,•.• foe the test wore to go below dv<cks

•,2. Juat before launch, topside personnel without high-do•nsity

goggles were to turn awoy and kvep their eyes closed until
the ASROC's entry Into tt. water was verified

3. Helicopters were to keep at least 9,000 yards (13.2 kim)
from thw target raft

4. Aircraft dlreztly above the target raft were to maintain
an altitude of at least 18,000 feet (5.5 kim)

* '. 5. All other aircraft were t.: stay at least 7.500 yardr (6.0
km) from thi target raft

6. The task grcup was to havo the capability for predicting

the fallout p,•ttern of an acc.dental airburst to aid the
ships In avoidi:•g contamination.

Pan-t underwater nucleir tests had revealed the barge surge as a mijor poten-
V., tial source of radiological exposuro. rho Sw"nFFfrSH detonation would produce a
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large base surge if it occurred approximately when and %ture planned. Conse-
quently. the following guidelines were adopted to ainmlzo personnel hazards
fecc transient radiation borne by the base surqe. Again range ard bearing
errors were a factor in the calculations (Refer-4no, C.2007. pp. 55-57):

1. Mo manned surface units wore ko be in a do-nwiind semi-
circle. 900 to 270" from the expected surface zero.

2. No manned stationary units upwind were to be closer than
4.000 yards (3.7 ka) and none crosswind closer than 5,000
yards (4.6 km) from the projected surface zero.

3. If wind speed were less than 8 knots (14.8 ka/hr), close-
In ships were to "maneuver appropriately." The meaning of
this 19e not made clear in the source documents. but per-
haps those in charge feared that too light a wind would
allow the base surge to spread further upwind and cross-

wind then would be the case with a stronger wind.

4. The test would be delayed If the wind were lese then'
3 knots (5.6 km/hr).

buring the buildup phase, four major tasks affecting radiation safety were
completed: (1) writing of a radsafe annex for the SWDtrSM Operation Order.
(2) procurement of Instruments and equipment. (3) selection of qualifited red-
safe personnel, and (4) indoctrination and training of task group personnel
(Reference C.2007, p. 226).

Alchough chances of a runatmy missile or of a premature detonation were
v"ry smell and the danger from the base surge zould be handled fairly well by
careful positioning of the ships. several postshot activities posed potentially
forlt.Jable problem in radiological safety. rnstrumente had to be recovorod
from the various platform and coracles. Water sales had to be obtained trom
the contaminated pool, the earlier the better, to determine device performance.
and the radioactive pool had to be tracked.

The following exposure limits were set for the s•OmmS14 operation (Refer-
ence B.9, p. I-I-I):

1. The Maximum Permissible gxposure (MPW) for personnel who
had not reached their nineteenth birthday was not to ex-
ceod 1.25 R (game plus neutron)* In 13 consecutive weeks

2. The WC for Individuals who had reached their nineteenth
birthday was not to exceed 3.0 R (gamma plus neutron)* In
i3 consecutive weeks

3. At no time was an Individual's cumulative lifetime expo-
d sure to exceed an amount determined by (M - 18) x 5 R,

4..' •where N is the age of the Individual in years at his last
birthday

Such limits are usually given aj garna plus beta rather than gamma plus neu-
tron; however, the source document clearly qives beta plus neutron.

q
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4. No Individual without a specific waiver was to be ex-

posed to radiation unless he had reached his eighteenth
bi rthdKay.

Film badges and standard Navy radiation exposure forms wore issued for all
project personnel, ships, and aircraft assigned to participate in or observe

SVORDFISH. The badges wore to be worn at all times once issued (Reference B.9,

p. R-4).

Statoards were set for ma.ximum levels of radlological containination on the

skin and clothing of task group personnel. Standards wore also set for the

amount of radiological contamination allowed to collect in the evaporators

used aboard ship to pcroduce fresh water before consumption of the water was
prohibited (Reference B.9, pp. R-6, R-I-I and R-r-2).

Although the chance of an alrburst was small. coamanding officers were

enjoined to ens:ice that all personnel within view of tre burst turn away from

the detonaticn point, close their eyes, and cover their eyes with their fore-
arms to protect themselves from retinal burns. All hands not needed on deck

wre to be sent below and ordered to keep away from the portholes until after

the blast (Reference 8.9, p. R-7).

A radiological exclusion (radex) area was defined as an area with a radia-
tion level of 0.010 R/hr gamma or 1.000 counts per minute (CPM) alpha per 55
cW2 , No individual with a total exposure of 2.5 R or greater for the preced-

ing 13 weeks would bo allowed to enter a radex area without the permission of

the rad:3afe officer. No person was to enter an area with a radiation exposure
rete exceeding 101 R/hr (R.erence B.9, pp. H-7 and R-I-1). The towed array was
automatically considered a rredex area regardless of its radiation level.

All personnel entetlng or leaving the tnowd array wore to be processed

through the decontamination center established on K~&_iLt•tjefl. Before going to

the array, ambers of a recovery party were to roceive protective clothing.
radiation dotection instruments. and the latest radex informatl.,a from the

center's radsafe staff., At least one radsafe monitor was to accompany oech

recovery party. Upon returning froew the array, pertonnel vre to be checked

for contamination. decontazilneted If nc-cessary, and turn In their equipment.
No contaminated clo'thing was to be worn In cioan a:eas of the ship (Reference
B.9, pp. R-7 2_d.-1-3).

LupI~xent from the target array brou.ht aboard ,.ntice.l wan to be placed

In predesignated stcr~qe areas following decontamination if Feasible. No equip-
mons. was .o be worked on or remrov*'-i from a contaminated storaqe area without

permission from th" ýask group radsa•e officer or his representative. Mo equip-

ment 'as to be releasea. from the contaminated storage areas with removable
contamination or exposure rates exceeding the establIsheod limits. Just wh~at

th'te limits were. however. Is not clear (Reference B.9, pp. R-7. R-8. and

Cood weather wan -i'al to successful completion of the test. The following
criteria for acceptable weather were estatlished:
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* Seasur•a.eM. Crest-to-trough wave heights Iss than 8 feet
(2.4 motors)

, Surface winds. Steady with speed below IS knots (33.4 kim/
'4 hr). but not less than 3 knots (5.6 km)

* Cl,_over. Less than half the sky covered up to 20.000
foet (6.1 km) altitude.

Safety considerations required that fallout predictions be made to guide
ship escape maneuvers in the event of an airburst. Mis required frequent.
planned wather observations up to 20.000 foet (6.1 k) (Reference C.2007, p.
62).

On board Monttigglo' the task group had its own wather forecasting unit.
consistinq of one officer and two enlisted men. They received data and fore-
casts from the U.S. Fleet Weather Facility. Dally weather reconnaissance
flights were flown in support of SORDFtSH4 by VP-46 from Naval Air Station
North Island. San Diego. California. Plaet made regular surface observations
and gathered data by radiosonde and pilot balloon. JUMi transmitted informa-
tion from Point Daker (34 0 N. 126OW). yo2rktown mAde radar wind balloon ob-
servations (Reference C.2007. pp. 214-216).

The usual need to koep unauthorized ships and aircraft away from the teot
area was Increased during SWORDF•SH by the declilon to test without prior pub-
lic annoumcement of a danger zone. Yorktam's Combat Information Center and
aircraft ptobably bore the major burden of the surveillance effort. Surveil-
lance for surface contacts wea to extend to a radius of 50 hal (92.6 kma) and

for air contacts to a distanem of 100 not (185 km) from the planned detonation
point (Reference C.2007, p. 64).

TEST OPERATIONS
On 4 May the task group units began departing San Diego for the test area.

with the majority departing 7 May. The surveillance unit (Yorktowno. ar ,h.

Sftjol Maddox and Moor9) that was to assist In SWORDFSH also took part In
orFIGATS MIRD about 1.250 nmi (about 2,315 ka) south-southmest of the SwoRnFIS
test area. The Polaris test was conducted on 6 May. at which time the surveil-

lance unit stemd for the SORDFISH site. Aboard Torkom was CJT 8.3. who
had served as CJTG 8.8 conducting. the Polaris test and who was scheduled to
head JT7 !.9 for SWORDFISH. Carly on 9 May. all milts other than those assigned
to distant stations had assembled in the test area for pretest conferences and
preparations. Commander JT3 8.3. now In his role as Commnder JT3 8.9. trans-
ferred to M (Reforence C.I.D. p. 3-11)

SWORDPISH was planned for 10 May. but marginal weather and a sclos of
minor technical problem on g and on the lead 1k3D aircraft caused post-
ponement of the event for that day and its rescheduling for the next.

The positions of the ships, aircraft, and towed array at shot time are

shown in Figure 76. The projects that each participated in are alsz .ndicated
in Figure 78. Poeitlons of the ships. instrument stations, and aircraft are

. tabulated In Tables 17 and 18. Surface zero, the point directly abovw, the
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Table 17. Positions of task group ships at shot time
relative to surface zero, DOMINIC. SWORDFISH.

Rangea Bearing

Array Element (yards) (ka) (degrees)

MU Bausell (00-845) 2,200 0.671 338
USS Acerholm (00-826) 4,348 1.325 298
USS R.B. Anderson (00-786) 4,150 1.265 325
USS Sioux (ATF-75) 8,650 2.637 342
USS Hopewell (00-681) 4,200 1.280 21
USS Razorback (SS-394) 4,600 1.402 251
USS Monticello (LS0-35) 7,940 2.420 250

USS Molala (ATF-106) 6,250 1.905 341
Platform 1 b 1.427 0.435 335
Platform 2 b 1,040 0.317 332
Target Raftb 348 0.106 306
Coracle lb 2,475 0.754 337
Ct•acle 2 b 1,771 0.522 337
Coracle 3b 1.393 0.425 335
Coracle 4 b 810 0.247 181
Coracle Sb 1,190 0.363 176
Coracle 6 b 2,297 0.700 171
Coracle 7 b 3,447 1.051 169
"Coracle 8 b 4,930 1.503 168
Smoke Barrelb 5,230 1.594 167
USC&6SS Pioneer 12,600 3.840 356
USS Preston (D0-795) 4,700 1.433 300

USS Yorktown (CVS-1O) 9,850 j.002 309
SUSS 9rx (00-745) 8,050 2.454 2
USS :,N, Moore (00-747: 7,170 2.185 1
USS Maddox (00-731) 4,800 1.463 36
Position buoy 3,120 0.951 126
Position buoyb 3.447 1.051 169
Position buoy 3,250 0.991 157

Notes:
aposition determined by rader except as noti'd.

bposition determined by aerial photography.

Source: Reference C.2007, pp. 97-98.
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Table 18. Positions of aircraft relative to surface zero, DOMINIC,
SWORDFISH.

Aircraft
Type Location Relative to Surface Zero

"" A30 Altitude 20,000 feet (6.1 km). heading 3300T. 3.200 feet (975
meters) beyond surface zero

A30 Altitude 20,000 feet (6.1 km). heading 3300T. 1.100 feet (335
meters) beyond surface zero

R50 Circular flight path; altitude 10,000 feet (3.0 kmn), 31.300 feet
(9.54 km) horizontal range, bearing 1500T

R59 Circular flight path; altitude of 10.000 feet (3.0 km). 35.700 feet

(10.89 km) horizontal range, bearing of 2500 T

detonation, wts about 350 yards (320 meters) southeast of the target raft. The
rocket was fired from Agerholm (Figure 79) and entered the water a few yards
closer to the target raft along the line of fire.

Miope1JL3 speed was about 4 ko'w*s (7.4 km/hr). Equipment shown in Figure
78 but not listed in Table 17 were the unmanned Project 1.3 submarine simula-
tors and the Project '. I sonobuoys. The submarine simulators were submerged
from 50 to 100 feet (13 ti 30 meters) and traveling as indicated by the dashed
lines in Figure 78. The black dot at the end of each dashed line indicates the
approximate position of each of the simulators at detonation time. The sono-
buoys w,,-re positioned In a line due west of the target raft. The sonobuoys'
general position 13 Indicated by chý wavy lines on the left of Figure 78. All
ships except Hopewell were essential)y stationary, with speeds of 1 knot (1.85
kma/hr) or less.

About 40 seconds after the ASROC missile was launched, its nuclear depth
bomb exploded. A small fraction of a second after the burst, the slick, a
rapidly expanding ring of darkened ater at the intersection of the expanding
spherical shock wave and the water surface, became visible to aircraft over
the surface zero, initially the si :k had a well-defined edgp but became dif-
fuse as the radius increased (Ref.ernce C.2001, p. 61). In less than 1 second,
"the spray dome appeared, and within about 6 seconds its radius was nearly 1,000
yards (914 meters) and tha spray dome reached a height of almost 750 feet (229
meters) (Figure 80). Radial water plumes broke through the spray dome about
7 seconds after the burst, reaching a maximum height of about 2,100 feet (640
"meters) in 16 seconds. The plumes were the flrst radioactive material to appear
above the water surface. As the spray dome and plumes fell back toward the wa-
"ter's surface, they formed the base surge, a flat doughnut-shaped cloud moving
outward from the point where the spray dc-e had broken the surface. The base
surge consisted of small water droplets and was radioactive. About 110 seconds
after the detonation, the base surge reached Its maximum upwind and crosswind
distance of about 2,000 yards (1.8 )cn) from surface zero. At that tlme It
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Figure 79. SWORDFISH ASROC missile launch from USS Agerholm (00-826),

Operation DOMINIC.

".4A

Figure 80. ooptiNIc, SWORDFISH spray dome and plume with USS Agerholm (00-826)
In the foreground.
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extended about 2,500 yards (2.3 km) downwind. The base surge remained visible
for about 10 minutes, but it persisted as an Invisible aerosol for at least 20
minutes (Figure 81). The foam patch visible on the surface as the base surge
dispersed and evaporated had a radius of about 2,000 yards (1.8 kin), about the
same as the base surge except for its downwind extension. The fqam patch re-
mained visible from the alt -'or several hours (Figure 82) (Reference C.l.D,,
pp. B-13 and B-16). Figure 0i• Is a plan view of the foam patch and base surge
after 5 minutes.,"

Movements of Razorback, Agerholm, Anderson, and Hopewell for up to three-

quarters of an hour after the shot are shown In Figure 84. Monticello and
Molala moved very little. The upwind portion of the towed array, including -

Bausell, moved very little because it was still attached to Molala. The down-
wind portion of the towed array, consisting of a length of tow line and cora-
cles 5, 6. 7, and 8, drifted southeast with the current. Coracle 4 and probably
the target raft had become detached from the tow line. An RD5 aircraft fromr
the Third Marine Air Wing apparently made the first effort to Investigate the
SWORDFISH radioactivity by flying over the pool of radioactive water at 3,000
feet (914 meters) 15 minutes after the shot. The radiation exposure rate "ex-
ceeded 50 r per hour." At 50 and 60 minutes after the shot, the aircraft flew
over the pool at 1,500 feet (457 meters), detecting an exposure rate of 0.8
R/hr. Corrected for altitude attenuation, this does not corrclate with the
predicted values or those obtained by Sioux, but the record doesi not explain
further. After returning to base at El Toro, California, the aircraft was mon-
Itored and no contamination was detected. The highest Individual exposure read-
Ing among these crea's was 0.149 R (Reference C.2007, p. 230).

Next to Investigate the pool of radie-7tive water was Sloux, tasked, as
part of Project 2.1, to collect water samp] 3 suitable for radiochemical analy-
sis of the weapon's yield.

Preshot calculations by NRDL Indicated the possibility of a radiation level
of 1,000 R/hr near the surface of the pool 30 minutes postshot. Given certain
assumptions about the mixing of the radioactive water with normal seawater,
this level might decrease to 100 R/hr I hour after the shot and to 3 R/hr
2 hours after the shot. If the radiation level decreased at that rate, too
long a delay In entering the pool could make It Impossible to collect adequate
water samples. Therefore, It was decided to approach the pool cautiously 30
minutes after the detonation (Reference D.5. Appendix 1. p. 2).

At 1310, with all personnel wearing protective clothing, all openings to
the weather decks closed except two, and a variety of radiation detectors at
the ready, Sioux, with crew reduced to 15, steamed toward the pool' at 10 knots
(18.5 km/hr). At 1318, with the pool about 2,000 yards (1.8 kin) distant, the
radiation level on the bridge began to rise from 0.0004 R/hr, and' in the next
few minutes, the rise accelerated. The ship's speed was 3 knots (5.6 km!hr).
At 1321 the ship was at the edge of the pool. With the radiation reading on
the starboard wing of the bridge at 0.300 R/hr and rising rapidly, the ship
was advised to leave the pool. During the turning maneuver, the ship penetrated
about 200 yards (183 meters) Into the pool. The exposure rate rose to an es-
timated 1,000 R/hr, and one water sample was collected. Radiation levels de-
creased steadily as the ship proceeded away from the pool at flank speed, about
13 knots (24.1 km/hr) (Reference D.5, Appendix 1. pp. 3-4).
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,figure 81. DOMINIC. SWORDFISH base surge. LESS Preston (OOE-715) and LESS

Agerholm (00-826) are In center foreground. and US$S ausell
(00-845) is to the left.

Figure' 82. DOMINIC, SWORDFISH foam~ patch at about 6 minutes after burst.
View~ Is from southeast of burst with US$ Bausell in right

* background.
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* Figure 83. Position of DOMINIC, SWORD'ISH foam patch and base surge 5 minutes
after detonation (source: Reference C.2004, p. 61).
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While within the pool, Sioux had encountered an invisible aerosol extending
above the pool to a ',eight cf at least 30 feet (9.1 meters) (Reference C.2004.

f p. 45). leaving Its weather decks with contamination that measured between
0.01 and 0.02 R/hr. The contamination on the weather decks was reduced by use
of the washdown system. As of 1357, with the ship well clear of the pool, gen-
eral radiation on the bridge was between 0.020 and 0.040 R/hr, but the source
of that radiation is not made clear In the available documents (Reference D.5,
Appendix 1, p. 4; Reference C.3.2, Sioux, 11 May 1962).

With only one sample of water collected and with nine of the personnel
over or approaching the 3 R limit, the pLoject officer requested an erposure
waiver from CJTG 8.9. The limit was Increased to 7 R (9 R according to one
source), and b, 1525 the ship had started another run at the pool. By 1553
high radiation levels were again encountered. By 1557 or shortly thereafter,

* the radiation level on the bridge rose to between 2 and 4 R/hr, implying a
level in hundreds of roentgens per hour outside. Another water sample was
taken, and Sioux departed the pool at best speed. No one aboard Leceived more
then 0.6 R during that run (Reference D.5, Appendix 1. pp. 6-7. Reference

C.l.D, p. B-1-l).

Sioux collected a third water sample at 1710. Radiation In the bridge
peaked at about 0.100 R, leading to an estimated exposure on the starboard
wing well of between 1 and 10 R (Reference D.5. Appendix 1, p. 7).

The rest of Sioux's crew returned to the ship to replace the fifteen who
. had been aboard during the :hree incursions into the radioactive pool. AEC

"radiation monitors and NRDL personnel for the NRDL-AEC project came aboard
with them. At 1808, the fifteen departed by boat to Monticello for decontami-
nation. At least some of the crewmembers In exposed positions had shoes, hair,
and hands contaminated up to 0.4 R/hr. Most personnel aboard Sioux probably
did not have an opportunity to wash off their contamination before they left
the ship for Monticello. They probably were accompanied by the three NRDL
Project 2.1 personn-l. The 15 crewmen returned to Sioux the next morning.

Following crew rotation, Sioux made an effort to track and map the pool to
meet the objectives of the NRDL-AEC project, including the use of underwater
detectors (Reference 0.2, p. 21). At about 2300 on 11 May, the maximum exposure
rate noted above the pool surface was 0.240 R/hr. Investigation of the pool
for this project lasted until about 1300 on 12 May. The maximum exposure noted
for all passes through the rad.Ioactive pool by Sioux for the NROL-AEC project
was 0.100 R (Reference C.2007, p. 232).

The ASROC overshot the target and consequently Baus-l] was farthr-r from
the surface zero than planned; therefore, the base surge did not reach the
ship. Project personnel boarded the ship about an hour after the shot. It was
not contaminated, even though the exposure rate on the fantail, the part of
the ship closest to the detonation, had reached 44 R/hr shortly after the blast
(Reference C.2007, p. 232; Reference C.I.D, p. B-18).

The target-array tow line had been parted, as planned, by an explosive

charge on the upwind side of the target raft just before the ASROC launch. The
two platforms (Projects 1.1 and 1.3). the first and second coracles (Project
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2.1), and Bausoll Initially remained attached to the upwind segment of the tow
line. Recovery personnel, including NOL monitors, boarded platform 1 from one
of Monticello's LCis about 1 hour and 20 minutes after the detonation, finding
an exposure rate between 0.600 R/hr and 1.000 R/hr. Apparently the mon did not
stay, but withdrew to let radiation subside. Two hours after the shot, they
hosed down the platform, reducing the exposure rate to 0.250 R/hr and allowing
recovery of Instruments to proceed.

About 1-1/2 hours after the shot, another LOH from Monticello bl.ought a
recovery party to platform 2, where they found a radiation exposure rate aver-
aging 1.000 R/hr. with a maximum rate of 2.000 R/hr. About 1 hour and 10 min-
utes later, they hosed down the platform to reduce the radiation level and
permit retrieval of instruments. After the gauge strings on each platform were
raised, the platform. still attached to a portion of tha tow line, were pulled
to Monticello by LCM where they wore stored In the w,11 deck. No work was done
on the platforms until the ship arrived In Sar Diego. In port, alpha contamina-
tIon was detected on the platforms at the wsitelirne (Reference C.20017, p. 233;
Reference B.9, p. A-3-6).

The, eight coracles used for Project 2.1 presented sca radiological prob-
loms. The base surge passed over coracles 3 through 8. leaving them with a
general radiation level of 0.2 R/hr and contamination between the upper and
l r sections that could not be hosed off. The pool of radioactive water
reached coracles 3 through 6. l"aving alpha contamination at the waterline
(Reference C.2007, p. 234; Reference C.2004. pp. 56-63).

The LC1qs wore to tow the coracles to Monticello where they would be lifted
aboard by Mhe shIp's crane If they were not too radioactive (Reference B.9,
p. A-3-6). After-actlon reports do not indicate how coracles 1 through 3
rtched Monticello. bNt they pcobably %Oere towed there by one or both of the

LO~s taking recovery parties to platforms 1 and 2. Still attached to the por-

tion of the towed array downwind of the target raf'-. coracles 6 thraugh 8 wore
towed to Monticello by ancther LCM that took hold of the smoke barrel, the
raft used to mark the extreme downwind end of the array. Coracle 4 cam. loose
from the tow line and was recovered and taken to Monticello. However, by 2022.

Ho!eoll had sighted a coracle and by 2057 had pulled it alongside. The ship
apparently stayed alongside for almost an hour. What happened to the coracle
then Is unrecorded, but Hooewell may have been keeping the coracle in sight

until an LCM could take it in tow (Reference C.3.2. Hopewell. 11 May 1962).

Recovery of the tow line was both an operational and radiological problem.
The available record does not make clear what happened to all of the slightly Z.
over 6 miles (10 kin) of tow line. By 2047, Molala had taken on board the por-
tion of the line probably running back to platform 1. The line was contami-
nated, but the degree of :ontamination Is not' recorded. The line was trans-

ferred to an LCAU that took it to Monticello. On Monticello, personnel. handling
the line wore protective clothing, including plastic or rubber gloves, to pre-
vent their becoming contaminated. Upon retrieval, the approximately 200 feet

(61 meters) of line between platforms 1 and 2 measured about 2.5 R/hr. This
length of line was set free to float until the next day. The next day Monti-
cello began to recover a section of free-floating line, probably that which '-
had joineel platforms 1 and 2. It became fouled in the rudder and had to be
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freed by a diver before recovery could continue. The recovered line had alpha
and fission product contamination, and decontamination efforts wore to no
avail. Apparently the contaminated line was taken back to Son Diego (Referetsce
C.3.2, Monticollo. 12 May 1962; Reference C.2007. pr. e34-235). Eventually,
however, It was encased in concrete at San Diego and sunk at sea (Reference

C.1.D, p. B-1-2). Information in lacking on the disposition of the line Join-

"Ing the smoke barrel and coracles 5 through 8.

According to the scientific director, facilities for personnel decontamina-

tion aboard MontIcell9 proved barely adequate and a much larger facility could

have been used. The recovered items added significantly to the background
radiation. They hampered the monitoring of potentially contaminated personnel
and demonstrated the need for a monitoring facility forward, away from. the

stored Item.

A total of 500 pairs of coveralls. 300 t ls. 300 pairs of shoes. 200
sets of underwear. and 100 pairs of gloves had been stockpiled on Lkqp;gjLj2
"as eadsafe clothing for personnel involved In recovery operations. These were

nearly exhausted by the end of the operation (Reference C.2007. p. 235).

Hg Ho*** also was active in recovery operations. Operations Order 1-62

called for HojPoeli to recover tha submarine simulators firod by gaiz for
. Project 1.3a (Peference B.3.1. p. A-3-5). Hopewel. however, was not to enter

A• rad's4•ktlve water until 1 hour before sunset if It became nece""cry to retrieve
a simulator. A :adzaf. officer was to be on - to advise tho captain
during the search for the simulators. By 1314 the ship began to search for the
simulators. At one point the ship's whaleboat was put Into the water, but ap-
parently that was in response to a false alarm. By 1617 a simulator had been

sighted, and by 1658 it was hoistod abctrd. It was not contaminated (Reference

"C.3.2, !jj_._Ij_, 11 May 1962: Reference C.2007, p. 233). The other simulator
was not found. Apparently it sank from shock damage about 2 minutes after the
blast (Reference C.2002, p. 7).

£1's approach to the possible coracle 4 is described above. At about
2140 th. ship began to search for a raft, although which one is not clear. At
one point tho deck log refers to it as the pitch barrel raft, Implying the

smoke barrel me_-king the extreme downwind end of the tow. and at another point
the dock log refers to It as the target raft, implying the raft In the middle

of the tow used by Ag2_rhg!m as the aimpoint. After repeated attempts to sink
the raft with small-arms fli-e. then with grenades, and then with fire from a

5-inch (12.7-cm) qgn. ei-opow•_1 took the raft aboard and sto:7ed it on the main
deck. Th". log makes no mntion of the raft being contaminated (Reference C.3.2.

Hoqwell., 11 and 12 May 1;62).

When Monticello reacned port, all contaminated items were removed and pack-
aged for shipment or turned over to the naval repair facility for disposal. A
radiation survey of all ships revealed no signifit-ant contamination except on

"35_Oq, which had its lubrication oil coolers contaminated to a level of 0.003
"R/hr. it was not necessary to deal with tre problem directly. The ship's enql-
neerIng officer wag instructed to monitor the coolers when they needed to be
taken apart for sqrvicing (Reference C.2007, p. 236).
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Of oil the ships assigned t2 SbWODFISH, S had the higthst exposure to
re4diation. Table 19 sharm the exposures of the 15 crwvmn and 3 NRDL employees
aboard during the water-s.mllnr exercise. The CJTG 8.3 Final Report agrees
with the NRDL employees meraridum on the number of men with exposures over
2.5 R (Reference C.3.1, p. H-1-2 ontries on the medical form (NAVP1MD 1432)
of some 1 erqmsmbers. homer. show an exposure higher than on the gon-

some List (Reference C.1.2) This difference Is discussed In chapter 13.

•s oite' role in the suboquerl t NRDL-AZC pool monitoring and tracking proj-

ect should have caused mch lessa radiation exposure than the samplinqg never-

theless, one kw=DL man w may hav b aboard Is credited on the Cofnsjlld4

LDLI with an exposure of 1.620 R9 The other NEDL men who may have been aboard

had exposures of 0.320 3 or less (Reference C.1.2. p. 165).

E also repeatsdly entered the radioactive pool, but only after the
radiation level was much reduced ýy decay and mixing with nonradloactive water.
Of the 102 cretmembers. 53 had no exposures and 49 had 0.5 i or less. He--l1

ranged widely searching for the su.bmarlne Plaulator, locating the coracle. and
recovering the smoke barrel. Although it might have entered radioactive water,
the highest exposure among its crew was 0.276 R. Monticello probably did not

N enter radioactive water. Its LCMs. however. iowod contaminated equipment. The
Sequipment was taken aboard, MotIc*11 , and stored there untll the ship returned

S to San Diego. The deocontaminatiorý center was also on Mnicello. Nevertheless,
the maximum exposure among the uncticglIo crew, Including that Incurred during
operathe • at Christmas Island. was 0.349 3.
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Table 19. Personnel exposures on US$• SiqX (ATF-75) during Project 2.1.
DOMINIC. SWORDFISH.

Dosimeter Readings (R)T
Total from

Second Total From Consolloated

First and Third NAV1EO 1432 LinS
Location Penetration Penetrations Total (0) (R)

SIridge
Notes b.C >5d 0.4 5 . 4 d 4.100c 4.100

4.8 0.2 S.0 4.100 2.500
4.4 0.6 S.0 4.150 2.500
3.4 O.S 3.9 4.150 2.600
3.2 0.6 3.6 2.800 2.850

A2. 0.2 2.3 2.250 2.250
. 2.7 0.2 2.9 0.780 0.780

2.6 0.4 3.0 2.700 2.700

Radio Room 1.0 0.v 1.1 0.970 0.970

14otor Room

0.2 0.0 0.2 0.250 0.250
0.2 0.1 0.3 0.000 0.000
0.i 0.0 0.1 0.130 0o130

Englne Room 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.062 0.062

""otor Room. fngine Room, and Ness wall

0.1 0.1 1.0 0.690 0.690

Fan Tailb 3.2 0.6 3.8 2.730 2.730

Fan Tail and Ress Hall

- 1.6 0.2 2.0 1.700 1.700

Shaft Alley

0.2 0.1 0.3 0.24S 0.24'
note b 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.270 0.270

Notes:
a Dos~wter$ for all 1 personnel were reset to zero after the first penetra-

tion. They wert not reset between the second and third penetration.

bReadings taken from dosimeters of Naval Radiological Oefense Laboratory (NROL)
Iemployees.

CThis NROL employee was wearing hit NRAM badge in addition to his Join Ta sk

Force 8 (JTF 8) badge. This N6OL b.Idge was procassed on 15 May by 140OL and
read 8 R. This is about twice the -eading of his JTF 8 badge, which read
"4.1 ".

dMaximum reading of pocket dosimeters was S R; reading on the first entry can
only be stated as 5 R or greoter.

Source: Referpice •...
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CHAPTER 1

FISHBOWL -- HIGI4-ALTITUOE EVENTS

CONCEPT OF THE HI6H-ALTITUOE TESTS
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S14RALING BETA PARTWAME

16: GEOMAGNIETIC
EOUATORIAL PLANE

I ~GN - GEOMIAGNETIC NORTH
GS -GEOAIAGNETIC SOUTH

Ir-EARTH RAOI I

strength of ttwfod ihcooypce iesa h oe niaighg
flield strength and widely spaced lines over the equator Indicating lower flold
strength. 1lcrclycagdprilssia rudte ie.Tosz
of their spiral depends on the particle energy ado h tegho h
field. At the, magnetic equator. where thes field Is weakest, the spirals areg
large. but as they move toward the poles the spirals tighten an the field
strength grows. The spirals finally tighten to a point at which the particles
or* reflected back up thes field line and spiral toward the other pole. The
place at which a particle reflects Is called a mirror point. The mirror points
at thes north and south end of the field line are often referred to as the con-

jugate points, and the area beneath the southern poir.ts is referred to as the
* Southern Conjugate Area (SCA).

Areas selected for instrur-,ntation sites in the SCA were Tutuila (American
Samoa). Viti Levu In the Fi~i Islands. and Tongatabu In the Tonga Islands.

4 Rarotonga, Canton, and Palmyra were also Instrumented to observe phenomena
from locations that viewed the magnetic field lines from the side or from be-
neath. Two ships were located In this area: the motor vessel (MV) Acania, which
was Instrtumented by Project 6.9, and the leased civilian tug Mauna Tole used

by Project 6.5b. The civilian tug Hitofua replaced Mauna Tdel after July 1962.
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In addition to the land and shipboard stations. Joint Task Group (JTG) 8.4
(Air Force) operated one KC-135 and two RC-121s in the area from a base at
Mandl in the FIJI Islands. Both of the RC-121s at Nandi returned to their home

A base at McClellan AFB, California. on 29 October 1962 because of higher prior-
Ity requirements; thus, they were not present for the last two high-altitude
events. KINGFISH and TIGHTROPE (Reference C.2053. p. 50; Reference C.4.3.2.
p. 13). Because of thtir great distance from the danger areas associat-d with
DOMINIC tests, persornel working south of the equator were not badged.

Because southern conjugate operations were primarily associated with De-
partment of Defense (DOD) experiments (Task Unit [TU] 8.1.3). the Weapons
Effects and Test Group (WETG) at Field Command, Defense Atomic Support Agency
(DASA), was responsible for administration and support of personnel and facil-
ItIes. The 25th Infantry Division from Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, established
a radloteletype communications network using AN/GRC-26s between all sites and

the worldwide military communications network, except for Rarotonga, which had
a voice link only. The Military Air Transport Service (MATS) set up C-124 or
c-118 flights at 6-day intervals to support all six island locations. Overall,
a total of 33 DOD experimental projects were represented In the SCA, and per-
sonnel totals there peaked at about 350 (Reference C.2053, pp. 51-52).

'•"• Launch Mi ssi'les

Two missile-launched high-altItude tests had been conducted from Johnston

Island In 1958, but for DOMINIC the launch point was moved from the point near
the eastern end of the small island used In 1958 to a point on the northwest
corner. The missile used was also different than the one used in 1958. The
.Tor, an Air Force llquid-fueled, intermediate range ballistic missile was

.selected for its ability to carry the three instrumentation pods In addition
" to the nuclear warhead (see Figure 85). Thor was manufactured by the Douglas

Aircraft Company, and a contingent of men from that organization as well as
Sfrom the Air Force Space Systems Division (SSD) serviced and launched them.
Thor was used on BLUEGILL. STARFISH, and KINGFISH events.

t Nie-Hercules missile %as used to launch the TIGHTROPE device to Its
detotation altitude (Figure 87). The Army Missile Command (AMC), designated TU
8.1.7, was given responsibility for providing and launching this missile. The
missile was an antiaircraft missile, slightly modified by adding a command
arm-fire capability and an automatic disarm feature. The 2nd Missile Battalion.
52nd Artillery Regiment, from Ft. Bliss, Texas. launched the missIle at John-
ston Island. Another Nike-Hercules missile was used by a scientific project
and carried a radar beacon to an altitude close to the detonation point (Ref-
erence C.l.L, p. C-9-2).

A Strypi rocket (X1'ý33) was used to launch the CHECKMATE device to its
'I detonation altitude (Figure 88). Sandia Corporation, TU 8.1.4, was given the

responsibility to obtain, modify, assemble, and launch the Strypi rocket. Two
Recrutt booster rockets were attached to the base of the Strypi rocket to pro-
vide additional thrust (Reference C.l.L, p. C-8-2).

A variety of small rockets was used to carry Instrumrent packages to proper
altitude. TU 8.1.3 was responsible for managing and controlling the small
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rocket program. A TU 8.1.3 Small Rocket officer was formally appointed to over-
zoo the many operational and safety aspects associated with the numerous small
rockets. Rockets used Included the Javelin. Nike-Cajun. XM-33. Nike-Apache,
Honest John-Nike, and Speedball. The rocket launchers were located along the
south slue of the runway at Johnston Island. The IKflGFISH shot had the largest
number of small-rocket launches (29) from Johnston Island. Figure 89 showsI sco of tbe rockets on Johnston Island. Small rockets were also launched from
Barking Sands. Kauai, carrying similar Instrumentation during each of the five
high-altitude events (Reference C.2053, p. 45).

* ORGANIZATION AND PERSONNEL

*After the 1lýst Christmas island test, Hq Joint Task Force 8 (JTF 8) was

relocated at Johnston Islan~d. WETG at field Coimmand. DASA (TU 8.1.3) played a
major role In the FISHBOWL tests as it was responsible for the management of

I the DOD experimental program.

-4

IV..

Figure e9. Arrzj of Instrument rockets used during Operation DOMINIC at
Johiston Island.
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The total number of men on Johnston Island during the FISHBOWL tests is
not clearly established In any of the sources. All nonessential personnel were
evacuated from Johnston Island for each test as a safety precaution since
Johnston Island is small (Figures 10 and 11) and missile malfunctions were
possible anC did occur. The number of nonessential personnel varied from over
800 to under 6JO (Reference C.I.B), but the number of essential personnel is
not recorded. In the similar 1958 high-altitude Johnston Island tests, the
number left on Johnston Island during the shots was about 175. However, the
1962 tests were more complex, using more small rockets and more surface exper-
iments. In addition USNS Range Tracker (T-AGM-I) remained at the Johnston
Island pier throughout DOMINIC, and some portion of its crew must also have
remained on board during the shots. There were also other larger shipboard
contingents that should be added to the total JTF 8 personnel involvement in
the avea.

The method of evacuation was by LCU and helicopter to USS Iwo Jima (LPH-2).
Personnel were taken from the LCU to the ship by a cage lifted by a crane.
dubbed the "purple people eater" (Figure 25). During the October-November phas''
of FISHBOWL. rough seas prevented LCU transfer and all evacuation (maximum of
787 for KINGFISH) was conducted by Marine Corps helicopters.

NAVY PARTICIPATION

The Navy was heavily Involved in the FISHBOWL tests. It operated the 20
P2V aircraft that patrolled the danger area and searched for the instrumented
pods and nosecones in the open sea. The Navy also operated several ships in
the Johnston Island area that were used for danger area surveillance, weather
reporting, Instrumentation platforms. pod and nosecone recovery, and range
safety. TU 8.3.6. the Johnstoa Island Operations Unit, exercised operational
control over local naval air and surface forces. Ship rotation was commonplace:
a total of 54 ships (a few were not Navy vessels) were used during FISHBOWL.
Table 20 lists these ships.

The scientific ships shown In the table participated in the DOD experi-
mental program and were specially instrumented for their missions. Navy pod-
recovery tugs were also specially outfitted to handle the radioactive missile

j pods. Using Marine Corps helicopters, the tugs, and a destroyer, the Navy
recovered these pods and returned them to Johnston Island. Missions of each
Navy unit is further discussed in Chapter 9.

AIR FORCE PARTICIPATION

The Air Force played a major role in the FISHBOWL tests. Its aircraft were
used as instrument platforms to measure device performance and to measure the
e-fects of the detonations on various military systems. U-2 high-altitude
reconnaissance aircraft and lower-altitude WB-50s provided detailed weather
coverage. A weather observation station on Johnston Island made hourly surface
observations and 4 to 8 rawinsonde observations per day. It managed and exe-
cuted many of the DOD experimental projects. It was also responsible for pro-
viding the Thor missiles and their associated safety, launching, and pod
carrying controls.
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SiTable 20. Ship participation in DOMINIC. FISHBOWL tests.

.,Ship M ss on (1962)

USS Abnaki (ATF-961 Logistics Oct - Nov

RVA~i Scientific (Southern Conjuga4te Area) Apr - Nov
SUSNS Alatna4 (T-AOG-81) Logistics Mar - Aug

USS ArikAra (ATF-90) Logistics/pad recovery Feb - Jul

U% SAS Amrican Mqariner Scientific Apr - Nov
' i US$ Cabildo (LS0-t6) Logistics Jul - Aug

U SS Chommun {AO-30) Underway replenishment may - Jun

U-- SS Chickasav (ATF-83) Pad recovery Jun - Aug

SUS$ Chioola (A0-63), Underway replenishment May - Jul
MS Conso,'vor {ARS-3g) Nosecono recovery Mar - Jul

USS flilvor CARS-23) Logistics Jan - Par

USS Enaaae (HOS0-433) Pad recovery Sep - Nov
U SS Falaout (OER-324) Surveillance Apr - Aug

.USS Floyd County ILST-762) Logistics Nov

USS Fort Martun (LS0-22) Scientific Apr - Jul

SUSNS Frank S. Petrarca (T-AK-250) Scientific Jul - may

•,USS Fortify (MSO-446) Surveillance and nosecono recovery (Kauai) Sep - Oct

SUSS Grapple CARS-7) Pad recovery Apr - Jun
US Grs (AR$-24 Harbor preparation Jan - Maya

USMS Harris Count, (T-LST-822) Logistics and Scientific Feb - Nov
USS Hassaiyama4 (AO-14S) Underway replenishment Jul.,- Nov

"• S H2enryCounty (LSO-824) Scientific Aug - Nov
SSS Hifo ub Scientific (Southern Conjugate Area) Sep- Nov

USS Hitchiti (ATF-103) Sci nttfic Sep Nov
SS Imot0rviOUsMS {•-449) Surveillance and nosocone recovery (Kauai) Sop -Oct
USS Inflict (IRSO-456) Scientific- Apr J ul

USS Iwo Jim@ (LPH-2) Evacuation Apr J ul
US•S J2hn S. McCajn COL-3) Pad recovery Apr Nov

USS Jenkins (00-447) Surveillance pliy- Nov

USS Jerome County (LST-840) Logistics Feb Jul

UIS Lansing (OCR-388) Surveillance Sop - Oct

SUSS Loyalt (PSO-as7) Scientific Apr - Jul
MYMai Logistics Oct
USI Rotate (ATF-86) Pod recovery Apr - Jul

SUSS Mauna Toleb Scientific (Southern Conjugate Areal Jun

USS NectteD (ATF-1OS) Logist'ics Mar - Kay

USS Neow11 (0[R-322) Surveillance Apr - JuT

USS O'B4nnon (00-450) Surveillance Apr - 3u.1
Oc t

USSOp Hill_._ {LSO-7) Scientific May - Aug
•.USNS Point 8arro! (T-AKO-1) Scientific Mar - Doc

Q •S Polk County (LST-1084) Scientific Jun - Aug
SUSS Princeton (LPH-5) ' Evacuation Sep - Nov

USN$ Range Tracker (T-AGog-1) Range, safety Jatý - Now
USS eafllfvurl (ARS-2S) Pad recovery Aug - Nov
USS St. Clair County {LST-1096) Logistics Sep

US Siu (ATF-75) Pad recovery Apr Aug

SUSS Snohomish County (LST-1126) ,Logistics Jan Aug
SU$S Sumilt County (LST-1146) Scientific Aug -Nov '

SUS$ Tokolma {ATF-I13) Pad recovery May D ec

SUSS Taylor (00-468) Surveillance Apr -Nov
SUS Twavkqni (ATF-114) Nosocono recovery Apr M ay

US Ot (ATF-76) Surveillance (Kauai) Apr Jun

US$ Walker (D0-517) Sc Ien t if Ic May -Jun

SUSS Wegxford County {LST-1168) Logistics Nov

.,ates:
On statlon from Socemotr 1961.

S~b SLeased c Aviliant vessel.
NW Acommercial tug.

i •tource: R ove.* net C.I. S, Table 5.
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JTG 8.4 Op Plan 4-62, dated 18 May 1962 (Reference B.4.10), indicates that
the aircraft listed In Table 21 would participate In the high-altitude tests.
Actual aircraft participation Is presented to the extent known In the individ-
ual shot discussions In this chapter.

Table 21. Planned Air Force aircraft participation for DOMWNIC,
FISHBOWL shets.

Number Type
Avaliable Aircraft Mission

6 RC-121 AAOCa and Scientific
2 SC-54 Search and Rescue
8 WB-50 Weather Reconnaissance
1 RC-54 Documentary Photo
6 KC-135 Scientific
1 C-135 Scientific
5 C-118 Medical Effects
2 8-47 Radio Relay
3 U-2 Weather and Photo
2 C-130 Warhead Diagnostics

Note:
aAirborne Air Operations Center.

Source: Reference 8.4.10, pp. 10-11.

OPERATIONS

Plans originally called for three shots. BLUEGILL, STARFISH and URRACA•
with a Thor-certification, nonnuclear mi.ssile launch called Tigerfish. Tiger-
fish was successfully launched on 2 May 1962. The Thor missile and associated
telemetry and tracking equipmrent functioned as desired. A primary objective of
Tigerfish was to proof-test the pod system. All three pods were recovered but
because of a failure in the recovery system, two pods sustained Impact damage.
Tracking data indicated that pod ejection from the Thor missile and placement
with respect to the nuclear burst (simulated for this shot) was good (Reference
C.2053, p. 103). JTG 8.3 and JTG 8.4 used the Tigerfish test to practice place-
ment of ships and aircraft in their proper positions at detonation time.

BLUEGILL (2 June 1962)

The BLUEGILL event was the first mlssile launch with a nuclear warhead in
DOMINIC. The missile was launched from Johnston Island shortly after midnight.
The missile apparently flew a normal trajectory; however, the tracking system
lost It. As there were ships and aircraft In the vicinity and no way to predict
whether the trajectory was safe, CJTF 8 ordered the missile with Its warhead
destroyed. No data for experiments were obtained since no nuclear detonation
occurred (Reference C.l.L, p. C-1-2).
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The Thor missile carried three instrumentation pods. one of which had
ejected before the missile had to be destroyed. All three pods were success-

fully recovered and returned to Johnston Island by the Navy. No missile debris
was sighted.

The aircraft shown in Table 22 flew missions this BLUEGILL event.

Table 22. Air Force aircraft participation in DOMINIC. BLUEGILL.

Aircraft

No. Type Call Sign Mission-

2 B-47 Baxter/Byron Communications relay

2 WB-50 Calcimine Weather reconnaissance

I SC-54 Caustic Search and rescue

5 C-118 Caboodle Retinal burn study _

2 RC-121 Abusive Airborne Air Operations Center,

4 RC-121 Lambkin Burst effects, commnunications

Relay and radar tracking

2 C-730 Hewstone Diagnostic aircraft

I KC-135 Cognac Comm~unications relay 4

I KC-135 Kibosh Diagnostic aircraft

I KC-135 Cordova Propagation test aircraft

3 KC-135 Kettle Photngraphic aircraft

.1 U-2 White Spot Sampler aircraft

Source: Reference C.4.1, p. 75.

STARFISH (19 June 1962)

The STARFISH event was the second high-altitude launch attempted during
DOMINIC. The launch was executed just before midnight. The Thor missile wi t 1.
two experimental reentry vehicles replacing two of the three Instrument pods
flew a normal course for about 59 seconds after liftoff. At that time the
rocket motor stopped and the Range Safety Officer ordered the missile and war-
head destroyed. The missile was between 30,000 and 35,000 feet (S.1 and 10.7
m) when It was destroyed. one of the reentry vehicles, the instrument pos t

and missile parts fell on Johnston sleand (Reference C.2053, p. 104). A sub-
stantial amount of debris fell or. and In the water around Johnston Island.
Figure 90 shows some of this debris. Navy Explosive Ordnance Disposal and
Underwater Demolition Team swimmers spent 2 weeks recovering debris from the
lagoon waters around the Island. They recovered approximately 251 pieces of
the system, some of which were plutonium-contaminated (Reference C.l.B.
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Figure 90. Debris that fel on Johinston Islandu from the first DOMINIC.
STARFISH launch.

p. BB-21). Nonessential personnel had been evacuated from Johnston island
.40 aboard Iwo Jima, as they w~ere for all Johnston Island shots.

Aircraft participation In this STARrIS attempt was similar to that shown
for BI.*18GILL (Table 22).

STARFISH Prime (8 July 1962, 2300)

This event was the first successful high-altitude nuclear detonation of

DOMiNIc. The Thor missile was launched from Johnston Island near midnight.
Three Instrumentation pods were attached to the Thor missile. All systems
functioned properly and the 1.4-Krr device detonated at an altitude or 40n~ km.
All three Instrument pods were recovered from the open sea by th', Navy, one by
ship and two by helicopter. A total of 27 small rockets of all kinda were
launched from Johnston island to obtain experimental data from the shot. be--
ginning 2-3/4 hours before the detonation and continuing through Dsl (Reference
C.2053, p. 104).

The large amount of e~nerqy released at such a high altitude by the dotona-
V tion caused widespread auroras throughout the Pacific arei, lasting In some

cases as long as 15 minutes; these were observed on both sides of the equator.
In Honolulu an o~vercast, nighttime sky was turned Into day for 6 minutos (N-ew
Yorlt Times. 10 July 1962). observers on Kwajalein 1.400 nmi (about 2.600 kin)
west reported i spectacular display lasting at least 7 minutes. At Johnston
Isl&nd all imajor visible phenomena had disappeared by 7 minutes except for a
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faint red glow. The Earth's geomagnetic field also me obsewed to respond to
the burst.

Nonessential personnel on Johnston island, numbering 559, had been evacu-
"ated aboard X the day before the shot and returned as D0+ (Reference

"% C.I.A. p. 49).

Twenty-one J.7 8.4 aircraft participated In STARFISH Pri. Positions for
the 15 aircraft in the array are shown In Figure 91. Ship positions are shown

0 In Figure 92. In addition to the air-array aircraft. whSch required precise

positioning. two RC-121 Airborne Air Operations centers (AA=. two S-5O wa-
ther planes, one SC-54 search and rescue (SAR) aircraft, and one U-2 aircraft
participated. Three aircraft were below the equator (off the €brt).

On 13 July, 4 days after the shot, the U.K. satellite. Artil, was unable
to generate sufficient electricity to function properly. Fram then until early

September things among the satellite designers and sponsors were *along the'
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rlgure 91. Aircraft in the. air array for DOMINIC. STWRFSH Prime
(source: Reference C.2053, Appendix E).
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LISS TAYLOR (0DE-468)

USAS AMERICAN MARINER
20

.,

USS ARIKARA (ATF-98)
USS GRAPPLE (ARS-7)
USS JOHN S. MCCAIN (01-3)
USS SIOUX (ATF-75)

USNSPOIT BAROWUSS POLK COUNTY

(T-AKD-1) e v JOHNSTON ISLAND LT04

USS~jcROME COUNTY 'Il USNS RANGE TRACKER (T.AGM-1)

(LST-8481 DOCKED AT JOHNSTON ISLAND

IWO JIMA (LPH-2)

tb.%

USS FORT MARION (L50-22) 0 0 USS CHIPOLA (A0413)

140-

0 120
I I II IJ USS MARSHALL (DO-676)1' NAUTICAL MILES

lao SS INC (DR~38)0USS FORSTER (DER-334)

0 USS OAK HILL (150-7)

14W 1720 70 1680"1 16.40

Figure~ 92. Ship positions, 0OmImTC. STARFISH Primiw.
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lines of the old Saturday matinee one-reeler" as the solar panels on several
A • other satellites began to lose theIr ability to generate power (Reference 0.15,

p. 2). The STRFISH detonation had generated large quantities of electrons
that were trapped In the Earth's magnetic field; the trapped electrons were
damaging the solar cells that generated the power In the panels.

BLUEGILL Prime (25 July 1962)

On the second attempt to launch the BLUEGILL device. one pod and two RVs.
each heavily instrumented, and the warhead itself were mated to the missile.
This was the second shot that attempted to launch RVs along with an Instru-
manted pod. The missile malfunctioned after Ignition but before leaving the
launch pad. The Rang. Safety Officer destroyed the nuclear warhead by radio
command. The Thor missile then blew up, which caused extensive damage to the
launch pad and associated equIpnt. Although &scruction of the warhead pre-

vented any possible nuclear exploslon. It caused extensive alpha contamination
of the launch pad. Contaminated debris was also scattered throughout the area
of the pad enclosed by the concertina wire. Burning rocket fuel. flowing
througn the cable trenches. caused contamination of the trenches and the Inte-
rior of the revetments and all of the oquipment contained In them. Prevailing
winds (15 knots (27 ka/hr] from the east) carried contamination downwind of
the launch area. The launch area was fortunately placed. basically on the down-

wind end of the island. Figure 93 Is a photo of the launch pad from slightly
* north of the direction from which the wind blew. Had the launch position been

that used In the 1958 rocket launches, the area of -ontanination would have
involved the central section of the island.
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Figures 94 and 95 show the damaged launch stand, and Figure 96 shows the
results of an Initial radiological survey conducted the morning following the
warhead destruction. The readings were taken using PAC-3G and PAC-IS alpha

moters. Readings over 1.000,000 counts per minute (CPM) were obtained. This
Sa major contamination problem and it was necessary to decontaminate the

entire area before the badly damaged launch pad could be rebuilt (Reference
C.I.M. p. A-13).

'• 'OPERATIONS PAUSE

With the launch pad contaminated and out of comission. test operations

necessarily stopped. During this period the task force dispersed, with most
personnel returning their home stations to rwait and for the re-
sumption of the tests. Preparations required activities both at Johnston Island

a4 and in replanning test operations at the home stations.

Launch Pad Decontamination
TL 8.5.1 (Holmes & Marver) supplied the labor force and radsafe supervi-

sory per•onnel during the cleanup and reconstruction phase. It took 3 weeks of

cleanup efforts to reduce the alpha contamination to a level that did not con-
stitute a health hazard. During this period the following measures were imple-
mented (Reference C.I.N, p. A-13):

o A radiological exclusion (radex) perimeter was established*1 around the contaminated area

o A personnel decontamination station was used. for all per-
sonnel entering and leaving the area

* Continuous air sampling was conducted adjacent to the
decontamination tent and at locations within the radex

perimeter to measure the airborne contaminants

o All persons entering the area wore full protective
4 clothing.

4A systematic plan was implemented to remove debris and topsoil (coral),
add new coral, decontaminate the revetments and paved areas, fix radioactivity
by painting and recovering surfaces, and dispose of waste at sea. The follow-

. Ing actions were taken to decontaminate the ">ad (Reference C.l.N. p. A-13):

o All contaminated coral areas were sprinkled with oil to
contain the spread of contaminated dust. Roughly 2 inches
(5 cm) of topsoil (coral) was bulldozed over the embankment
into the lagoon waters at the northwest corner of the pad.

• o The concrete pads were scrubbed with detergents and sol-
"vents to remove all loose c!ontamination. The pad under the

launch mount was coated w=•h epoxy paint. Other concrete
areas. inclutling the fuel-ta'nk pads and liquid-oxygen-tank
pads. were covered with epoxy or latex paint to fix any

remaining contaminat !,n.

0 Revetments were washed, scrubbed, and painted.
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Figure 94. Thor pad after BLUEGILL Prime fire, Johnston Island. Operation
DOMNIMC., Compare with Figure 85 from nearly same point of view.

f4$

44

Figure 9S. Cleanup of Thor pad following BLUEGILL Prime f ire. Johnston Island,

Operation DOMNIIC.
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0 The bottom of all cable trenches were covered with 1 inch

(2.5 cm) of concrete and the sides were washed, scrubbed,
and painted. Cable trer-h covers were replaced if contaml-
nated. Existing cable conduit pipes were sealed at each end
with concrete or steel plate and replaced with new pipes.

o The missile shelter was scrubbed and scraped to bare metal
and repainted. The wooden ties supporting the shelter rails
were covered with concrete,

o All electrical ground connection wells were filled with
concrete.

* All expansion-joint grouting on the concrete pad was re-
moved and replaced.

o All tools, equipment, etc. that could not be decontaminated
were buried at sea in accordance with ABC standards.

o The long-range theodolite tower and the camera tower wre
scrubbed and repainted.

After about 2 weeks of decontamination efforts, the levels of radioactivity
were as shown In Figure 97. These readings were taken after debris had been
removed and everything had been washed, scrubbed and cleaned, but before paint-
Ing. The readings were taken on 6 August and there were still areas above
100.000 CPW -- high levels of contamination. Information on contamination
levels after 6 August is not available, except for some readings taken late In
November (3 weeks after the last event at Johnston Island). During the cleanup,
meticulous care was taken to ensure personnel safety. Full protective clothing
was worn, Including respirators (Figure 98). Figure 99 shows the soil removal
and replacement process and the driver of the front loader Is properly clothed
including full head covering. Returning workers underwent nose swipe tests as
a check on any possible inhaled contamination (Figure 100). Contaminated cloth-
Ing was dumped in barrels at the edge of the contaminated area for separate
laundry (Figure 101).

The two revetments at the launch pad were surveyed 23 November and readings
from 0 to 20.000 CPYM were recorded (see Figure 102). Because of the continuing
alpha contamination around the pad. a continuous surveillance system was Insti-
tuted that included daily Inspections of the launch pad area, spotchecks of
shoes rf individuals as they left the area, and periodic checks of the dining
facllit r (alpha-emitting contamination Is a medical problem only if it enters
the body). Loose or chipped paint or concrete was dumped In the ocean, and the
exposed areas were repainted. After each missile firing, radsafe personnel In-
spected the area for evidence of exposed contaminated coral or other contamina-
tion problems (Reference C.l.N, p. A-17).

Replanning the Operation

The enforced pause allowed the DOD to replan the remainder of the FISHBOWL
series. The URRACA event was cancelled to avoid further damage to satellites ".
and th;.7-ý new shots were added (Reference D.15, p. 363). Whether due to the
lackluster Thor performance or to an insuffIcient supply of them, different
missiles, the Army Nike-Hercules, were made ready for two of these new events.
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Figure 96. Inspection of Thor engine parts following BLUEGILL Prime fire on
Johnston Island. Operation DOMINIC.

Figure 99. Loader moves contaminated soil near Thor launch pad during cleanup
operations, Johnston Island. Operation DOMINIC.
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Figure 100. Workers dispose of protective clothing before showering when
leaving Thor launch pad cleanup area on Johnston Island.

Figure 101. Workers cleaning up Thor launch pad receive nose-swipe tests for x ,Inhaled contaminants, DOMINIC. 
"
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An Air Force official issued a public statement on 27 July statinq that the
Thor failures should not be equated with the state of U3.S. military prepared-
ness, pointing out that several of the Thor failures were related to pod and
exhaust flam interactions or other causes not related to the Thor's military
us* (New York Times, 27 July 1962).

BLUEGILL Double Prime (15 October 1962, 2130)

Eighty-two days after BLUEGILL Prime failed, a third attempt to execute .'
BLUEGILL was made just before midnight. A second launch pad had been installed
in the interim as a backup in case of another accident. Three heavily instru-
mented pods were attached to the Thor missile as part of the experimental
program. The missile malfunctioned shortly after launch, requiring the Range
Safety Officer to order the destruction of the warhead approximately 95 seconds
after launch. All three pods were recovered.

During this period the Nike-Hercules missile had two certification firings.
Both of these firings ended in automatic self-destruct of the missile because
of command guidance beacon loss for more than the preset time allowed. As
result of this problem the Thor was selected for the next BLUEGTLL attempt
(Reference C.l.L. p. C-3-1).

CHECKMATE (19 October 1962. 2Ž30)

Preparations by Sandia Corporaeton to launch the first low-yield shot of
the high-altitude series paralleled the BLUEGILL Double Prime preparations.
Thus, 5 days after BLUEGILU. Double Prime failed. CHECKMATE was ready for
launching. The launch vehicle was a modified XM-33 rocket, designated Strypi.
Because of its small size and payload capacity In relation to the Thor missile,
it carried no instrumented pods. Also, it required additional thrust from two
Recruit booster rockets that were attached to its base.

The CHECKM~ATE device was successfully launched using the Strypi. Yield and
burst altitude were very close to those desired. Nearly all projects reported
outstanding success in obtaining diagnostic data. Weather conditions were
excellent in the Johnston Island area, allowing good optical data to be taken.
Observers on Johnston Island saw a green and blue circular region surrounded
by a blood-red ring formed overhead that faded in less than 1 minute. Blue-
green streamers and numerous pink striati.ons formed, the latter lasting for 30
minutes. Observers at Samoa saw a white flash, which faded to orange and dis-
appeare-d in about 1 minute.

Ten small Instrumentation rockets were fired from Johnston Island and
twelve from Barking Sands, Kauai. Three of the small rockets launched from
Johnston were used in an attempt to sample the nuclear cloud.. None of the
three was successfully recovered (Reference C.l.L, p. C-8-1).

All nonessential personnel (787) were evacuated to the amphibious assault
ship, USS Princeton (LPH-5), by helicopter before the shot and returned the
day after the shot.
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mositton= of atrcca 't in the air array to gather scttmtlftc data o•: For
control purposes arm sh•n tn Figure 103. Tn addition to those shJbm in Flgure
103, two •-50 weather lalccraft, one 5C-54 S•R alrcraEt, and one U-2 pattlcl- :, :,
pated. Two RC-121s pecttclpated equator.

andrOne KC-135 again below the Shtp

posltlorus ace shoq•n tn •lgure 104. •,! .:•
BLUEGILL Triple Prime 125 October 1962. 23591

The fourth attempt to launch the BLUEGZLL device using a Thor mtsslle •s -', '
successful. Oboervers a• Johnston Island saw a brilliant •btte Flash. and a •.

noticeable thermal pulse could be felt on bere skin. A slightly distorted ".'S.4
bright moon-like sphere was observed -- yellow at first and gradually showing .:
hues of greQn, plnk, and vlolet -- and blue-purple stre•mcs were •ocmed. At M
10 minutes the glow •ms bright enough that a watch could be read In the dark €;

Sand Jt persisted for at! least 30 minutes. At Samoa, obBet•cers saw a pink bend
at the horizon, which faded a•ter about 10 m•nutes to gray. 'a•,.
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Scientific experiments were quit* successful, including photography. The
weather was exceptionally clear. Three Instrumentation pods wre carried aloft
by the Thor missile. They functioned properly and wore sabeequently recovered
by the Navy and returned to Johnston Island. All three pods wer radioactive;
the highest reading wa 14 R/hr, measured 8 hours after detontilton (Reference,

C.l.L. p. C-4-1).

Twonty-eight smalI t rtumentation rockets were launched from Johnston
Island. Including two for sampllng the nuclear cloud debris. The nosecones
from those two sampling rockets were not recovered (Reference C.2053. p. 247).

All nonessential personnel (803) were evacuated from Johnston Island to

Princeton before the shot and returned the next day.

Two men on Johnston Island sustained burns on the retinas of their eyes.
One Air Force enlisted man was wearing protective goggles, but the lenses were
in the up, or nonprotective. position. me had lost track of the countdowt and
wes walking, toward his preassigned position. As he reached up to adjust the
lenses, the detonation occurred. Following the shot he observed blurring and a

dark spot in front of each eye. He was transferred to Tripler General Hospital
for a 29-day stay and was later cared for at the Air Force School of Aerospace

Medicine (APSAM) at Brooks AFB. Texas. His central vision wdz .,paired and
initially his vision was 20/400 O.U. His vision Improved during his stay at
Tripler and was 20/30 in both eyes on leaving. At APSAM his vision continued
to improve and was 20/25 O.U. for distance and 20/20 O.U. for **ar in 1963

(Reference D.13. p. 136).

A Navy enlisted man had his goggles in the ready position or his forehead.
He stated that he was looking straight ahead wfhen the detonatio, occurred. He
then looked up and down rapidly. He had an ImediatL after-ima4ge of a large.
round, white ball, which lasted for an hour but returned whet- he awke early
the next morning. At Tripler his central visual acuity was l•se than 20/400.

The best visual acuity was 20/60 to 20/70 looking off-center, His vision did
not Iraprove either at Triplvr or at AFSAM. However, the patient noticed an in-
creased ability to compensate for the loss of central visual acuity (Reference o

D.13. p. 136).

There is a remote possibility that the burns of both men could have re-
suited from a reflection rather than a direct Image. Such reflections could
come from a wrl.•twatch face or a variety of ,,ini o•tel or glass surfaces
(Feference D.16, p. 74).

The Air Force arrayed 22 aircraft for the detonation as shcwn In Figure
'05. Other aircraft participating included Air Force WB-50s and U-2s (wea-
ther). Navy P2Vs (surveillance and pod recovery), and Marine helicopters (pod
recovery).

Nine Navy ships were positioned to gather scientific data. Their locations

are shown in Figure 106.
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KINGFISH (I November 1962, 0210) 4

The KIWIoSH ement was the fourth successful high-altitude event. A Thor

missile launched the nuclear warhead and throe Instrument pods to the desired
altitudes. Johnston Is)and observers saw a yellow-white, luminous circle with
intense purple streamers for the first ilnute. Some of these streamers dis-
played what appeared to be a rapid twisting ntion at times. A large pale-green

patch appeared somewhat south of the burst and grew, becoming the dominant

visible feature after 5 minutes. By H+l the green had become dull gray, but
the feature persisted for 3 hours. At Oahu a bright flash was observed and

after about 10 seconds a great white ball appeared to rise slowly out of the

"m and w visible for about 9 minutes.

The three pods were released on schedule prior to detonation and all three

wore recovered by the Navy (two by helicopter and one by ship). All pods were

radioactive with the highest reading at 2 R/hr measured 8 hours after detona-

tion (Reference C.1.L. p. C-7-3).

Twenty-nlne small rockets carrying experirwnts were launched from Johnston N
Island. Two rocket nosecones wore configured for samplinq the nuclear cloud

debris and recovery from the ocean; however, neither could ae found (Reference

C.l.L. p. C-7-8).

All nonessential persornel (787) were evacuated from Johnston Island to
f•tX n before the shot and ware returned the following morning.

The aircraft array at shot time Is shown in Figure 107. Other aircraft used
included P2Vs (surveillance and pod recovery), W-50s and U-2s (woath~r), and

Marine helicopters for pod Lecovory. Both RC-121s that operated below the equa-
tor in the previous high-altitude shots had returned to California before this

The Navy had a ten-ship array, as show In Figure 108. These ships ware
positioned to obtain needed scientific data before, during, and after the
detonation. As In the other high-altitude shots, the Navy had other ships In

the area as well, which wore used for nonscientific misslons.

TIGHTROPE (3 November 1962, 2130)

A Mike-Hercules missile launched the low-yield warhead successfully. At
Johnston Island. there was an Intense white flash. Even with high-denslty goq-
gleo. the burst was too bright to view, even for a few seconds. A distinct
thermal pulse was also felt on the bare skin. A yellow-orange disc was form-nd,

which transformed itself Intc a purple doughnut. A glowing purple cloud was
faintly visible for a few minutes.

No instrument pods were used on this event. Although experimental project
participation was reduced sowhat for this event, excellent data were ob-
talned. Seven instrumented small rockets were fired from Johnston Island In

support of experiments. Another Mike-Hercules missile was launched 5 seconds
before the nuclear-tipped missile, carrying a radar transmitter to the area of

the nuclear detonation (Reference C.I.L., p. C-9-2).
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Figure 107. Aircraft array for DOMINIC, KINGFISH (source: Reference C.2053.
Appendix E).
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Figure 108. Ship positions, DOMINIC, KINGFISH.
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I

Six hundred and thirty-three nonessential personnel were evacuated from
Johnston Island before the detonation to Princeton; they returned to the Island

"the following morning.

Locations of precisely positioned aircraft are shown In Figure 109. Other
aircraft participating Included Navy P2Vs (surveillance). two RC-121s (airborne -

air operations centers), two B-50s. and U-2s (weather observation).

I ""O'
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18° "0

",...,
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17030'
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16O310'
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Figure 109. Aircraft array for DOMINIC, TIGHTROPE (source: Reference C.2053.
Appendix E).

Figure 110 shows locations of ships that participated in TIGrTOPE. Sev-
eral ships had surveillance, range safety, etc. functions in addition to those
operating as scientific stations.
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Figure 110. Ship positions, DOMINIC, TIGHTROPE.
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CHAPTER 8

U.S. ARMY PARTICIPATION IN OPERATION DOMINIC

The Army was not given a specific mission, nor was It formed Into an oper-
ational task group for DOMINIC as were the Air Force and Navy. The Army was
well represented Lby personnel on the Joint Task Force 8 (JTF 8) staff and the
staffs of the two Island base commands at Christmas and Johnston islands. In
addition, personnel from 86 Army units were represented at DOMINIC. Missions
conducted by Army units included radiological safety (radsafe) functions, mil-
Itary police duties. Nike-Hercules missile launches, and long-line communica-
tions installation and operation for islands In the Southern Conjugate Area.
Exposures for Army personnel ware generally very low. Two Army units (the Chem-
ical Corps Radiological Unit and the Chemical Corps Training Command) working e
in the JTF 8 Radsafe Branch, specifically with the Air Force sampler aircraft,
recorded exposures that were higher than the other Army units, with a few over
3 R. These men, however, were authorized to receive up to 23 R by the JTF 8
Operations Order because they wore working with sampler alrcrift.

Table 23 lists all Army organizations represented at DOMINIC. The table
also shows a four-digit code that was used to Identify units for personnel
film badge issuance and suymation of readings. All codes with associatv.sd or-
ganizations are listed In Appendix B. The table is divided into two parts. the
first being the units with significant* participation listed In the order of
their discussion in this text. The 55 units in the second part of Table 23
contributed only 65 men; none of .hese had exposures greater than 0.33 R. The
mean exposure for all Army perso-anel was 0.20 R. The numbers shown In the table tw
are from the Consolidated List (Reference C.1.2) without the changes and cor-
rections discussed In the teav'.

52nd Artillery Reqiment, -art Bliss, Texas. The unit that launched the Nike-
Hercules missiles from Johnston Island was the 2nd Missile Battalion, 52nd
Artillery Regiment. All personnel listed under organization codes 8255
(52nd Artillery Regiment) and 8273 (2nd Missile Battalion) are from this
unit. This unit was selected by the Army Missile Command (AMC), designated
Task Unit (TU) 8.1.7. to launch the Nike-Hercules misile that carried the
TIGHTROPE device to its detonation altitude over Jolmston Island, as well
as the Mike-Hercules that carried a radar beacon on the second test. Most
of the 38 personnel arrived on Johnston Island in August 1962 and departed
after the TIGHTROPE shot on 3 November 1962. All exposures for persons in
these two codes were less than 0.1 R.

* Significant is used In this chapter to mean having a large contingent at
DOMINIC, a mission or function that Is well understood, or a radiological
exposure worthy of comment.
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25th Aviation Company., Schofield Barracks, Hawa 4.. The 25th Aviation Company
was a helicopter company belonging to the 25th Infantry Division at Scho- 4
field Barracks, Hawaii. Of the 10 men badged, three were warrant officers
and one was a lieutenant, which strongly suggests that these men were hel-
icopter pilots. However, there is no available information that any Army
helicopters were at Johnston Island. Nine of the ten persons were stationed
on Johnston Island from August through the last shot in November. The rq-
maining man, a private first class whose specific duties are also unknown,
was stationed at Christmas Island from April through July. The highest
exposure recorded for the ten was 0.115 R.

Army Chemical Center, Edgewood Arsenal, Maryland. This organization had 16 men
badged, all on Johnston Island. The 5x8 cards of eight of these Indicated
that they were assigned to the Nuclear Defense Laboratory (NDL) at the
Army Chemical Center. NDL managed and executed Projects 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, and
SWORDFISH Project 2.1 (see Chapter 3 for a discussion on these projects).
It is probable that the other eight also worked on these same projects
because theIr 5x8 cards were marked "TU 8.1.3," which is synonymous with
DOD experimental prolects. Most of the badges from this unit showed some
exposure but only one was greater than 0.5 R. that being 1.325 R -- all
accumulated on one badge worn from May through November by a man working
on the three Johnston Island projects. NDL also had three enlisted men
(not badged) working at the Radiological Laboratory in Hawaii.

Army Chemical Corps Radiological Unit, Duqway, Utah. This unit had 24 men
badged during DOMINIC. All but five worked with Air Force personnel monl-
toring and decontaminating the B-57 sampler aircraft, and they may also
have been involved with sample removal. The remaining five men worked In
the JTF 8 Radsafe Branch performing monitoring and instrument repair du-
ties. Duty stations included Christmas Island. Johnston Island and NAS
Barbers Point on Oahu. Some men moved from Christmas Island to NAS Barbers
Point after the last shot at Christmas Island In July. Most of these men
had a total of three or more badges during the entire operation, usually
with readings between 0.1 and 1 R for each badge. One man's total exposure
was incorrectly computed on his 5x8 card; it should have been 3.384 R in-
stead of 2.825 R. Overall, exposures were relatively high for this unit,
because of their work with contaminated aircraft. Three exposures were be-
tween 3 and 4 R. Nine other exposures were between 1 and 3 R.

Army Chemical Corps Training Cotmmand, Fort McClellan, Alabama. Ten men of this
unit were badged during DOMINIC. All worked with Air Force personnel In
monitoring and decontaminating B-57 sampler aircraft. They may also have
been involved with sample removal and packaging for shipment. Eight were
stationed at Christmas Island and the other two were stationed at NAS Bar-
bers Point. Two of the eight at Christmas Island moved in July, one to
Johnston Island and one to NAS Barbers Point. Most had several badges dur-
Ing their stay In the test area. As expected, exposures were relatively
high. Five had exposures over 1 R, two of which were between 2 and 3 R;
the highest exposure recorled was 2.677 R.

U.S. Corps of Cadets, West Pol1.-t. One individual, a cadet at West Point, spent
2 we eks at Christmas Island in June 1962. He was the son of Commander,
JTF 8, and his badge recorded no exposure.
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901st Counter-Intelligence Coms Detachment, Sandia Bs New Mexico. Although
there were only two men badged from the 902nd Combat Intelligence Corps,
sly to eleven worked In intelligence and counterIntel!igence for Hq JTF 8
during DOMINIC. Two were assigned to Christmas Island, two to Johnston
Island, and two to Oahu. in addition to five to eight in the J-2 section
of JTF A (Reference C.I.A. p. K-A-2). Units providing these other intelli-
gence personnel are unknown. Exposures for the two badged with this unit,
who were on Johnston Island. were less than 0.2 R.

2nd Engineer Battalion. Ft. Belvolr, Virginia. Three men were badged; all were
on Johnston Island from August to November. These men probably assisted
the 518th Engineer Detachment, which operated and maintained the liquid-
oxygen plant.

65th Engineer Battalion. Schofield Barracks. Hawaii. Two men were badged; both
were on Christmas Island from May to July, probably assisting the 497th
Engineer Company In operating and maintaining the petroleum, oil, and lub-
ricant (POL) pipelines.

497th Engineer Company, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. Nine men were badged. most of
whom operated and maintained about 30 miles (50 k3m) of POL pipeline on
Christmas Island. One person, whose duties are unknown, was on Johnston
Island from September to December.

518th Engineer Detachment, Ft. Belvoir, Virginia. This detachment operated and
maintained the liquid-oxygen plant on Johnston Island, which suppll.d fuel
to the Thor missile. Most of the 26 men badged arrived In May and remained
through the last shot in November.

151st Enqineer Group, Ft. Benning, Georgia. One enlisted man was badged. He
was stationed at Christmas Island from April to July, probably assisting _,

the 497th ErgIneer Company in operating and maintaining the POL pipelines.

The highest exposure among these five engineer units was 0.253 R by a zran who
helped to operate and maintain the liquid-oxygen plant at Johnston Island from
May to November. -:A

Army Garrison, Fort Shafter, Hawaii. Five men were badged under this organiza-
tion. A captain from the 6th Explosive Ordnance Disposal Detachment at Ft.
Shafter, was on Johnston Island from August through September, the period
during which the Thor launch erea was being decontaminated and rebuilt.
The other four performed separate duties with a variety of organizations,
one sergeant working with the Navy for 6 months. The highest exposure re-
corded was 0.79 R. this man worked on Johnston Island from May through the
last shot in November.

Army Garrison, Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. This organization had 14 men badged.
It was a conglomeration of post support personnel and is not similar to a -
normal Army unit. Two of the fourteen were actually from the 25th Infantry
Division and were listed with this organization erroneously. Some of these
men worked on Christmas Island and some on Johnston Island. One worked In
the dispensary as an aide, one worked for CJTF 8 on Christmas Island. and
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one was a visitor to Christmas Island for 2 days. The highest exposure re-
corded was 0.181 R.

N Army Garrisons -- Other Locatioi;_. in addition to the garrisons at Ft. Shafter
and Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, there were three other posts that supplied
personnel: Ft. Lewis. Ft. BelvoIr, and Sandia Base. The Army garrison.
Johnston Island, is also shown as sending one person; however, there were
no Army persiu,nel actually assigned to the island In 1962. This Individual
listed no home organization on his 5x8 card and entered Johnston Island as
his home station instead of his duty station. These men perfocmed a variety
of duties, some at Chri3tmas Island and some at Johnston Island. The Ft.
Lewis garrison was assigned two organization codes. All badges except one
recorded no exposure; the exception recorded 0.21 R.

HIeadquarters, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland. All but five men from this
unit ware assigned to Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL), which is lo-
cated at Aberdeen. There are four duplicate names on the Consolidated List,
making the total 31 instead of 35. BRL was active In the DOD experimental
program on Projects 1.1, 6.2, And 6.3, as described in Chapter 3. All were
on Johnston Island, most arriving In May and remaining through the last
shot in November. They ware probably iot on Johnston Island during the
August through September pause in operaticn. The highest expo&sire received
was 0.95 R by a man who arrived in June and departed in November.

Headquarters, Fort Bliss, Texas. This unit had 11 persons badged; all on
Johnston Island. Since the 2nd Missile Battalion, 52nd Artillery Regiment,
which launched the Nike-Hercules missiles at Johnston Island, was from Ft.
Bliss. this contingent was probably supporting the missile unit. The high-
est exposure received was 0.75 R.

Headquartvrs, PIcatinny Arsenal. This group had nine men badged, all on John-
ston Island. They worked on the TIGHTROPE nuclear warhead io that it would
function in the Nike-Hercules missile. Most were on Johnst-)n Island from
September through the last chot in November, although one left in October.

Badge readings were less than 0.1 R.

291st Militat-,' Police Company, Redstone Arsenal, Alabama. Although JTF 8 rec-
ords Inditrate that three persons wore badged from this unit, the 5x8 cards
show that only one was from the 291st Military Police Company. The other

two were from the Army garrison at Ft. Campbell, Kentucky, %nd the Army
Missile Command. All three ware on Johnston Island; all exposures ware
less than 0.1 R.

524*h Military Police Company, Fort Shafter, Hawaii. This unit had 66 men
badged (1 was listed undr: the 3638th Flight Training Squadron, code 4106).
"Some were it Christmas Island and some at Johnston Island. At both islands
they formed the island base command Mlita-y Police Detachment. They pa-
trolled the islands and guarded specified facilities such as the liquid-
oxygen plant and the Master Control Bunker at Johnston Island (Reference
C.I.A. p. K-B-12). Only one person In this unit received more than 0.5 R,
recording 1.25 R while on Johnston Island from May through November. As a
military policeman he probably remained on Johnston Island during the

JN August through September operational pause.
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2nd Missile Battalion. ft. Bliss. Texas. Zee 52nd Artillery Roalment.

ArmY Missile Command (AC). Redstone Arsenal. Alabama. The AM contingent was
designated TU 8.1.7 and was responsible for obtaining, shipping, checking
out, and launching the Mike-Hercules missiles for the TIGHTROPE event. It
designated the 2nd Missile Battalion 52nd Artillery Regiment from Ft.
Bliss. Texas, to accomplish this; however, eight men from AMC managed the
program at Johnston Island. Their exposures were less than 0.1 R. The
highest exposure was 0.048 R.

White Sands Missile Rane (WSR), Mew Mexico. The Consolidated List shows 53
men badged from WSMR; however, one person listed was actually from Ft.
Myer. Virginia, and one person was listed twice, so the total &hould be
51. most of them wore assigned to the signal Missile Support Agency (SMSA)
at WSMR. However. three ware from the Electronics Research and Development
Activity' (RDA), which was responsible for Project 6.1 (see Chapter 3).
mhere ware also two men ftom VEC. WSMR (probably Western Electric Corpora-
tion), and one from Bell Telephc, Laboratories, WSMR. Fourteen of the
fifty-one ware stationed on Christmas Island where SMA was fielding Proj-
ect 7.3. and the rest ware on Johnston Island. Periods of time in the test
area ranged from a few days to 6 months. The one porson listed in Table 23
under U.S. Army Signal Missile Support Agency (organization code 4116)
should be discounted as he Is Included among the 51 people listed herein.
The highest exposure received by these 51 was 0.34 R.

725th Ordnance Battalion, Schofield Barracks, KHa 11. This unit, part of the
25th Infantry Division at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii, had three men badged.
all on Christmas Island from May to July 1962. They ware probably mainte-
nance or supply personnel taking care of equipment brought over by other
elements of the 25th Infantry Division. All exposures ware less than 0.1 R.

200th Ordnance Qetachwnnt, Fort Bliss. Texas. This unit was the missile support
unit for the 2nd Plssile Battalion, 52nd Artillery Regiment (Mike-
Merc4les), and had six men badged, all on Johnston Island. They supported
the missile motor section, missile guidance section. launcher, and Battery
Control Trailer -- all part of the Nike Firing Battery. All six badges re-
corded no exposure.

Company A. School Trgopo, Fort Gordon, Georrza. Seven men from this organiza-
tion arrived and departed Christmas Island together. They were on the
Island from April to July. Although their specific duties are not recorded,
they worked for the JTF 8 staff.

USAS..merlan Mgrlnor. This ship was operated for the Army by Mathiasen Tanker
Industries, Inc., Philadelphia. Penrylvania. The Army Missile Comuand
used this ship, designated the DAM.? (Down Range Anti-Misn'le Measurement
Program) ship, as an instrumentation platform for Project 6.13. Other
experiments also used the ship for some of their projects. notably Projects
6.8 and 6.9. Employees from RCA and Barnes Engineoering ware on board the
ship for extended periods during the high-altitude tests. Their exposure
data are discussed In Chapter 11. The 106 civilian crewmembers for American
Mariner are shown in Table 23. The exposures they received were relatively "*
low; 65 recorded no exposure and 41 received between 0.001 and 0.31 R.
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125th 5104l Battalion, Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. This unit was part of theI 25th Infantry Division at Schofield Barracks. Hawaii. There wate only 29
men badged from this unit, but many more were Involved in the unit's mis-
sion, which established and maintained the long lines of communication for
DOMINIC. The won operated communications equipment on several islands
throughout the Southern Conjugate Area, French Frigate Shoals. Christmas
Island, and Johnston Island. The highest exposure recorded was 0.327 R.

595th Sional Company, Fort Monmouth. New Jersey. This unit only had two persons
but one received 1.35 R. among the higher Army DOMINIC exposures. He was
on Christmas Island from April to July and then moved to Johnston Island.
where he stayed until after the last shot In November. His specific duties
are not known. The other badged person wav on Johnston Island from May 6
through the last shot in November.

999th Signal Company, Naha, Okinawa, and Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. This unit
was given three different organization codes, one by mistake and one be-
cause one sergeant indicated that he was from Schofield Barracks, Hawaii,
Instead of Okinawa. This sane individual also received an unusually high
exposure of 2.281 R while he was on Johnston Island. He worked for the
Weapons Effects Test Group. Field Onomand. Defense Atomic Support Agency.
on Johnston Island from May through November but almost all his exposure
was received from September to November. Exposures for the four others
badged with this unit wore less than 0.1 R.

Army i•gnal Radio Propagation Agency (SRPA), FOrt Monmouth, New Jersey. Eleven
men were badged from this agency; hoover, there were two additional per-
sonnel from this agency In the test area. They were mistakenly placed in
the records with the Army Signal Research and Development Laboratory
(SROL), which is also at Ft. Monmouth. SRPA was responsible for managing 9
and fielding Project 6.5d, which Involved a contingent of men at Kwajalein
as well (see Chapter 3). SRPA also provided an Army Radio Frequency and
Field Intensity Team to the JTF 8 Frequency Interference Control Center.
Working with Douglas Aircraft Company and Sandia Corporation. the men con-
ducted a comprehensive survey of all RF fields on Johnston Island. All

4badged personnel were on Johnston Island, some from May through the last
i shot and others for shorter periods. Exposures were averaqe for location

and duration on the island. The highest exposure recorded was 0.483 R.

iArmy Sinal Research and Development Laboratory (SRDL), Fort Monmouth, New Jet-
sey. This unit is creditod with seven men ir the Consolidated List: how-

4 ever, two of these belonged to SRPA (above) and one other person was listed
twice by mistake. A fourth man's 5x8 card shows only that he was from Ft.
Monmouth and that he spent 1 day In the test area. The remaining three men

, ~were from VMDL. Two wore at Johnston island from May to September and one "

,was at Johnston island from June to July. SRDL was responsible for managing
"*Projects 6.5o and 6.11. Most of the Project 6.5e activity was on the island

of Hawaii and SRDL's role In Project 6.11 was as manager only, perhaps
explaining why only three from SRDL were badged. Fxposures for all seven
were less than 0.1 R, the highest being 0.099 R.
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Strategic Army Comunications Command (STARCOM), Fort Shafter, Hawaii. Nine men
from this command wore badged and all were on Christmas Island. Although
its specific duties are not known. STARC0K was usually responsible for
long lines of communication. so these men nvy well have worked wtch the
125th Signal Comtiany In establishing lines of communication ftc. the many
Islands used dur'Ing DOMINIC. Badge readings were less than 0.1 R.

Olst Trans2ortation Company, Schofield B4rrecks, Hawaii. Thli unit was a non-
divisional light helicopter company that supported the 25th Infantry Divi-
sion at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii. Five of the fifteen men badged were
officers or warrant officers, perhaps an indication that they were heli-
copter pilots. If so. they may have been assisting the Marines In pod re-
covery or personnel evacuation- since all 15 men served on Johnston Island.

Exposures were less than 0.1 R.

Army Trioler General Hospital, Honolulu, Hawaii. This hospital had 11 persons
badged during DOMINIC. Several other hospitals and medical organizations
had a total of seven additional persons badged. These medical and dental
personnel were assigned either to Christmas or Johnston Island, with some
moving to Johnston from Christmas in July when Christmas Island closed.
One man from Walter Reed Hospital was a nuclear medicine specialist and
was assigned to the Johnston Island Base Command staff. These medical spe-
cialists supplemented the civilian medical staff under contract to Holmes

N Narver at both locations. The highest exposure recorded for the 11 men
identified was 0.117 2.
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CHAPTER 9

U.S. NAVY PARTICIPATION IN OOMINIC

Participation of Navy organizations was not limited to formal naval task
units during DOMINIC. Navy representatives were also found in various sclen-
titfc units. In addition to the Navy's Joint Task Group 8.3 (JTG 8.3), DOMINIC
hc other task groups with dominant Navy involvement and manning. Specifically,
these wore JTG 8.8 (FRIGATE BIRD) and JTG 8.9 (SWORFISH). Both FRIGATE BIRD
and SWORDFISH were Navy-sponsored events and are covered in earlier chapters.
JTG 8.3, JTG 8.8, and JTG 8.9 all involved extensive use of Navy equipment.
personnel, and expertise. General Navy responsibilities Included participation
In scientific projects such as laying deep-sea moors and instrumenting and
positioning target rafts, air and surface surveillance of the danger area.
providing scientific ship stations, general logistic support, and providing
evacuation ships and helicopter, .

The potential for radiation exposure In these activities was like that for
most other DOMINIC operations -- low. There were several well-defined excep-
tions. however. These exceptic,.'al activities were several directly Involved Insupport of the scientific progrAA.. i

The first was the collection of samples of the device debris from the
underwater shot, SWORDFISH. This required USS Sioux (ATF-75) to enter the
radioactive pool of water created by the explosion as soon as possible after
the burst. This operation Is described In Chapter 6. Exposures experienced
were higher than those of an ordinary DOMINtC operation, but this was expected.
The ship was stripped to a skeleton crew to minimize the possible collective
exposure, personnel were clothed in a way to aid In. decontamination, and self-
reading pocket dosimeters wore carried so that 'the participants and CJTG 8.3 .

knew approximately what exposure had already been accruied at any time. There
appear to have been some problems In the recording of the exposures (see Chap-
ters 6 and 13), but actual exposures appear to be In line with the activities.

The second Navy activity with higher than usual potential for radiation
exposure was pod recovery during FISHBOWL tests at Johnston Island. In this
operation, large objects that had been exposed !to the nuclear burst at rela-
tively short ranges In the thin upper atmosphere or that had been at extremely
close range to the destruction of a nuclear weapon due to mission abort had to
be found, picked out of the water, and returned to Johnston Island. Pods could
have been activated by neutrons or contaminated by device debris or unfissioned
device material. In all cases, care In handling was necessary and was appar-
ently exercised. The crew of the unit that took part in all the pod recoveries,
USS John S. McCain (DL-3), did have generally higher exposures recorded than
other ships. But even with certain irregularities that are apparent in the
ways McCain exposures were recorded (see Chapter 13). these exposures appear
to be appropriate with the activity.
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The third exceptional activity with a potential for higher exposures was
servicing airdrop target rafts. This did not turn out to be a problem, however.
as the highest reading of any target raft was 0.75 R/hr, the next highest was
0.04 R/hr, and the next highest was about 0.00003 R/hr (essentially normal
background). The radioactive rafts wore apparently sunk rather than being de-
contaminated and salvaged.

There wore. however. cases of the opposite character, where the Consoli-
dated List (Reference C.1.2) shows exposures when there is no basis In the
operational history. For example. USS Loyalty (HBO-457) and USS Inflict (15O-
456) were involved in JTG 8.3 activities in conducting the Project 7.1 experi-
nert. At all times, however, the ships were off the coast of Kauai. Hawaii,

800 zo 1.100 noi (1,483 to 2,039 kin) from the test area. They were not involved
In activities in which personnel exposure to radiation was an element. In spite
of this. both Inflict and Loyalty had badged crewmembers with exposures sig-
nificantly above background. One man aboard Inflict had an exposure of 0.702 R.
These exposures are neither understandable nor explainable by the JTG 8.3 nar-
rative in the Final Report, weapon test documents, or log activities for the
ships.

A similar instance was USNS Point Barrow (T-AK,--1). which served as a com-
municetlons and instrumentation ship. It was at Johnston Island for most of
the October and November FISHBOWL operations. Acti"- " at Johnston Island was
primarily connected with high-altitude tests. fror _-. there was no fallout.
There were airdrops near Johnston Island, but v .re detonated high enough
so that no local fallout was formed. NLvns*,, n individual on Point
arro received an exposure of 2.980 R. seven pers.wou' in all had exposures

between 2.50 and 3.00 R. Well over two-thirds of th - oamel aboard the ship
had exposure in excess of 1.00 R. Again the expomsres are , st in keeping with
the ship's known assigned duties.

A Joint Task Force 8 (JTF 8) letter of 26 February 1963 (Reference C.1.3)
stated that near the end of the operation (when certain film lots were being
processed) it was observed that h'-gher-than--,xpected exposure readings were
being obtained. An lamediate check of the rosters revealed that individuals
who had worn the badges could hardly have received such exposures. since they
had not participated in any operation that would have subjected them to such
an exposure. A subsequent analysis of the film indicated that the film pack
surfered deterioration due to environmental conditions. This deterioration was
sufficient to cause an erroneous reading o! the film. Careful examination of
the film base fog revealed the pattern observed to be characteristic of that
associated with environmental damage such as heat, light, and humidity, and
not that of ionizing radiation. The wax dip was suspected of being inadequate,
r-ndering the film packet vulnerable to seal failure with resultant water dam-
age. Thus, a minor amount of deterioration In the f1lm packet was sufficient .'.

to produce a greater film emulsion fog resulting In an erroneous radiation
exposure indication by the film. ,

A 1980 evaluation (Reference D.8) was made of 1,349 DOMINIC film badges.
This included units wi..h suspect exposures and showed that 45 percent of the
badges exhibited one or more types of damage related to light, heat, and age
effects. Ninety percent of the observed damage was moisture associated.
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Mlnety-.lght percent of the films with exposures greater than 0.4 R were dam-
aged. In the absence of a documented radiological exposure, and on the basis
of the extremely high cocrelation between film damage and elevated reading, it
was suggested that film damage may have been responsible for elevated exposure
readings on ships with suspect exposures. It also appears likely that film
damage resulted In small Increases to the exposures (or readings) recorded for
the majority of the DOMINIC populatlon, thereby resulting in slight overestima-
tions of actual exposures received. Therefore, personnel with exposures greater -

than 0.4 R have a high probability that environmental damage to the film badge
may have been responsible for some part of the recorded exposure.

A total of 16 ships had film badge readings that were suspect:

113 Chickasaw (ATF-83) LISS Loyalty (MBO-457)

USS Falgout (DMR-324) US3 Newell (DER-322)

USS Fort Marion (LSD-22) LSS Oak Hill (LSD-7)

USS Fortify (P50-446) USS Q'Bannon (DDE-450)

1SS Inflict (H50-456) USNS Point Barrow (T-AiD-1)

LIS5 Impervious (MSO-440) 115 Takelma (ATF-113)

USS Walker (DOE-517) L3SS Taylor (DOE-468)

US5 Lansing (DER-388) USS Tuscumbia (YTB-762)

However. in this report. the Consolidated List badge readings have been used
with few exceptions to construct the tables that susudrize the exposures, not-
withstanding the fact that these recorded exposures are, in some cases, evi-"
dently greater than actually received.

While the exposure data for Inflict, Loyalty. Point Barrow, and other sus-
pect ships seems unusually high, the opposite Is true of Sioux. The JTG 8.3
Final Report (Reference C.3.1) cites one Sioux crewmember as having received
an exposure of 5.4 R. However, the Consolidated List shows a different story
of the Sloux's exposure. No crewmember Is reported with an exposure In excess
of 3.00 R, the operation's designated Maximum Permissible 3xposure (MPS). When
the 5x8 cards, the original source from which the Consolidated List was pre-
pared, are compared to the final computer-prepared Consolidated List, differ-
encas appear. A few low exposures were raised, and a small number of high
exposures were lowered, among them a few Sioux crewmembers. As a result of a
reevaluation of this small group of film badges, discussed In Ch&pter 13, sev-
eral Sioux crewmembers show higher exposures than entered in the Consolidated
List.

The remainder of this chapter Is a discussion of the Navy units Identified
as having participated in or having representative personnel that participated
In DOMINIC. These units have been Identified In various test documentation,
especially the 138 units whose personael were represented on the Consolidated
List of Exposures.

The order of presentation Is, first, those naval units whose personnel were
badged as members of the JTF 8 command structure. Then follcw Navy laboratory
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and research management organizations, Navy ship units, Navy air units, and
finally a group of. other Navy support groups and organizations. The information
presented Is a short statement of what Is known concerning that unit's partic-
Ipation. Table 24 presents a summarization of the unit exposures in the same
order as the text. The mean exposure for all Navy personnel was 0.176 R. Six
ships that are discussed in the narrative sections that follow do not appear
In Table 24: USS Deliver (ARS-23). USS Ethan Allen (SSBN-608), USS Jenkins (DO-
447). KiS Point Defiance (LSD-31). USS Sea Fox (SS-402). and USS Ute (ATF-76).
Two of these ships. Jenkins and Ute, are in the Consolidated List with IndIca-
tions that no badges were issued on either ship. The remaining four ships are
not in the Consolidated List. However, as the narratives indicate, none of
these six ships are suspected to have been exposed to radiation from DOMINIC.
There was no need for crewmembers to have been badged.

r:.

JOINT TASK FORCE 8 ORGANIZATIONS

Co:0ander Joint Task Group 8.3 Headquarters

During the compressed 4-month planning period. January to April 1962, the
JTG 8.3 staff grow from 15 officers and 17 enlisted men to a total of 20 offi-
cers and 109 enlisted men. CJTG 8.3's duties were operational control of
assigned ships and aircraft, surveillance of the specified danger areas, pro-
viding ships to serve as instrumentation platforms, logistics support, the
recovery of scientific instrumentation from the sea, and providing moored tar-
get rafts. By early January the major portion of CTG 8.3 staff had reported
for duty.

Task Unit 8.3.9 (Special Operations Unit) ..

At maximum strength the task unit consisted of ten officers and 331 en-
listed men. The staff of Task Unit (TU) 8.3.9 (at Pearl Harbor) consisted of 5
officers and 20 enlisted men; the Christmas Island Boat Element (8.3.9.7) was
assigned a maximum of one officer and 62 enlisted men. Following a major shift
from the planned open sea test to Christmas Island, enlisted requirements were
reduced and approximately 100 enlisted men were returned to Commander in Chief,
Pacific Fleet (CINCPAC) for reassignment. In addition to its boat pool work.
CTU 8.3.9 (at Pearl Harbor) was a major unit in JTG 8.3 supply chain. Commander
Task Element (CTE) 8.3.9.7 was responsible for loading a YC (lighter) with
fuel and providing a petroleum-oll-lubricants (POL) boat loading facility. CTE
8.3.9.7 also assisted in Christmas Island evacuation operations. The staff of
TU 8.3.9 had 24' badged members; TE 8.3.9.7 had 94 btlged; TE 8.3.9.6 (Johnston
Island Boat Element) had 55 badged.

NAVY LABORATORY ANO RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS

Bureau of Docks and Yards, Washington, D.C. There was one badged individual.
His assignment and participation are unknown.

Fleet Weather Central, Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. Four personnel were badged.

Navy HydrographIc Office. Two individuals were badged. The Hydrographic Office
In Washington was involved in analysis of underwater sound detection for
the Polaris FRIGATE BIRD event. Hydrographic Office personnel were also
involved In Hq JTG 8 Hazards Evaluation Branch.
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USS Abnakl (ATF-95)

NavY Material Laboratory (NML), New York Naval Shipyard, Brooklyn, New York.
NML provided the basic thermal exposure measurements for Project 4.1. which
was based In aircraft operating from Hickam AFB on shots at Christmas and
Johnston Islands. One man from NML provided analytical' assistance to
SWORDFISH Project 1.3B, but this clearly involved no onsite activity. A
second man from NML had his exposure listed as from an "unidentifiable"
unit in the Consolidated List.

Navy Administrative Unit, Sandia Base, New Mexico. Six individuals were badged
with this unit, which provided administrative support for Navy scientific
personnel stationed at LASL.

Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory (NRDL), San Francisco, California.
Trained personnel assisted the CJTG 8.3 Staff Radsafe Officer for SWORD-

FISH. NRDL also conducted SWORDFISH Projects 2.1 (Base Surge Radiation)
and 2.2 (Radioactive Pool Airborne Monitoring). In these activities NRDL
personnel accrued the highest e..posures of any Navy personnel.

Naval Ordnance Laboratory (NOL), White Oak. Maryland. The laboratory conducted
SWORDFISH Projects 1.1 (Underwater Pressures) and 1.2 (Surface Phenomena).
NOL was assigned the responsibility for coordinating the technical photog-
raphy of the SWORDFISH test event.

Pacific Missile Range (PMR). This unit provided range safety tracking for the
Johnston Island operations. PMR operated USNS Range Tracker (T-AGM-l), '-
which was docked at Johnston Island throughout DOMINIC, as well as portable ,..

equipment at French Frigate Shoals. PMR also provided communications facil-
Ities at Kauai for CTU 8.3.2 (Land Based Naval Units, Kauai). His staff
also devised and installed a range safety missile tracking system on USS
Norton Sound (AVM-l). Commander Pacific Missile Range with CINCPAC, Norton ,..
Sound. and Long Beach Naval Shipyard also installed a special underwater
and radio comunications/crypto installation in Norton Sound.

NAVY SHIPS

The summary of activities provided In this section is taken for the most
part from ships' deck logs. The figures given for each ship's normal complement
have been taken from the D~ctionarv of American Naval Fighting Ships. Actual
manning levels varied from week to week depending up-on transfers, emergency
leave and other routine personnel action.

USS Abnaki (ATF-95)

This fleet oc-ean tug had a normal complement of 85. It was at Johnston
Island for rollup of the October through November operatIons. For TIGhi'ROPE
(Johnston Island. 3 November, 2130), the only shot it was present for. Abnaki
was underway from Pearl Harbor, and at 2130 observed nuclear detonation, about
30 nmi (56 km) north of detonation.
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USS Acerholm. (DD-826) USS A1,,tna (T-AOG-81)

U3S Agsrholg (D0-826)

A destroyer with a ncrmal complement of 355, Agerholm participated only In -A

shot SWORDFISH as the ASROC firing ship. It arrived in the operating area on
8 May and departed 12 May. For shot SWORDFISH (370 nit [685 km] off coast of :
San Diego. 11 May. 1300). Agoehol steamed in company with JTG 8.9.3, composed
of 0M8 lonticello (LSD-35). M Richard B. Anderson (D0-786). USS pausell (DO-
845). SS Hopewell (D0-881). US$ Razorback (SS-394). Sioux, SS Cree (ATF-84).
and S Jolala, (ATF-106). At 0845 observers were transferred from Monticello
and at 1058 CJTG 8.9 arrivel by helicopter and broke his fiag. At H-hour the
ship launched the ASR&C at a 2990 boaring. 4.313 yards (3.9 k3c) from the
target barge. Agerholm reported shock damage to its air search radar and gun
fire control computer. At 1447 CTG 8.9.3 departed ship and transferred to
Ma~nt 1el lo. -.~.U-.

USMAlatna (T-AOG-81)

Alatna was a Military Seaa Transportation Service (MSTS) oiler with a nor- ..

mal complement of 124 and provided bulk fuel to Johnston Isl&nd. It departed
Johnston Island on 4 November. Operational activities for shots that it par- " -

ticipated In are summarized below.

" ARKANSAS (Christmas Island. 2 May, 0902). Moored at Christmas
Island, about 28 nmI (52 k3m) from surface zero. At 1000 third mate
mad. tests for fallout with Geiger colanter. Pesults were negative.
At 1342 underway for Johnston Islanr..

"e QURSTA (Christmas Island, 4 May, 1005). Steaming en route from
Christmas to Johnston Island. appLoximately 600 nmi (1.112 km)
from Christmas Island.

"C CHETCO (Christmas Island, 19 May. 0637). Moored at Christmas Island
about 20 nmi (37 kim) northwest of surface zero. Xt 0753 vessel
monitored for radioactive fallout each hour by deci: officer and
seaman of the watch using AN/t'OR-27.

"e CHAMA (Johnston Island, 18 October, 0601). Steaming from Enewetak
to Johnston Island, approximately 280 nmi (519 kim) north-northwest
of detonation. Flash of light from detonation lit up entire sky
and eastern horizon, witnessed by first officer.

"e CHCKMIATE (Johnston Island, 19 October, 2230). Anchored off John-
ston Island about 40 ntl (74 km) north of detonation. At 2230 all
personnel were under cover and wore dark glasses. Vessel was mont-
tored for fallout with AN/VOR-27 radiac set and was checked hourly.
Crew wearing film badqgs were monitored hourly the next day and
had negative reavIngs.

"e KINGFISH (Johnston Island, 1 November, 0210). At 0200 ship stopped
Its engines at latitude 80 53'N: longitude 1620 50'V, approxi-
mately 660 nmt (1.223 k3a) south-southeast of detonation.
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Alatna (continued) USS Bausell (00-845)

0 TIGHTROPB (Johnston Island. 3 aiovmber, 2130). At 2123 personnel
faced forward In vessel with eyes closed and head down. The ship
was approximately 40 naj (74 1im) south-southeast of surface zero.
At 2134 permission w&s given to uncover eytes and open up vessel. M

USS Ethan Allen (SsBN-608)

Mjclear-powered fleet ballistic lissll,. submarine with a complement of
138. Participated only in shot FRIGATE BIRD as the Missile Submarine Unit (TM -

8.8.3). It was the missile launching submarine. Arrived operating area 2 May ,
and conducted rahearsals through 6 May. Departed the operating area 2200 on ,
shot day. For FRIGATE BIRD (Christmas Island. 6 May. 1430). 12than-Ailen sub-
merged after conducting destruct checks. Firing was delayed several times for
technical reasons. At 1417:49 Ethan Allen fired the missile, on a flight azl-
muth of 2430. range of 1,020 nol (1,890 kim). The crew was not badged for
DOMINIC and the ship does not appear In the Consolidated List. It was not ex-
posed to any DOMINIC radiation.

USS Richard 8, Anderson (DO-786)

Destroyer with a normal complemont of 336. Participated only in shot
SWORDFIEN as the secondary (back-up) firing ship for the ASROC weapon. It also
provided radar range and bearing Inputs and participated in Project 3.1 (Ship
Response). For shot SW)RDFISH (370 nai [685 fm] off San Diego, 11 May, 1300).
Anderson was steaming 4.222 yards (3.9 kim), bearing 3250 T from surface zero.
Ship reported shock wave and reported minor damage. At 2139 departed for San
Diego.

fleet ocean tug with a normal complement of 85, participated In Tigerfish,
SWOR)FISH. ant: STARFISH pod recoveries. Departed Johnston Island on 26 July. -
Operational activities for each shot that It paLticipated In are summarized "'
below.

0 SWORDFISH (370 nml [685 kcm] off coast of San Diego, 11 May, 1300).
Steaming In vicinity of 18 0 30'N, 157 0 38'W, approximately 1,900
nmi (about 3,520 kim) from detonation.

e STARFTSH Prime (Jhnston Island. 8 July, 2300). At 1605 underway
In company with * --Cain. Observed nuclear detonation al 2300. The
next day the ship was underway for pod recovery operat ons. which
were completed by 0258, and pods were transferred to U'1M-10. Ship
about 40 nml (74 k1m) from detonation with USS Grapple ARS-7) and
Sioux.

A destroyer with a normal complement of 367, participated only In shot
SW•RDFZSH as part of thqý Towed Target Array Group as an unmanned destroyer.
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Bausell (continued) USS Cabtildo (LSD-16)

For SWORDFISH (370 not C685 kam] off coast of San Diego, 11 May, 1300), the
ship was towed by Holala in the target and array group. All except a small
securing detail abandoned ship before the detonation. The securing detail com-
pleted their tasks. *nergized the water washdown system, and a:;X abandoned 3
ship about 2 hours before shot time. Bausell. without its crew, was towed by
MolaiA and posit:ioned 2,200 yards (2 km) upwind from surface zero with water
washdown system running at H-hour. The ship was not enveloped by the base '
surge, which approached within 250 yards (about 230 meters) of its fantail.
Maximum radiation Intensities of 44 R/hr, but a total accu-ulated exposure of
only 2 R was recorded on Its fantail (Reference C.3.1, pp. H-17 and H-18;
Reference C.2004, p. 6). At other locations, recorders Indicated much lower
readings and gamma Intensities below deck were less than one-tenth of those
topside. At 1440 the securing detail and decontamination team remanned the ,
ship and reported no contamination. By 1540 all personnel reboarded the ship
and the tow line from Molala was disconnected. Naval Ordnance Laboratory per-
sonnel completed recovery of instruments by 2040. The ship departed for San
Diego the next day, arriving In the afternoon.

US Brush (Do -745) "

A destroyer with a normal complement of 211 participated In FRIGATE BIRD
and SWORDFISH as part of the surveillance unit centered around US$ Yorktown
(CVS-I0). Operational activities for the two shots are summarized below.

"0 FRIGATE BIRD (Christmas Island, 6 May. 1430). Underway as part of
a surveillance unit composed of Yorktown. Norton Sound, Destroyer
Division 232, and &.M_,Maddox (DD-731); USS Preston (DO-795) later
joined the formation. At H-hour Brush was approximately 2,000 yards
(1.8 km), bearing 260"T, from the submerged Ethan Allen when It
launched the Polaris missile. Ethan Allen was approximately 1,020
nri (about 1,890 km) from the FRIGATE BIRD detonation. Six hours
after the detonation Brush, Maddox. and Preston were detached and
proceeded to SWORDFISH operational area.

"o SWORDFISH (370 nmj [685 km] off coast of San Diego, 11 may, 1300).
Underway as part of TU 8.9.4 composed of Yorktown and Destroyer
Division 232 while conducting surveillance In assigned area. At
H-hour Brush was approximately 8,100 yards (7.4 km) from surface
zero, bearing ".060T. Approximately 1-1/2 hours later the ship "w-
parted station 8,000 yards (7.3 km) from Bausell, bearing 2150T,
and proceeded on an Independent exercise. Later the ship joined a
formation with Maddox, Moore, and Preston departing for Long Beach.
arriving the next day.,

tJSS CabIldo (LSD-16)

Dock landing ship with a normal complement of 326 was assigned to transport
rafts from Christmas Island to moorings In target areas south of the island.
The ship also provided evacuation of Gileertese workers. Operational activities
for each shot the ship participated in are summarized below.
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USS Cabtido (continued)

"* ADOBE (Christmas Island. 25 April. 0646). Steaming In target area.
At 0645 observed nuclear detonation at site GZ-10. experienced the
shock wave at 0648 and large cloud rising on bearing 1450 about
30 nmi (56 km). An hour after the shot, the ship returned to
Christmas Island anchorage.

"* AZTEC (Christmas Island. 27 April. 0702). Stearing Independently
while conducting target raft operations off Ch Istmas Island. Ob-
served nuclear blast, bearing 1450, distance 27 nmi (50 km), and
experienced shock wave 3 minutes later. By 0749 the ship was an-
chored off Christmas Island.

"* ARKANSAS (Christmas Island. 2 May, 0902). Anchored at Christmas
Island about 30 nmi (56 1cm) from surface zero. Observed large
mushcoom-shaped cloud rising on bearing of 1500T, 3 minutes later
the shock wave hit the ship.

"* gUESTA (Christmas Island, 4 May 1005). Anchored off Christmas
Island In London Roads. At 1005 observed nuclear blast, about 28
nal (52 km) from ship.

"* YUKON (Christmas Island, 8 May, 0901). Anchored London Roads.
Christmas Island, about 23 nmi (43 km) from surface zero. At 0800
Island natives boarded the ship. At 0901, observed nuclear detona-
tion; 2 minutes later experienced the shock wave.

"• MESILLA (Christmas Island. 9 May. 0801). Anchored 1.000 yards (914
meters) off Bridges Point, Christmas Island. At 0801 observed
atomic burst about 23 nal (43 km) from ship; 2 minutes later the
shock wave hit the ship.

"* MUSKEGON (Chrlstmas Island, 11 May, 0637). Anchored at London
Roads. Christmas Island. Native islanders totalling 205 boarded .

the ship. At 0637 -. served the detonation about 23 nmi (43 ks)
from ship; at 0640 the shock wave engulfed the ship.

"* ENCINO (Christmas Island. 12 may, 0803). Anchored bearing 2910T
from Bridges Point Light, Christmas Island. At 0553 native Island-
ers boarded the ship. At 0803 observed the detonation, bearing
1500 about 25 nini (46 km) from ship. The shock wave hit tnle ship
at 0806.

b. .S

"e SWANEE (Christmas Island, 14 May. 0622). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. Native Islanders boarded the ship 13 May at 2322.
At 0622 viewed nuclear detor .ion about 23 nmi (43 km) from ship;
at 0627 experienced shoc" wave. Commenced monitoring ship with
radiac instruments.

"C CHETCO (Christmas ' Aland, 19 May, 0637). Anchored at Christmas
Island. At 2320 o- 18 May, 160 islanders boarded the ship. Observed
the detonation at 0637 about 23 nuni (43 km) from ship; 1 minute
later experienced the shock waves.
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Cabildo (continued) j

0 TANANA (Christmas Island, 25 May, 0709). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. At 2315 on 24 May, 190 islanders boarded the
ship. Observed the detonation about 23 nmi (43 ku) from the ship
at 0709. By 0845 the native Islanders departed, and the ship was

.underway.

* NAJ•A (Christmas Island. 27 May, 0803). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. At 0613 islanders boarded the ship. Observed the
detonation about 23 nai (43 km) from ship at 0803 and shock wave
at 0805. At 0921 native islanders departed; the ship got underway
to the local operations area by 0956.

* ALMA (Christmas Island. 8 June, 0803). Anchored of f Christmas,
Island. At 0548, 124 native Islanders boarded the ship. Observ,-.d %
detonation about 28 nri (52 kn) from the ship at 0803; experience"
shock wave at 0805. The Gilbertese departed at 0928. Ship was
underway for local operations by 1035.

0 TRUCKEE (Christmas Island, 9 June. 0637). Anchored at Christmas
Island. On 8 June at 2227, 170 Islanders boarded the ship. Observed
the detonation about 23 nmi (43 In) from the ship at 0637; 2 min- ,4
utes later the shock wave engulfed the ship. The islanders departed
at 0750. Ship got underway for local operations by 0952.

* YESO (Christmas Island. 10 June. 0701). Anchored off Christmas
Island. On 9 June at 2350. 237 Islanders boarded the ship. Observed
the detonation at 0701, about 30 not (56 km) from ship bearing
1630 T. The shock wave passed the ship at 0704. At 0842 the island-
ers departed. and the ship got underway for local operations area
by 1208.

* HARLEM (Christmas Island, 12 June, 0637). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. On 11 June at 2225. 155 Islanders boarded the
ship. Observed the detonation at 0637 about 30 nrml (56 kJn) from
ship and experienced the shock wave at 0640. By 0806 the islanders
departed, and the ship got underway for local operations by 0922.

* RINCONADA (Christmas Island, 15 June. 0701). Ancho'ed in London
Roads, Christmas Island. On 14 June at 2218, 148 natives boarded
the ship. Atomic blast occurred at 0701 about 30 nml (56 kn) from
ship. The islanders departed at 0809. Ship got underway at 0925
for local operations.

* DULCE (Christmas; Island. 17 June, 0701). Anchored off Bridges
Point, Christmas Island. On 16 June at 2218, 148 Gilbertese boarded
the ship. Detonation occurred at 070] about 23 nmi (43 kn) from
ship, and the shock wave engulfed the ship I minute later. By 0752
Gilbertese departed and the ship got underway for local operations
by 0920.

0 PETIT (Christmas Island, 19 June, 0601). Anchored off Bridges
Point, Christmas Island. On 18 June at 2227, 123 islanders boarded
the ship. Observed the detonation at 0601 about 30 rnml (56 km) from
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Cabildo (continued) USS Chemuno (AO-30) U

ship and felt the shock wave 2 minutes later By 0715 Islanders
departed. Ship got underway for local operations by 0825.

* OTOcI (Christmas Island. 22 June, 0701). Anchored off Bridges
Point, Christmas Island. At 0523, 72 Islanders boarded the ship.
Observed detonation about 23 nmi (43 k3m) from ship at 0701 and
felt the shock wave 2 minutes later. The islanders departed at
0755. Ship got underway to local operations by 0938.

* BIGHORN (Christmas Island. 27 June, 0619). Anchored at London
Roads, Christmas Island. On 26 June at 2315, 138 islanders boarded
the ship. The detonation occurred about 37 nmi (69 km) from ship.
The islanders departed by 0744. Ship got underway for local opera-
tions by 0915.

• STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island, 8 July, 2300). At 2127 the ship
was underway from Fanning Island to Christmas Island. Observed
exploslon of nuclear device 3150. 900 nmi (1,668 km) at Johnston
Island.

o SUNSET (Christmas Island. 10 July, 0732). Anchored 1,000 yards
(914 meters) off Bridges Point. Christmas Isla..d. Observed deto-
nation 1800, 30 nmI (56 km) from ship. Three minutes later shock
wave hit ship. Underway for replenishment from USS Tolovana (AO-64)
by 0856. -

e Pb0LICO (Christmas Island, 11 July, 0637). Steaming en route from

Christmas Island to Malden Island. At 0637 observed nucleoa deto-
nation, 200, 130 nmi (241 km).

UJSS Carbonero (SS-337)

Submarine, normal complement 66. Participated only in FRIGATE BIRD as TU
8.3.5, FRIGATE BIRD Test Unit. The boat was responsible for obtaining weapon
detonation information and peri,%cope-fireball and cloud-formation photography
(Figure 76), bhangmeter observations of nuclear burst, assisting In surveil-
lance of impact area, and reporting weather observations. For FRIGATE BIRD.,
(Christmas Island, 6 May, 1430). Carbonero's planned position was 26 nmi (46
km) from the estimated burst point; however, no position data for shot time
are available. Technical observers, photographers, equipment, and film were "
transferred to MISS Southerland (DOR-743) for return to Christmas Island after
obtaining photographic and instrumont readings. Boat arrived at Pearl Harbor
10 May.

USS Chemung (AO-30)
')

Oiler with a normal complement of 304. Involved primarily in the June
through July operations at Johnston Island, providing oil and lubricants and
engaged In underway replenlhments. Ship's locations at shot times are sum-
marized below.
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Chemung (continued) USS Chipola (AW-63)

0 AZTEC (Christmas Island, 27 April. 0702). Ship was approximately
540 nml (about 1,000 k1m) east-northeast of Johnston Island.

0 ARKANSAS (Christmas Island, 2 May 0902). Underway for assigned sta-
tion. Ship was approximately 30 nmi (56 km) northwest of Johnston

Islamd.

0 QUESTA (Christmas Island, 4 May. 1005). En route to Pearl Harbor,
approximately 45 nmI (83 km) southwest of Oahu. Hawaii.

0 TANANA (Christmas Island, 25 May, 0709). En route to Johnston

Island. approximately 20 nml (37 km) southeast of island.

0 NA•BE (Christmas Island. 27 May. 0803). Approximately 30 nmi (56
1c) southwest of Johnston Island.

* RINCONADA (Christmas Island. 15 June, 0701). Steamlng en route to
rendezvous with Jenkins. approximately 330 nmi. (611 km) north-
northeast of Johnston Island.

0 DULCE (Christmas Island. 17 June. 0701). Steaming 215 nmi (398 kcm)

southeast of Johnston Island.

USS Chickasaw (ATF-83)

Fleet ocean-going tug with a normal complement of 85. Element of Recovery -
Unit (TG 8.3.6.3). Arrived Johnston Island on 22 July and departed 26 July.
Exposures are summarized In Table 24. For shot BLUEGILL Prime (Johnston Island,
25 July, abort), the only shot It w.s present for, Chickcsaw was underway at
1610 for station, approximately 90 nii (167 km) from detonation. When missile-
was detonated, ship was about 20 nio (37 km) from Johnston Island.

USS ChhIola (AO-63)

Oiler with normal complement of 304. Provided logistic support to TU 8.3.7
and TU 8.3.6, and underway replenishment, fuel. provisions, and fresh and
frozen foods. Operational activities for each shot that It participated In are

sarizod below.

"* YUKON (c~hristmas Island. 8 May. 0901). Steeming Independently en
route from Pearl Harbor to Christmas Island. The ship was approx-
imately 110 nrl (204 km) north of surface zero at the time of

detonation.

"* MESILLA (Christmas Inland, 9 May, 0801). Anchored off London Roads,
Christmas Island. At 0801 observed detonation, bearing 1500, dis-
tance 23 rml (43 1m).

"* MUSKEGON (Christmas Island, 11 may, 0637). Anchored off London
Roads, Christmas Island, about 23 nIai (43 km) from detonation.

"* ENCINO (Christmas Island, 12 May, 0803). Steaming Independently en
route to Christmas Island from local operating area. The ship was
approximately 114 naml (211 k1m) south of Christmas Island at the
time of detonation.
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Chipola (continued) USS Conserver (ARS-39)

".4

"* SWANEE (Christmas Island, 14 may, 0622). Anchored off London Roads.
At 0622 viewed atomic burst, bearing 1400, distance 23 nm1 (43
km).

"* CHBTCO (Christmas Island. 19 May. 0637). Anchored off London Roads,

Christmas Island. At 0637 viewed atomic burst, bearing 1500. dis-
tance 23 nmi (43 km)).

" TANANA (Christmas Island. 25 May, 0709). Steaming Independently en
route from Christmas Island to rendezvous with USS Rowan (DD-782).
At time of detonation, the ship was approximately 240 nmi (445 km)
south-southwest of Christmas Island.

"• NAMBE (Christmas Island, 27 May. 0803). Anchored off London Roads,
Christmas Island. Viewed the alrburst, bearing 15.50, distance
23 nmi (43 kim).

"* ALMA (Christmas Island. 8 June, 0803). Steaming independently to
Pearl Harbor. At time of detonation the ship was approximately 330
rmi (611 kim) north-northeast of Christmas Island.

"* TRUCKEE (Christmas Island, 9 June, 0637). Steaming independently -
to Pearl Harbor. At time of detonation the ship was approximately
600 nmi (1,112 kim) north of Christmas Island.

"* YESO (Christmas Island, 10 June, 0701). Steaming Independently to
Pearl Harbor. At time of detonation the ship was approximately 876
nio (1,622 k1m) north of Christmas Island.

"* STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island, 8 July, 2300). Steaming en route
to Johnston Island from Pearl Harbor. At 2300 the ship reported
viewing the atomic burst. At shot time the ship was approximately
120 rumi (222 km) south of the detonation. .

IUSS Conserver (ARS-39)

Salvage ship with a normal complement of 120. Participated In Christmas
Island operations as a unit of TE 8.3.7 and in Kauai area for Johnston Island
shots as rocket recovery unit. Operati-onal activities for each shot that it
participated In are summarized below.

* ADOBE (Christmas Island, 25 April, 0646). Anchored off Christmas
Island. The ship's washdown system was rigged at 0615, at 0646 the
crew observed detonation, bearing 1350T, distance 23 nmi, (43 km).
The ship was monitored for radiation and only negative readings
were recorded.

* AZTEC (Christmas Island, 27 April, 0702). Anchored off Christmas
Island, about 23 nmi (43 kim) from detonation. Washdown system was
rigged at 0545. The washdown system was again rigged on 29 April.

* ARKANSAS (Christmas Island, 2 May, 0902). Moored off Christmas
Island, about 28 nmi (52 kim) from detonation.
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Conserver (continued) US$ Cree (ATF-84)

"* QUESTA (Christmas Island, 4 May. 1005). Moored off Christmas Is-
land. about 28 nat (52 k1m) from detonation.

"* YUKON (Christmas Island, 8 May, 0901). Moored off Christmas Island.
about 23 nml (43 kim) from detonation.

"* MESILLA (Christmas Island, 9 may. 0801). Moored off Christmas
Island, about 23 nal (43 kim) from detonation.

"* MUISKEGON (Christmas Island. 11 May, 0637). Steaming independently
en route from Christmas Island to Malden Island. At shot time the
ship was approximately 190 nti (352 kim) north-northeast of Christ-
mas Island.

"* ENCINO (Christmas Island, 12 May, 0803). Steaming independently en
route from Malden Island to Christmas Island. At shot time the ship
was approximately 270 nai (500 km) south-southeast of Christmas
Island.

"* SWANES (Christmas Island. 14 May. 0622). Moored off Christmas Is-
land, about 23 nml (43 kim) from detonation.

"* CHETCO (Christmas Island. 19 May, 0637). Steaming en route from
Christmas Island to Pearl Harbor with aircraft transportation
lighter YCV-1412 in tow. At shot time the ship was approximately
1,110 nal (2,057 kcm) north of surface zero.

"* BLUESTONE (Christmas Island. 30 June, 0621). Steaming Independently
In Kauai. Hawaii hazard area.

"• STARFISH Prime (Christmas Island, 8 July, 2300). Steaming Indepen-
dently In Kauai hazard area. On 9 July sighted nosecone and recov-
ered It.

"* SUNSET (Christmas Island, 10 July, 0732). Steaming independently
in Kauai hazard area.

"• PAMLICO (Christmas Island, 11 July. 0637). Steaming independently
In Kaupt hazard area.

US$ Constellation (CV-64)

This ship was not assigned to JTF 8 and was not a participant. It operated
either in the Atlantic or near California during the shots. However, three
personnel were badged according to the Consolidated List with a 0.055 mean
reading. They may have been assigned to JTF 8 for temporary additional duty.

USS Cree (ATF-84)

Fleet ocean tug with a normal complement of 85. Participated only in shot
SWORDFISH, Project Vela. Steaming independently In SWORDFISH operating area,
approximately 95 nmi (176 ki) east of the detonation site at shot time. De-
parted SWORDFISH operating area 5 hours after the detonation. Exposures are-.-,
summarized in Table 24.
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USS Deliver (ARS-23) USS Fal.out (DER-324)

Salvage ship with normal complement of 120. Did not participate in any of
the DOMINIC events. Provided lugistic support for the Johnston Island operation
from January through March 0962. Exposure data are not available.

USS Znqa4e (,•O-433)

Ocean minesweeper with a normal complement of 14. Participated in pod and
nosecone recovery operations as well as in TI) 8.3.6 (Johnston Island Operations
Unit). Arrived Johnston Island 11 October. Departed Johnston Island on 3 Novem-
ber. Operational activities for each shot that the ship participated in are
svmmarized below.

* CHAMP. (Johnston Island, 18 October, 0601). Anchored off Johnston
Island, about 130 nal (241 km) from detonation.

* CHECKMATE (Johnston Island. 19 October, 2230). Underway at 1448
rendezvousing at 2009 with McCain and US5 Safequard (ARS-25). The
ship was approximately 40 nmi (74 km) north of detonation site.

.5
* BLUEGILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October, 2359). Steaming

on assigned station, off Johnston Island, approximately 35 nial (65
kim) north of detonation.

o CALAMITY (Johnston Island. 27 October, 0546). Anchored off Johnston
Island about 140 nmI (259 kn) from CALAMITY shot site.

* HOUSATONIC (Johnston Island, 30 October, 0602). Anchored off John-
ston Island about 240 nmi (445 kn) from HOUSATONIC shot site.

* KINGFISH (Johnston Island, I November. 0210). On 31 October at S.

1600 proceeding to position 130 nmi (241 km), bearing 2000T from %!
Johnston Island to Join USS Forster (DER-334). At 0210 observed V
nuclear test explosion about 100 nmi (185 km) north.

* TIGHTROPE (Johnston Island, 3 November, 2130). At 1123 steaming en
route to Pearl Harbor with gasoline barge YOGN-115 In tow. At 2130
witnessed nuclear detonation approximately 60 nmI (111 km) south-
southeast.

USS Falgout (DER-324)

Radar picket escort with a normal complement of 186. *Aleaent of Area One N
Operations Unit (TU 8.3.7). Decontaminated ship after shot BUMPING. For all
Christmas Island and June and July Johnston Island shots, the ship was under-
way from Pearl Harbor or at weather station Alpha some 570 nmi (1,056 ki)
north-northeast of the Christmas Island airdrops and 1,155 ninl (2,140 km)
south-southeast of Johnston Island. Activities for the fall Johnston Island N
shots are surmarized below from the deck log.

* ANDROSCOGGIN (Johnston Island, 2 Otober, 0617). Operating on spe-
cial surveillance station. The ship was approximately 165 nmi (306
ckm) south-southwest of the detonation.
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Falgout (continued) USS Finch (DER-328)

"* BUMPING (Johnston Island. 6 October, 0552). Operating on special
surveillance station. The ship was approximately 390 nal (723 k3m)
south-southwest from the detonation. The log then states. "1837
[hrx] changed course to 210. Radiation of alfa [sic] particles 0.4

CPM on N scale of alfa meter. 1847 changed course to 030. 1906 %
activated water washdown system. . . . 1925 secured water washdown
system. 1926 the ship was decontaminated. Alfa radiation normal."
Considering the great distance from the detonation point, any con-
nectlon between this incident and the BUMPING test Is extremely
unlikely.

"* CHAmA (Johnston Island. 18 October. 0601). gn route from Johnston
Island to special surveillance station. The ship was approximately
280 n•i (519 km) north-northwest of the detonation.

"• CHECwIMTS (Johnston Island. 19 October, 2230). Underway en route
to special surveillance station from Johnston Island. The ship was
approximately 340 nmi (630 kim) north-northwest of the detonation.

"* BLUGILL Triple Prime (Johnston island, 25 October. 2359). Underway
in special surveillance station. The ship was approximately 450
nil (834 kim) south of the detonation.

"* CALAMITY (Johnston Island. 27 October, 0546). Underway en route to
special surveillance station. The ship was approximately 90 nmI
(167 km) south of the detonation.

"* HOUSATONIC (Johnston Island. 30 October. 0602). Operating In spe-
cial surveillance station. The ship was approximately 240 nmi (445
kc) south-southeast of the detonation.

"* KINGFISH (Johnston Island. 1 November. 0210). Underway operating
In special surveillance station. The ship was approximately 500
nil (927 km) south of the detonation.

"C TIGHTROPE (Johnston Island, 3 November, 2130). Underway operating
on special surveillance station. The ship was approximately 315
nal (584 km) south of the detonation.

USS Finch (DMR-328)

Radar picket escort with a normal complement of 186. Conducted air and
surface surveillance. Operational activities for each shot that it participated
In are sui-arized below.

"e ADOBE (Christmas Island, 25 April, 0646). Steamirg on Station
Alfa-2. The ship was approximately 250 nmi (482 km) n~orth-northeast
of the detonation.

"* AZTEC (Christmas Island, 27 April, 0702). Steaming independently
on Station Alfa-2.

"* TjVN•A (Christmas Island, 25 May, 0709). Steaming independently onStation Alfa-2.
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Finch (continued) USS Forster (DER-334)

e NAMIE (Christmas Island. 27 May, 0803). Steaming Independently on
Station Alfa-2.

* DULCE (Christmas Island. 17 June, 0701). Steaming Independently
from Pape-t*. Tahiti. to Christmas Island. At 0701 reported viewing
nuclear detonation, bearing 3200, distance 30 nmi (56 km); how-
over, the ship was approximately 120 nmI (222 kia) south of the
detonation.

* STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island. 8 July. 2300). Steaming indepen-
dently en route from Station Alfa-2 to 11 0 20'N, 1680 15'W. The
ship was approximately 320 nmi (593 km) south of the detonation.

* SUNSET (Christmas Island, 10 July, 0732). Steaming independently
en route from Johnston Island test area to Station Alfa-2. The
ship was approximately 690 nml (1,279 km) north-northwest of the
detonation.

* PAMLICO' (Christmas Island. 11 July, 0637). Steaming en route to
Station %lfa-2. The ship was approximately 225 nmi (417 km) north-
northwest of the detonation.

U15 Forster (DgR-334)

Radar picket escort with a normal complement of 186. Participated in
Johnston Island operations during October and November as target-raft tending
ship and in c•hristmas Island operations as a navigational aid and search and
rescue ship. Activities for the shots it participated in are summarized below. %

* ARKANSAS (Christmas Island. 27 April, 0702). 2atrolling assigned
SAR station, 230 nmi (426 km) north.

0 QUESTA (Christmas Island, 4 May, 1005). Patrolling assigned SAR
station, 265 nmi (491 km) north.

o YUKON (Christmas I.land. 8 May, 0901). Patrolling assigned SAR
station, 235 nmi (436 ks) north of surface zero.

* MESILLA (Christmas Island, 9 ray, 0801). Patrolling assigned SAR
station, 220 nml (408 km) north of surface zero.

0 MUSKEGON (Christmas Island, 11 May, 0637). Patrolling assigned SAR
station. 220 nmi (408 km) north of surface zero.

" ENCINO (Christmas Island, 12 May, 0803). Patrolling assigned SAR
station, 235 nmi (436 km) north of surface zero.

* SWANEE (Christmas Island, 14 May, 0 ^). Fatrolling assigned SAR
station, 225 nmi (417 kim) north of st..-ace zero. ... '.

o CHETCO (Christmas Island, I1 may, 0637). Patrolling assigned SAR
station, 230 nimi (426 1cm) ncrth of surface zero.

* YESO (Christmas Island, 10 June, 0701). En route Pearl Harbor to
assigned SAR station, 230 nmi (426 km) north of surface zero.
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Forster (continued) US$ Fortify (MSO-446)

* HARLEM (Christmas Island, 12 June, 0637). Patrolling assigned SAR "

station, 220 riml (408 km) north-northwest of surface zero.
e BIGHORN (Christmas Island. 27 June. 0619). Patrolling assigned SAR

station. 250 riml (403 km) north of surface zero.

* STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island. 8 July. 2300). gn route from
assigned SAR station (Johnston Island) to rendezvous with Finch,

320 m=1 (593 km) south-southeast of surface zero.

0 ANDROSCOGGIN (Johnston Island. 2 October, 0617). 50 nmi (93 ka)
"east of surface zero.

* BUPING (Johnston Island. 6 October. 0552). 35 nmi (65 km) north-
west of detonation.

* CHAMA (Johnston Island. 18 October. 0601). 30 nmi (56 km) east of
detonation.

* CHECKMATE (Johnston Island. 19 October. 2230). 170 rm=i (315, kia)
southeast of detonation.

0 BLUKGILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island. 25 October. 2359). 130 nmI'
(241 km) southwest of detonation.

0 CALAMITY (Johnston Island. 27 October. 0546). 31 nmi (57 kan) west
of detonation. At 0546 observed nuclear detonation, bearing 900.

9 HOUSATONIC (Johnston Isla.d. 30 October, 0601). Observed nuclear
detonation, bearing 2450. distance 50 mimi (93 km). "

0 KlNGFISH (Johnston Island. 1 November, 0210). At 100 nmi (185 k)m)

southwest conducting a -,*arch for Instrumented Tocket nosecones.
Observed nuclear detonatlon.

e TIGHTROPE (Johnston Island, 3 November. 2130). 320 nmi (593 k)m)
northeast of detonation. Observed the detonation, bearing 2250.

LISS Fort Marlon (L-9-22) .

Dock landing ship with a normal complement of 326. Participated only In one
shot (STARFISH Prime) at Johnston Island as a unit of the Scientific _lement
(8.3.6.4). At shot time (Johnston Island. 8 July, 2300). steaming Independent ly
on station bearing 90 T, distance 133 niml (246 km). Observed detonation, visi-
bility momentarily reduced to 4 nmi (7 kim) due to glare. Continued to operate

In same area until 12 July.

USS Fortify (PSO-446)

Ocean minesweeper with normal complement of 74. Participated in Johnston

Island operations during October and November as a unit of TE 8.3.2.4 (Surface
Recovery). The ship operated off Kauai about 700 nmi (1,297 kin) from shot areo.
For shot CHIAN (Johnston Island, 18 OctobeL, 0601), Fortify waas moored at PR'alrl
Harbor. At 1743 on 18 October underway for recovery operations off Kauai. Fclr- ,
tify had no potential for radiation exposure.
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US$ Frontier (AD-25) U3S Gurke (00-783) LA

V Frontieor (AD-25) ,...

This ship was not assigned to JTF 8 and was either at Long Beach or Pearl
Harbor during DOMINIC. One person was badged with a zero reading and iL.,y h.ve'
been assigned for temporary duty or as an observer.

LISSGannet (N-90). ..

Coastal minesweeper with a normal complement of 37. Participated only in .
shot SWORDFISH In the Vela Program to study hydroacoustic propagation from an
undarwvter detonation. Arrived In assigned operating area 200 nrl (370 km) off
San Diego coast on 7 May. At shot tim, lying to on station, approximately 170 ..

niu (315 km) from surface zero. Departed 12 May for the Naval Electronics
Laboratory.

USS Grapple (ARS-7)

Salvage ship with a normal complement of 120. Participated In Johnston
Island operations during June and July as a unit of TE 8.3.6.3 (Recovery Unit).
Departed Johnston Island on 10 July. During STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island,
8 July. 2300). steaming In coltumn formnat!, with Arikara, Sioux, and McCain. j
which joined and assumed guide and tactical command In iendezvous area. The
ship was approximately 25 nmi (46 k1m' north of the detonation. At 2247 the
rocket lifted off In the air, and at 21,-0 the detonation occurred. Ten minutes
later the ship proceeded to i,. recovery area. On 9 July at 0305 the pod was
secured alongside starboard quarter. -he max!mare radiation reading of any pod
was 2 R per hour. At 1500 discontinuec nosecone search.

US$ Gurke (DD-783)

Destroyer with a normal complement of 336. Element of the Arsa One (Christ-
mas Island) Operations Unit. Operational activities for each shot that It
participated in are summarized below."

0 ADOBE (Christmas Islard. 25 April, 0646). Steaming en route to
Pearl Harbor from Christmas Island, approximately 700 nml (1.297
kam) northeast of the Island.

ENCINO (Christmas Island. 12 May, 0803). Steaming to Christmas
Island from Pearl Harbor. approximately 700 nmi (1,297 ;im) north -"
of Christmas Island.

• SWANEE (Christmas Island, 14 May, 0622). Steaming to Christmas
Island from Pearl Harbor, approxifnately 600 nmi (1,112 kin) north-
northeast of Christmas Island.

* CHETCO (Christmas Island, 19 May, 0637). Underway In patrol area.
Observed nuclear test beearing 2550, distance 45 nml (83 kin).

* TANANA (Christmas Island, 25 May, 0709). Observed nuclear detona- ,'
tion, bearing approximately 2700; distance 55 r ul (102 kim).
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urke (continued) USNS Marrit County (T-LST-822)

"* NMM (Christmas Island. 27 May, 0803). O.bserved nuclear detona-
tion. bearing 680. distance 42 nal (78 km).

" ALA (Christmas Island. 8 June. 0803). Steaming independently on
Christmas Island patrol. Observed nuclear detonation. bearing
A0O, distance 54 nit (100 k)m).

"• TRUCKBE (Christmas Island. 9 June. 0637). Steaming Independently
on Christmas Island patrol. Observed nuclear dvtonatl-n. bearing

2630. distance 71 nial (132 ka).

"• ESO (Christmas Island. 10 June. 0701). Steaming Independently on
Christmas Island patrol, approximately 120 ninl (222 km) west of

the Island.

" HARLEM (Christmas Island. 12 June. 0637). Underway for Christmas

Island patrol. At 0629 all topside personnel took shelter; observed
nucl3ar detonation, bearing 2000. range 40 nmi (74 km).

"* RINCONADA (Christmas Island. 15 June. 0701). Steaming Independently
on patrol approximately 125 nio (232 km) from Christmas Island.

", DULCE (Christmas !*:land, 17 June. 0701). Underway for Pear] Har-
bor. Observed nuclear detonation, bearing 2200, range 200 nmi
(371 ks).

"* PETIT (Christmas Island. 19 June. 0#501). Steaming from Christmas
Island to Pearl Harbor. approximately 1,000 nrh (1.853 1c) north--
o: Christmas Island.

"* STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island. 8 July, 2300). Steaming Indepen-
dently on patrol In station Alfa-2. at 1Christmas Island area.
approximately 950 nma (1,761 km) southeast of Johnston Island.

"* SUNSET (Christmas Island. 10 July, 07.--). Staaming Independently
on Christmas Island patrol. approximately 230 nml (426 km) north
of the Island.

"* PAMLICO (Christmas Island. 11 July, 06J7). Steaming Independently
on Christmas Island patrol. Observed nuclear detor.nIon on bearing -.-

1750, range 50 nmi (93 km).

USNS Harris County (T-LST-822)

Tank landing ship with a complement of 43. Participated as a unIc of the
logistics and scientific element and as part of the rollup phases fot both
Chris'•mas and Johnston Islands. Operational activities for each shot th-It It

participated In are summarized below.

* ADOBE (ChrIstmas Island, 25 April, 0646). Anchored off English
Harbor Entrance, Fanning Island, approximately 180 nml (034 kmn)
northwest of Christmas Island.
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Harris County (contlnued)

a AZTC (Christmas Island. 27 Apr'il, 0702). Irc.-Eeding towerds Wash-
Ington Island. The ship was approximately 160 nm. (G;;7 m) north-west of Christmas Islanr.

o ARKStAS (Christmas Island, 2 May. 0602). steaming en route to
Cearl Harbor from Washington Island. Tlhe a.p was approximately

S540 nt (about 1,000 km) north of Christmas Island.

' MPSKSCIN (Christmas Island. 11 May, 063). Steaming en route to
Christmas Island from Pearl Harbor. The ship was approximately 780
nal (1,446 kai) north of Christmas Island.

e swCwNO (Christmas Island. 12 May, 0803). Steaming en route to
Chhristmas Island from Pearl Harbor. The ship was approximately 585

,*• not (1,084 ka) north of Christmas Island.

o• SvANFX (Christmas Island, 14 may, 0622). Steaming en route to

Washington Island from Pearl Harbor. The ship was approximately

225 r=1 (417 Wc) north of Christmas Island.

0 CH CIO (Christmas Island, 19 May, 0637). Anchored off Christrv-4
island about 23 rmi (43 k•s) from surface zero. At 0643 the blast
was heard.

0 TANANA (Christmas Island, 25 May. 0709). Steaming towards Pearl
Harbor. The ship was approximately 315 nmi (584 kim) north of

Christmas Island.

o NAP'eR (Christmas Island. 27 may. 0803). Steaming towards Penrl

Harbor. The ship was approximately 705 nil (1.307 ")m) north of
Christmas Island.

o* YRMO (Christmas Island. 10 June, 0701). Steaming en route from
Pearl Harbor to Christmas Island with 43 cre,owembers. The shlir win
approximately 990 not (1.835 kin) north of Christmas Island.

, HA.RL9M (Christmas Island. 12 June. 0637). S•teaming en route frr.m
Pearl Harbor to Christmas Island. Th.e ship was approximately 540

noj (about 3,000 kIa) north of Christmas sl'and.

0 Rr?'ON•A (Christmas Island. 15 Juno, 0701). Anchored at Christmn!:
"Island about 30 nmi (56 kin) from surface zero.

o DJLCR (Christmas Island. 17 June, 0701). Anchored at ChrintiviAn
* IslaM about 23 nrn (43 km) from surface zero.

o PF!TT (ChrstmAx TIsland. 19 June, 0l00). Procrdinq towmrds Fannlnq
Island with 41 Crvwmamhbrs and I U9$1" (U.1. Public Health .'vic.'o)
'Ipassenqer. The ship was approximately 155 nmi (287 km) northw"-t
of Christmas IMland.

o OO •T (Chrlstmas Ilaand. 22 Jut.. 0701). Anchored off Chrintm.rN-
Island &b*out 23 nmi (43 km) from surface zero,

. BiG*-HRN (Christmas Island, 27 Jun., 0610). .toamlng en rout* to

Pearl Harbor from Wanhington Islarid. Th. qhip wns approximately

675 nmt (about 1,250 k-m) north of Chrlnrmivs Inland.
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g Harris County (continued) US$ Hassayampa (AO-145)

, SUNSET (Christmas island. 10 July. 0732). Anchored off Christmas
"Island about 30 not (56 am) from surface zero.

*4. 0 PANLIrc (Christmas, Island, 11 July, 0637). Anchored off Christmas
Island about 36 nrl (67 km) from surface zero.

* B• m mIw•I (Johnston Island, 6 October, 0552). Steaming en route fromPearl 4arbor to Johnston taland. The ship wa approximately 180

Anot (3.14 ko) north of the do onatmor.

* CHAI•t Johnston Island. 18 October, 0601). Anchored In outer an-Schoraq, Johnston Island, atwut 130 not (241 ko) from detonation.

0 CHDC3KMTt (Johnston Island. 19 October, 2230). Steaming on assigned
station from Johnston Island. The ship was approximately So nrt
(1148 k) south-southeast of detonation.

* a I4 L Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October. 2359). Steaming
on ass gned station In formation with =L9 Sumint Cowmtv (LST-1146).

T sh* p was 15 no1 (28 kc) south of detonation.

* CALAMII (Johnston Island, 27 October, 0546). Proceeding within a
V10-mol (18.5-km) radius of assigned station. The ship was approxi-
mately 120 not (222 ks.) north-northwest of the detonation.

* HOUJSAT IC (Johnston Island, 30 October. 0602). Anchored in Turning

Basin, ohnston Island. about 240 nat (445 fc.) from detonation.

* KI1NIS4 (Johnston Island, I November. 0210). Steaming on assigned
stati o. Radlac monitor rounds were made on entire open weather
deck aId results were nil. The ship was approximately 40 not (74Jkm) south of the detonation.

0 TIGHTRO (Johnston Island, 3 November. 2130). Anchored In Johnston
Island harbor about 20 nmi (37 ku) from detonation. At 2145 radlac

reedinor ware taken of saltwater samples and results were nil.I _ _

U!S KassAyanu (AO-145)

, Oiler wit? a normal complemeitt of 324. Element of Johnston Island Opera-
tions Untit (;%1 8.3.6). Participatrd only in Johnston Island shots. Operational
activities fori each shot that It participated In are summarized below.

9 B(Wrmr' (Johnston Island. 6 October, 0552). Steaming to Johnston
I Island !operations area. At 0815 sighted Johnston Island. 17 nmi

(31 kW)1. No shot time position data available.

* �CIUM ýJohnston Island, iA October. 0601). Underway off Johnston
Island.t Obrerved nuclear detonation. The ship was approximately
180 nolt (334 ),m) north-northeast of the detonation.

0 CHECKIATE (Johnston Island, 19 October, 2230). Steaming In Johnston

Island operation area. Observed nuclear detonation. The ship was
approxiIately 130 nint (241 kim) north-northeast of the detonation.
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Hassayamga (continued) USS Henry County (LST-824) 1W

9 BLUEGILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October, 2359). Steaming
Independently on Station S-6, bearing 380, 175 nmi (324 kia) from
detonation. 'U

* CALAMITY (Johnston Island, 7', October, 0546). Steaming en route to
Pearl Harbor, approximately 570 nmi (1.056 kim) north-northeast of
the detonation.

• HOUSATONIC (Johnston Island, 30 October, 0602). Underway from Pearl
Harbor en route to Johnston Island, Station S-6. Observed nuclear -
shot. The ship was approximately 520 nm. (964 kin) north-northeast
of the detonation.

a KINGFISH (Johnston Island, I November, 0210). Steaming In assigned
operations area S-6. Observed nuclear shot test. Bearing 110, 310
nIj (574 kin) from detonation.

• TIGHTROPS (Johnston Island. 3 November. 2130). Steaming north of
Johnston Island. Obeerved nuclear test. The ship was approximately
108 nmi (200 kin) north-northeast of the detonation.

U1S, HenrY County (LST-824)

Tank landing ship with a normal complement of 266. Arrived Johnston Island
6 October. Element of the Scientific Unit (TE 8.3.6.4). Participated only In
Johnston Island shots. Departed the Island 8 November. Operational activities
for each shot that it participated Iii are summarized below.

* BUMPING (John.•ton :sland. 6 October, 0552). Steaming in company "
with summit County and Hrr•is County en route from Pearl Harbor to
Johnston Island, about 150 nrin (278 km) northeast of detonation.

* CHAMA (Johnston Island, 18 October, 0601). Steaming independently.
The ship was approximately 120 rnil (222 kin) southeast of the
detonation.

0 CHECKMATE (Johnston Island, 19 October. 2230). Steaming Indepen-
dently on station 76 nmi (141 km) west of Johnston Island. At 1432
proceeded to new station. Ship reported sighting detonation bearing
900T, 100 nmi (185 km) from Johnston Island. A scientific report
states ship was 82 nimi (152 km) west of detonation (Reference.
C. 2053).

* BLU•EILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October. 2359). Steaming
in scientific formation In company with gummlt Couny. The ship
was approximately 13 -=!i (24 f-t) aouth-southwast of the detonation.

e CALAMITY (Johnston Island, 27 October. 0546). Steaming indepen-
dently. remaining within 10 nml (19 km) of station, approximately
140 nmj (259 kin) northwest of detonation.

SHOUSATONIC (Johnston Island, 30 October, 0602). Anchored at Inner
Harbor, Johnstn Island, about 240 rani (445 km) northeast of
detonation.
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Henry County (continued) USS Hitchiti (ATF-103)

* KINGFISH 'Johnston island. 1 November. 0210). Steaming indepen-
dently on rtation. At 0210 the ship reported observing nuclear d,3t-
onation. distance 65 nul (120 kin), bearing 1900T to surface zero.
A scientific report places ship 43 rian (80 k.), bearing 12.50T U

from surface zero (Reference C.2053).

0 TIGHTROPE (Johnston Island. 3 November, 2130). Steaming indepen-
dently on assigned station. The ship was approximately 6 nml (11

3cm) north of detonation.

U•8 l t~ttt(ATF-103)

Fleet ocean tug with a normal complement of 85. Msier of the Scientific
Bllment (TE 8.3.6.4). Anchored at Johnstor Island 17 October and departed",

7 November. Operational activities for each shot that It participated In are
summarized below.

0 BUMPING (Johnston island, 6 October, 0552). Underway Independently
en route from Pearl Harbor for special operation. No position data
available.

0 CHAM (Johnston Island. 18 October, 0601). Underway Independently
to station S-7. The ship was approximately 300 rmi (556 km) north
of the detonation.

* CHWZCKXTZ (Johnston Island. 19 October, 2230). Underway indepen-
dently in operational area. 162 nmi (300 ka) from Johnston Island.
The ship was 192 nmt (356 km), bearing 100T from the detonation
according to a scientific report (Reference C.2053).

* BLUscILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October, 2359). Underway
Independently on station S-7, bearing 100T, 135 nrl (250 km) from
detonation. A scientific report (Reference C.2053) places chip 76
nmt (141 ko), bearing 100T from surface zero.

I CALA•ITY (Johnston island, 27 October, 0546). Underway iridepen-
dently on staticn S-7, approximately 225 naj (417 k)a) north- Id
northwest of the detonation.

* HOUSATONIC (Johnston Island, 30 October. 0602). Underway Indepen-
dently en route to station 3-7, approximately 360 nmi (667 kc.)
north-northeast of the dotonation.

"* KINGFISH (Johnston Island. 1 November, 0210). Underway Indepen-
dently In operating area 3-7, bearing 100T. 1-65 n1 (324 kan) from
detonation.

"* TOGHTROPE (Johnston Islind. 3 November, 2130). Underway indepen-
dently In operating area S-7. bearing 100T. 55 nai (102 km) from
detonation.
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U•_ Hopewe11 (00-681) USS Iwo Jima (LPH-2)

US Hopewell (DD-681)

Destroyer with a normal complemenc of 319. Participated as an element of
the SWORDFISH Operational Unit (TU 8.9.3). During SWORDFISH (370 nmi [685 km]
off San Diego. 11 May, 1300), Hopewell was approximately 4,025 yards (3.7 k3m)
from surface zero, bearing 2000 T. At about H+10 minutes the ship began
searching for submarine simulators and continued for 7 hours. Except for Bau-
sell, which was part of the target array and whose crew had evacuated before
the shot, the ship was the nearest to surface zero. The base surge did not
Initially reach Hopewell but shortly after the shot, the ship "cut through"
the formation to search for simulators. Exposures (Table 24) do not show any
significan" effects of these maneuvers.

US$ Hornet (CVS-12)

This ship was not assigned to JTF 8 and operated either off California or
Pearl Harbor during DOMINIC. It was originally scheduled to operate in open
seas south of Hawaii as a ship platform for scientific Instrumentation. The
change In concept of operation from open seas tests to concurrent tests at
Christmas and Johnston islands caused the termination of ship work and the
reconversion of the ships. Ore person was badged with a 0.021 R reading and
was probably assigned to JTF 8 on temporary duty (Reference C.1.B. p. C-3).

USS impervious (JBO-449)

Ocean minesweeper with a normal complement of 72. Element of the Land Based
Naval Air Urit (TU 8.3.2). The ship engaged In surveillance and patrols off
Kauai Island. Hawaii. Operational activities for each shot that it participated
In were restricted to an area about 700 nr= (about 1,300 kin) from shot sites.

USS Inflict (P01-456)

Ocean minesweeper with a normal complement of 72. The ship was never in
the Christmas-Johnston Island danger ar-a. For most of June and July operations
at Johnston Island, the ship operated out of Pearl Harbor as an element of TS
8.3.6.6. Inflict was involved In underwater measurements of electromagnetic
signals (Project 7.1). The only shot observed was STARFISH Prime (Johnston

;. Island, 8 July, 2300). At 2302 streaming special antenna equipment. Observed

nuclear detonation, bearing 2650, 70 above horizon, distance approximately
750 ntn (1,390 km) northeast of Johnston Island.

USS Iwo Jima (LPH-2)

Amaphibious assault ship with a normil complement of 594. Element of Area
Two (Johnston Island) Operation Unit (TU 8.3.6). Arrived first time at Johnston
Island 29 April. Partlcipated only in the June and July Johnston Island events
as the evacuation ship and was never In Christmas Isle . danger area. Left
Johnston Island 26 July. Operational activities for ee.;n shot it participated
In are summarized below.
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Iwo lima (continued) USS Jenkins (00-447)

%-.

"* STARFISH (Johnston Island, 19 June, 2240). Ac 1719 underway for
STARFISH position, 3100T, 12.5 nml (23.2 km) from Johnston Is-
land, on 20 June from 0000 to 0400 steaming on station; at 1332 .
underway to Pearl Harbor."

"• STARFISH Prim (Johnston Island. 8 July, 2300). On 1 July at 1052

underway from Pearl Harbor to Johnston Island. On 3 July at 0755
anchored south of Johnston Island. On 8 July at 1636 underway from ":
Johnston Island anchorage for assigned station approximately
350 T. 17.5 nmi (32.4 km) from Johnston Island (545 evacuees
aboard). Observed shot STARFISH. On 9 July at 0825 anchored south
of Johnston Island. At 0855 commenced debarkation of Johnston Is-
land evacuees. At 1559 underway for Pearl Harbor.

U55 *DklE1 (00-447)

Destroyer with a normal complement of 273. Element of Johnston Island
Operations Unit. Was never In Christmas Island danger area. Departed Johnston
Island 4 November. No exposure data are available. Operational activities for
each shot that it participated In are sumnarized below.

• STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island, 8 July. 2300). Steaming indepen-
dently on assigned station In Johnston Island nuclear test area.
Approximately 500 nal (927 ks) northeast of the island.

* CHANJ (Johnston Island. 18 October. 0601). Steaming to Johnston
Island assigned station, approximately 450 nmI (834 ko) northeast
of detonation.

0 CHFr.KMTE (Johnston Island. 19 October, 2230). Steaming indepen-
dently to assigned station In Johnston Island nuclear test area.
Observed nuclear detonation, bearing 2230T from the detonation.
approximately 400 nmi (741 km).

0 BL.UILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island. 25 October. 2359). Proceed-
Ing to new surveillance station, bearing 2200, distance 385 nmi
(713 km) from Johnston Island.

-s e CALAM~ITY (Johnston Island. 27 October, 0546). Steaming on station
southwest of Johnston Island. Observed nuclear detonation, bearing
0820T, distance 350 nmi (649 kW).

0 HOUSATONIC (Johnston Island. 30 October, 0602). Steaming on station
In the Johnston Island nuclear test danger area, bearing 1800T.

10 300 nma (556 km) from Johnston Island. Observed nuclear detonation.
bearing 3000T, approximately 200 nmI (370 km).

e KIWGOISH (Johnston Island, I November, 0210). Steaming to intercept
Liberian merchant ship Nayor within Johnston Isiland test danger
area. Observed nuclear detonation bearing 1800T, approximately
550 nam (1,019 km). Clouds obscured the firetball.
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Jenkins (continued) USS Llan (ATF-85)

0 TIGHTROPE (Johnston Island, 3 November, 2130). Steaming on assigned
station, bearing 3150, distance 320 nmi (593 km) from detonation.
Observed detonation on horizon, bearing 1380T. Fireball partially
covered by low clouds.

3U$S Jerome County (LST-848)

Tank landing ship with a normal complement of 266. Member of TU 8.3.3
(Mobile Logistics Unit). Participated In Christmas Island survey In February
and also in the rollup phase, but was not in the Christmas Island during shots.
During STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island. 8 July. 2300), the only shot that it
participated in, Jerome County was underway for Johnston Island operating area,
approximately 25 nmi (46 km) north of detonation.

USS, Lansing (DDR-388)

Radar picket escort with a normal complement of 186. Element of the Surface
Surveillance Unit (TE 8.3.6.1). Arrived Johnston Island on 27 September and
departed for Pearl Harbor 24 October. Operational activities for each shot
that it participated In are summarized below.

"" ANDROSCOGGIN (Johnston Island, 2 October, 0617). Underway on sta-
tion 10 0 N, 170 0 W., Observed nuclear detonation, bearing 3500 T.
The ship was approximately 240 nmi (444 k-m) south-southeast of the
detonation. At 0711 underway for observation station 3-2. At 1237
launched weather balloon.

"• BUMPING (Johnston Island, 6 October. 0552). Patrolling surveil-

lance station. The ship was approximately 285 nmi (528 km) south-
southeast of the detonation. Observed nuclear detonation bearing
3500 T.14

e CHAMA (Johnston Island, 18 October, 0601). Independently patrcl-
ling station 11MN. 1650 W. approximately 315 nuni (584 km) south-
southeast of the detonation.

"0 CHECKMATE (Johnston Island, 19 October, 2230). Underway Indepen-
dently on way to surveillance station, approximately 430 nimi (797
km) south of the detonation. Observed nuclear blast, bearing 50T.

1153 LIpan (ATF-85)
J Flec,t ocean tug with a normal complement of 85. Participated In Vela Proj-

ect for shot SWORDFISH. Operational activities for each shot that it partici-
pated in are summarized bolow.

SSWORDFISH (370 nmi [685 km] off coast of San Dieco, 11 May, 1300).
Underway independently about 800 ntn (1,483 km) .•st of shot SWORD-
FISH. At 1414 underway to Pearl Harbor.
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ilan (continued) USS Maddox (DO-731)

"* CHECKMATE (Johnston Island. 19 October. 2230). Underway indepen-
dently to Johnston Island. approximately 660 nmi C1,223 km) north-
northeast of the detonation.

"• BLUEGILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October. 2359). Underway
independently for designated area, approximately 40 not (74 kin)
north-northeast of the detonation. ,

"* CALAMIrY (Johnston Island, 27 October. 0546). Anchored in turning
basin, Johnston Island, about 140 nmi (259 kim) northwest of
detonation.

"• HOUSATONIC (Johnston Island, 30 October. 0602). Underway inde-
pendently en route t• Christmas Island from Johnston Island. The
ship was approximately 615 nmi (1.140 kin) south-southeast of the
detonation.

"* KTNGMPTSH (Johnston Island, 1 November, 0210). Underway en route to
Christmas Island from Johnston Island. The ship was approxinately
975 nml (1.807 km) south-southeast of the detonation. "4

"* TIGHTROPE (Johnston Island. 3 November, 2130). Anchored off Bridges
Point. Christmas Island.

1.s -Loyalty (M,=•>-5")

Ocean minesweeper with a normal complement of 75. Member of TE 8.3.6.6.
with Inflict. The ship was not in the Johnston-Christmas Islands danger areas
during DOMINIC. Loyalty participated in Project 7.1, Underwater Measurements
of Electromagnetic SIgnals.

M Maddox (DP-731)

Destroyer with a complement of 219. Participated only In shots SWORDFISH
and FRIGATE 9IRD as part of the surveillance unit centered around the anti-
"ubmarino warf-re support aircraft carrier, Yorktown. Departed Long Beach on

26 April for' the FRIGATE BIPD operating area. Operational activities for each
shot that It participated In are summarized below.

0 FRIGATE BIRD (Christmas Island, 6 May, 1430). Steaming In company
with Task Group 8.8 composed of Norton Sound, CARDIV 19, Destroyer
Division 232, and Ethan Allen. At 1417 the Polaris missile was
launched from Ethan Allen. Maddox was 2,000 yards (1.8 km), bearing
333 0 T from the submerged submarine. Approximately 6 hours after
the detonation, Maddox was detached from the FRIGATE BIRD Task
Group and proceeded to SWORDFISH operating area.

* SWORDFISH (370 nimi [685 ksm] off San Diego, 11 May, 1300). Steaming
In special operating area, approximately 5,000 yards (4.6 km) from
surface zero, bearing 217 0 T. At 1301 the ship experienced the
shock wave from the blast, but no damage was reported. An hour
after the shot the ship took station north of Yorktown and held it
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Maddox (continued)' USS Marshall (D0-676)

for several hours. Later In the afternoon Maddox was detached from
the task group and steamed for Long Beach. arriving the next
afternoon.

USS Marshall (DD-676)

Destroyer with a normal complement of 319. Element of the Surface Surveil-
lance Unit. Operational activities for each shot that Marshall participated in
are sunmarizod Lelow. "it

"* AroP, (Christmas Island, 25 April, 0646). Steaming Independently
In area Alfa-3. No position data available.

"* AZT'F. (Christmas Island. 27 April, 0702). Steaming independently
from Christmas Island to station A-4, approximately 40 nmi (74 kim)
southwest of detonati'on.

"* ARKANSAS (Christmas IsWand, 2 May, 0902). Steaming independently
in surveillance stetion A-3, approximately 210 runm (389 km) north-
east of Christmas Island.

"* QUESTA (Christmas Island. 4 May, 1005). Steaming Independently In
Christmas Island surveillance area A-3, approximately 255 nmi (473
kin) east of Christmas Island.

"* FRIGATE BIRD (Christmas Island, 6 May, 1430). Steaming Indepen-
dently In Christmas Island surveilance station A-3, approximately
500 nmi (927 km) southwest of the detonation.

"* YUKON (Christmas Island, 8 May. 0901). Steaming independently en
route to Pearl Harbor, approximately 885 nmi (1,640 km) north of
Christmas Island.

"* TANANA (Christmas Island, 25 May, 0709). Underway 120 nmI (222 kim)
north of surface zero.

* NAMBE (Christmas Island, 27 May, 0803). Steaming independently In
Christmas Island surveillance area A-3. No position data available.

"* ALMA (Christmas Island, 8 June, 0803). Steaming Independently In
Area I (Christmas Island) station A-2, approximately' 230 nmi (426
kin) north of the detonation.

"* TRTXCKFE9 (Christmas Island, 9 June, 0637). Steaming Independently
in Christmas Island surveillance area 1, station A-2, approximately
230 nmi (426 k) north of the surface zero.

"* YESO (Christmas Island, 10 June, 0701). Steaming independently In
Christmas Island surveillance area 1, station A-2, approximately
230 nmi (426 km) north of the detonation.

"* HARLEM (Christmas Island, 12 June, 0637). Anchored at Christmas
Island about 30 nmt (56 kim) fro'm surface zero.
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Marshall (continued) USS John S. McCain (OL-3)

"* RINCO(IWA (Christmas Island. 15 June. 0701). Steaming Independently
within Johnston Island danger area I1. to point bearing 1350 T.
distance 720 nut (1,334 kin) north-northwest of Christmas Island.

"* DULCE (Christmas Island. 17 June. 0701). Steaming independently to
rendezvous with Chemung to take on fuel. The ship was approximately
900 nmi (1.668 ka) north-northwest of Christmas Island.

"* STARFISH Prim (Johnston Island, 8 July, 2300). Steaming Indepen-
deratly In Johnston Island danager area on statlon, approximately
400 nri (741 kin) southeast of the detonation.

USS Mataco (ATV-86)

Fleet ocean tug with a normal complement of 97. Element of Johnston Island
Operations Unit (TM 8.3.6). Operational activities, that Mataco participated In
did not take It into the Christmas Island danger area. Kataco was not in the
Johnston Island area by the time of the first successful nuclear test. STARFISH
Prime.

44

USS John S. McCaln (DL-3)

Frigate with a normal complement of 403. Element of the Johnston Island
Operations Unit (TU 8.3.6). where It led pod recovery activities. Operational
activities for each shot that it participated In are sutmarized below.

"C STARFISH Prime, (Johnston Island, 8 July, 2300). Steaming Indepen-
dently approximately 25 nmi (46 Ion) north of the detonation.
Launched and tracked weather balloons at 0132, "1759, 1313, 1816.
and fired HASP rockets at 0106, 1236. At detonation time ship was
steaming with ArIkara, Grapple, and Sioux 25 nml (46 kin) north of
the shot. After shot proceeded independently to pod nrea. .

"* ANDROSCOGGIN (Johnston Island, 2 October, 0617). In Johnston Island
area about 460 nml (852 km) northeast of detonation.

"C BUMPING (Johnston Island. 6 October, 0552). Steaming In vicinity
of 15045'N. 16500'W, approximately 195 nmi (361 km) east of the
detonation.

"* CHANA (Johnston Island, 18 October, 0601). Steaming on assigned ,.
SAR/NAVAID station, approximately 270 nmi (500 kim) north-northeast
of the detonation. At 0601 made background radiation readings,
conditions normal.

"• CHECKKATE (Johnston Is'and. 19 October. 2230). Steaming in company
with Rngage and Safeguard, approximately 40 nmi (74 kin) north of
the observed detonation.

"* BLUEGILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October, 2359). Steaming
with Engage and Safeguard in vicinity of Johnston Island, conduct-
ing random barrier ASW patrol, approximately ?5 nmi (65 kin) north
of the detonation. The next day recovered pod and transferred to
mechanized landing craft (LCM).
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McCain (continued) USS Monticello (LSD-35)

"* CALAMITY (Johnston Island, 27 October, 0546). Steaming en route to
SAR/NAVAID station, approximately 180 nmi (334 kin) northeast of
the detonation.

"* HOUSATONIC (Johnston Island, 30 October, 0602). Steaming on station
for SAR/NAVAID. Sighted flash from detonation of nuclear device,
bearing 2200T, 440 nmi (815 kin) from Johnston Island.

"* KICIGFISH (Johnston Island, 1 November, 0210). On 31 October arrived
on station at 1830. 1, 0000 steaming In company with Safequavd en
route to station bearing 3300T. Ship about 50 nmi (93 kin) north-
northwest of detonation. At 0155 rocket lifted off and detonation
occurred at 0210. At 1631 completed recovery of missile parts and
pods.

US5 Medreqal (SS-480)

Submarine with normal complement of 76. Participated only in shot FRIGATE
BIRD, along with Cdrbonero as TU 8.3.5 (FRIGATE BIRD Test UnIL). No position
Information is available for the boat at shot time; however, its ple.nned sta-
tion was on a bearing 00T, 25 nmi (46 kin) from the burst point. At periscope
depth, Med real was outfitted with special instruments and cameras. Safety pre-
cautions were followed concerning viewing the detonaticn directly through, the
periscope. After photographs and instrument readings were obtained, technical
observers were transferred to Southerland for return to Christmas Island.

US5 Moctobi (MTF-105)

Moctobi was not present in the test area during any shot. The ship made
two supply trips In March between Pearl Harbor and Christmas Island towing at.
open lighter.

USS Molala (ATF-106)

Fleet ocean tug with a normal complement of 85. Participated only In shot
SWORDFISH as the towing ship for target array and in Projects 1.1 (Underwater
Phenomena) and 1.2 (Surface Phenomena). Arrived in operating area 9 May and
departed 12 May. On SWORDFISH D-day at 0655 a 4,200-yard (3.8-kin) towline was
connected to Bausell. At H-hour Molala was heading 130T, bearing 3420T,
6,750 yards (6.2 km) from surface zero. Blast from the explosion was felt, but
no damage was reported for Molala. By 1929 towline was dli.connected from
Bause 11.

USS Monticello (LSD-35)

Dock landing ship with a normal complemeat of 304. Member of TU 8.9.3
(SWORDFISH Operational Unit), TE 8.9.3.2 (Towed Array Streaming Element) and

TU 8.3.7 (Area One, Christmas Island Operating Unit). Arrived at Christmas
Island on 27 February and again on 28 March for preoperational activities.
Participated during shot SWORDFISH in Projects 1.1 (Underwater Phenomena) and
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Monticello (continued) USS Munsee (ATF-l07)

1.2 (Surface Phenomena) and also served as flagship for CJTG 8.9. During the
June and July operations at Johnston Island, It provided Christmas Island
Logistic Support. Departed Christmas Island on 18 June. Opezational activities
for each shot are summarized below.

0 SWORDFISH (370 nmi [685 kcm] oft San Diego, 11 May, 1300). At 0602 a
ship maneuvered to maintain heading into wind. CJTG 8.9 left ship
aboard Marine helicopter for Agerholm. By 1156 ship was on station
bearing 60O1T. 9.000 yards (8.2 kim) with Bause~ l as a guide. At
1301 Acerholm fired the rocket. Monticello was 7,865 yards (7.2
kio), bearing 2500 to surface zero at shot time. At 1301:45 first
shock wave hit ship. From 2000 to 2400 maneuvered while recovering
test equipment and units of the target array. A

0 RINCONADA (Christmas Island, 15 June, 0701). Anchored off Christmas
Island. observed nuclear explosion starboard side about 30 nmi (56
km) from suzface zero.

0 DU(LCE (Christmas Island. 17 Jr'ne, 0701). Steaming Independently
outside the western boundary of Chrlstmas Island danger area,
approximately 350 nmi (649 kim) west or Christmas Islarnd.

* PETIT (Christmas Island, 19 June, 0601). Steaming en route to Pearl
Harbor, approximately 250 ramt (463 kmn) northwest of Christmas
Island.

USS Samuel N. Moore (DD-747)

Destroyer with a normal complement of 345. Part .cipated In FRIGATE BIRD in
the Destroyer Unit and in SWORDFISH in the destroyer screen. Operational activ-
ities for shots FRIGATE BIRD and SWORDFIS! are summarized below.

"• FRIGATE BIRD (Christmas Island, 6 May, 1430). Steaming Indepen-
dently as TS 3.8.1.3 en route to rendezvous with TU 8.8.1 off coast
of Southern California, approximately 750 nmi (1,390 km) north-
noutheast. of detonation.

"C SWORDFISH (370 nmi [685 kim] off San Diego, 11 May, 1300). Steaming
independently as a unit of TE 8.9.4.2 on surveillance s-stion 15
nmi (28 km) east of Point Alfa. Underwater explosion occurred, and
base surge sighted 1800 T, range 3 nmt (5.6 kcm). The ship was ap-
proximately 7.170 yards (6.6 kim) from surface zero.

USS Munsee (ATF-107)

Fleet ocoan tug with a complement of 73. Munsee laid moors and set. up tar-
get rafts for Christmas Island operations. Departed Christmas Island 5 June.
Operational activities for each shot that it participated In are summarized
below.
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MS0 (Continued)

* AD0139 (Christmas Islan. 25 April. 0646). Anchored off Christmas
Island. Observed detonation. Lvaring 150?T, 23 nal (43 km). At

* 1031 underway to surfac$ ze.ro and sank target raft.

0 AZTSC (Christmas Island. 27 April. 0702). Anchored at Anchorage A.

Christmas Island. Observed blast, bearing 1490T. distance 22.8
nal (42.3 k). Radiation readings taken at 0712. 0720. 0748. 0848,

and 0930 and reported normal. At 1059 underway for surface zero.
i • ARKXNWAS (Christioas Island, 2 may, 0902). Anchored at Anchorage A•.

Christmas Island, 28 n•e (52 ka).from surface zero. At 1240 under-

fory fo surface zero.

0 gU••JT (ChristmAs Island. 4 May. 1005). Anchored at Amchorsge B.

• '"• ill tr ly 28 n-o t (52 km ) .

0 YUKON (Christmas Island. 8 May, 0901) Ob5srved nuclear explosion.
beoarin, 1590T, distanoe 23 not (43 kA). At 0930 no radiation de-
tected. Underway at 1120 for surface zero.

0 qMSrLLA (ChriatrA,. Island. 9 May. 0801). Anchored at Anchorage B.
Christmas Island. Oosoeved nuclear explosion. bearing 14907. dls-
tance 23 nml (43 kx,#. At 1013 underway for surface zero site. At
1258 radiation readings negative in water and throughout ship.

.. "9•JSS•N (Christmas Island, 11 May. 1' 37). At 0648 (sic) observed
19 •nuclear explosion, bearing 1500T. did..ance 23 not (43 ka). Under-

way at 0904 for surface zero.

0 DOCINO (Chrlsts,,s Island. 12 May. 0803). Anchored at Anchorage H,
Christmas Island. Observed nuclear blast. bearing 1530T. range

% 25 nal (46 kai). at 1004 undvrway for surface zero.

0 SWAN1Z (Christmas IslarA1. 14 May. 0622V. Anchored at Anchorage B,
,% Christmas Island. Observed nucledr evxplocion, bearing 148"10, dis-

tancoe 23 rat (43 km). At 0910 underway f.r surface zero. At 1005
no radiation in air or sea wAter. At 1202 rubber liferaft cleared
the side with decontavin:tion team and raft crew atoard. Target

raft was cut adrift and was sunK.

* CO¶ETCO (Chri.'tmas Island. 19 May. 0137). AncIred at Anchorege B.

Christmas Island. Observed detonation, bearing 151°', range 23
nvoi (43 k)m).

0 TANANA (Chriso-as Island. 25 may, 0709). Anchored at Anchorage B.
"Christmas Island. Observed nuclear explosion. bearing 1500T.
range 23 nmi (43 kin). At 0902 underway for surface zero. At 1030

radiation count no'r'al. At 1151 radiatlon reading on target raft
was 0.00014 R/hE.

e NAMBF (Christmas 'sland, 27 May, 0803). Anchored, at Anchorage B.
C-iristmas Island. O)bserved nuc!ear explosion, bearing 150°T.
r rnge 23 rnin (43 kim).
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Munsite (continued) USS Novell (OCR-322)

0 ALM (Chrintmas Island. 8 June. 0803). Underway for San Diego.
approximately 1.062 nrl (1,968 ke) from Christmas Island.

UM Wev*L (D63-322)

Radar picket escort ship with a normal complement of 186. Element of Are.
One (Christmas Island) Operating Unit. Arrived at Christos Islam area In late

f*. March-early April. Participated In Christmas Island operations and the June and
S•July Johnston Island shots. Provided weather observations (Christmas Island)

and surveillance (Johnston Island). Left Johnston island area on 25 July. Oper-
ational activities for each shot are summarized below.

>i C ADamo (Christmas Islan. 25 April, 0646). 650 nar (1.205 ki)
Snortheast of Christmas Island at shot times at 1500 identified
. radar contact as a Greek freighter. Launched and tracked weather0 balloons.

. AZT= (Christmas Island. 27 April. 0702). 650 ral (1.205 km) north-
"east at sltot time: at 0803 sot. material, condition Zebras at 0841
set material condition Yokes at 0845 secured from general quarters:
launched wiather balloons and made bathythernioqraphr (B/T) drops
throughout days on 29 April at 1612 moored Peclr Harbor.

0 TANANA (Christmas Island. 25 May. 0709). on 21 May at 1503 undorway
from Pearl Harbors on 23 May at 0812 condition Zebra set through-

out the ships at 0832 securod from general quarter*. On 25 May at
shot time steaming 650 nmi (1.205 ki) northeast. Christmas island:

S launched and tracked weather balic- no. made WT drops during day.

Is AMiBx (Christms Island. 27 May. 0603). Steaming 600 notn (1.112

km) northeast of Christmas Island: launched weather balloons and
made bathythermoraph drops during day: on 22 may at 0813 anchored
"In London Hatsor. Christmas Island.

a AL•A (Christmas Island. 6 June. 0803). on 7 June at 1346 Identified
radar contact as Japanese fishing trawlers on 6 June steaming about
750 nat (1,390 kis) northeast of Ctristmas rIland: launching weather
balloons and making bathythornograph drops periodically.

i TRUCKAS (Christmas Island. 9 June. 0637). At shot time steaming
Pj "700 nhi (1,297 k3) northeast of ChrI-4tmas Island: launc.a.4 and

tracked weather balloons thrv'J'v),ut the day.

a YPmO (Christmas Island. 10 June. 0701). At shot time 700 nai (1.297
km) northeast of Christmas Island: launched a& tracked weather

' balloons throughout the day.

0 HARLEM (Christmas Island. 12 June. 0637). On 11 June identified
"radar contact as a P2Vt on shot day no po•!•ion data given, but4estimated approximately 700 no) (1.297 km) northeast of shot site:

on 13 June at 0120 identified contact as f1shtn~ trwler: at 0800
"Piercised crew at general quarters; at 0803 set material cc-dition

"Jv Zebras at 0830 set ABC Condition Circle Williams at 0910 set mate-
rial condition Yoke: at 0917 secured from gene-el quarters.
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J ewel (continued) US$ 018annon (DO-450)

0 RTN•MOADA (Christmas Island, 15 Jure. 0701). Launched balloons

throughout the day. Shot time positlon estimated approximately 700

rai (1.297 k3m) northeast of shot site.

9 DULCR (Christmas Island. 17 June, 0701). Launched balloons through-
.'N out the day, 700 nal (1.297 koc) northeast of Christmas Island at

shot time.

', PI (Christmas Island, 19 June. 0601). Steaming en route to Pearl
Harbor about 1,000 nal (1,853 kac) north of Christmas Island at

shot time.

*1

VWS Norton So2nd (AvN-l)

Guided missile ship with a normal complement of 1,247. Participated in
FRIGATE BIRD as task group flagship. On FRIGATE BIRD D-day at 1419 observed
launching of Polaris missile from jjhAn~j31e, bearing range
yards (3.7 k3m) from submarged submarine. At 1735 CJr 8.8 and staff transferred

by helicopter to X5ftgqM. Approximately I hour later, Morton 3o steam!ed

"independently toward Port Huern . California.
4%ý

i •5 Oak 111 (LSOD-7)

Dock landing ship with a normal complement of 326. Attached to the Scl-
entific lt'eent (TR 8.3.6.4). At the time of the STARFISH Pr•mo detonation

-, (Johnston Island. 8 July, 2300), Q_4)•_Mjl was steaming on station 5-1. 370 rat

(685 ka) south. Observed detonation, 40 percent of sky was colored red and
white (Reference C.3.2. Q01JIU1J). CA radlac reading of 0.040 R/hr was re-
ported. Since the detonation occurred at a slant range of about 750 km, this

reading could not be associated with the weapon test.]

t,• BJsnriQn (009-450)

Destroyer escort with a normal complent of 273. Element of Surface Sur-
IN velllance Unit (TI 8.3.6.1). Did not enter the Christmas Island !anger area.

Operational activities for each of the shots it participated In are summarlzed

below.

. STARFISH Prij' (Johnston Ialsnd. 8 Ju.y. 2300). Steaming northwest
of Johnsto'a Island. approximately 450 ntl (833 km) north-northwest

of detonation.

, BLt•MILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October. 2359). Underway
en route to special operatlon area northeast of Johnston Island.
approxlmately 400 nmi (741 k3m) north-northeast of Johnston Island.

0 CALAMITY (Johnston Island, 27 October. 0546). Steaming en route to
special station northeast of Johnston Island. approximately 500

snmi (926 km) from detonation.

. HcM-SATONIC (Johnston Island, 30 Octoba.r. 0602). Steaming Indepen-
dently on station. northeast of Johnstcn island, approximately 600
nol (1,112 k-m) northeast of detonation.
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II

O'8annoa (continued) USS Paue County (LST-106)

9 KINGFISH (Johnston Island, 1 November, 0210). Steaming Indepen- %
dently on station, northeast of Johnston Island. approximately 600
rmt (1,112 )ca) northeast of detonation. Observed nuclear explosion.

p
U33 Page County (LST-1076)

Tank landing ship with a complement of 111. The ship transported cargo -

tween Islands and engaged in Island reconnaissance. Departed Christmas Isl~nd
on 28 July. Operational activities for each shot are suqmrized below.

AMOKe (Christa Island, 25 April, 0646). Stming en route to
Christmas island. approximately 200 nul 0371 ka) nrctheast off the •

surface z•rO, ,

* A7.rM (Christmas Island, 27 April. 0702). Anchored off Chiistmas
Island about 23 nmi (43 km) from surface zero.

0 ARKANSAS (Christmas Island. 2 May, 0902). At 0903 *ff Washington
Island, approximately 250 nmJ (463 km) northwest of Christmas
Island.

* Q9USTA (Christmas Island. 4 May. 1005). At 0845 off Fanning Island.
approximately 150 nml (276 )m) northwest of Christmas Island.

0 FRTGATX BIR) (Christmas Island. 6 May. 1430). Steming 2 nia (3.7
km) off the western coast of Fanning Izland, approximately 150 nmi
(278 ka) northwest of Christmas Island.

* YUKON (Christmas Island, 8 May, 0901). Steaming off Fanning Island,
approximately 150 ram (278 ko) northw.est of Christmas Island.

* MMFT1L.A (Christmas Island, 9 May, 0801). Steamtng off Far.ning Is-
land, approximately 150 nft (278 km) northwest of Christmas Island.

* P•WJKPON (Christmas Island. 11 May. 0637). Steaming en route from
Christmas Island to Fanning Island, approximately 150 nra (278 kmo)
northwest of Christmas Island. MX

a fCINS (Christmas Tsland, 12 May. 0803). Steaming for Washington
Island. No position data available.

* ALMO (Christmas Island. 8 June. 0803). steaming en route to Christ-
mas Island, approxlmately 100 nmi (185 kin) .north of detonation.

0 TRUCZKEK (Christmas Island. 9 June, 0637). Anchorvd 6ff Christmas
Island about 23 nrai (43 3cm) north of detonation.

0 YESO (Christmas Island. 10 June, 0701). Anchored off Christmas
Island about 30 nai (56 3€) north of detonation.

0 HARLKM (Christmas Island, 12 June. 0637). Undecway to Fai.:':iq
Island. At 0523 the ship was approximately 14 rwi (26 kn) from
Fanning Island.

0 RTNWONADA (Christmas Island, 15 June, 0701). Anchored off Christmas
Island about 30 nam (56 kim) north of surface zero.
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Pace County (continued) USNS Pvt. Frank S. Petrarca (T-AK-250)

0 DULC8 (Christmas Island, 17 June, 0701). Steaming en route to Pearl
Harbor, approximately 200 nmi (370 ki) north cf Christmas Island.

0 PETIT (Christmas Island, 19 June. 0601). Steaming to Pearl Harbor.
approximately 400 nmi (741 ks) north of Christmas Island.

SUNSET (Christmas Island, 10 July. 0732). Anchored at Christmas
Island about 30 ninl (56 km) north of surface zero.

PAM.T.CO (Christmas Island, 11 July, 0637). Anchored at Christmas
Island about 36 nal (67 ks) north of surface zero.

VUSW Pvt. Frank 3, Petrarca (T-AX-250)

14STS cargo ship with a crew of 38. Participated in logistic support to

personnel and In the Christmas and Johnston Island rollup phase. Petrarca was
also scientifically Instrumented for the October and November shots of DOMINIC.
Operational activities for each shot that It participated In are summarized
below.

0 S ADOBE (Christmas island. 25 April, 0646). Anchored at Christmas

Island about 23 nmi (43 kin) from surface 'zero. Detonation occurred
and shock wave encountered.

BIGHORN (Christmas Island, 27 June. 0619). Anchored at London
Roads. Christmas Island. Shot occurred starboard side about 37 nnii
(69 ki) from surface zero. At 0623:30 shock wave hit ship.

0 BLUESTONE (Christmas Island, 30 June, 0621). Anchored at London
Roads, Christmas Island Ahout 36 nmi (67 ks) from surface zero.
Radlac readings taken hou..ly. At 0623.7 shock wave reached ship
(double wave).

0 ANnM)SCOGGIN (Johnston Island. 2 October, 0617). Proceeding to
assigned station on special project with 38 crewmombers and 7
technical personnel. The ship *.as approximately 180 fmi (334 km)
north of the detonation.

0 BUMPING (Johnston Island, 6 October, 0552). Steaming on assigned
station for special project. The ship was approximately 105 nmi
(195 km) northwest of the detonation.

0 CHAMA (Johnston Island, 18 October, 0601). Anchored off Johnston
Island about 140 nmi (259 km) from detonation.

,• CHFCMATE (Johnston Island, 19 October, 2230). Steaming in vicinity

"of assigned station. The sh1p was approximately 120 nml (222 km)
northwest of detonation.

0 BLUEGILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October. 2359). Steaming
on assigned station for special project. The ship was appicoximatelyI 180 nni (334 km) northwest of the detonation.

V 0 CALAMITY (Johnston Island, 27 October, 0546). Ancnoted off Johnston
Island about 140 rmi (259 km) north of detonation.

'.30
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Petrarca (continued) US Point Defiance (LSD-31)

* HOUSATONIC (Johnston Island. 30 October, 0602). Steaming on as-
signed station for special project. The ship was approximately 180
r=1 (334 krs) north of the detonation.

• KTMFW1SH (Johnston island. 1 November. 0210). Steomnlr on assigned P
station for special project. The ship was approximately 160 nrni
(297 Irs) northwst of the detonation. .,

0 TIGHTROPE (Johnston Island, 3 November. 2130). Steaeing on assigned
station for special project. The ship was approximately 120 nmi
(352 ka) west of the detonation.

WN&S Point pArrow (T-AKD-l)

NPTS dock cargo ship with a normal complement of 61. Member of the Scien-
tific Ele..t (TS 8.3.6.4). Participated In rollup operations for Christmas
island, which were completed by 17 Augqut. On 12 December Poit Brrow returned
to Johnston Island for the rollup phase. No log has been located for the hip,"
however. some of its activities were documented and are sumorized below.

o STARFTSH Prime (Johnston island, 8 July, 2300). Stm=ing on scien-

tific station. 153 .1 (284 km), bearing 279.30T from blast.

0 CHECKMATE (Johnston Islat0d. 19 October, 2230). Steming on scien-
tific station, 94 nmi (174 W.) bearing 8.50° from blast.

S• SLUBGILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island. 25 October. 2359). Steam-
"Ing on scientific station. 16 rmit (30 kit). bearinq 185.80T from
blast.

* KINGFIsH (Johnston Island. 1 November. 0210). Steming on scien-
t1fic station, bearing 187.20T. 35 nmi (65 ks) from blast.

• TIGHTROPE (Johnston Island' 3 November. 2130). Steaming on scien-
tific stat.ion, bearing 240T. 7 nmt (13 ks) from blast.

USS Point Dofiance (LJ3-31.

Dock landing ship with a normal complement of 756. Participated In island
riconnaissance before the June-July operations 5t Johnston Island. during the
opet'ations pause from August through September, and during rollup phase. No
exposure data are available: however, known ship activity does not suggest
that It was placed In any potential exposure areas during 0omIC.

The ship departed Pearl Harbor on 19 January and conducted a surv,:y of
Baker, Jarvis. and Maiden Islands. It departed Christmas Island on 22 January,
picking up 13 military and civilian passengers by helicopter and then travel-

ling to Jarvis island (23 January), Canton Island (25 January). Baker Island
(26 January), Howland Island (27 January), and Canton Islind (28 January). On
28 January the visitorc departed the ship while at Canton island. Ship departed
for Pearl Harbor on 29 January, arriving 1 February.
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Point Defiance (con.tinued) USS Halsey Powell (00-686)

On 4 August Point etflance was anchored at Chris'rmas Island and loaded
personnel, scientific vans, boats, and equipment. It completed loading and
sailed for San Diego, arriving 12 August.

QSS Polk Countv (LST-1084)

A4 Tank landing ship with a normal complement of 119. Member of the Scientific

Element (TE 8.3.6.4). In February the ship made two trips to Johnston Island.
two trips to Christmas Island. and one trip each to Fanning, Jarvis, and Pal-
myra islands for logistical support. The ship was not in the Christmas Island
danger area during shots there. During STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island. 8 July,
2300), Polk County was sleaming independently on ass',gned station 5-3, east of
JohnSton Island. At 2230 de*:,Inated personnel manned stations for nuclear test.
Observed nuclear blast bearing 2550T. approximately 310 nml (574 km) east of
detonation.

M5.5 Ponchatoul.a (AO-148)

Oiler with a complement of 2,7. Arrived Christm&s Island on 6 April. Before
the start of testing the ship left anchorage to replenish task force ships. Op-
erational activities in each shot that It participated in are summarized below.

e ADOBE (Christmas Island, 25 April, 0646). Anchored at Christmas
Island about 23 nml (37 ka) north of surface zero.

*• AZTEC (Christmas Island, 27 April, 0702). Anchored at London Roads.
Christmas Island about 23 nr-1 (37 Ic.) north of surface zero.

0 ARKANSAS (Christmas Island. 2 May, 0902). Anchored at London Roads.
Christmas Island. about 28 r..m (52 km) from detonation.

• QUESTA (Christmas Island, 4 May, 1005). Steaming Independontly en
Sroute to rendezvous with Moore, approximately 850 nmi (1,575 km)

northeast from the detonition.

FRIGATE BIRD (Christmas ' 6 May, 1430). Steaming 1-adepen,-

dently en route to rvnd.lzvous with Yorktown, remaining clear of
launch area, apprcx1nAttely 720 nmi (1,334 ks) north-northeast from
the detonation.

USS Hal•-t' lvinwel (DO-686)

Destroyer with a normal complement of 319. Arrived Christmas Island
6 April. Element of the Christmas Island Operations Unit (TU 8.3.7). Opera-
tional activitles for each shot that it participated In are summarized below.

• ARVN'AS ýChristmis Island, 2 May, 0902). Steaming en route to
Christmai Island from Pearl Harbor. The ship was approximately 780
nmi (1,445 km) north c.f Christmas Island.

e QP:;TA (Christmas Island, 4 May, 1005). Steaming en rout2 to
' Chr1stmus Island from Pearl Harbor. The ship was approximately 105

%r i (195 km) north of Christmas Islanid.
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Powell (continued)

e YuKON (Christmas Island, 8 may, 0901). On special operations south
of Christmas Island. approximately 100 nal (185 km) south of sur-
face zero.

0 MXMTI.I.A (Christmas Island, 9 May, 0801). On special operations east
of Christmas Island, approximately 150 ral (278 Im) from surface

* zero.

* MJSKEGON (Christmas Island. 11 May. 0637). Steaming on special
operations east of Christmas Island, approximately 150 nia (278

ic) from surface :ero.

SSWINO (Christmas Island, 12 may. 0803). Steaming on special oper-

* ations south of Christmas Island, approximately 120 rnm (222 km)
from surface zero.

0 SWNENR (Christmas Island. 14 may, 0622). Steaming east of Christmas
Island on special operations, approximately 135 =1 (250 km) north-
east of surface zero.

0 CHRTC (Christmas Island. 19 May, 0637). Steaming on special oper- •
ations northeast of Christmas Island. approximately 60 nmi (111

km) north of surface zero.

* RINCONADA (Christmas Island, 15 June, 0701). Steaming en route to
Christmas Island. The ship was approximately 600 nmi (1,112 ka)
north of Christmas Island.

0 DULCR (Christmas Island. 17 June, 0701). Steaming south of Christ-
mas Island. approximately 55 rant (102 km) southwast of surface

zp Co.

0 PF!TT (Christmas Island. 19 June, 0601). Steaming east of Christmas
Island. no position data given. At 0819 anchored at Christmas
Island.

0 OTOVI (Christmas Island, 22 June, 0701). Underway north of Christ-

mas Island, approximately 45 nmi (83 km) north of surface zero.

* BIGHORN (Christmas Island. 27 June. 0619). Steaming south of

Christmas Island, approximately 80 nmt (148 km) southwest of sur-
face zero. ,

* BI.LSTONE (Christmas Island. 30 June, 0621). Steaming southwest of
Christmas Island, approximately 120 niai (222 km) southwest of sur-

face zero.

0 SUNSET (Christmas Island. 10 July. 0732). Steaming south of Christ-
mas Island. approximately 80 nrml (148 kim) south of surface zero.

0 PAMrLICO (Christmas Island. 11 July. 0637). COpratlng Independently
on patrol north of Christmas Island. approximately 45 nimI (83 kim)
northwest of surface zero.
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USS Prest on ( 0-795) USS Princeton (LPH-5)

USS reston (00-795)

Destroyer with a normal complement of 220. Participated only In~ shots
FRIGATE BIRD and SWORDFISH on surveilliance patrols and also as an element of
the Destroyer Unit (TU 8.a.2). Departed operating area on 11 May. operational
activities for shots FRIGATE BIRD and SWORDFISH are suzmmarized below.

"C FRIGATE BIRD (Christmas Island, 6 May. 1430). At 0705 rendezvoused
with Sthan Allen. At 1430 Preston's position was 900T, 2.000
yards (1.8 kcm) from Ethan Allen.;

"C SWORDFISH (370 nmi [685 kcm] frocý San Diego. 11 may. 1300). At 1110.7

proceeded to take station for SWORDFISH, approxim~ately 4,730 yards
(4.3 1am) from surface zero, bearing 3000T, heading 150. Shock
caused some damage to ship equipment.

LISS Princeton (LPiI-5)

Amphibious assault ship with a normal complement of 3,448. Participated In
Flagship Element (TE 8.3.6~.0) and provided JTF 8 Operations Control Center.
Departed Johnston Island 4 November. Operational activities for each shot that
it participated in are summuarized below-

II

U ANDROSCOGGIN (Johnston Island, 2 October. 0617). Underway in as-
signed area east of surface zero. No position data available, but
at 1200 It was 120 nmi (222 km)! from detonation. observed nuclear

detonation, bearing 2700T.

T BUMRDTW (Johnston Island, 6 October, 0552). observed nuclear deto-

nation, bearing 135 0 T, distance 40 nmi (74 sum). ew

* CH•T (Johnston Island. 18 October. 0601). At 0245 arrived ateposi-
tion off marker SZ-2. maintaining a racetrack pattern east of sur-
face zero at a distance greater than 30 nmi (56 kmn). Two hours
after the detonation ship was 70 nmi (130 km) from surface zero.

0 CHECKFATE (Johnston Island, 19 October, 2230). Observed nuclear
blast overhead from a point 10 nmI (19 kcm) northeast of Johnston
Island, approximately 50 orni (93 km) from surface zero,

* BJIlr1GTLL Triple Prime (Johnston Island, 25 October, 2359). Steaming
approximately 10 nmil (19 )cm) northeast of Johnston island, around-
30 nmi (56 km) from surface zero.b

0 CA'.AMITY (Johnston Island, 27 October, 0546). Steaming on assigned
station. Otserved nuclear detonation, bearing 90 0 T, distance 40

,,,r lni (74 n).

e HO(eATONIC (Johnston Island. 30 October, 0602). Steaming on as-
signed station, approximately 50 nmi (93 km) from surface zero

* ATMrPT N (Johnston Island, 1 November, 0210). Steaminy indepes-

dently. observed high-altitude nucleaf r blast overhead, approxi-
mately 50 nmi (93 km) from surface zero.
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Princeton (coi¶tinued) USS Reclaimer (ARS-42) Z

* TIGMTROPE (Johnston Island. 3 November. 2130). At 1425 underway.
Observed nuclear blast overhead, approximately 15 nmi (28 km) from

surface zero.

UM RanQ". Tracker (T-AQI-l)

Missile range instr.mentation ship with a normal complement of 89. The ship
was moored at Johnston Island for all shots of Operation DOMINIC and remained
there during the operational pause from August through September, arriving at

Johnston Island 10 April and departing 5 November. Range Tracker operated as a
major part of JTF 8 range safety control facility throughout DOMINIC for all
hlgh-altitude tests. It was also used to assist In the checkout and verifica-
tion of performance of a Pacific Missile Range (PIER) shore-based safety system 41
installed at Johnston Island. It also provided headquarters facilities for CTU
8.3.6 and CTE 8.3.6.2 land-based naval aircraft.

USS Razorback (SS-394)

Submarine with a normal complement of 81. Participated only in shot SWORD-
FISH as a member of Weapons Systems and Effects Test Group. Specifically, the

su•marine was employed for shock evaluation and for firing submarine s+mula-
tions prior to the shot. It .dso participated In Projects 1.3 (Effects of
Hydroacoustic Propagation) and 3.1 (Ship Response). During SWORDFISH (370 nmi
E685 ka] off San Diego, 11 May, 1300). Razorback submerged at 1144 and ce-
malned there at periscope level for the detonation until 1333, approximately
4,477 yards (4.1 k1m). 249 0 T bearing, heading 343 0 T. At 1249 the submarine
launched two submarine simulations (SQQ-925) which it tracked until H+3 minutes
when they ware 2,000 yards (1.8 ka) frc•m surface zero.

USS Reclaimer (ARS-42)

Salvage ship with a normal complement of 120. During the June and July
Johnston Islend optrations. It helped In logistics and deep sea mooring opera-
tions. Operational activities for each shot that it participated in are sum-
marized below.

SNAMBRE (Christmas Island. 27 May, 0803). Underway from Pearl Harbor
to Christmas Island. No position data available.

0 ALMA (Christmas Island, 8 June, 0803). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. about 28 nmi (52 kn) from surface zero.

0 TRUCKEE (Christmas Island. 9 June, 0637). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island, about 23 nmi (37 k1m) from detonation.

0 YEWO (Christmas Island. 10 June. 0701). Anchored at London toads,
Christmas Island. about 30 rni (56 kcm) from detonation.

9 HARLEM (Christmas Island, 12 June, 0637). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. about 30 nmi (56 km) from detonation.
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Reclaimer (continued) USS Rowan (00-782)

* RIMCONADA (Christmas Island. 15 June. 0701)., Anchored at London
Roads. Christmas Island. about 30 nmi (56 kim) from detonation.

* DULCZ (Christmas Island. 17 June. 0701). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. about 23 nmi (37 km) fr-m detonation.

0 PETIT (Christmas Island. 19 June. n,!:!). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. about 30 nmi 1'o km) from detonation.

* OTOWI (Christmas Island. :, June, 0701). Anchored at London Roads.
Christmae -- c...,.c 23 nml (37 km) from detonation.

* BIGHORN (Christmas Island. 27 June, 0619). Anchored at London
Roads. Christmas Island. about 37 nml (69 )cm) from detonation. ".?4

* BLUESTONE (Christmas Island. 30 June. 0621). Anchored at London
Roads, Christmas Island. about 36 nmi (67 kim) from detonation.

* SUNSET (Christmas Island. 10 July. 0732). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. about 30 nml (56 1m) from detonation.

* PAMLICO (Christmas Island. 11 July, 0637). Anchored at London %
Roads, Christmas Island. about 36 nml (67 1an) from detonation.

USS Rowan (DO-782)

Destroyer with a normal complement of 336. Element of Christmas Island
Operations Unit (TU R.3.7). Departed Christmas Island on 6 July. Operational
activities for each shot that it particInated In are summarized below.

"* AZTEC (Christmas Island, 27 April, 0702). Underway for station
Alfa-Two, approximately 890 nmI (1.649 kim) north of Christmas
Island.

"* ARKANSAS (Christmas Island, 2 May, 0902). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. Observed atomic test, bearing 125 0 T, 30 nmi (56
km.).

"* QUESTA (Christmas Island, 4 May 10,15). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. Observed atomic test, bearing 1500T. 28 nimi (52
km).

"* FRIGATE BIRD (Christmas Island, 6 May, 1430). Underway for patrol
In Christmas Island area, approximately 550 nmi (1,019) southwest
of detonation.

"* YUKON (Christmas Island, 8 May, 0901). Steýiming independently on
station A-3 northeast of island, approximately 200 nmi (370 km).

"* MESILLA (Christmas Island, 9 May, 0801). Steaming Independently on "
station Alfa-4 south of Island. Observed nuclear detonation, bear-
ing 23°T, 130 nml (241 km).

"* MUSKEGON (Christmas Island, 11 May, 0637). Steaming Independently
south of the Island, approximAtely 110 nmi (204 km).
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Rowan (continujd) USS Safeguard (ARS-25)

* ENCINO (Christmas Island, 12 May. 0803). Steaming on station A-3.
No position data available. j

0 SWANZE (Christmas Island. 14 May, 0622). Steaming south of Christ-
mas Island. Observed atomic burst, bearing 3330 T, 40 nmi (74 kin).

0 CHETC0 (Christmas Island. 19 May, 0637). Monitoring Soviet research
vessel Shokalskiv. Observed brilliant flash of light on horizon,
beating 870T, approximately 330 nmi (612 kcm) from Christmas "s

Island.

* TANANA (Christmas Island, 25 may, 0709). Steaming Independently on
assigned surveillance station, approximately 450 nmi (834 jam)
southwest of Christmas Island.

* NAMBE (Cnristmas Island, 27 May, 0803). Steaming In assigned sur-
veillance station, approximately 350 nmi (649 kom) south of the
island.'

e OTOWI (Christmas Island. 22 June, 0701). Steaming Independently
from Pearl Harbor to Christmas Island, approximately 120 runt (222
km) north of the detonation.

* BIGHORN (Christmas Island, 27 June, 0619). Steaming Independently .0
on surveillance station 90 nmi (167 1cm) west of Danger Area One.
Observed nuclear explosion, on 900T bearing, 350 runt (649 km).

* BLUESTONE (Christmas Island, 30 June, 0621). Steaming independently
on surveillance station A-11. Ill'uination from nuclear blast ob-
served in east. Position was approximately 270 nmi (500 kmn) west- .7.
southwest of the detonation.

SSTARFISH Prime (Johnston is'and, 8 July, 2300). steaming to Pearl
Harbor. Observed high-altitude nuclear detonation on bearing
2600T, approximately 695 nmi (1.290 }km) east-northeast of the
detonation.

US Safequard (ARS-25)

Salvage ship with a normal complement of 120. Member of TE 8.3.6.3 (Recov-
*ry Element). Operational activities for each shot that it participated In are .,

summarized below.

o-. A•?ROSCOOGGIN (Johnston Island, 2 October. 0617). Moored at Pearl
Harbor at shot time. At 1121 began pod recovery operations in Kauai
operating area.

"* CHAMA (Johnston Island, 18 October, 0601). Anchored at Johnston
Island, approximately 130 nmi (241 km) north of detonation.

"* CHECKMATE (Johnston Island, 19 OctobeL., 2230). Steaming on sta-
tion. Observed nuclear detonation, about 40 nmt (74 kin) north of
detonation.

3.0
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Safeguard (continued) USS Sioux (ATF-75)

* BLUEGILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island. 25 October, 2359). Underway_'
to maintain station astern of Engage. Observed nuclear detonation
about 35 nmi (65 kcm) south. On 26 October at 1314 had missile
debris on board.

* CALAMITY (Johnston Island, 27 October, n546). Anchored at Johnston
Island, approximately 140 =ni (649 km) northwest of detonation. On
28 and 29 October engaged in raft recovery operations.

* HOUSATONIC (Johnston Island, 30 October, 0602). Maneuvered to enter
Johnston Island Inner Harbor about 250 nmi (463 km) northeast of
detonation.

* KINGFISH (Johnston Island. 1 November, 0210). Underway for special
operations. At 0000 steaming in company of McCain. Observed nuclear
detonation bearing 1800T, distance 60 nmi (110 km). At 0719 ma-
neuvered to recover pod.

0 TIGHTROPE (Johnston Island, 3 November, 2130). Underway from John-
ston Island to SZ-4. approximately 250 nmi (463 km) southwest of
detonation.

LSS Sea Fox (3S-402)

Submarine with a normal complement of 66. Participated in shot SWORDFISH
as a member of the Weapon Systems and Effects Test Group. Specifically, it pro-
vided special submarine training to its personnel. Departed San Diego on 7 May
for assigned operating area and returned 12 May. There is no entry for Sea Fox
in the Consolidated List. During SWORDFISH (370 nmi [685 km] off San Diego,
11 May, 1300), at H-hour See Fox was submerged at periscope depth on station
30 nmii (56 km) from surface zero. This was the first sonar convergence zone and
the submarine had hydrophones suspended to 1,000 feet (305 meters). At 1330 the N
submarine was secured from torpedo battle station and surfaced at 1422.

USS Sioux (ATF-75)

Fleet ocean tug with a normal complement of 85. Participated in shot SWORD-
FISH in Project 2.1 (Base Surge Radiation) for Naval Radiological Defense Lab-
oratory (NRDL) and in the June and July Johnston Island operations during
STARFISH Prime as an element of Surface Recovery Unit (TE 8.3.2.4) conducting
surveillance and nosecone recovery. Operational activities for each shot are

7 ssummarized below.

0 SWORDFISH (370 nml [6,5 kim] off San Diego, 11 May, 1300). At 1000
all personnel except for 15 men boarded the command ship, Monti-
cello. Sioux was on station at 1052. At H-hour the ship was bearing
3420T. 8,650 yards (7.9 Kan) from surface zero. Immediately after
the shot, ship departed formation and headed for the radiation pool
to obtain water samples for NRDL. Twenty minutes after detonation, E
Sioux entered the radioactive water pool. Gamma field rose to 0.300
R/hr and the shil maneuvered to leave quickly. The exposure rate
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iou x (continued) USS Snohomish County (LST-1126)

rose to over 500 R~hr 200 yards (183 meters) Inside the pool. An
Invisible mist contaminated the weather deck to between 0.01 and
0.02 R/hr. After the ship left the radioactive pool, its washdown
system reduced this contamination to an undetectable level. Some
personnel on the bridge had contaminated skin or shoes. The project
leader's left hand read about 0.400 R/hr and his hair about 0.100
R/hr (Reference C.3.1, p. H-1-1; Reference D.5, Appendix 1. p. 4).
At H+3. Sioux reentered the water patch in the southern quadrant
with all crmomebers who had boarded Monticello. By 1800 ganma
radiation had dropped by a factor of 10 fissions per liter. On
12 may the ship continued to track the radioactive patch and col-
lect technical data from SWORDFISH.

0 STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island. 8 July. 2300). Undo rway for sta-
tion, bearing 325 0 T. 4.5 nmi (8.3 kin) from Johnston Island. Sor-
tied with XcCain. Grapple, and Arnkara about. 25 nmi (46 kmn) north
of detonation. Recovered pod and participated in search for rocket ,
nosecone In the rocket impact area.

VS5 Snoboiish County (LST-1126)

Tank landing ship with a normal complement of 119. Element of Mobile Lois-
tics Support Unit (TU 8.3.3) and Special Operations ,,it (TU 8.3.91. Departed
Christmas Island 24 July. Operational activities for each shot that it parti-
cipated in are summarized below.

" ADOBE (Christmas Island, 25 April, 0646). Steaming to Christmas
Island. approximately 500 nmi (927 km) northwest of Christmas
Island.

"* APZT (Christmas Island. 27 April, 0702). Steamin; from Palmyra
to Christmas Island. approximately 150 nit (278 km) south, of
detonation. .. .

" ARKANSAS (Christmas Island, 2 May, 0902). Steaming en route from
Christmas Island to Pearl Harbor, approximately 780 nmi (1.446 km)
north of the island.

"* TANANA (Christmas Island, 25 May, 0709). Underway from Palmyra to
Christmas Island, approximately i00 ninl (270 ks) northwest of
Christmas Island.

" NAME (Christmas Island. 27 May, 0803). Anchored at Christmas
Island about 23 ntn (37 kf) north of detonation.

" ALMA (Christmas Island, 8 June, 0803). Underway from Christmas
Island to Pearl Harbor, approximately 850 nmIi (1,575 kcm) north of
Christmas Island.

"* TRUCKEE (Christmas Island, 9 June, 0637). Underway from Christmas
Island to Pearl Harbor, approximately 1,100 riml (2,019 km) north
of Christmas Island.
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Snohomish County (continued) US$ jutherland (DDR-743)

0 OTOWZ (Christmas Island, 22 June, 0701). Underway from Pearl Har-
bor to Christmas Island, approximately 500 nrl (927 km) north of
Christmas Island.5 BIGHORN (Christmas Island. 27 June, 0619). Underway from Christmas
Island to Fanning Island ,itzh !1 passengers, approximately 160 not
(297 km) northwest of Christmas Island.

SBLUESTONE (Christmas Island. 30 June, 0621). Anchored at Christmas
Island about 36 nml (67 ka) north of surface zero.

0 SUMSKT (Christmas Island, 10 July, 0732). Underway from Washington
Island to Pearl Harbor. approximately 350 noi (649 ks) northwest
of Christmas Island.

0 PAWLICO (Christmas Island, 11 July. 0637). Underway from Washington
Island to Pearl Harbor, approximately 550 nmi (1.019 ks) north of
Christmas Island.

.%'

-.usSoutherland (BOR-743)

Radar picket destroyer with a normal complement of 367. Participated In
;' FRIGATE BIRD and In the Christmas Island tests conducting surface surveillance.

Member of TU 8.3.7 (Area One Operations Unit). Operational activities for each
shot that it participated in are summarized below.

0 ADOBE (Christmas Island, 25 April. 0646). Szeaminq on surveillance
station. Observed nuclear test. Cloud was observed bearing i9°T,
190 nti (352 km). At 0656 a complete monitoring of weather decks
indicated no Increase in radiation.

A AZTEC (Christmas Island. 27 April, 0702). Steaming en route to
surveillance station A-3. approximately 160 nrui (296 km) north-
northeast of detonlation.

0 ARKANSAS (Christmas Island. 2 May, 0902). Steaming independently
In Area One, approximately 460 nmi (852 kin) northeast of Christmas

.I Island.

0 • UESTA (Christmas Island. 4 May. 1005). Steaming Independently to
surveillance station, approximately 400 nmi (741 kim) northeast of
"Christma, Island. At 0834 launched and tracked weather balloons.

SFIRIGAr• BIRD (Christmas Island, 6 May, 1430). Steaming indepen-
dently In Station Radish. Observed nuclear detonotion, bearing

.5,• 770,5T., range 118 nml (218.7 kin) determined by radar. AI3o ob-
served an orango cloud 3 seconds after test, no fallout expected.

* Radlac readings taken every 5 minutes.

0 YUKON (Christmas Island, 8 May, 0901). Anchored at London Roads.
Chris'mas Island. Observed nuclear d.t..natlon, bearing 1450 T.
range 23 n!z (37 km). Shock wave paszed the ship at 0903.

.o3
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outher land (continued)

.0 • ILLA (Christmas Island. 9 May, 0801). Steaming en route to

'C * istmas Island from Fanning Island. Observed nuclear detonation.

Sbearing 1600T. distance 60 nat (111 km).

0 IUSKBWN (Christmas Island. 11 May, 0637). Steaming en route to
4arl Harbor. approximately 720 nml (1,334 km) north of Christmas
:sland.

0 "CINO (Christmas Island. 12 May. 0803). Steaming en route to Pearl
Harbor, approximately 1,100 nmi (2,039 km) north of Christmas
siand.

S• (Christmas Island, 27 May, 0803). Steaming to Christmas
sland. approximately 500 nmi (927 km) north of Christmas Island.

t RUiCE (Christmas sland, 8 June. 003). Steam ing indepenty whilent
onductlng surveillance patrol of Soviet survey groupa approxi

matoly 360 nrm (661 km) west of Christmas Island.

4!

• ALKKR (Christmas Island. 9 June. 0637). Steaminq independently
while conducting surveillance patrol of Soviet survoy group. Ob-

erved flash of nuclear explosion, bearinq 920T, at 320 nmat (593

R TWO (Christmas Island. 10 June. 0701). Steaming independently
while conducting surveillance patrol of Soviet survey group. Ob-
serve5d flash from nuclear detonation on bearing 1000T. aporlnxi- (4
mately 300 rital (556 Is).

0 H.LCE (Christmas Island, 12 June, 0737). Steaming independently
while conducting surveillance patrol of Soviet survey group. Ob-
Served detonation on approximate bearing of 130T. approximately
300 oai (15295 km) f-om Christmas Island.

a ýr=rxAD& (Christmas Island, 15 June. 0701). Steamlng independently
while conducting surveillance patrol of Soviet survey group. Ob-
served detonation on bearing 10010'r. approximately 350 not (649".
ka) from Christmas island.

0 WUL•S (Chritsmas Tsland, 17 Juno, 0701). Steaming Independentlyi,

while conducting surveillance patrol of Soviet survey group. Ob- i
served flash ot nuclear explosion, bearing 1300T. approximately .
j00 nut (556 km) from Christmas Island. "

0 ORT~IT (Christmas rsland, 19 Juno, 06O01). Steamir• independentl Z.

while conducting su.rveillance patrol of Soviet survey group. Ob-.:

served flash of nuclear detonation, bearing 105010. distance ap-
proximately 390 rat (723 km).

0 OTOr (Christmas Island, 22 Juno. 07013). Steaming independentlywhile conducting surveillance patrol of Soviet survey group. Ob- ',
served flash of nuclear detonation, bearing approximately 1080T. •
13~tance 373 no~t (691 Wau. .
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Southerland (continued) USS Takelma (ATF-113)

I BIGHORN (Christmas Island. 27 J'ine, 0619). Steaming Independently
en route to Pearl Harbor from Christmas Island. approximately 500 A
nut. (927 kin) north of Christmas Island.

* STARFISH Prime (Christmas Island, 8 July, 2300). Moored at Pearl
Harbor. Observed light from nuclear explosion in a southwesterly
direction, distance of blast reported to be approximately 800 nro
(1,483 ka). Ship about 720 nrl (1,334 3cm) from Johnston Island.

WS . mLit Crunty (LST-1146)

,1 Tank landing ship with a normal complement of 119. Unit of TS 8.3.6.4
(Scientific). Participat.a in Johnston Island shots only. Operational activi-
ties in each shot that it participated In are summarized below.

* BUMPING (Johnston Island, 6 October, 0552). Underway In company
with Henry County and Harris county en route to Johnston Island.

,4 The ship was approximately 180 nol (334 kin) north-northeast of
.* detonation.

* CHAM3 (Johnston Tsland, 18 October, 0601). Underway independently
for operation area, approximately 160 nml (297 km) southwest of
detonation.

SCHECIMATE (Johnston Island. 19 October. 2230). Underway indepen-

dently on assigned station in operation area. Observed detonation,
reportedly approximately 200 nmi (371 km) south of shot site.

0 BLUEGILL Triple Prime (Johnston Island. 25 October. 2359). At 1300
steaming on assigned station to remain with Harris County. On 26,
October at 0000 observed detonation, ship approximately 15 r-mi (28Ski) south of detonation.

, CALAMITY (Johnston Island. 27 October, 0546). Underway Indepen-
4dently In operating area, approximately 100 nri (185 k-m) north-

northwest of detonation.

* HOVSATOWIC (Johnston Irland. 30 October. 0602). Anchored at John-
ston Island Harbor about 180 nmi (334 km) northeast of detonation.

v KINGFISH (Johnston Island. I November, 0210). Underway Indepen-
dently In KIT3FISH H-hour station, approximately 40 nma (74 kin)
south-southwest of the detonation.

* TIGHTROPE (Johnston rsland, 3 November, 2130). Anchored at Johnston
", I•;aland and observed the detonation about 3 nmI (5.6 kmn). bearing

200.

US$ Takelma (ATF-113)

Fleet ocean tuel with a normal completment of 85. Participated In 18 shots
"* as part of the Rocket Nose Cone Recovery Task Element for Kauai. Hawaii opera-
* tIons and as TE 8.3.6.4 (Scientific). Operational activities for KINGFISH shot

3,
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Takelma (continued) USS Tolovana (AO-64)

were In the Kauai operating area. For BLUEGILL Triple Prime the ship was
operating approximately 243 nrj (450 ka) north of Johnston Island as a unit of

Ts 8.3.6.4.

US$ Tawakooi (ATF-114)

S Fleet ocean tug with a normal complement of 85. Participated In shot SWORD-

FISH as an element of Land-Based Naval Air Unit (TU 8.3.2) and In the Rocket
Nose Cone Recovery Task Element and Johnston Island Operationx Unit (TJ 8.3.6).
The latter operations were In the Kauai area. Diring SWO)DFISH (370 nai (685
km] off San Dlego. 11 Kay. 1300). TLwmakonl was steaming Independently in vicin-

Ity of 240 W, 54N, approximately 1,800 noi (1.336 ka) from surface zero.
At 1320 It recovered hydrophonIc equipment.

UV8 TaYlor (DWE-468)

Escort destroyer with a normal complement of 329. Element of Johnston
Island operations Unit (TU 8.3.6) and Surface Surveillance Unit (TE 8.3.6.1).

The ship did not enter the Christmas Island danger area. Operational activities -'

for each shot that it participated in are summarized below.

o STARFISH Prime (Johnston Island. 8 July. 2300). Steaming on sta-

tion. bearing 8ST, 310 rat (575 Ica) from shot.

o ANDROSCOGGIN (Johnston Island, 2 October, 0617). Steaming on as-
signed SAR station, approximately 420 not (776 ka) northeast of
Johnston Island.

o BUMPING (Johnston Island. 6 October, 0552). Proceeding to SAR/
NAVAID station. appeoximately 500 nal (927 ka) northeast of John-
ston Island.

o CHAMA (Johnston Island. 18 October, 0601). Steaming on SAR/NAVAID
station, approximately 570 nah (1.056 km) northeast of Johnston

Island.

M• Tolovana (AO-64) '.

Oiler with normal complement of 313. Arriveo- in Christmas island area
9 June. Member Christmas Island Operating Unit (MJ 8.3.7). Participated only

In Christmas Island shots. Underway replenishment ship. Lett :hristmas Island
area on 11 July. Operational activities for each shot chat It participated In -.

are summarized below.

o HARLEM (Christmas Island, 12 June, 0637). Anchored at Christmas
Island. At 0602 observed atomic air blast, bearing 1600 T. all
conditions appeared normal. Ship about 30 nml (56 ki) from detona-
tion. At 0757 maneuvered out of Christmas Island to replenish G
and "r~ftel. From 0938 to 1149 replenished g . ,o.
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Tolovana (continued) USS Ute (ATF-76)

e * IYJLCK (Christmas Island, 17 June, 0701). Steaming independently to
Srendezvous with Gurke. At shot time 170 nmt (315 ka) northwest of

surface zero. From 0815 to 0941 replenished Gurke.

* PETIT (Christmas Island. 19 Juno, 0601). Steaming from rendezvous
point to Christmas Island operating Area A-2. about 170 nni (315
kcm) north oZ surface zero at shot time.I OTOWI (Christmas Island, 22 Juno. 0'01). On 21 June refueled Rowan

from 1832 to 1953. Steaming on Christmas Island operating area A-2,
195 nmt (361 ka) north of surface zero at shot time. From 1334 to

1551 replenished Poel.

• BIGIORN (Christmas Island, 27 June. 0619). On 26 June steaming for
operating area. 160 nai (297 kam) northwest of surface zero at shot

time.

W BLUES•ONoE (Christmas Island, 30 June, 0621). Steaming independently
at shot time. 120 nmi (222 fcm) southwest of Christmas Island, to
rendezvous with Pwl. Anchored at Christmas Island at 1904.

, STALRFISH Prime (Johnston Island, 3 July, 2300). Anchored at Christ-

""as Island.

* SUMJNSE (Christmas Island. 10 July, 0732). Anchored at London Roads,
Christmas Island. Ot'erved shot bearing 155 0 T. at distance 30 noi
(56 k-m). At 0830 underway to replenish Cajjdo and Pcomil. At 1622
anchored at Christmas Island.

. PAMLICO (Christmas Island. 11 July, 0637). Anchored at London
Roads, Christmas Island about 36 nmi (67 km) north of surface zero.

At 0749 sailed for U.S. west coast.

§8I•mn• (BS-262)

This st*ip was not assigned to JTF 8 and operated either at Pearl Harbor or
lokosuka, Japan during DCfIIC. It did not participate In the operation. How-

c-,er. one person under this ship heading was badged and had a zero reading. He
was probably assigned to JTF 8 on a temporary duty basis.

""*sctmibla (MTR.-762)

Nin* persornel on this large harbor tug were badged with a mean 0.123 R
reading. The ship provided tug and tow services operating out of Pearl Harbor.

MSS Ute (ATF-76)

Fleet ocean tuq with a normal complement of 85. Arrived Johnston Island on
"e April. took YCV-17 In tow, and sailed for Pearl Harbor on 10 April. Arrived
Christmas Island 23 April. Member Christmas Island Operations Unit (TU 8.3.7).
Participated In Christmas and Kauai operations. Christmas Island logistics and
Kauai survoillance. Left Chrie'mas Island 25 April. No exposure data are avail-
able. Operational activities for shots that It participated In are summarized

*.%
below.
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SUte (continued) USS Yorktown (CVS-10)

0 A000E (Christmas Island. 25 April. 0646). On 16 April at 1748
underway for Christmas Island to Pearl Harbor with YC-14200 YC-
1412. and YC-139" In tow. On 23 April at 0908 anchored anchorage
Echo. Christmas :sland. On 25 April at 0602 exercised at general
quarters about 2 nrml (43 ko) from surface zero. Secured from gene-

• ~ral quarters at 0718. At 2000 sa11,.•d for Pearl Harbor with YU-1397.
6, YC-1414. and YFN-914 In tow.

* NMABE (Christmas Island, 27 May, 0803). On 25 May at 1757 underway
from Pearl Harbor to Kauai. On 26 May at 2305 released to proceed
Independently to Pearl Harbor. About 1,158 nml (2.146 kin) north of

Christmas Island at shot time. On 27 May at 1033 moored at Pearl
Harbor,

SALMA (Christmas Island. 8 June. 0803). On 7 June at 1243 underway

from Pearl Harbor to Kauai surveillance area. About 1.200 nmi
(2.224 kin) north of Christmas Island. On 8 June 1517 moored at
Pearl Harbor.

1US$ Walker (DuE-517)

Escort destroyer with a normal complement of 329. Arrived Johnston Island
on 17 May. Member of Johnston I310nd Operations Unit (TU 8.3.6). Participated
as a surveillance ship In Johnston Island shots only. Left Johnston Island on
4 June before nuclear shots there. Did not enter Christmas Island danger ara.

115 Yorktown (CVS-10)

Antisubmarine warfare support aircral't carrier with a normal complement of
3,448. Left San Diego on 27 April for FRIGATE BIRD and SWORDFISH. Element of
FRIGATE BIRD Air Element (TE 8.8.1.1) and SWORDFTSH Surveillance Unit (TG 8.9).

.° P~rtlclpated In SWORDFISH and FRIGATE BIRD events for flight operations. Sailed.'

for San Diego on 11 May. Operational activities for shots that it participated

In are summarized below.

j • FRIGATE BIRD (Christmas Island, 6 May, 1430). Conducted flight op-

erations off California. 1,050 naml (1,946 kin) northeast of FRIGATE
4 BIRD.

e SWORDFISH (370 nmi [6S5 km] south of San Diego. 11 May. 1300).
Steaming out of Sau Diego. conducting flight operations for SWORD-
FISH; at 1235 sounded general quarters; at 1323 secured from gene-

ral quarters, steaming en route to San Diego. Heading 1340 from
true north, 309o bearing from surface zero, 9,800 yards (9 km)

, ~from surface zero..

NAVAL AIR UNITS L

The following Navy operational air units participated.

Commadr Fleet Air W~n 2, (COMFAIRWING 2, or CFAW-2). There were 35 badged %

personnel. CFAW-2 provId-'d communications at NAS Barbers Point for CTUI
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8.3.2 (Land Based Naval Units) during Kauai operations. CFAW-2 participated
In DOMINIC operations from April to November 1962. In addition to its Kaual
functions, It supported surveillance operations at Christmas and Johnston

4 ~Islands through the patrol squadrons listed below. ,

Air Anti-Submarine squadro: 2iSta d during FR[GT Squadron 25 (VS :
25). These squadrons were based on YorktownPv during FRIGATE BIRD and SWORD-l

FISH. The exposures for these units are included under Yorktown In Table
24.

Ailborne Early warning Barrier Squadron Pacific (Detachment) (AEWB SQ)N PACNAVY
14, or AEW BARRON PAC). Exposure data exist for 62 personnel. Two or three
(sources differ) WV-2 early warning patrol planes were assigned to the de-
tachment. It was at DOMINIC In May. June, and July. The WVs were used for
observation and range clearance. The detachment supported Johnston Island
operations and FRIGATE BIRD as a communications liaison.

Carrier Airborne Early Warninq Squadron 11 (vAW-I1). Detachment Tango of this
untt was based on Yorktown during DOMINIC and its personnel exposures are
included with Yorktown exposures itn Table 24.

Heavy Photo Air Squadron 62 (VAP-62), Detachment 35. There were 28 badged per-
sonnel. VAP-62 (composed of two A3D-2P aircraft) and Marine Aircraft Repair
Squadron 37 with two R5D-3 operating out of Marine Corps Air Station, El
Toro, were designated to provide crews and aircraft for aerial technical
photography for shot SWORDFISH. VAP-62 operated out of NAS Miramar.
Calofornia.

4 Helicopter Anti-Submarine Squadron 5 (HS-5). This unit was based on Yorktown
during DOMINIC. Exposures for this unit arce included with Yorktown's In
Table 24.

SPatroY Squadron 6 (VP-6). This squadron operated from NAS Barbers Point. There
uw:& 4 badged personnel. It participated in both spring and fall operations %
providing surveillance at Christmas Island and Johnston Island. The squa-
dron was composed of 12 SP-2E Mod II Neptune patrol aircraft (P2V-5s).

Patrol Squadron 9 (VP-9). There were 305 badged personnel. On 5 September 1962
VP-9 departed HAS Alameda, for NAS Barbers Point, Hawaii, to operate under
CFAW-2 In support of Operation DOMINIC. Aircraft were P2V-7s. From Septem-
ber to November 1962 it was engaged in Johnston Island surveillance.

Patrol Squadron 28 (VP-28), HAS Barbers Point,'Hawall. There were 142 badged
personnel. From 17 April to 7 July, aircraft from VP-28 were deployed to
Christmas and Johnston islands for surveillance. On 11 June VP-28 relieved
VP-872 and assumed responsibility for the conduct of all surveillance,
special mission, and ASW flights assigned by CTE 8.3.7.2. Squadron was
composed of P2V-5Fs, PAR/MOO. VP-28 flew 290 flights totalling 2.334.1
hours for DOMINIC.

- Petrol Squadron 46 (VP-26), RAS North Island, San Diego, California. There were
¶ 14 badged personnel. From 1 to 17 May 1962, P2V-7 aircraft were involved in
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monItoring the SWORDFISH radioactive pool for Project 2.2. making 21
flights. From 22 June to 17 July. three crews were detached to CFAW-2 to
conduct air surveillance during Johnston Island. Phase I (Kaual)
operations.

* Patrol S•uadron 872 (vP-872). There were 249 badged perso-nel. They engaged in
"Christmas and Johnston Island surveillance wlth four P2V-5FS aircraft from
March to 11 June. VP-28 relieved VP-872 on 1 June.

, Trapsvort Squadron 3 (VR-3), McGuire AFB. New Jersey. In this Fleet Tactical
Supply Squadron, 49 persons were badged with a high exposure of 0.571 R.
This unit provided crews for the C-118 aircraft of Project 4.1 and may
also have provided air transport of radioactive device debris samples from
the test sites to Hickam APB for trans-shipment to the U.S. laboratories
via MATS jet transports.

In addition single Individuals were badged from the Naval Air Stations at
Norfolk, Virginia, and Sanford. Florida, but their duties are not- known. The
Navy Air Development Center Is discussed with the Navy scientific units.

OTHER NAVAL UNITS ANO ORGANIZATIONS

A variety of other groups provided special support for DOMINIC operations
or had personnel present on special temporary assignment or as observers.

Navy Awphlbious Unit. and AmhIbious Construction Battalion (ACB-1), Detachment
Zulu. Coronado, California. The unit augmented TE 8.3.9.7 (Christmas Island
Boat Element) and consisted of one officer. 37 enlisted, with one utility
landing craft (LCU). In addition, after USCGS Pathfinder charted anchorage
areas off the west coast of Christmas Island and established six reference
points on the shore opposite the anchorage. ACB-1, Detachment Zulu, con-
structed three ship navigational aids. One LCU was required to stay at
Christmas Island for the duration of the operation (about 4 months). Before
the testing this unit provided one officer and nineteen men to install the
ship-to-shore pipeline for aircraft fuel. This group also maintained this.

Chief of Naval Operations, 128. There were two badged personnel. Their assign-
int Is unknown. asi

Navy Communications S.ation, San Diego. California. There were two badged Indi-
viduals, one assigned to MPHO(JPAC. the other to CTG 8.3.

Navy Coamunications Station, Kodiak, Alaska. One badged individual. -

Navy Communications Station, Pearl Harbor. There we.re two badged personnel. One
was assigned to CTG 8.3.

Navy Communications Cinter, Barbers Point. The Communications Center at. Barbers
Point was a major relay point for CJTF 8 circuits between Christmas and
Johnston Islands and designated relay stations on Oahu. Additionally, It
supported communicatlons for units of CJTG 8.4 and JTF 8 scientific task
units based at Barbers Point. It also provided- communications facilities
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(through CFAW-2) for Kauai Operations for CTU 8.3.2 (Land Based Operations
Unit). There was one badged Individual.

qoammander Destroyer squadron 5. There was one badged Individual. Commander De-
stroyer Squadron 5 was present for SWORDFISH aboard Acerholm as CTG 8.9
(SWORDFISH Unit).

Commander Destroyer Squadron 7. There were eight badged Individuals. Commander
Destroyer Squadron 7 and his staff, in addition to normal command responsi-
bilities, also supplemented CTU 8.3.7 (Christmas Island Operations Area).
He was TU 8.3.7 Deputy Commander and Chief of Staff and CTE 8.3.7.1 (De-"
stroyer Element). Ve and his staff for TU 8.3.7 totalled five officers and "_
six enlisted men.

Explosive Ordnance Disposal Unit I (EOOU-1). Pearl Harbor. There were 14 badged
personnel. Following the 19 June STARFISH aborted firing, Navy provided an
EOOU and a Underwater Demolition Team (UDT) at Johnston Island to ascist
in recovery of contaminated missile parts from the lagoon and reef areas.
Grapple and a 20-man UDT/EOO team assisted In recovering mary alpha con-
taminated STARFISH missile parts over a 2-week period. This 20-man joint
UDT/EOO team has also been identified as a 20-man UDT team. The former
composition is considered to be correct. %

Navy Hospital Bethesda, Maryland. Two badged, one of whom was a Lt. Col. (ser-
vice affiliation unknown) stationed at the Armed Forces Radlobiology Re-
search Institute at Bethesda. Duties of either man are not known.

Commander mine Division 113, Long Beach, California. There was one badged rep-
resentative with an unknown function.

Nuclear Weapons Training Center, Norfolk, Virginia. There was one badged indi-
victual, assignment unknown.

Commander in Chief, Pacific Fleet, Pearl Harbor. There were seven badged
personnel.

Navy Security Station. One individual was badged and listed as a member of
CJTF 8 Staff.

Comaander Service Force Pacific (COMSERVPAC), Pearl Harbor. There were two
badged personnel. During Christmas Island operations, COMSERVPAC coordl-
nated a special airlift of food to ships and boats at Christmas Island.

Utility Landing Craft (LCU) Division 13, Detachment B. No exposure data are
available. This detachment augmented TE 8.3.9.7 (Christmas Island Boat Ele-
ment). LCU Div. 13, Det. B was composed of one officer, 48 enlisted, and
three LCUs.

There were also a few men from the following bases. most of whose assign-
ments are not known: Advanced SubmarIne Base, Pearl Harbor, 3 badged, one a
member of CTG 8.3; Clarksville Base, 2 badged; Navy Unit, Lake Meade, 1 badged:
Naval Station, Long Beach, 1 badged; Naval Station, Pearl Harbor, 2 badged
individuals.
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CHAPTER 10

U.S. AIR FORCE PARTICIPATION IN OPERATION DOMINIC

Functions performed by the Air Force Included airdropping the nuclear de-
vices for most of the tests, collection of nuclear detonation debris samples
from the clouds, weather reconnaissance and prediction, communications sup-
port, operation of the Christmas and Johnston island airbases, air transport
support, as well as participation in or management of a number of scientific
experiments.

In performing these tasks, the personnel associated with cloud-sampling
oFr.rations gave the Air Force the largest number of Individual exposures that
exceeded 3 R. the Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE). For these operations a
special MMS of 20 R was authorized. Other exposures for the Air Force were not
high, and the mean for Air Force personnel was 0.375 R.

Air Force participation was from many regular Air Force units and some Air
National Guard (ANG) units. Normally. liowever. only a few men from these units.
rather than the whole unit, participated.

There were 400 separate organization codes established to document the
exposures of personnel in Air Force organizations participating in DOMINIC;
however, 30 of those organizations had no participants, and 33 organizations
were given more than one code. For example, the 1369th Photo Squadron has three
different organizational codes: 4016, 4686, and 4691. The 337 Air Force organi-
zations provided about 2,800 men for DOMINIC, making the average contribution "_
per unit fewer than 9.

Table 25 lists the participating Air Force organizations, their organiza-
tional codes, total number of badged participants, and distribution of total
exposures. The table is In alphabetical order of organizational title and is
further ordered by state or country. Appendix B contains the complete list of
organizational codes and titles as defined by the Joint Task Force 8 (JTF 8)
Radsafe Branch. The list in the appendix can be compared to Table 25, but the
data In Table 25 represent the results of checking. numerous individual 5x.
cards to identify as accurately as possible both the complete organizational
title and home station location. In the course of this effort a large number
of discrepancies were identified. Discrepancies included such items as the
same Individual being listed more than once within the same organization, or LA
one individual being listed with two different organizations. It was also dis-
covered that In a few cases, accumulated exposures were incorrectly totaled.

It Is important to note that the data presented in Table 25 have been
copied directly from the microfilmed Consolidated List (Reference C.1.3). No
corrections based upon the discrepancies discovered In researching through 5x8
card data have been made on this table. As units ace treated in this chapter,
however, the discrepancies discovered are dlscu'sed.
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Personnel whose exposures are presented in Table 25 may be uniformed Air
Force personnel or civilians employed by AIr Force organizations. Each Air
Force organization is treated either separately or with a group of like organi-
zations with similar participation in the remainder of this chapter. Air Force
personnel who were DOMINrC participants with a Joint-service activity organiza-
tion, such as Hg JTF 8 or Defense Atomic Support Agency (DASA). are discussed
at the end of this chapter.

1211th Test S<quadron, Kirtland AFB. New Mexico. This organization was the
largest Air Force participant with 329 badged personnel. It was the sampler
unit in DOMINIC. Flight officers flew the a-57s that sampled the nuclear
clouds and wore observers in the aircraft. Enlisted personnel performed

sample removal, maintained the B-57s, arW decontaminated them.

The badging system used in this unit was unique. Aircrew members wore
two or more film badges on each sampling mission. These badges were usually
processed the same day. The exposure for each badge was posted on their
5x8 cards and a cumulative total was maintained by adding the highest badge

reading to the previous subtotal. While not on sampling missions, these
men wore another badge, which was worn for 30 days or more. The system was
almost identical to that used in earlier nuclear test series where person-
hel wore a mission badge for entry Into radiological areas and also wore a
permanent badge.

Table 26 illustrates how the system worked for a sampler pilot. It
shows that this pilot had duplicate mission badges for eight sampler .

flights and also had three permanent badges (Nos. 18235, 28991. and 53067)

Table 26. Example of sampler pilot badge system, Air Force 1211th Test

Squadron, DOMINIC.

Badge Number Issue Oate Process Date Erposure (mR) Cumulative (mR)

20958 4/27 4/27 1,180
20957 4/27 4/27 1,670 1,670
18235 4/17 5/16 0 1,670
28991 3/16 6/19 0 .1,670 W
29100 5/19 5/19 1.900

29101 5/19 5/19 1.900 3,570
170533 5/27 5/27 3,790
170534 5/27 5/27 3,800 ),370
53033 6/10 6/10 1,660

170582 6/10 6/10 1,670 9,040
53165 6/12 6/12 25
53166 0/12 6/12 26 9,066

53362 6/15 6/15 0
53363 6/15 C/15 0 9.066
53067 6/18 7/29 48 9,114
53762 6/30 6/30 3,000 12,114
53771 6/30 6/30 2.000

56638 7/11 7/12 20

56639 7,/11 7/12 20 12,134
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"1 jthat covered the period 17 April through 29 July. A likely clerical error
on posting the issue date for badge 28991 Is evident In that 3/16 should

probably be 5/16.

This example does not follow the way the 5x8 cards were done during
.' the airdrops at Johnston Island during September and October when sampler

"pilots apparently wore their "permanent" badge during the sampling mis-

sions. Tea-1e 27 is taken from a 5x8 card for a selected pilot and shows
the use of three permanent badges and duplicate mission badges on four

different missions. The accumulated exposure for this pilot is 6.315 mR
(the total of the three permanent badge readings); but eight oth'c entries
on the card for accumulated exposure are crossed out. If the ?Ormanent

badge readings (3000 + 65 + 3.250) are added to the highest reading of

each mission badge (239 + 2.390 + 601 + 1,940). the t_tal would be 11.485
mR. In this case, however, only the total of the permanent badges was used.

which was 6,315. This suggests that the person who totalled the cerd data
knew the pilot had worn both his permanent and his mission badges while
sampling. The high readings for the permanent badges are Indicative of

this. Howver. It is also possible that the person who totalled the card
data know from other sources that the lesser of the possible doses was the
one to be used.

Table 27. Sampler pilot exposure in Johnston Island phase, Air Force
1211th Test Squadron, DOMINIC.

Badge Number Issue Date Process Date Exposure (mR)

63662 9/17 10/11 3.000

S12278 10/2 10/2 232

12287 10/2 10/2 239

14 62038 10/6 10/7 2,390

"" 62039 10/6 10/7 2,380
p a"62457 10/10 10/26 65

13016 10/27 10/27 601;

13017 10/27 10/27 555

55376 10/30 10/30 1,940

55377 10/30 10/30 1,860

12790a 10/26 3,250

Permanenttype badges; process date for 12790 Is unknown.

The records for enlisted men do not distinguish between the airmen who
performed maintenance and those who recovered samples or decontaminated
aircraft. Data from their 5x9 cards, however, Indicate that maintenance
personnel, and Indeed all enlisted personnel, were subjected to a rigorous
exposure control program. Although these personnel did not have "mission
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badges," they were Issued new badges frequently. Each time a new badge was
Issued the previous one was turned In and processed In a day or so. Like
the officers, a cumulative exposure total was maintained on the airmen.

Table 28 contains data from the 5x8 card for one such airman. This tableS......Illustrates how the exposure control system was used. There Is no explana-

"tion for the aissIng entries on badge 63668; possibly, the badge was not
turned In. There were no detonations between 17 and 24 September. when the
Individual's next badge was issued.

Table 28. Exposure control system for airmen in 1211th Test Squadron.

DOMINIC.

Badge Number Issue Date Process Date Exposure (mR) Cumulative (mR)

18848 4/16 5/10 100 100

27515 5/8 1 5/17 85 185

28696 5/14 5/22 20 205

170363 5/21 5/31 0 205

170367 5/28 6/16 700 905

V53449 5/15 6/21 390 1,295

53827 6/20 6/26 140 1,435

53880 6/25 7/22 219 1,654

',a 56594 7/2 7/7 327 1,981

63668 9/17

.12039 9/24 10/11 278 2,259

62173 10/10 10/24 298 2.557

12710 10/24 12/12 260 2,817

An 11-page document exists In the microfilm file (Reference C.1.2).
entitled "Master Roster 1211th Test Squedron," dated 2 April 1962 (before

the test series began), lists personnel names, rank, Air Force service
number, date of birth, and component. In the component column there Is an
*,try of "ANG' corresponding to a handwritten comment at the top of the

%d• first page "Air National Guard Underlined." In this list there are 18
officers and 100 airmen whose names are Identified as Air National Guard.
All these personnel, except for 23 airmen. were badged in DOMINIC and
apparently performed the same duties as the rest of the men In 1211th. From
the 5x8 cards it Is known that ANA, officers flew sampling minsions. The

4 ANG airmen obviously did decontamination, maintenance, and sn-..iple recovery
work because their 5x8 cards show they were Issued several badges at Ere-
quont Intervals. Table 29 summarizes and compares the badged ANG personnel

exposure data with the remaining 1211th personnel.

NI Although the highest exposure In the 1211th Test Squadron Is reported
In the Consolidated List as 18.080 R. this figure Is In error. The exposure
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Table 29. Summary of exposures, Air Force 1211th Test Squadron. DOMINIC.

Number of Exposures (R)

No. of

Persons 0.001- 0.5- I- - 1.5- 2- 2.5- 5- Over High

Element Listed 0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3-4 4-5 10 10 (R)

Air National Guard

Component 100 12 40 13 14 4 5 5 1 3 2 1 14.005

Active Duty

Air Force. 2294 106 107 30 12 16 7 7& 4 1 1 b 18 18.080c

Total 1211th Test Sq 329'1 22& 147 43 26 20 12 12& 5 4 19b 19 18.030c8

Notes:

aOne person listed twice.

b
10.08 R should be 9.04 R (see text).

c
High should be 17.682 R.

for that Individual should be 9.040 R based on his 5x8 cards. He has two
cards because of nuierous badge Issues, and each card contain,.s a circled
value of 9.040 R, which Is the correct grand total of both cards. Whoever
posted his exposure on an IBM card mistakenly added the two together. With
this total reduced, the highest exposure In the 1211th and in Operation /
DOMINIC Is 17.682 R.

Personnel In other organizations were also associated with the 1211th
Test Squadron activities. These activities included flying sampler aircraft
on sampling missions as well as participating In ground activities Involv-
Ing the sampler aircraft. These are mentioned later.

Air Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC), Kirtland AFB, New Mexico. AFSWC, the
second largest Air Force organization participating, was the nucleus for
adusnce Air Force planning for DOMINIC. In January 1962, it created the
NucLear Test Directorate, which took responsibility for all test planning
and test support. This directorate later became Joint Task Group (JTG 8.4)
for the duration of DOMINIC. For this reason Hq JTG 8.4 (code 4001) per-
sonnel have been Included with the other three AFSWC codes (4108. 4662,
and 8007) in the distributions presented In this report.

In addition to staffing a large portion of Hq JTG 8.4, AF••WC partici-
pated In several Department of Defense (DOD) experimental projects. It was
responsible for four experimental projects (6.7, 8B, 8C, and 9.4b) and
participated in three others (6.1. 6.5c, and 6.10). Exposures for 29 AFSWC
ml" ary and civilian personnel that can be associated with specific exper-
imental projects are all less than 0.50 R. Chapter 3 discusses these proj-
ects In some detail.

The highest exposure among AFSWC personnel was 6.163 R, recorded by a
pilot who flew three sampling missions at Christmas Island, which accounted
for most of the exposure. Three men with exposures between 2.001 and
2.500 R were Involved with sampler aircraft, judging from the manner In
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which they were badged. One of these men, an Air Force major, was the JTG
8.4 Radsafe Officer (Reference C.4.1, p. 31); the other two were enlisted
men and were probably In the same section. Each of these three had several
weekly badges Issued over a 3-month period at Christmas Island.

Unit code 4662 (one of the four AFSWC codes) has only two men In It. A
review of the 5x8 card In the microfilm file for these two reveals that
one is already listed under code 4001 (also AFSWC) and that the other
should have been listed under the 1211th Test Squadron (code 4107).

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratory (AFCRL), Bedford, Massachusetts. AFCRL
was Involved In managing and executing several of the DOD experimental pro-
grams. Although only three men are shown under AFCRL (organization code
4680) as being badged during DOMINIC, twelve more AFCRL personnel are
listed In Control Equipment Corporation (organization code 8642). one in
Weather Central, Hanscom Field (organization code 4657), and two in Weapons
Evaluation Test Group (WETG), Field Command (FC), DASA (code 8130). The
Control Equipment Corporation Is discussed In Chapter 12.

AFCRL managed eight of the DOD experimental projects: Projects 6.4,
6.5a. 6.8, 6.10, 6.12, 8A.1, 9.1a, and 9.1b. The number of personnel asso-
clated with each project, including contractors, Is discussed in Chapter 3.
The highest exposure among the 18 AFCRL personnel was 0.97 R. recorded for
a man who worked on Project 9.la.

Johnston Island Base Command (JTG 8.6). Air Force equipment and personnel at
Johnston Island came under JTF 8 control In late 1961. Most of the person-
nel stationed at Johnston Island were integrated Into the JTG 8.6 organi-
zation. These Air Force organizations were:

"* 6488th Air Base -.quadron

"• 1957th Communication Group, Detachment 1

"* 1502nd Air Transport Wing, Detachment 6.

The 6488th Air Base Squadron, stationed at Johnston Island. had two
Consolidated List code entries (codes 4571 and 4151) with 101 men and 5
men. For the 1957th, there are three codes (4071, 4513, and 4593), all of
which indicate Hickam AFB as home station. Several 5x8 cards showed that
some Individuals Irdicated Hickam AFB while others indicated Johnston
Island. All three -odes, when aqgregated, have a total of 74 personnel.
There are five cod.s for 1502nd Air Base organizations but only one for
the wing at Johnston Island. The size of the group (nine men) Is probably
typical of a detachment to run the Military Air Transport Service (MATS)
terminal.

The assumed exposure distribution for the Air Force contingent of JTG
8.6 is shown in Table 30, and Includes the 6488th, the 1957th Communica-
tions Group codes, and the 1502nd codes. The higher exposures (over 2.0 R)
in the 6488th may have been personnel who refuelled Air Force aircraft and
operated the Air Force fire and crash rescue equipment. These activities
could have brought parsonnel close to contaminated sampler aircraft, which
were allowed to "cool" overnight at Johnston Island before the aircraft
returned to NAS Barbers Point.
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Table 30. Exposure data for Air Force personnel associated with
the Johnston Island Base Command, DOMINIC.

Number of Exposures (R)
No. of
Persons Over High
Listed 0 0.000-0.5 0.5-1 1-1.S 1.5-2 2-2.5 2.5-3 3 (R)

6488th Air Base Squadron A

106 19 72 9 2 1 3 2.300

1957th Communication Group,

74 31 41 0 2 1.210

1502nd Air Transport Wing

9 2 7 0.370

Total

189 52 120 9 4 1 3 2.300

Air Force Comunicatlons Units. Aside from the 1957th Communications Group,
already discussed with the Johnston Island Base Cowmand, there were several
other numbered communications groups and squadrons with from 1 to 16 par-
ticipants in each. These are listed in Table 25. Several organizations
have duplicate codes: 1901st Communications Squadron (4013. 4577). 1962nd
Communications Squadron (4156. 4521). 2040th Communications Squadron
(4515. 4565. 4617). 2045th Communications Squadron (4530. 4590). 2127th

Communications Squadron (4516, 4517), and 2146th Communications Group
(4514, 4549, 4568). Two Individuals were from the Air Force Communications
Service (code 4589). Forty-two different communications organization codes
encompassed 218 men. Only eight men recorded exposures over 0.5 R. the
highest being only 1.93 R.

Air Force personnel with a communications specialty were used at widely
varying locations In DOMINIC. They were aboard aircraft and stationed at
all the main base locations, In addition to weather and project Islands.
Placing these men at all times during the DOMINIC operations Is difficult.
It is complicated by the fact that the total personnel requirement was
apparently filled by men from many home bases.

Air Force Weather f Units. Personnel from a large number of various Air Force
weather units performed several functions In DOMINIC, including forecasting
and reportirg from both ground and airborne locations. Ground locations
were spread ýhroughout the Pacific at many outposts. Airborne weather
reporting was done primarily by the 55th Weather Reconnaissance Squadron
(code 4003) using WO-50 aircraft, but In DOMINIC there were Air Force
weather sp--clalists from 24 different organizations, including the Air
Weather Service (codes 4079. 4638. 4670). On a sampling mission, an officer
from the Air Weather Service at Scott AFB cecelved 12.324 R.
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Table 31 contains the consolidated exposure data for all the w~eather
units. The first line of data Is for weather reconnaissance units: 9th
Weather Reconnaissance Group (code 4026) and 55th Weather Reconnaissance
Squadron (codes 4003 and 4176). The second line contains exposure data for
all other weather units. Including the weather central activity from eight
different Air Force bases. other than the 55th weather Reconnaissance
Squadron with 195 participants, the 6th Weather Squadron at Tinker AFB,
Oklahoma (codes 4125 and 4574) had the largest number of participants (65).

The second highest exposure among the weather personnel was 1.810 R
for an Individual who was also from the Air Force weather service at Scott
AFB.

Table 31. Exposure data for Air Force weather units, OOMINIC.

Number of Exposures (R)
No. of
Persons Over High
Listed 0 0.000-0.5 0.5-1 1-1.5 1.5-2 2-2.5 2.5-3 S (R)

Weather Reconnaissance Units

212 94 1l1 7 0.791

Otiier U2nits

99 43 52 2 0 1 1 1 12.324

Total All Weather Units

311 137 163 9 0 1 1 1 12.324

Military Air Transoort Service Units. These units were primarily the various

air transport wings, groups, and squadrons. Twenty different codes were
used for these units and two additional codes (4072, 4,165) were used for
MATS detachments. Altogether there were 460 participants whose principal
mission was air transportation of both personnel and supplies, including
nuclear devices arnd radioactive cloud samples.

The exporures for these units when consolidated show that 385 men re-
corded no exposure (about 84 percent of the total). 74 recorded less than
0. 5 R. and 1 had 0. 645 R (the highest exposure for this group). Of the
total numbor of participants, 140 were from the 50th Air Transport Squa-
dron. 130 from the 44th Air Transport Squadron, and 55 from the 48th Air
Transport Squadron. The man who received the highest exposure was from the
38th Air Transport Squadron.

Air Base Units. These Include the various wing-, group-, and squadron-level Air
Force organizations whose normal mission Is the operation of Air Force
bases and stations. The 6488th Air Base Squadron has already b>een discussed
under the Johnston Island Base Command. The Consolidated List contains ten
different groups (60 personnel), six different wings (77 personnel), and
five ditferent squiadrons (106 personnel). Th largest group was the 6580th
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Group at Hickam AFB with 40 personnel: the 6486th Wing, also at Hickam
APB, had 58 personnel, and the 6488th Squadron had 101 personnel badged.

A total of 243 men were In these airbase units. If the 6488th Squadron
Is Included. Without the 64118th. whose exposures are summarized In Table
30. 142 men were In the alrbase units, 14 of whom had zero or less than
0.5 R exposure. The one man over this was from the 1001st Air Base Wing
with G.557 R.

Strategic Air Command (SAC) Units. SAC organizations that participated in DOMI-
NIC were as follows,*

* 2nd Air Force e 1st Strategic Aerospace Division

* 8th Air Force * Ist Combat Evaluation Group

* 15th Air Force 0 1st Communication Group

e SAC Headquarters * 544th Reconnaissance Technical Group.

The 2nd Air Force furnished aircraft and crews as well as support per-
sonnel. A B-52 (No. 56-0013) for airdrops, three KC-135s (Nos. 55-3136,
58-0011, and 59-1514). two B-47s (Nos. 52-0292 and 53-2329). and three
U-2s (Nos. 56-66790 and S6-6695. and one whose number Is unknown) were from
various units In the 2nd Air Force. The U-2s were used just for FISHBOWL.
The SAC airborne co~mmand post (voice-call sign "Looking Glass") was a spe- i
cial KC-135 (No. 58-0011) used In Project 7.4. The 8th Air Force was on
standby to provide a backup aircrew for the B-52 if needed. The 15th Air
Force provided one KC-135 (No. 60-0341). Except for the B-52. all the SAC
aircraft were connected with various technical and experimental projects.

The 1st Combat Evaluation Group supplied safety observers for the B-52 -.

while the 1st Communication Group furnished radio operators and a communi- "
cations controller. The 544th Reconnaissance Technical Squadron supplied
trajectory information on satellites. The 1st Strategic Aerospace Division
was responsible for the Air Force missile (Thor) for most of the FISHBOWL
series.

The Consolidated List indicates fewer than 25 personnel from these i
command-level units, but this does not reflect the total SAC participation
because the subordinate wings, groups, and squadrons are not included here.

Table 32 contains a list of SAC units that are listed In Table 25 and
includes additional information on the association of these units with
type of aircraft or missile and their parent organizations.

Only 61 SAC personnel are, Identified. This does not appear to be suf-
ficlent for operation of three KC-135s and the other large aircraft. The
exposure dlstribution for these 61 men shows that 60 had zero or less than
0.5 R. The highest exposure recorded was 0.598 R for an Individual with
the 1816th Air Division.

A 552nd Airborne and Early Warning Control Squadron. This unit (code 4011) flew
the RC-121 aircraft, and 53 personnel were badged. As many as six RC-121s
were used in DOMINIC. Their main function was to provide platforms for the
Airborne Air Operations Center, alternately operating from Hickam AFB and
from Christmas Island. Two planes flew out of Nandi International Airport
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Table 32. Strategic Air Command units participating in DOMINIC.

No. of Type Parent
Code(s) Unit Men Aircraft Organization

4518 825th Operations Squadron 1 8-47 2nd Air Force

4044 4126th Combat Support Group 1 B-52 4126th Strategic Wing

4599 4126th Communicattons & Electronics
Squadron 1 B-52 4126th Strategic Wing

4023 4126th Field Maintenance Squadron 1 B-52 4126th Strategic Wing

4017 4126th Support Squadron 5 8-52 4126th Strategic Wing

4010 15th Air Force 10

4032 23rd Bomb Squadron 1 8-52 5th Bomb Wing'

4021. 4634 1st Strategic Aerospace Division 10 Missiles

4532 4392 Aerospace Group 1 Missiles 15th Air Force

4009, 4041 Support Squadron 4 Missiles 15th Air Force. ..

4095 4347th Combat Crew Training Wing 1 B-47 2nd Air Force

4664 1st Combat Evaluation Group 2 2nd Air Force

4502 389th Missile Wing 1 Missiles

4546 4141st Strategic Wing 2 8-52

4585 818th Operations Squadron 1 B-47 2nd Air Force

4600 Strategic Air Command Squadron 1

4509 817th Combat Support Group 1 8-52 8th Air Force

4541 305th Air Refueling Squadron 1 KC-135 8th Air Force

4115 6th Bomb Squadron 4 Missiles

4519 6th Bomb Wing 1 Missiles

4112 6th Support Squadron 2 Missiles

4614 820th Operations Squadron 2 KC-135 8th Air Force

4543 l1th Bomb Wing 2 B-52 2nd Air Force

4127 1816th Air Division 1 B-52 2nd Air Force

4544 4123rd Strategic Wing 1 8-52 2nd Air Force

4138 4130th Strategic Wing 1 B-52 2nd Air Force

4135 96th Bomb Wing 1 Missiles

4708 4080th Strategic Wing 1 U-2 2nd Air Force

in the Fiji Islands for the high-altitude events. After some events they
returned to McClellan AL7B and then back to Hickam AFB for the next event.
On 3 October two planes went to Midway Island to assist in National Aero-
nautics and Space Administration's Project Mercury recovery. On 29 October
two plines were recall-ed to McClellan AFB for the Cuban missile crisis.
The highest exposure In the Consolidited List is 0.149 R: however, the
data on the 5x8 card for that Individual indicates his exposure should
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be 0.249 R. His 5x8 card shows he had two badges: the first covered 17

April to 31 August with 0.199 R and the second covered 27 September to
December with 0.050 R.

This unit was subordinate to the 552nd Airborne and-garly Warning Con-
trol Wing at McClellan AFB, California. Other units of the 552nd Wing that
participated In DOMINIC were:

Total
Organization Personnel Code

552nd Field Maintenance Squadron 7 4018

552nd Organization Maintenance Squadron 5 4043

HI USAF, Washington, D.C. Hq USAF sponsored numerous experimental projects in
the area of nuclear test detection In DOMINIC and was assisted by several
other agencies that Included civilian contractors, Army and Navy R&D or-
ganizations, and some non-DOD governmental organizations. These projects
and the agencies associated with each have been outlined in Chapter 3.

Reference B.4.9 indicates that for DOMINIC the Hq USAF Element Pacific
would conduct the experiments and would be formed by the 1035th USAF Field
Activities Group (Washington. DC). the 1155th Technical Operations Squadron
(McClellan AFB, California). and the l156th Technical Operations Squadron
(Wheeler AFB, Hawaii). However, the 1156th Technical Operations Squadron
was not a participant according to Reference C.1.2. Organization codes for
Hq USAF are 4149, 4150, and 4663. There was also a detachment (code 4062)
at Hickam AFB. Hawaii, with seven personnel, all of whom received no expo-
sure. The 1155th To.hnirdl Operations Squadron (code 4014) had 35 partici-,
pants and the highest exposure was 0.214 R; 17 men had no exposure at all.

,Air Force Photographic ard Mapping and Charting Units. These Air Force units
were responsible for providing the basic documontary photography for the
DDO4INIC operation.

Table 25 contains six different units with a total of 11 codes. These
are:

Codes Unit Personnel - -

4697, 4027, 4046 1352nd Photo Grou- 25

4051. 4696 1365th Photo Squadron 4

4016, 4686, 4691 1369th Photo Squadron 4

4068 1370th Photo Mapping Squadron 7

4059 1371st Mapping and Charting Squadron 4

4055 1375th Mapping and Charting Squadron 3

Of the 47 personnel, 15 had no exposure at all. The highest exposure was
0.242 R for an individual in the 1369th Photo Squadron.

Air Force Maintenance Units. Ten different Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance
Squadrons (codes 4022, 4024. 4030, 4034, 4060, 4076, 4109, 4122. 4130, and
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4167) with a total of 50 personnel participated. There were also 11 differ-
ant Field Maintenance Squadrons (codes 4018. 4023. 4036. 4100. 4132. 4161.
4539. 4583. 4598. 4,27, and 4698) with 30 personnel and eight Organiza-
tional Maintenance Squadrons (codes 4120. 4121. 4004. 4029. 4037, 4039,
4043, and 4074). Two Maintenance and Supply Groups were present (codes

St; 41G3 and 4667). with 17 personnel and two Flight-Line Maintenance Squadrons

(codes 4140 and 4606) with only one person' each. Personnel of these main-
ttnance units total 127. Exposures were predominant' low. 47 having zero
and 75 having badges showing less than 0.5 R. Five I exposures greater
than 0.5 R. the highest of which was 2.413 R recorded by a man from the
Consolidated Aircraft Maintenance Squadron. Both participants from this
unit recorded over 2.0 R.

ir ional Guard Units. One hundred ANG personnel from 17 states augmented
the 1211th Test Squadron in DOMINIC (Table 29) as shown below:

X'1 Arkansas 2 Missouri 1 Pennsylvania 7

California 4 Montana 3 Vermont I

Kansas 18" Nebraska 2 Washington. 3

Kentucky 7 Nevada 17 West Virginia 1

Maine 2 North Dakota 5 Wisconsin 5

Michigan 19 Oregon 3

An AMC unit at Stead AFB. Nevada. provided two men for DOMINIC opera-
"tions for whom a separate *oadging code (4.64) was established. One of these
individuals, whose duties are unknown, had zero exposure (Reference C.1.2.
Morning reports of the 1211th Test Squadron. 1962. RZECO microfilm, roll

270). The second was an enlisted man who worked with the Reconnaissance
Element (TU 8.4.2). His first badge, issued 17 April and processed 10 May.
showed an extremely high exposure of 16 R. An examination of the badge
(numbered 18801) showed that the exposure pattern on the film was predoml-
nantly from one direction and the pattern indicated that thw radiation was
not from a mixed group of radioisotopes such as characterize nuclear weapon

debris. An investigation showed that the man usually worked without his
shirt and that his badge was attached to his shirt. The stirt ss usually

left over i chair where it apparently ca into contact with A radioactive
source used to calibrate Instruments. His fellow workers whose duties wue

the same had from 1 to 2 R exposure for this period. At the task groc.p

level it was decided that this man's exposure should be considered 5 R for
j.1 this period, that is, three times the average of his fellow workers (Refer-

ence C.l.2. roll 7, index 90). Upon review by the task force Radsafe Offi-

cer, the factor of 3 was dropped and he was credited with the average.

1.5 R. One other badge for the single day. 10 May, added to make his total
2.,16 R.

The ANG units flew missions near Johnston Island with C-97 aircraft to
calibrate various tracking beacons there. This took place before the actual

All but three of the'e personnel used the 1211th Test Squadron code 4107.
Three from Kansas are listed under code 4093.
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z art of the tests, and therefore this unit was not badged. Men were drawn
from the Hawaii, California, and Tennessee ANG units for these flights.

Air Force Space System DIvIsIon (AFSSD). This Air Force organization, operating
as TU 8.1.5. provided the Thor missiles and launch personnel for many of
the high-altitude shots at Johnston Island. only three men were badged
with SSE, one from Andrew* AFB. Maryland. and two from Vandenberg AB,.
California. although up to 128 mannord the task unit. The contractor that
built the missile provided a slgnit'Icant number of men and subordinate
AFSSO organizations probably did also.

Mgs-ellaneous Air Force Units. In addition to the abov*sentioned units, only
two more had exposures over 2.0 R. These units were:

Cod* Unit mo. of Men High

4114 1094th Aviation Depot Squadron 1 2.249

4632 San Bernardino Air Material Area 1 2.700

Table 33 contains an overall summary of Air Force exposure data. In-
cluded In this table are Air Forcv- persornel who were with 4q JTF 8 and
DASA or were VIPs. The grand total represents the agqrqeqe for these
groups, together with all the Air Force organizations lias-i i'n Table 25.

Table 33. Summary of Air Force exposure data. 000INIC.

Number of Exposures (1)
g~o. of
Person$ Over
Listed 0 0.000-0. 0.5-I 1-I.S 1.S-2 2-2.S 2.S-3 3-4 4-5 5-10 10-IS IS

Air Force organizations

2,70? 1,162 1,29M 79 35 25 23 13 S 4 20 15 5

Joint Task ,orce '

4S 10 33 1 1

Oefense Atomic Suptoort Agency

33 i5 .16 2

V Ps
11 11

Total

2,791 1,218 1,345 62 36 2S 23 13 5 4 20 15 5

:1.7

3.4
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CHAPTER 11

SU.S. MARINE CORPS PARTICIPATION IN OPERATION DOMINIC

The Marine Corps provided support for the DOMINIC operation in two primary
ways. The first was helicopter service at Johnston Island for instrunent-pod

.' retrieval and ship-to-shore personnel movement, and the socond was fuel ser-
vice for the Christmas Island weapon develope'nt tests. Marines were also
present as ships' company detachments on the major Navy units for DOMINIC.
US Princeton (LPH-5), USS Iwo Ji4 (LPH-2), and US3 Yorktown (CVS-l0).

The majority of Marine Corps personnel involved In Operation DOMINIC wore
" deployed aboard Navy ships as part of three helicopter squadrons. One of these

squadrons siarchen for and retrieved pods and nosecones. Although some of the
podswere radioactive, the squadron's exposures wore low. Personnel of the
Bulk Fuel Company stationed at Christmas island had very littt1 exposure to
radiation and their low readincis reflect th1s. The highest reco ied exposure
for an individual Marine was for a noncommissioned officer (NCO) kn the hangar
deck crew aboard Princeton who received 2.290 R. Both the Support & Ground
Company and the Air Company aboard Princeton had the highest exposures of all
the Marines In the operation. The relatively high recorded exposures of person-
nel on Princeton are further discussed in Chapter 13. The exposure of the en-
listed man who received the 2.29 R was recorded on a badge Issued 22 September
and processed 11 December.

% The particular Marino units Identified as providing M~rticipants for "rM-
NIe are discussed below. The exposures for their personnel are shown in Table

34.

Ag IM" sSquadron 36 (MABS-36). This unit provided six men who worked In the
Bulk Fuel Company at Christmas Island. Three ware badged as "MCAF Santa
Ana' on the Consolldated List. a fourth was badged as "WAS KI Toro," and
the remaining two were badged as "Third Marine Air Wing Santa Ana CA."

AIr Base Squadron 37 (MABS-37). This unit provided one man for the Bulk Fuel
"Company. He was badged as "Third Marine Air Wing Santa Ana CA."

Ma rI noe rcraft Repair Squadron 37 (MARS-37). This unit provided fl'Lght crews
and ground maintenance crows for two aircraft involved In technical
photography for SWORDFISH. The R5D-3s flow in a circular flight path at

* 10,000 feet (3 km), one at a horlzontai range of 10,000 yards (9.2 kin),
. 4and the other at 13,100 yards (12 kin) from surface zero. One R5D was also
6 •.used to obtain radiological readings at 3,000 feet (914 meters) and 1,500

feet (46 meters) and to drop smoke bombs in the radioactive water patch
(Refareice C.2007 pp. 254 ff). These aircraft operated out of NAS Miramar.
San Diego. California. and apparenly were assigned for temporary duty to
the Navy Heavy Photo Air Squadron 62. Four Marines ware badged with this
organization.

'.6
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Table 34. DOMINIC personnel exposures, U.S. Marine Corps organizations.

Number of Exposures (R)
No. of
Persons Over High

Element Badged 0 0.001-0.5 0.5-1 1. (R)

Marine Barracks. Naval Air Station

Barbers Point 2 2 0.035

Bulk Fuel Company. 1st Forces Regiment 37 14 23 0.159

Marine Aircraft Repair, Squadron 35 4 3 1 0.027

Medium Helicopter Squadron 161 (HMM-161) 3 3

Medium Helicopter Squadron 363 (HMM- 3 63)a

Medium Helicopter Squadron 364 (HMM-364) 246 91 155 0.269

USS Princeton (LPH-5) Support and
Guard Company 138 53 84 1 0.505

USS Prinzeton Air Company 117 3 110 4 2.290

USS Yorktown (CVS-10) Marine Detachment 39 39 0.000

Marino observers 3 3 0.000

Total 589 209 375 1 4 2.290

Note:
go data available.

-. m

Marine Barracks, Naval Air Statlon Barbers Point. Twenty-four Rarines partItd-
pated In the operation and two were b•dqed.

Ulk AuWL Co00ay. 1st FQCceS Servlce Reoqlmnt. A Marine Corps Bulk Fuel D.-
tachownt consisting of 2 officers and 101 enlisted personnel from Camp
Pendleton and Marine Corps Air Station. El Toro, California. wore deployed
to Christmas Island on 16 February to Install two Marine Corps Assault
Airfield Fuel Storage Systems near Port London and two Tactical Airfield
Fuel Dlspenslng Systems at airfields. This detachtnent provided essential "
primary petroleum, oil and lubricants (POL) storage, pumping, and under-
water fuel line facilities at Christmas Island for a period of 6 months.
From the Consolidated List and medical cecords, exposures are available
f',r 37 personnel from this organization.

ftr t Suadron 161 (KM-161). A Karine helicopter squadron
deployed aboard the dock landing ship. .US Point Defiance (!M-.-31), from

19 January through 1 February 1962. Assigned missions were to:

"• Ferry JTF 8 Teams to Christmas Island

"e Transport te*a* to and from Jarvis, Baker, Howland and

Canton Islands
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"* Conduct aerial surveys and photograph islands and surround-
Ing reefs

"* Conduct standby search and rescue (SAR) for Underwater
Deowlition Team (UDT) operations

"* Estimate the number of birds on each Island.
'U

From 14 May through 8 June four aircraft were flown to Auxiliary Land-
Ing Field (ALF) Bonham, on Kauai to make the first recovery of nosecontes
launched from Barking Sands. Kauai, Hawaii. These helicopter crews were
also utilized for range sweeps prior to the rocket firing at Barking Sands.

On 19 June six aircraft were flown to ALF Bonham for the BLUEGILL shot
at Johnston Island. During the period 19 June through 2 November aircraft,.
were sent to Kauai seven tlwes to support DOMINIC operations. Marine Corps
data have identified 80 personnel in the unit. but only 3 were badged. The
unit was erroneously identified as H-M-361 on the Consolidated List.

Marine Medium Helicopter §quadron 363 (?1M-303). A Marine Detachment deployed
aboard USS Monticello (LSO-35) from April through may 1962 In support of
SWORDFISH photography. A helicopter from this squadron also dropped, two
positioning buoy transponders to the east of the towed array's rear port-
ion in support of Project 1.3a (Effects of Underwater Nuclear Explosions
on Sonar System at Close Range) (Reference C.2002, p. 13). The squadron
was detached from NDt c)ýl on 13 May (Peference C.3.1; Reference C.3.2.
Ngntj qllo). Only one individual has b*en Identified from this unit and
there is no badging information.

Marine Modium Helicopter S3uadron 364 LHM-364). A Marine helicopter squadron V
deployed aboard the amphibious assault ship, I.wo ima. during the period
from 17 April through 10 August and for the period 30 August through .4
14 .ovember aboard Princeton. The squadron's missions included over water
search and recovery of instrument capsules (pods and nosocones), the evacu-
ation of civilian and military personnel not required at Johnston Island
during the nuclear teots. and ship-to-shore shuttle runs. At Pearl Harbor
normal squadron training was conducted from ALF Ford Island.

A total of 246 men were badged with this unit for both deployments.

MS Princeton Support and Guard Comr any. Of 164 Marines assigned to this com-
pany, badge Information is available for 138.

VW Princeton Air Company. This company had 152 Marines assigned and badge data
is available for 117. Their duties Included aircraft handling and/or
maintenance.

20Yorktown Marine Detachment. A total of 106 personnel were on Yorktown ac-
cording to Marine Corps records. Thirty-nine were badged. --

Marine Observers. One Marine Corps observer was sent from each of three com-
mands: the Defense Atomic Support Agency, Fleet Marine Force Atlantic. and
Marine Corps Air Station, El Toro. Ail were badged.
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CHAPTER 12

. DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION, OTHER GOVERNMENT,
4. CONTRACTOR, AND FOREIGN PARTICIPATION IN OPERATION DOMINIC

4

INTRODUCT ION

.•. A variety of groups and organizations other than the military servicesS~participated In DOMINIC. Included Among these are Department of Defense (DCO0)

agencies. the Atomic Energy Commission (ABEC) organizatlan, various' Federal
Sagjencies. DOD:X and ABC contractors. visitors, and foreign personnel. DOMINIC

had an unusually large number (85) of DOD contractors participating. Some of
these contractors had hundreds of persons involved for the entire test period,

* while others had only one or two Involved for short periods.

Table 35 lists the agencies and companies, the number of persons badged,
and their exposures for DOMINIC. Discussion of the organizations follows the
sequence shown In the table. Some organizations are not discussed in the text
because they had very few persons badged and no significant radiation expo-
3ures. Some contractor organizations are also discussed In Chapter 3 if they

participated In one of the DOD experimental projects..

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE AGENCIES

Advanced Reseagch Prolects Agency (ARPA). Washington. D.C. Four persons were
listed as being assigned to ARPA In Washington, D.C. However, according to
the 5x8 cards only two were actually from ARPA. They both spent a couple
of months on Johnston Island. The other two were visitors from the Office
of the Secretary of Defense who spent only a few days In the test area.
All four badge readings were zero or less than 0.5 R.

Army--Air Force Exchange System. The Army--Air Force Exchange System personnel
from H-t..wai had 11 persons badged. roughly half were on Christmas Island
and half on Johnston Island. They operated the Post Exchanges on the Is-

lands for extended periods. NO badge readings above 0.5 R were recorded.

Defens• Atomic Support Acency (DA•A). Washington, D.C,. and Sandia Base. New
Mexico. DASA had 135 personnel badged. Twenty from the headquarters In
Washington were badged, some for the whole series. some only for the
Christmas or Johnston Island portion. and some for only a few days. The
Weapons Effects Test Group (WETC) at Field Command. DASA (FCDASA). had 65
badged. This group was responsible for managing the DCO experimental pro-
gram for DOMINIC. Because of the group's importance, It was assigned a
separate task unit number In Joint Task Force 8 (JTF 8), Task Unit (TU)
8.1.3. The programs It managed consisted of a wide variety of experimental
projects, which have been discussed In some detail In Chapter 3.

The 65 WETO personnel were badged under two organization codes, 8008 eq
and 8130. Those listed under 8008 were all from FCDASA according to their
5x8 cards. However, the 39 5x8 cards for those In code 8130 show that this
code was apparently used for personnel from other organizations. There are
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28 cards marked 'TU 8.1.3" that show no organization or home station for
the individual. This Is a most .anusual occurrence since even one such card
is rarely found In other codes. one of these 28 cards is for the Project
Officer of Project 9.1B. an employee of Air Force Cambridge Research Lab-
oratories (APCRL). Of the remaining 11 cards. 9 list home addresses outs~ie
the state of New Mexico. making their assignment to FCDASA unlikely. of
the remaining, on* shows Air Force Special Weapons Center (AFSWC) as his
home organization and one shows AFCRL as his home organization.

An additional 50 men from other directorates within FCDASA were badged.
Some of these were short-term visitors to the test area. while others spent
several months on site performing full-time tasks In Headquarters Joint
Task Force 8 (Hq JTF B.) No one in DASA received an exposure greater than
1.0 R.

3?? 8 Headguarters. Hq 3?? 8 had 195 men badged In DOMINIC. These staffed the
various divisions and sections of the headquarters. Most were Initially
stationed on Ch~ristmas Island and then moved to Johnston Island In July
after the last shot at Christmas. A few were located on Johnston Island
for the duration and a few remained In Hawaii for all or part of the test-
ing. Only one received an exposure greater than 1 R (1.3740 R). He partici-.T.
pated on both Johnston and Cbristrwas Islands.

United Services Organigzation (U50). The U50 sent five men to Christmas Island
in June for 2 days to do a 'ISO show for task force personnel. Their badges
recorded no exposure.

ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION ORGANIZATIQ'AS ... J

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory (LIU , Livermore, California. LRL. one of the two
nuclear device development I boratories, had 410 persons badged as a sep-
arate task unit- (TO 8.1.2) during DOMINIC. LRL was responsible for provid-
Ing 16 of the 29 nuclear devices airdropped during DOMINIC. These men were
Involved In the detal.Ls of device design, construction. test, checkout,
detonation timing, and diagnostics. The LRL person who flew as scientific
controller In the sampler control B-57D aircraft received the highest expo-
sure (7.149 R). Only one other Individual In the organization received more
than 2.0 R (during June and July). but his specific duties are unknown.
The remainder of the LRL personnel received exposures below 1.0 R.

Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL).- Los Alamos, New Mexico. LASL, desig-
nated TU 8.1.1. had 145 men badged for DOMINIC. It was the other laboratory
involved In weapon design and development. LASL was responsible for 13 of
the 29 airdropped nuclear devices. Only one LASL person received more than
1 R. the scientific controller who directed the efforts of the sampler
pilots from a B-57D aircraft on these sam 13 shots.

Sandia Corporation. Albuquerque, New Mexico. Sardia Corporation had 318 person-
nelý badged In DOMINIC. It was also assigned a separate task unit within
JTF 8. TO 8.1.4. Sandia performed several missions Including assistance to
the Air Force In chocking, testing, mating, and loading nuclear devices
aboard the B-52s at NAS Barbers Point. It operated an accurate radar sys-
temn at Christmas island for air array control purposes. it was also re-
sponsible for procuring, modifying, assembling, and launching the Strypi
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rocket at Johnston Island that carried the CHECKMATE warhead. In addition
it was responsible for the fuzing and firing systems in the nuclear de-
vices, and had substantial diagnostic equipment on both Christmas and
Johnston islands as well as aboard the two C-130 aircraft. None of 318
Sandia personnel received over 0.6 R.

OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

National Bureau of Standards, Central Radio Propagation Laboratory __RPL),
Boulder, Colorado. The National Bureau of Standards, CRPL, had two persons
working with WETG. FCDASA, at Johr.-ton Island. These men could have been
connected with Project 6.5c, a CRPL project, or with MP measurements being
made under the sponsorship of Hq USAF. One was there in June and July. the
other from October to November. Neither received any exposure.

U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey (USCGS). USCGS provided the ship, Paoneer, which
was active in the long-term tracking of the SWORDFISH radioactive pool. A '
"second USCOS ship, Pathfinder, participated during March and April in
Christmas Island hydrographic surveys. It was not present during DOMINIC
and therefore not exposed to any radiological risk.

U.S. Coast Guard, Johnston Island. The U.S. Coast Guard operated a Loran Sta-
tion on Sand Island, which Is a few hundred yards from Johnston Island.

This was a permanent facility and not established for the DOMINIC opera- -"

tion. None of the 18 persons badged received as much as 1.0 R.

U.S. Public Health Service, Washington, D.C. This organization managed an ex-
tensive radiation monitoring program throughout the Pacific during DOMINIC. :

U.S. Weather Bureau, Washington, D.C. The U.S. Weather Bureau had four persons
badged; three worked in the weather prediction section of Hq JTF 8 on
Christmas Island and one in the same area on Johnston Island. No badge
readings exceeded 0.50 R. The Weather Bureau also managed the Project
StenWInder cloud-tracking activities described in Chapter 3. although
actual conduct was by Air Force B-57s.

CONTRACTORS

Contractors at DOMINIC ranged from very large corporations to very small ]
,?nterprises, and the number of personnel provided by eacr contractor varied
from one to over two thousand. Certain contractors continued In the roles that
I.hey had played In prior Pacific Ocean atmospheric weapon test series and new
contractors appeared.

The functions of the contractors varied. Some, such as Holmes & Narver.
Inc. (H&N) and Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier (EG&G), provided services for
the whole or large jVarts of the operation. Some were manufacturers of hardware
whose personnel were at the test areas to assist in the operation and mainte-
nance of their hardware. Finally, some were there as consultants to the govern-
ment scientific organizations, and their personnel participated in the design,
execution, and reporting of the projects. j
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The contractors will be discussed here In alphabetical order. some of those
with less than two representatives will not be discussed, however. and the
functions of the contractors discussed may not be completely documented. Where
Inferences are drawn r'ilativti to test-site activities. they are iaoted.

AC Spark Plug Company'. Five persons were badged f rom this company, all on
Johnston Island assisting TLI 8.1.5 (Air Force Space Systems Division) in
the Thor misslel program. All badge readings wore less than 0.50 R.

Aer~o Lab Development Comp~any'. The 13 badged personnel 'from Aero Lab assisted
Ballistic Research Laboratories (BRL) on Projects 6.2 and 6.3 and the Army
Missile Coammand (AMC) on Project 6 13 with small rocket launch equipment.
Chapter 3 provides additional, discussion on these projects. All persons
wore on Johnston Island and badge readings wore all less than 0.20 R.

Aeroiet General. The 16 Ae2rojet personnel badged wore in the Johnston Island
area. They worked for the Army Electronics Research and Development Activ-

* ity (ERDA) on Project 6.1, which is described in Chapter 3. Badge readings

wore less than 0.10 R.

Aorcmoaco Research Corporation. Three persons from this company operated riome-
jters for AFCRL on Project 6.8 at various offsite locations on Johnston

Island. Three wore badged with no exposure.

Allied Research Associates. This group and its subsidiary. Aracon Laboratories,
had a total of five men badged. These assisted AFSWC in the conduct of
Project 8B. Exposures wore all less than 0.4 R.

MrIca..Science and Engineering. Twenty-five wore badged, all In the Johnston
Island area. They worked for AFCRL on Projects 6.4. 6.10. and 8A.1, and
for the Aeronautical Systems Division at Wright -Patterson AFB on Project
8A.3. No badge readings exceeded 0.40 R.

Aracon Laboratories (see Allied Research Associates).

Armour Research Foundation. This org,.?nization. whose name was changed to Illi-
niois Institute of Technology Ret~earch Institute during DOMINIC. had five
persons badged, all on Johnston 1.3land. None received any exposure. They
wore responsible for managing Project 6.5b (see Chapter 3). Several others
from this organization worked In the Southern Conjugate Area; they were
not badged because of their remote locatioi.

Atlantic Research Corporation. Twenty-three wore badged, all for the FISHBOWL
high-altitude tests at Johnston Island. They worked for BRL on Projects 6.2
and 6.3 in small rocket support. All badge readings were less than 0.10 R.

Avco Corporation. Eleven wore badged, all for the FISHBOWL high-altitude series
at Johnston Island. They worked for AFSWZ on Project 8C. All badge readings
wore less than 0.10 R.

BTL This acronym probably stands for Bell Telephone Laboratories In Greens-
boro, North Carolina. However, one of the three~ persons In the Consolidated
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List under BTL was actually empl oyed by BRL. All three worked at Johnston
Island and their badge readings were less than 0.20 R.

Barnes RnqIneerInq Company. Twenty-one were badged from this organization, all
working for AMC on Project 6.13 during the FISHBOWL high-altitude tests.
Most. if not all, of these men were on board IJSAS American Mariner. Badge
readings wore less than 0.10 R.

Iell and Howell. This company provided Instrumentation for Project 6.4 for
AFCRL. Three badges were issued, the highest exposure being 0.050 R.

Bell Telephone Laboratories, Homedale. New Jersey. Three men are included with
this group on the Consolidated List; however, like BTL (above), one of

these worked for BRL and was mistakenly listed under Bell Telephone Labor-
atories. Exposures for all three were less than 0.10 R.

Bondix Radio Corporation%. Eleven men were badged, all during the FISHBOWL high- -
altitude tests at Johnston Island from September to November. Their spe-

cific duties are unknown; however, they worked under the supervision of
JTG 8.6. Johnston Island Bdse Command. Exposures were less than 0.20 R.

Control gqulpment Corporation, Bedford, Massachusetts. Organization code 8642
was set up as one of the contractors participating In DOMINIC. However, a J
review of the 5x8 cards for the 12 men badged thereunder reveals that all
12 show their organization as AFCRL. One of the twelve also showed "Cont.
Equip. Corp." on his 5x8 card. which could mean that he was a contractor
employee at the test site under AFCRL sponsorship. The other eleven with
this Individual were Air Force officers or civilans at AFCRL and should
have been placed In the same grouping as other AFCRL personnel; organiza- .2
tion code 4680. AFCRL was responsible for managing Projects 6.4, 6.5a0
6.8. and 9.1a. Only one of these twelve received an exposure greater than
0.5 R. This exposure was 0.97 R. He was a civilian from the AFCRL Photo-
chemistry Laboratory who also arrived at Johnston Islan'- In May and re-
malned through the last shot in November working on Project 9.1a.

Cubic Corporation. The 40 persons badged for DOMINIC from this organization
were based at Johnston Island for the FISHBOWL hlgh-altitude tests. Cubic
Corporation was responsible for Project 9.6, the tracking of various mis-
siles and rockets and recoverable pods and nosecones that were launched
from Johnston Island. One person received an exposure of more than 1 R(1.27 R). ,.

Denver Research Institute (DRI). Two men were badged with no exposure. DRI
made EMP measurements for Hq UJSAF.

Douglas Aircraft Company. All 160 personnel badged were on Johnston Island.
Douglas was the prime contractor for the Thor missile and Its personnel
were responsible for test, assembly, c!guntdown, and launch of the Thor
missiles fired at Johnston Island. although not directly involved with the
nuclear devices that the Thor missiles carried. Four from Douglas received
more than I R. According to the Consolidated List, the highest exposure
was 2.25 R; however, that man's 5x8 card revealed a recorded exposure of
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6.0 R. This badge was reevaluated in 1982 (see discussion In Chapter 13)
and was found to be damaged and unreadable. The damage was probably related
to onvlrormental factors. The other three badges recordJng over 1 R were
wor n by men who were on Johnston Island from 4 to 7 months.

Eberline Instrument, Inc. Two men were badged; the highest exposure was J.76 R.
BberlinG provided radiation measurement equipment.

Zdoerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc (S.E4G. EG&G was designated TU 8.1.6 and
had 183 persons badged during DOMINIC. About one-thILd of the contingent ..
was on Christmas Island with the remainder on Johnston Island. A few worked
at both Islands. 9G&G worked for the AEC and DASA providing photography,
yield determination measurements, and timing-firing signals for the various
laboratories with scientific projects. They installed and operated much of
the equipment In the two diagnostic C-130s, the Hq USAF KC-135, and the
three KC-135 photo planes. The Consolidated List has two duplicates so
there were actually 181 persons badged. The highest exposure was only
0.76 R.

Electro-Optical Systems. Twenty-two persons were badged, &11 for the FISHB.OW
high-altitude shots at Johnston Island. These worked fpr the BRL on Proj-
ects 6.2 and 6.3. Chapter 3 discusses these projects In some detail. All
badge readings were less than 0.20 R.

Electronic Communications, Inc. Seven were badged, all fo4 the FISHBOWL high-
altitude shots at Johnston Island. These worked for the Aeronautical Sysc-
ems Division. Wright-Patterson AFB. on Project 7.4. ýAll badge readings .14

were less than 0.40 R.

federal Electric Corporation. Thirty-nine were badged, all working for JTG 8.3,
in the Johnston Island area. Their specific duties are not known, but as
their home office was at Port Hueneme, California, they may have been
stationed on the Pacific Missile Range (PMR) ship,11 USNS Range Tracker
(T-A•Q-l), at Johnston Island. All badge readings were less than 1.0 R.

Ford Aeronutronic. A division of Ford Motor Company, this group badged eight
persons for the series. Aeronutronic assisted the Navyi at the PMR. One of
the eight badged was stationed aboard the PMR ship, USS Norton Sound
(AVM-l). The other seven were on Johnston Island installing a shore-based
missile flight safety system to replace the function of Range Tracker.
another PMR ship, which was at the pier at Johnston Island providing track-
Ing services during the series. All badge readings were less than 0.40 R.

General Dynamics. Six men were badged, all on Johnston Island. General Dynamics
desigred and built the instrumentation pods that were attached to the Thor
missiles and cdrried to high altitudes, close to where the detonations oc-
curred. The six on Johnston Island were probably involved with the details
Of pod check-in, storage, and mating to the Thor missiles. Additional

information is available in the discussion on Project 9.4b in Chapter 3.
Exposures were all less than 0.40 R.
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General Electric Company. Eighteen were badged, all located on Johnston Island
and all involved in the high-altitude FISHBOWL shots. Most of the 18 were

stationed at Johnston Island from May through the last shot in November.
One person worked with Stanford Research Institute (SRI) on Project 6.8.
Specific dut'*s of the others are unknown. One person received 1.61 R.

.Geophysics Corporation of America (-CA). OC-. was responsible for managing and
fielding Project 6.6 and for ass1.sting BRL on Projects 6.2 and 6.3, which
are discussed In Chapter 4 In some detail. There was a total of 24 GCA
persons badged, all working on Johnston Island. All badge readings were
less than 0.10 R.

HolMf3 & Narver. Inc. A major contractor, for the AEC. Its personnel staffed
TU 8.5.1.,

Hu hes Aircraft. Nine were badged. They maintained and flew the B-57 used In
Project 7.3 (see Chapter 3). All were stationed on Christmas Island. Expo-
sures received were less than 0.20 R.

, ~Kaman Nuclear. This company manned Project 7.1, involving operations on Navy
.0, ships near the Hawaiian Islands, well away from operations area. Two men

were badged, one of whom was actually a scientific observer and not con-
nected wirh the project. The highest exposure was 0.183 R.

Lincoln Laboratory. Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Twelve were bade3ed
In the test area on Palmyra and Johnston islands, managing and fielding
Project 7.2 experiments (see Cha, ter 3). Exposures were all less than

% 0.80 q.

"Mitre Corporation. This organization was a research group for the Air Force

and involved In Air Force communications. The four men badged may have been

involved with the Air Force communications experiment dosignated Project
7.4 or In the tests of the .JUDETM system. No exposures were recorded.

U,U.

New Mexicc Stqe University Physical Science Laborator. Ten persons were
badged du-ing DOMINIC. These assisted AM on Project 6.1 in the Johnston
Island area. Exposures wre less than 0.10 R.

W '.Northron Ventura. This organization worked for AFSWC on Project 9.1b. The
highest exposure of the three men badged was 0.036 R.

Rac.lo Corporation cf America (RCA). RCA bad 94 badged. Except for a couple at
Wheeler AFB, Fawaii and a few on J.,hnston Island. everyone was on toard
American Mariner, which operated In ':he Johnston Island area. RCA's primary
"purpose was to support AMe in exe-.uting Project 6.13. Exposures were all

less than 0.50 R.

Rocketdyne. Four mon were badged for DOMINIC. probably representing the manu-
facturer of the Thor miss~le rocket engine. Exposures were lower than

0.040 R.
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G.T. Schieldahl Company. This company provided the radar reflectors used by
Project 7.3 at Christmas Island. Two men were badged with no exposure
recorded.

•rimms Institution of Oceanoqraphy. This organization formed TU 8.5.2; Its
mission and duties are described in Chapter 1 under JTG 8.5. The Consoli-
dated Lst shows nine persons, but one is listed twice. Three of the eight
were stationed on Christmas Island; the remainder were on Christmas and

then transferred to Johnston Island to continue operations after the last
shot at Christmas Island. One of their duties was placement of instrumen-
tation on target rafts used in the airdrops. Exposures were all below
0.20 R.

Stanford R.eeagrch Institute (SRI), Palo Alto, California. SRI managed and exe-
cuted Project 6.9 during DOMINIC. It also assisted the Army on Project
6.11, and the Air Force on Projects 6.8 and 7.4. Chapter 3 describes these
projects in some detail. SRI operated from aboard MV Acania. SRI had 17
badged during DOMINIC. The highest exposure recorded was 0.615 R.

SYlvanli. The 43 personnel badged (one is listed twice) worked for the Army on
Projects 6.1 and 7.3. Most were on Johnston Island working on Project 6.1:
however, three were on Christmas Island working on Project 7.3. Exposures
were all less than 0.20 R.

Tech Ois, Inc. This organization provided personnel for Project 8A.2, managed
by AFCRL, who were aboard the KC-135s operated as photo-optical stations.
Three men were badged, one of whom did not return his badge. The two badges
returned recorded 0.'026 R and zero.

T91i4 1inal Company. Two persons from this organization are on the .Cnsoll-
.•tejJ j; however, one was actually an Army enlisted man from Ft. Dix,
Neo Jersey, who was counted in this organization. Exposures for both Indi-
viduals were zero.

University of Utath, Six were badged, all in the Johnston Island area for the
high-altitude FISHBOWL tests. They assisted AFCRL in executing DOO experi-
en:a: Projects 6.4 and 9.1. Exposures for these six were less than 0.10 R.

S'TiivrsVtv of Washington. This organization was designated as a separate task
unit, TU 8.5.3. Their duties are described under JTG 8.5 in Chapter 1. Six
'"e badged, some of whom were only on Christmas Island, while others were

on both Christmas and Johnston islands. Exposures were less than 0.10 R.

Varian Assoclates. This instrument maker developed a specialized magnetometer
for rocket flight for AFSWC and such Instruments were flown on Project 6.7
rockets. It is reasonable to presume that the three Varian employees badged
for DOMINIC worked at Johnston Island on these specialized Instruments.
Highest exposure of the three was 0.11 R.

Wentworth InstitUtion. Wentworth provided two men who worked on the AFCRL Proj-
ect 9.1. No exposure was recorded.
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Western Electric. Six were badged during DOMINIC. All were on Christmas Island
In April and May working for JTG 8.5. Specific duties are not described.
but they may have been helping to put the island communications facilities
in operable condition. All exposures wore zero,

ZImney Corporation. Three were badged during DOMINIC. The Consolidated List
shows five, but one person is listed three times. The three Zimney person-
nel worked for AFCRL on Project 6.4 (see Chapter 3). All three had zero
exposure.

4 VERY IMPORTANT PERSONS

VIPs, visitors to Christmas/Johnston Island, comprised 65 persons badged
for short periods of time. No exposures exceeded 0.50 R.

J
4, FOREIGN PERSONNEL

The United Kingdom had two persons badged under organization code 8002. One
was on Christmas Island from April through June and the other was on Johnston
Island from September through the last shot In November.

A second organization code used for foreign personnel was 9000, which was
/, supposedly for persons from Gilbert and Ellice islands living on Christmas

Island. However, an examination of all 591 names on the list seeme to Indicate
that the names were English In form.

A random check of 15 5x8 cards revealed that 8 of the 15 visitors at
"* Christmas Island wore badged for periods of from 6 days to 60 days. while the

other 7 were badged from the first to the last shot on Christmas Island. One
* of these United Kingdom personnel recelved an exposure of 1.327 R during his

3-month stay at Christmas Island. He was issued three badges over the 3-month
period, receiving 0.360, 0.840, and 0.127 R In May, June and July, respec-
"tlvely. His duties are not known. No one else received an exposure over 0.10 R."1 "

OTHER

i There wore nine men grouped under two organization codes who were recorded
as "unidentifiable" in the Convolidated List. The two codes are 8700 and 8ý00;
both are captioned "Unidentifiable." All nine have 5x8 cards. The 5x8 cards
for these men show the following:

e An enlisted man assigned to the 33rd Brigade (25th Infantry

Division) at Schofield Barracks, Hawaii

o A civilian from the AMC. Redstone Arsenal. Alabama

• A civilian from Navy Materials Laboratory, Brooklyn Navy
Yard. New York

o An Army Master Sergeant whose card was marked TG 6.2, APO.
1M0 (there was no TG 6.2 In DOMINIC)

, An Army E-4 whose card was marked TG 8.7 (Christmas Island
"Base Command)
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0 A civilian from Las Vegas. Nevada. whose card was marked
M 8.7

0 A civilian whose card was marked TG 8.7

* An Air Force K-4 from Tachlkawa Air Base. Japan, who wasSIn TG 8.7

* An Army Staff Sergeant who had two 5x8 cards. One card had
only his name. and thus it was coded "Unidentiflable." The
other showed that he was assigned to JSASCC. Ft. Bragg,

A North Carolina (Unit Code 8265). He was on Christmas Island

from April until July and received a total of 0.02 R.
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CHAPWER 13

SUMMARY OF PERSONNEL EXPOSURES

The DOMINIC oration was one in which, because of the nature of the test
shots, there was little or no exposure to ionizing radiation for the larqe
majority of the participants. The tests, with one exception, were detonated
high enough above the Earth's surface that no involvement of the surface mate-
rial with the fireball:, occurred to produce local fallout. Burst altitudes
ranged from a few to 4001 kilometers. The exception was the SWORDFISH underwater
test, which did pose a potential for radiation exposure to participants because N..

of the formation of a radioactive base surge. However, careful placement of the
ship units involved prevented exposure of most support units.

The significant exposures w"_ experienced by:

" Personnel who were r"-Iuired to collect samples of the
radioactive device d4btis from the clouds formed by the '",
alrbursts or from th* pool of radioactive seawater formed
by SWORDFISH

"C Personnel whoidirectly helped in these sampling operations

"e Personnel who retrieved instrumentation pods and rocket
nosecones that wore either activated by exposure to the
burst or contaminated by passage through the device debris
cloud.

There was one accident of radiological 'note. A missile poised to lift a
test device to high altitude from Johnston Island malfunctioned and as a safety
precaution the nuclear warhead was destroyed using explosives set off by radio
command: the missile also burned. The warhead destruction and burning missile
fuel spread radioactive device material In the area of the launch pad and down-
wind. The launch pad was: located such that very little of the island was down-
wind and only a skeleton force had remained on the island for the shot. Cleanup
activity was carefully controlled to protect the workers and to prevent the
spread of contaminated material.

Table 36 displays the summary of the radiological exposures and basIcally
confirms the summarization made In the preceding paragraphs. Only the Air Force
shows a significant number of personnel exceeding the 3 R Maximum Permissible
Exposure (MPE) and all these were associated with the cloud-sampling activities
and were authorized a special MPE of 20 R, which none exceeded.

A study of radiological documentation has, however, raised questions con-
cerning some of the entries In the Consolidated List of Exposures, the document
on which the table Is based. The questions are concerned with the way the film
badges recorded the exposures and the way the task force recorJed what the
badges recorded. The film badges used in DOMINIC were treated with wax and
encased In a plastic holder to prevent damage resulting from humidity. This
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method of sealing had worked well in previous Pacific operations but apparently
was not successful in DOMINIC. This was suspected toward the end of the opera-
tion as badges processed for personnel showed much higher exposures than could
possibly have been experienced considering the operations in which the wearers
took part. This was recorded in the Radsafe Officer's report, but there was no
assessment of the magnitude of the changes or the number of badges involved
(Reference C.I.N, p. A-1-l).

A 1980 study of certain DOMINIC film badges was made under a Navy contract
by a company experienced with film badge interpretation. The study involved a
samnle from selected Navy ships of 1,349 badges that are still on file at the
Department of Energy's Nevada Test Site (NTS). The ships selected were ones
that had personnel with high recorded exposures but were not involved in any m
activities which justified these exposures, ships that had high readings with
some operational justification, and other ships for comparison. The badges were
reread for darkening due to ionizing radiation and checked for damage attrib-
utable to light leaking, moisture, heat, and age. This environmental damage
would have increased the optical density (darkening) of the badges and densi-
ties could have been misinterpreted and excessive gamma exposures assigned.
However, the film experts could detect some differences between film changes
due to ionizing radiation exposure and damage due to moisture, light leaks,
etc.

Results of the study indicated that 45 percent of the badges sampled showed
damage, and 90 percent of the damaged badges showed moisture damage. Further,
98 percent of the badges in the sample, which had been read as higher than
0.4 R in 1962, showed damage. For several :easons the amount of damage could
not simply be subtracted from the 1962 readings, but it could be concluded
that for all of the DOMINIC badges there is a high probability that some por-
tion of the exposure recorded on the Consolidated List and its background doc-
This probability increases with increased exposure readings, so that at 0.4 R

and above it is 98 percent (Reference D.8).

The effect of this film damage on the exposures shown in Table 36 is to
indicate higher readings than individuals actually had received. However, the
amount of this difference is not quantified. Table 36 reflects the readings U
without reduction for environmental or other damage except for a few cases
discussed below.

The manner in which badge readings, with or without extraneous damage,
were further processed also introduces some errors into the Table 36 data.
This is discussed below. The DOMINIC radsafe organization was not prepared for
the large number (43,000) of badges issued. The Radsafe Officer's report stated
that, "an extensive film badge issue was not contemplated. However, large is-
sues to meet the requests of the naval task elements, and delays in the test
program, with the attendant rotation of personnel, caused the total number of
film badges issued to be higher than planned or expected' (Reference C.l.N,
p. A-21).

It is probable that, because only selective badging was contemplated, the

automated system for handling personnel dosimetry records developed during the
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1958 HARDTACK test series in the Pacific was not reinstituted, nor was an
equivalent system developed. Thus, all badges were issued manually. Some of
the 1958 equipment that read the density of the developed film badge, auto-
matically converted it to an equivalent gamma exposure, and then punched it on
an IBM card was used in 1962. These exposures were then manually entered on
either the 5x8 card or the NAVMED 1432 form, or both, for manual cumulation.
Later these cumulations were manually entered, probably through a keypunch,
into a computer that prepared the final lists.

These manual activities were done at Christmas Island, at Honolulu, and
finally, for the last quarter of the badges and for the complete cumulations,
at NTS. Personnel employed were from JTF 8 Radsafe Branch, clerks in Honolulu,
and employees of the AEC operating contractor at NTS, Reynolds Electrical &
Engineering Company (REECo). Activities began in April 1962 and badges were
still being processed in January of the next year. Thus, it is not surprising
that scme numerical errors and inconsistent entries exist. The sum of most of
these effects on the source document for Table 36 is probably small. One kind
of error that does affect Table 36 is the duplication of names that appear on
the Consolidated List. There are instances in which a 14-man contingent was
boosted to 23 because of multiple entries of names. In terms of percentages,
worse cases exist, but these are in smaller organizations. A random sampling
of larger organizations shows some duplications up to 5 percent, but no sys-
tematic study was made vf this and no corrections have been applied to any of
the tables extracted from the Consolidated List, including Table 36. The effect
is that Table 36 probably oversta :es by a few percent the number of badged
DOMINIC participants and consequently similarly overstates the collective expo-
sure resu. ; from the test series. However, this problem does not affect the
exposure record for individuals. Current dosimetry files provide the correct
total for each individual.

After the last DOMINIC shot the dosimetry program moved to NTS and was
completed there. Personnel from the Army Chemical Unit at Dugway (acting for
JTF 8) and personnel from the REECo Radiological Safety Division finished the
dosimetry work and issued the final Conolidated List of Exposures. This phase
of work began in mid-November 1962 and was completed 11 January 1963. It con-
sisted of developing and reading the last 10,000 to 15,000 badges and checking
30,000 5x8 cards and NAVMED forms for accuracy.

Apparently at the time when exposure totals were transferred from the 5x8
or NAVMED cumulations to the punch cards from which the Consolidated List was
compiled, some totals were reevaluated. This was probably an attempt to com-
pensate for the recognized damage to the badges due to seal failures described -'

above. A JTF 8 letter of February 1963 covering the transmittal of naval per-
sonnel exposures to the Navy Surgeon General gives information on the reevalua-
tion (Reference C.1.3):

All dosage cards indicating accrued exposures greater than
3 roentgen were evaluated regarding possible environmental
damage. Dose assignments for damaged badges were generally
commensurate with the highest dosage accrued within the group
that the individual was attached to. No adjustments were made
to the indicated doses for in'dividuals who normally could re-
ceive radiation exposure due to their work assignment (cloud-
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samplers, etc.) even though the badges did indicate possible
environmental damage.

A study of the 5x8 cards and the NAVMED forms found only 78 case, in the
Consolidated List total exposures which were different than the earlV,- total.
Most of these showed a decrease in the total exposure from over ý !. to under
3 R, but 20 showed increases to some value less than 3 R. The for:ner cases are
probably those referred to in the JTF 8 letter. The latter appear to be the
result of a clerical or keypunch error. Almost all of the badge totals that
were increased were from consecutively numbered badges iss:ed on USS Princeton
(LPS-5), and the totals were all increased exactly 2.0 R. However, personnel
exposures with the higher readings have not been reduced on Navy records. "_

Seventy-six of the seventy-eight film badges were retrieved from storage
at NTS in 1982 and were reevaluated by dosimetry personnel from REECo.* All of :.. .

the badges that had totals noted in 1962 as beirn over 3 R showed significant
damage due to light or water damage or both. Only 18 of these had readable
areas from which current analysts could infer radiation exposure information.
All but four of these showed less than 3 R cxposure (Reference D.14).

These four badges were worn by personnel on USS Sioux (ATF-75) it SWORDFISH
and the current reevaluation confirms the original 5x8 or NAVMED entry of from
4 to 5 R for the three. The fourth bjadge now reads possibly as high as 3.2 R,
but was originally noted as being 0.78 R. However, current analysts note that
the badge is unexplainably melted (Reference D.14). With these few exceptions,
the values for personnel radiation exposure used in the construction of Table
36, as well as other tables in this report, are derived from the Consolidated
List.

As a result of the 1980 and 1982 studies of the 1,349 film badges from
units selected because of their known operational activities, only four expo-
sures of these units in the Consolidated List are considered to be lower than
exposures actually received. In these four cases, which were Sioux crewmembers,
the higher exposures had been recorded in their Navy Medical Records and ac-
cepted as correct.

*An additional source uf damage was also noted. Mary films had been damaged
by a bandsaw when cutting open the plastic holders. This caused gross light
damage.
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BIBLIOGRAPHY ANO REFERENZES j

The sources consulted for this report are listed below. They are orga-
nIzed Into sections based upon their relationship to the body of nuclear test-
Ing Information.

The first section (A) contains basic references pertinent to nuclear weap-
ons development and effects and to all or several atmospheric nuclear tests.
These are generally monographs published and distributed through regular trade
channels and are available In bookstores and libraries with the exceptions
noted.

The second and third sections are documents generated by Joint Task
Force 8 (JTF 8) and its subordinate organizations. The second section (B)
contains planning documents for DOMINIC. and the third (C) after-action re-
ports. These JTF 8 references are arranged In a fashion that reflects the
JTF 8 organization.

The fourth section (D) lists other reports by non-task-force organizations
concerning DOMINIC.

An availability code appears at the end of many reference citations for .74
those who wish to read or obtain copies. Availability status was correct at
the time the reference list was prepared. Many documents Indicated as un-
available will become available during the declassification review process.
The Department of Ent rgy Coordination and Information Center (DOE CIC) and
NTIS will be provided future DNA-POR documents bearing an "EX" after the
report number.

Source documents with an availability code of DOE CIC may be reviewed at
the following address:.

Department of Energy
Coordination and Information Center
(Operated by Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Co.. Inc)
ATTN: Mr. Richard V. Nutley
2753 S. Highland
P.O. Box 14100
Las Vegas, Nevada 89114
Telephone: (702) 734-3194; FITS: 598-3194.

Source documents bearing an NTIS availability code may be purchased at the
following address:

National Technical Information Service
(Sales Office)
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161
Telephone: (703) 787-4650. "
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When ordering by mail or phone, please include both the price code and the
NTIS number. The price code appears In parentheses before the NTIS order num-
ber; e.g., (A07) AD 000 000.

Additional ordering lnformaticn or assistance may be obtained by writing
to the NTIS. Attention: Customr Service, or by calling (703) 487-4660.

Reference citations with no availability codes may be available at the
location cited or In a library.

A. BASIC REFERENCES
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R.A. Divine I
New York: Oxford University Press
1978

A.2 Compilatlon of Local Fallout Data from Test Detonations 1945-1962
Extracted froma DASA-1251; Vol. 2, OCEANIC U.S. Tests
H.A. Hawthorn*. Ed.
General Electric--TEMPO
June 1979 DNA-1251 EX2

A.3 Announced United States Nuclear Tests
Office of Public Affairs
U.S. Department of Energy. Nevada operations Office
January 1980 NVO-209 (Rev. I)

A.4 History of Air Force Atomic Cloud Samplinq*,
W.A. Mingo
Air Force Systems Coumand Publication Series 61-142-1
January 1963

A.5 Environmental Radloacti,7ity, Second Edition
N. Eisenbud
Academic Press. New York
1973

A.6 The Polaris System Development
Harvey M.. Sopolsky
Cambridge: harvard University Press, 1972

*Available from NTIS; order number appears before the asterisk.

**Avallabl^ at DOE .IC.

***Not available.
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B. PLANNING DOCUMENTS

3.0.1 Operations Plan 2.62***
Joint Task Force 8
25 January 1962

s.0.2 Chclstmas Island Readiness Schedule***
Joint Task Force 8
9 March 1962

B.0.3 Operation Order 3-62*
Joint Task Force 8
5 April 1962

B.0.4 Operation Order 4-62**
Joint Task Force 8
25 April 1962

B.0.5 Operation Order 5-62, FRIGATE BIRD Event***
Hq Joint Task Force 8
23 April 1962

3.0.6 Operation Order 8-62***
Joint Task Force 8
10 September 1962

B.1.3 operation Plan 1-62***
Task Unit 8.1.3
15 February 1962

B.3.1 operation Plan 1-62*
Joint Task Group 8.3
26 March 1962

s.3.2 Operation Order 2-62***
Joint Task Group 8.3
29 April 1962

B.3.2 Operation Order No. 2-62 FRIGATE BIRD Test***
Commander Joint Task Group 8.3
29 April 1962

B.3.3 Operatlon Order 4-62***
Joint Task Group 8.3
17 September i962

*Available from NTIS; order number appears before the asterisk.

**Available at DOE CIC.

***Not available.
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B3.36.1 operation order 1--62~**
Task Unit 8.3.6
20 April 1962

B3.36.2 Ooeration Order 12-62***
Task Unit 8.3.6
IS September 1962

B.4.1 Operations Phln 6-61***
Hq U.S. Air Force
31 October 1962

s.4.2 Test Site Survey**
Air Force Special Weapons Center
19 December 1961

B.4.3 Training Directive 1-62***
Joint Task Group 8.4
8 January 1962

B.4.4 DOHIUIC Planning Directive 1-62**
Joint Task Grup 8.4

10 January 1962

3.4.5 Operation Order 401-62"**
Air Weather Service

16 February 1962

B.4.6 Operations Plan 2-~62***
Joint Task Group 8.4
19 February 1962

B.4.7 Operation Order 401-62**-
Air Weather Service
8 March 1962.

B.4.8 O-erations Plan l'-62**.
Strategic Air CSamWand
30 March 1962

B.4.9 Operation Plan 9-62***
Hq tJSAF
10 may 1962

B.4.10 Operation Order FISHBOWL 4-62**"
Joint Task Group 8.4
18 May 1962

Available from NTIS; order number appears be4ore the asterisk.

"*Avaiable at DOE CIC.

***Not available.
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B.4.11 Operations pWan 4-62***
Joint Task Group 8.4

22 May 1962

B.4.12 Overatloi Order STARFIS 4-62***
Joint Task Group 8.4
8 June 1962

B.4.13 OporatIon Plan 851-62**'
Weather reporting Element
29 August 1962

B.4.14 O0erations Plan 6"62**

Joint Task Group 8.4 ,
8 September 1962

B.4.15 Overseas Test Site Experimental Requirements, Plan Number 1***
Aeronautical Systems Division
3 Apcil 1962

B.4.4.1 OperatIon Plan 9-62,*
iq USAF .... n
12 February 1962

B.5.1 "Veration Plan 2-1-62***
Joint Task Group 8.5
22 March 1962 -

B.6.1 O::rations Plan 3-1**-
Joint Task Group 8.6
30 March 1962

B.8 Operation Order No. 1-62 FRIGATE BIRD Test***
Comaanr Task Group 8.8
19 April 1962

B.9 Operation Order 1-62***
Co-mander Joint Task Group 8.9
21 April 1962

C. AFTER-ACTIUN REPORTS

C.1 Report on the 1962 Pacitic Nuclear Tests*** (with enclosures A-N)
Comander Joint Task Force 8
23 May 1964

*Available from NTIS; order number appears before the asterisk.

**Available at DOE CIC.

***Not available.
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C.I.A Enclosure A, Report on G.enraj Operations"*

Cxmaander Joint Task Force 8
2 June 1964

C.I.B Enclosure B Report on Navy Task Group O9PeatIons,***

Commander Joint Task Force 8
4 May 1964

C.1.C Enclosure C, Report on Air Force Tj-,k Group Operations**,
Commander Joint Task Force 8

21 May, 1964

C.l.0 Enclosure D, oap~ons System Tests (Polarls a•d Agfow)**

Headquarters Joint Task Force 8
i July 1963

C.l.9, Enclosure 9, Report on ABC Support Task .rouD Operations***
Commander Joint Task Force 8

I June 1964

C.I.l• gnclosure F, Report on island Bases and Statlons***
Commander Joint Task Force 8
9 June 1964

C.l.G Enclosuro.G, Report on Loqlstlcc and Finance**

Commander Joint Task Force 8
1 June 1964

C.I.H Enclosure H, Report on Communlcationo-E.13ctronlcs Operations***

Commander Joint Task Force 8
3 June 19S4

C.1.1 Enclosure I, Report on Amnlnq and Administrat~.on (Welfare.,

RecreatIon and Headq'narters (Op;ratIon*)***
Commander Joint Task Force 8
1 June 1964

C.1.J Enclosure J, Report on th 9 special staff (Medical, PIO, and
Protocol)***
Commander Jcint Task Force 8
1 June 1964

C.I.K Enclosure X, Re*2rt on intelligence and Security***
Coe-aander Joint Task Force 8

1 JUne 1964

*Available from NTIIS order number appears before thi asterisk.

"*Available at DOE CIC.

• ***t available.
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C.l.L Enclosure L, Repc-.t on Scientific S,-- Y***
Commander Joint Task Force 8
4 June 1964

C.I.M Enclosure M, Report on meteorology***
Commander Joint Task Force 8
3 June 1964

C.l.N Enclosure N, Report on Radiologlcal Safety Operations**
Commander Joint Task Force 8
4 Juno 1964

C.1.1 Preliminary Report of Task Unit 8. .1 on Christmas Island Portion of
Operation DOMINIC***
Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory
18 September 1962 LANS-2739

C.1.2 Consolidated List of Exposures***
JTF 8
[microfilm prepared by REECo containing also other documents related
to DOMINIC dosimetry]
1962

C.1.3 Letter covering transmittla of Navy units' portion of Consolidated
List of Exposures to Surgeon General U.S. Navy,.***
JTF a
February 1963

c.3.2 !,hips Logs***

C.3.1 Final Report of Joint Task Group 8.3 Participation In operation
DOMINIC***
Commander Joint Task Force 8.3

C.4.1 History of Air Force Participation In Operation DOMINIC***

Lt H. Roberts
Air Force Systems Command Publicaton series 63-141-111
November 1966

C.4.3.1 History of Test Services Element***
Task Unit 8.4.3

C.4.3.2 552nd Airborne Early Warning and Control Wlnq Participation in
DOM4INIC~**
552nd AEW and CW
15 November 1962

*Available from NTIS: order number appears before the asterisk.

**Available at DOB CIC.

***Not available.
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C.4.4.1 Final Report through 27 June 1962***
Task Unit 8.4.4
n.d.

C.4.4.2 Final Report Phase II, Operation DOMINIC***
Task Unit 8.4.4
n.d. .

C.2000 Underwater Pressures, OrperatIon DOMINIC, Shot T"4ORDFISH, Project
Officers Report, Project 1.1***
Naval Ordnance Laboratory
June 1968 POR-2000

C.2001 Surface Phenomena, Operation DOMINIC, Shot SWORDFISH, Project Officers
Report, Project 1.2**,
D.E. Phillips. G.A. Young N
Naval Ordnance Laboratory
August 1964 POR-2001

C.2002 Effects of Underwater Nuclear Explosions on Sonar Systems at Close
R&nges, Operation DOMINIC, Shot SWORDFISH, Prolect Officers Report, %.
Project 1.3A**:v

W.C. Hubbard, G.W. Somes
Navy Electronics Laboratory
December 1964 POR-2002

C.2003 Effects of an Underwater Nuclear Explosion on Hydroacoustic Systems,
OQ•eration INIC, Shot SWORDFISH, Project Officers Report, Prolect
1.3B***
T. McMillian. W.P. Delahoussaye, C.T. Johnson
Navy Electronics Laboratory
August 1964 POR-2003

C.2004 Radiological Effects from an Underwater Nuclea'r Explosion"*
L.E. Egeberg, L.D. Johnson. N.H. Farlow
Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory
June 1964 POR-2004 1

C.2005 Shock Motions of Ships and Equipment, Operation DOMINIC, Shot
SWORDFISH, Project Officers Report, Prolect 3.1**'
C.M. Atchison
David Taylor Model Basin
October 1963 POR-20"

*Available from NTIS: order number appears before the asterisk.

"*Available at DOE CIC.

***Not available.
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C.2006 Ship Damage Assessment and Technical Support of Test Elements,
Operation DOMINIC, Shot SWORDFISH, Prolect Officers Report, Prolect

J.J. Kearns
Navy Bureau of Ships
September 1963 POR-2006

C.2007 Scientific Directors Summary Report, Operation DOMINIC, Shot
SWORDFISH* *
W.W. Murray
David Taylor Model Basin
January 1963 POR-2007

C.2010 Blast Measurements at Various Distances from High-Altitude and
Lov-Altitude Nuclear Detonations, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series,
Prolect Officers Report, Prolect 1.1***
R.C. Wise, J.D. Day
Army Ballistic Research Laboratories
April 1964 POR-2010

C.2012 External Neutron Flux Measurements, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL
Series, Prolect Officers Report, Project 2.1**"
J.W. Klnch
Army Nuclear Defense Laboratory
December 1963 POR-2012

C.2013 Gamma Radiation Measurements. Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series,
Prolect Officers Report, Prolect 2.2***
J.W. Kinch, R.W. Jenkins
Army Nuclear Defense Laboratory
December 1963 POR-2013

C.2014 Production of Chorloretinal Burns by Nuclear Detonations and Tests of
Protective Devices and Phototropic materlmls, Operation DOMINIC,
Prolect 4.1*"* (2 volumes)
R.G. Allen
Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory
October 1963 POR-2014

C.2015 Fireball Attenuation and Refraction, O2pration DOMINIC, Prolect
Officerij Report, Prolect 6.1"** %2 volumes)
R.J. Clawson, S.G. Holhjelle, C.R. Yalkut. D.G. -Parce, C.L. Gardenhire
Army Eglctronics Research and Development Laboratory, University of
New mexitco
April 1'965 POR-2015

*Avalilable from NTIS: order number appears before the asterisk.

**Avallable at DOE CIC.
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C. 2016 Photoelectric and PsychophysIcal measures of Weapon Flashes. Operation
DoMiNIC. Christmas Series, Project officers Report, Project 4.2***
J.H. Hill. G.T. Chisum. R.A. Richardson
Naval Air Development Center, COnnitech Incorporated
August 1964 POR-2016

C.2017 Ganna Ray Scanning of Debris Cloud, Operation DOMINIC, Prolect
Officers Report, Project 6.2*** (3 volumes)
W.V. Berning
Army Ballistic Research Laboratories. Electro-Optical systems. Inc.
December 1984 POR-2017

C.2018 D-Reglon Physical Chemistry, operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL. Setries.
Proloct officers Report, Project 6.3*** (4 volumes)
W.V. Beining
Army Ballistic Research Laboratories
October-December 1964 POR-2018

C.2019 9- and F-Region Physical Chemistry, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL
Series. Project Officers Report, Proleqt 6.4~**
W. Pfister, W.V. Berning. W. Brubakcer, R. Giacconi, H. Guraky. R.
Narcissi. R. Ne~wburgh, F.9~. Paolini, L. Smith
Air Fozce C~ambridge Research Laboratories
January 1965 POR-2019 -

C.2020 Ionospheric Soundings and Macnetic Measurewrents. Operation DOMINIC,
Prolect Officers Report, Prolect 6.5A***
P. Newman
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
September 1964 POR-2020

C.2021 Operation VIHAW, rjc Officers Rer~grt, Project 6.SB**
C.A. Stone. 3. Greenspan. R. Sears. T. Stirnchcooib. C.W. Terrell
Illinois Institute of Technology/Resoarch Institute
n.d. POR-2021

C.2022 Vertical Ionospheric sounding Measurements, Operation DOMINIC, 74
FIShIB0WL Series, Polect officers Reot Project 6.5C~**
W.F. Utlaut. 'f.M. Gautier
National Bureau of Standards%%
August 1964 POR-2022

C.2023 Effects of Nuclear Radiation on the ioope ý r _o1 G NI
FISHBWL. Series, Prolect Office~rs Repot . Pro ect 6.5D**'
F.H. Dickson, R. Sllbersteln, R.W. StammeiL R.F. Hicks
Army Signal Radio Propagation Agency
February 1964 POR-2023
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C.2024 Magnetic Measurements, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Project
Officers Report, Prolect 6.5E***
H.A. Bomko. I.A. Balton. H.H. Grote. A.K. Harris
Army Electronics Research and Development laboratory
August 1964 POR-2024

C.2025 Long-Tegm Observations by Resonance Scattering Techniques, Operation
DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Prolect Officers Report, Prolect 6.6***

E.R. ManrIng
Geophysics Corporation of America
September 1964 POR-2025

C.2026 Debris Expansion Experiment, OPeration DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series,
Prolect Officers Report. Prolect 6.7***
P. Dyal, W. Simmons
Air Force Weapons Laboratory
December 1965 POR-2026

C.2027 Riometer Measurements, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Project
Officers Report, Prolect 6.8*** (2 volumes)
S. Horowitz, R.B. Dyce. G.L. Johnson. J.C. Hodges
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories. Stanford Research Institute
September 1964 POR-2027

C.2028 Radar Clutter Measurements. Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series.
Pro.ect Officers RepOrt, Prolect 6.9:*** vol I -- General
Considerations; Vol 2 -- HF/VHF: Vol 3 --- UHF; Vol 4 and 5-- Optical

R.L. Leadabrand. et al
Stanford Research Institute
May-September 1964 POR-2028

C.2029 Large-Scale Ionization Effects from High-Altitude Nuclear Detonations,
operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Project Officers Report, Prolect
6.10*** (2 volumes) %,-
R.H. Dow< d,'

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
June 1964 POR-2029

C.2030 HF Communications Experiment, Operation DOMINIC. FISHBOWL Series,
Protect Officers Report, Prolect 6.11"** (2 volumes)
H.L. Kitts, J.3. Lomax
Amry Electronics Research and Development Laboratory; Stanford
Research Institute
April-May 1964 POR-2030
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**Available at DOE CIC.
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C.2031 Piqgyback Satellite Packages, Operation DOMINIC, FISHIBOWL Series, LA
Prolect Officers Report, Prolect 6.12**.

R.A. Bena

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories
may 1965 POR-2031

.C.2032 RF Measurements and Optical Measurements, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL
Series, Project Officers Report, Project 6.13:*** Vol 1 -- Summary;
Vol 2 -- STARFISH Prime; Vol 3 -- CHECKMATE; Vol 4 -- BLUEGILL Triple
Prime; Vol 5 -- KINGFISH; Vol 6 -- TIGHTROPE; Vol 7 -- Radar,

Radlometric, and Coherent Measurements
J.E. Hagefstration
Army Missile Coamand
May-October 1964 POR-2032

C.2033 Electromagnetic Signal, Underwater Measurements, Operation DOMINIC,
FISHBOWL Series, Project Officers Report, Project 7.1**"
A.P. Bridges. B.J. Bittner, V.D. Peckham. A.D. Moorhead, E.L. Cole, A.
Bliss
Kaman Nuclear
May 1963 POR-2033

C.2034 Synchrotron Radiation, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Project
Officers Report, Prolect 7.2A***
J.H. Pannell, M. Blaser, P.J. Harris, J.L. Warner. L.C. Wilber kA
Lincoln Laboratory
March 1965 POR-2034

C.2035 High-Altitude Nuclear Detonation Optical-Infrared Effects, Operation
DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Project Officers Report, Project 8A.l***
(3 Parts)
H.P. Gauvin, J.P. Cahill. J.W. Grenier, T.R. Scanlon, J.W. Carpenter.
G. Davidson. S.A. Jones, L.J. Richter, R.B. Carpenter, A.G. Hurd,
I.L. Kofsky *-

Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories; American Science &
wngineering, Inc; Cook Electric Company; Geophysics Corporation of
America; Technical Operations Research Inc.
August 1963 FOR-2035

C.2036 Optical Phenomenology of High-Altitude Nuclear Detoatnions . Film
Catalog, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Prolect Officers Report,
Project 8A.2***
D.F. Hanson, M.P. Shuler, C.W. Wychkoff, W.P. Boquist. J.H. Campbell,
W.T. Foreman, H.G. Hetley, Jr.
Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc.
September 1966 POR-2036
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C.2037 Close-In Thermal and X-Ray Vulnerability Measurements. Shots BLUEGILL
and KINGFISH, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Project Officers
Report, Pro lect 8A.3"** (2 volumes)
F.D. Adams, O.R. Anderson. M. Annis, L.E. Ashley, M.P. Berardi. A.B.
Cicero, C.M. Cobb, F.E. Fahrenholz. G.G. Fryklund. J.R. Taylor, G.R.
Vrablik, B.C. Watson
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory; American Science & Engineering,

Inc.
March-April 1963 POR-2037

C.2038 Nuclear Weapon X-Ray Effects as Measured by Passive Instruments,
Operation DOMINIC, Prolect Officers Report, Prolect 8B***
C.M. Gillespie, P.G. Wing
Air Force Weapons Laboratory; Allied Research Associates, Inc.
December 1965 POR-2038

C.2039 Reentry Vehicle Tests, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Prolect
Officers Report, Prolect 8C***
N.J. Rubenstein, J.S. Dieckhoner. R.W. Dixon
Air Force Weapons Laboratory
July 1963 POR-2039

C.2040 Atmospheric Properties, Operation DOMINIC, PISHBOWL Series, Prolect
Officers Report, Trojoct 9.1A***
K.S.W. Champion. A.C. Falre
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories

March 1965 POR-2040

C.2041 Pod and Recovery Unit Fabrication, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series,
Prol•ect Officers Report, Project 9.43***
A.J. Starnes, E.D. Wong. D.B. Taylor, C.J. Treat, J.A. Vardeman, P.V.
Smith. R.A. Smalloy .•

Air Force Weapons Laboratory; Defense Atomic Support Agency; General
Dynamlcs/Astronautics
August 1964 POR-2041

C.2042 Tracking and Positioning, Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL Series, Prolect
Officers Report, Proect 9.6***
G.C. Tweed
Cubic Corporation

April 1965 POR-2042
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"*Available at DOE CIC.
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C.2043 Microwave Attenuation, Operation DOMINIC. Chri.atmas Series, Project
Officers Report, Project 7.3**
J.B. Walsh, N.B. Marple. R.H. Popolow, D.D. Porter. T.C. Tsao. A.F.
Sclior ra
Columbia University
June 1965 POR-2043

C.2044, UHF, HF, LF. and VLF Measurements During FISHBOWL, Project 7.4***
A.L. Whitson
Stanford Research Institute
July 1963 POR-2044

C.2046 Hi h-Altitude Measurements"*
Staff
Sandia Corporation
Jun. 1965 WT-2046

C.2051 Ionospheric Wind and Diffusion Measurements, Op~eration DOMINIC,
FISHBOWL Series, Prolect Officers Report. Prolect 9.lB***
K.S.W. Champion. E.R. Manring
Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories; Geophysics Corporation of
America
April 1965 PoR-2051

C.2052 Alpha Contamination monitoring, operation DOMINIC, FISH-BOWL Series,-
Prolect Officers Report, Prolect 2.3***

R.J. Schultz, W.B. McNulty
May 1963 POR-2052

C.2053 Organizational, Operational, Funding,. Logistic, and Scientific
Suimmary. Operation DOMINIC. FISHBOWNL and Christmas Series***
Defense Atomic Support Agency
December 1963 POR-2053

C.2059 Microwave Radiometric Measurements Operation DOMINIC, FISHBOWL
Series, Project officers Report. Project 7.2B***
M. Balser, J.J. Kirwan, J.H. Pannell
Lincoln Laboratory Os

December 19654 POR-2059

C.2060 Project Stetuwinder***
G.J. Ferber

U.S. Weather Bureau
May 1964 vr-2060

*Available from NTIS; order number appears before the asterisk.

**Available at DOE CIC.

***Not available.
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0. OTHER REPORTS OF INTEREST

D.1 Aerial Survey of the Surface Radioactivity Remaining After an
Underwater Detonations***
3.J. Wesley. R. Cole, N.A. Olson, and W. F. Joseph
Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory
4 March 1963

D.2 Early Dimensions and Radiation Intensities of the Radioactive Pool
Resultlng fromm Shot SWORDFISH***
T.H. Shirasawa
Naval Radiological Defense Laboratory
15 July 1964

D.3 EG&G Participation Operation DOMINIC***
Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc., 15 May 1963

D.4 Operation SWORDFISH Prolect DUNC***
G.K. R1il
Naval Ordnance Laboratory
13 July 1962

D.5 Rad-Safe Analysis of the Contaminated Water Environment at Early Times
During Operation SWORDFISH, Appendix 1, The Saga of the Sioux
,(ATF-75) Appendix 2. Relative Size, Location and Radiation Levels of
Contaminated Water from H+20 Minutes to H+24 Hours***
A.L. Baletti
22 May 1962

D.6 Final Report. Radlochemical Diagnostic Measurements on the FRIGATE
BIRD Event of Operation DOMINIC***
H.G. Hicks
Lawrence Radiation Laboratory
8 May 1968

D.7 Radiochemical Diagnostic Measurements on the Harlem Event of Operation _
DOMINIC***
UCRL
22 June 1966 UCRL-14741 .:'

0.8 .avy Film Badge Review: ,-
W.W. Perkins, R.R. Hammond
Naval Ocean systems Center fit
28 May 1980"-:1.

D.9 Not used
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**Available at DOE CIC.

***Not available.3
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D.1O Thermal Radiation from Air Bucst Nuclear Weapons Incident on
I-ow-Altltude Aircraft**-
W.M. Gran
Cook Technological Center ,..
December 1962 ASD-TDR-62-S23

D.11 Report of the Commander Task Group 7.1**,
Joint Task Force 7
August 1958 WT-1682

D.12 Not Used

D.13 Flashblindness and Chorloretinal Research 1952-1962***
deP.J. Corkhill
Defense Atomic Support Agency
n.d. DASA-544

D.14 Reevaluation of Operation DOMINIC Phase I Damaged Dosimeter F11ma
-- Letter***
W.J. Brady
Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Co., Inc.
23 August 1982 REECo 566-01-756

D.15 The Artificial Radiation Belt***
Defense Atomic Support Agency
DASA Data Center Special Report 4
October 1962 DASA-1327

D.16 Review of Research on Flash Blindness, Chorioretinal Burns,
Countermeasures and Related Topics*** 4
D.W. W1111ams and B.C. Duggar
BioDynamlcs Inc.
15 August 1965 DASA 1576 Rev.

-'0
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ANNEX J TO CJTF 8 OP PLAN 2-62*

RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY OPERATICN-

1. Genra.

a. Radiological Safety of all task force military and civilian personnel
Is a command responsibility, and radiological safety activities will be per-

formed through normal command channels.

b. Each task group and task unit concerned will be responsible for fur-
nishing qualified monitors for all working parties entering areas where expo-
sure to radiation is probable. Regardless of their organization, monitors till

be responsible directly to their party leaders as advisors on matters pertain-
Ing to radiological safety.

2. The Commander, Joint Task Force Eight, will:

a. Assume overall responsibility for the radiological safety of task force
personnel.

b. Inform CINCPAC of hazards which may develop In areas outside the task
force responsibility.

c. Establish and maintain radiolo.4,cal monitoring stations' on certain
populated islands, utilizing existing weather and U.S. Public Health Service
installations where possible.

d. Subsequent to each detonatio.: occurring In the atmosphere, announce
R-Hour (R Hour Is the earliest time 1-fter a detonation that general re-entry
can coinnce to all areas except the R..-1ological Exclusion Area [RADEX]). .

3. The Radsafe Branch, 1-3, JTF 8, will:

a. Provide the following radiological safety services for operations asso-
ciated with contaminated areas or facilities:

(1) Maintain a current plot of areas of radioactivity.

(2) Provide necessary equipment, such as disposable clothing and
radsafe survey Instruments, for support of operations in contaminated areas.

(3) Provide dosimetry services for all task force personnel and
authorized visitors to Include the Issuance and processing of film Nadges and

the maintenance of required exposure records.

* Editorial Note: JTF 8 Op Plan 2-62 with this annex was published 23 January

1962. This Operations Plan became the JTF 8 Operat'.ns Order by publication
of Change Number 9, 27 March 1962.
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b. Advise and assist task force personnel as required in the decontamina-
tIon of equipment.

c. Operate a radlochomistry laboratory capable of supporting off-site
radsafe monatoring stations and any other radsafe operations.

d. Provide trained personnel, as available, to &wstst CJTG 8.3 and CJTG
8.4 In the accomplishment of their assigned rad. afe responsibilities.

4. The Coinander, Joint Task Group 8.3. will:

a. Be responsible for the radiological safety of all personnel assigned
or attached to this Task Group, Including HSTS ships.

b. Provide monitors and decontamination crews aboard each ship In accord- ,. _
ance with normel ship organization, including MTS ships.

c. Establish and maintain Radsafe Centers as required for afloat opera-
tIona in contaminated areas.

d. Provide aircraft support, to include helicopters, as required for ra-
diological surveys, cloud trackinSj, and any other post-shot radsafe operations.

e Require Radsafe Reconnaissance and Barrier Patrol Aircraft to me.ke
pertinent reports through the appropriate CIC/AOC In accordance with the Com-
munIcatlons and Reporting Annexes of CJTG 8.3 Operation Order.

f. Establish and maintain radsafe monitor and decontaminati.n services for
any aircraft and crew assigned to any element oi! JTF 8 as it becomes necessary. .A;.':.:

5. The Commander, Joint Task Group 8.4, will:

a. Be responsible for the radiological safety of i-I personnel assigned
or attached to this Task Group.

b. Provide aircraft support as rmquired for cloud tracking and any other
post-shot radsafe operations.

c. Establish and maintain radsafe monitor and decontamination services
for all aircraft and crews assigne-I to any element of .TF 8 as required.

d. Provide crews and monitoring Eervices for the removal of rad.oactiv"'
samples collected by aircraft.

e. Operate the Somple Return Compound, to include the monitcring necessnry
for the removal and packaging of all radioactive sources and sampies.

f. Require Radsefe Reconnaissance and Barrier Patrol Aircraft to make
pertinent reports through the appropriate CIC/AOC in accordance with the Com-
munications and Reporting Annexes of CJTG 8.4 Operation Ordor.
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g. Provlde for the reporting of approximate air radiation intensitles
* encountered on regularly established weather rsconnalssance or cloud tr&cknr~g

flights operating out of Christmas Island.

"h. Provide for the reporting of radiation intensities encountered at cer-
"" tain designated outlying weather stations. Necessary radsafe equiprent will be

furnished by C..?r 8.

1. Establish and maintain Radsafe Centers as required. On- Christma

Island. the Radsafe Center will provide the following services to all JTF 8
perso, nol:

(1) Radiological surveys If necessary.

(2) Operate radsafe instrument maintenance and repair as required.

(3) Maintain personnel decontamination facilities as required.

(4) Maincaln a Plutonium Decontamination Team as required.

6. The Commande:, Joint Task Group 8.5. will:

P a. Be responsible for the radiological safety of all personnel asslgnod
or attached to this Task Group.

b. Assist the Radsaf* Branch, J-3 Division, JTF 8. in providing the nocý-, -
sary radlologlcal servlces for operations In contaminated areas as requircd,
to Include personnel and radsafe Instruments and equipment.

c. Upon approval of C.TIF 8, make available on r<qulslti'on to all T'isk
'roups and Task Units high density goggles and disposeable clotnlng !n roquired.

7. The CosAndor. toch T*Sk Vnlt, will:

",a4 a. Be responsible for t.*P, radiological safety of all personnel as2-1rn-d
or attachod to his unit.

- .%
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JJAPEIX I

AWAx J TO OP PLAN 2-62

RADIO•GICAL SAFSTY REGWATIZJS

1. Hazards Control and Radiological Safety center

a. A JTF 8 Hazards Control and a JTG 8.4 Radiologlcal Safety Center
(Radsafe Center) will be established and maintained. When required. a Radsafe

Center will be established by JTG 8.3. The Hazards Control Center. composed of
the Task Force Hazards Evaluation Branch, the Task Force Radsafs Brp-nch. and
the Fallout Plotting Center vill operate collectively to discharge the Task
Force responsibilities for effective operation of the off-site radsafe program.
dissemination of shot briefing material and the maintenance of displays of
radiological Information. In addition, the Hazards Control Center will operatei the Photodosimetry Facility. The Radsafe Center will operate the Photodosimetry
Facility. The RdsKafe Center will be established by CJTG 8.4 and will serve as
operations headquarters for the radiological safety activities of J4T 8.4.

b. Detailed Dutles

(1) Hazards Control Center will:

(a) Be responsible for the preparatiol of radsafe forecast In-
formation (fallout plot, surface and air RADEX) for each event.

(h) Disseminate the air and surface RAD•X prior to shot time
(forecast), nd will originate messages from tim to time after shot time an-
nouncing R (Reentry) hour, radiological clearances of previously closed areas,
radiological directives to task groups. advisories to commands external to the

Task Force and revisions of the air and surface RADEX, as required.

(c) Painta-n displays of radiological Irtformation pertinent to
the test area. and having an impact outside this area to include RADEX Infor-
mation, cloud trajectories and their relation to occupied Islands, air and
surface routes contiguous to the danger area, ship movements Int the danger
area, and such other Item of special radiological consideration as may be
requlred by the operetion of scientific project*.

A (d) Be responsible for advice on and prediction of thermal

radiation and blast overpressure effects, and such other effects as may be I=-
i,* portant, on various elements within range of each test device. This will in-

cludoe such vulnerable elements as plants and tree stands, man-made structures.
equipment and material, and personnel under varying degrees of protection.

(o) Be physically located In the Operations Division (J-3).
Headquarters. JTF 8.
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(2) Radsafe Center, JTG 8.4

(a) The Radsafe Center will maintain control of contaminated
areas and keep current information with regard to any contaminated area. The
Radsafe Center will have cognizance over decontamination of aircraft and equip-
ment, operation of the contaminated laundry, personnel decontamination facil-
1tios, provide the necessary disposabl~e clothing for personnel working In
contaminated areas, and establish and maintain a radsafe instrument repair

facili1ty.

(b) In the event that reentry Into contaminated land areas Is
required, the Radsafe Center will provide Information for the planning of
radsafe operations and the disposition of all working parties within the con-
taminated area. The Radsafe Center will establish and maintain check points
for the control of entry Into contaminated areas as required.

(3) Madsafe Center, JTG 8.3:

(a) The Radsafe Center will maintain control of contaminated
areas afloat and keep current information with regard to any contamtnated ship

•i :or area. The Radsafe Center will have cognizance over the planning of radsafe
operationrs and the disposition of all working parties within the contaminated
area. The Radsafe Center ,sill establish and maintain check points for the con-
trol of entry Into contaminated areas, will provide the necessary disposable
clothing and radsafe instruments for personnel working In contaminated areas.
and provide personnel decontamination facilities as required.

2. Oonoret

a. Radiological Defense (adDoefense) Operations or Radiological Safety
(Raduafe) Operations, short term Radops, are general terms. They are used to

P% denote the means by which a unit can control and confine damage and radiologJ-

cal effects of an atomic expiosion or of avoiding health hazards to personnel.
%i They are Interpreted to Include measures such as training, organization, dis-

tribution of radiological personnel, development of tchriq'ues and procedureso
use of detecting equipment, protection or removal of exposed personnel end
decontamination of personnel, structures and equipment.

b. Following each detonation there will be areas of radiological contam-

Ination. These areas are designated as Radiolcgical Exclusion Areas (RADKX).
Prior to shot time, forecast RADKX will be disseminated by CJTF 8. These
RADEXES will represent a forecast from H-Hour until dissemination of a later
RADEX at about H plus 6 hours, or earlier. The later RADEXFS will be based upon
the master raiiological situation map maintained In the JTF 8 Hazards Control
"Center. Since the air R.ADEX after shot times will be based on monitored track-
Ing by aircraft over significant large ocean areas, information promulgated

V.• from the forecast air RAD9X may have to be extended beyond the originally
anticipated six hour period.

c. If it becomes necessary, a surface RADEX will be determined by actual
survey with Radiation Detection Indication and Computation (RADIAC) equipmenit.
Aircraft and vehicles as required will be used to accomplish tiese surveys.
Water samples will be utilized If deemed necessary.
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3. The Maximum Permissible Exposure (MPE's) and PaYimum Permissible Limits
(PIPL's) as stated heroin are applicable to a field experimental test of nu-clear devices in peace time wherein numbers of personnel engaged in these tests

have been previously exposed or will be continuously exposed to potential
radiation hazards. It may become necessary from a study of personnel recordsH• to reduce the Mpg for certain individuals who have recently been over-exposed
to radidtion.

4. Due to the special nature of field tests, it is considered that a policy
of strict adherence to the radiologlcal standards prescribed for routine work
is not realistic. The regulations set forth herein have been designated as
reasonable and safe compromise considering conservation of personnel exposure,
the international importance of the test and the cost aspects of operational

delays chargeable to excessive radiological precautions. In all cases other
than emergencies or tactical situations the ultimate criteria will be limited
by the MPE's for personnel. Special instances may arise such as in the case of

an air-sea rescue within the RAD9X in which operations will be carried out
without regard to the MPS's and MPL's prescribed herein.

5. All task force personnel will be required to wear film badges. Certain

cases may arise, such as outlying stations, where such a requirement may not
be practical. Task Force radiation dosage control will start with the first
shot and terminate upon departure of individuals from the forward area, or on
the last shot plus seven days, whichever occurs first. Subsequent to this
period, any radiation dosage control that may be found necessary will be pre-
scribed by CJT 8.5.

6. a. MPE for personnel participating in this operation is 3.0 roentgens

(gamma only) per consecutive 13 week period, with a maximum of 5.0 r for the
calendar year. Individuals 18 years old may receive no more than 1.25 r per

A oo 13 week period during their 19th year. No individual who has not reached his
18th birthday by 1 May 1962, shall be occupationally exposed to any lonizing
radiation.

b. A special MPIP of 20 roentgens (gamma only) is authorized for the op-
*rational period for air crews, maintenance crews and recovery crews associated
with alr-sampling aircraft. Any dose in excess will be propoerly accounted for
in writing by the Commander of the unit.

7. Authorization for individual exposures in excess of the established ME
will be granted only by the Commander, JTF 8 and only In specific cases for
which operational requirements provide justification. Any dose In excess of

the specified roentgen total will be considered as an over-exposure and will
be properly accountod for in writing by the Conmmander of the unit.

8. Personnel whose previous radiation dose history Indicates that the total
accumulated dose 1 January 1962 is equal to or in excess of the age-prorated

dose ,deflned as 5 IN-18] rem where "N' is the Age in years) will under no
conditions be allowed to receive a total dose In excess of 5 rem under the
condi'Aons of para. 6.a. and b., and prouided his total accumulated dosage
does not or will not exceed 60 rem on his 30th birthday.
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9. Those individuals exposed to ionizing radiation in excess of the value
computed by para. 6.a. above will be informed that appropriate remarks will
Lse included in tieir medical records. Military personnel In this category will
be advised that they should not be exposed to further radiation antli suffl-
clent time has elapsed in order to bring their average radiation dose down to
0.1 roentgens per week. Civilian personnel In this category will be determined
by the laboratory or agency having administrative jurisdiction over such
personnel.

10. All land or sea areas In or near which a detonation takes place will be
considered contaminated until cleared for operations by the Task Force Comman-
der. Contaminated lard and water areas will be delineated as such. Personnel
entering these areas will be subject to clearance by the appropriate Radsafe
Center and will normally be accompanied by a radsafe monitor. Clothing and
equipment as required will be issued to personnel. Contaminated, areas of in-
tensitles less than 10 mr/nr (gamma only) will be considered unrestricted from
a radsafe standpoint. Areas coming within this limit will be designated spe-
cifically by CJTF 8 prior to unrestricted entry.

11. Radsafe monitors assigned to Individuals or groups working in contaminated
areas or with contaminated equipment will act In an advisory capacity to keep
the party leader informed of radiation Intensities at all times. The party
leader is expected to accept this advice and act accordingly. It is the re-
sponsibility of both the leader and the members of the recovery party to adhere
to the limits established in these regulations.

-J. 12. Dosimeter devices and protective clothing (coveralls. booties. caps,
gloves, respirator, etc.) as deemed necessary will be issued to personnel en-
terlng contaminated areas by appropriate Task Group Radsafe Centers.

.13. All personnel within viewing distance of an atomic detonation who are not
supplied with protective goggles (4.025 neutral density goggles) will turn away
from the detonation point and close their eyes during the time of detonation.

S14. The arrival and proposed use of radioactive sources at Christmas Island
will be reported to the Radsafe Officer, JTG 8.4.

15. Transportation of radi-actlve material to and from the forward area shall
be In accordance with AEC regulations for escorted shipment of such material.
The assignment of couriers and Radsafe monitors will be the subj-ct of sepurate
"instructions. No radioactive material shall be removed from the test sites
except as authorized In experimental projects.

16. All samples of radioactive material which are couriered In aircraft will
S be packaged and loaded so as to reduce radiation to a minimum. Prior to depar-

ture of such aircraft, Sample Return Director, JTF 8, will have a survey made
"of the aircraft cargo to determine if adequate precattions have been taken.
The following criteria will determine space and packaging requirements:

a. Prior exposure of aircraft crew, courier and passengers.
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i b. Anticipated future exposure on trip, consldet~ng length of trip, com-

partmental loading requirements and capability to isolate personnel from radio-
active material.

17. All air and surface vehicles or craft, used In contaminated areas will be
checked through the appropriate task group decontamination section upon return
from such areas.

18. The MPL's listed herein are to be regarded as advisory limits for control
under average conditions. All readings of surface contamination are to be made
with Geiger Counters, w!th tube walls not substantially In excess of 30 mg/cm4
with shield open unless otherwise specified. The surface of the probe should
be held one inch to two inches from the surface that is under observation un-
less otherwise specified. For operational purposes the contamination MPL's
presented below will not be considered applicable to spotty contamination pro-
vided such areas can be effectively isolated from personnel.

a. Personnel and Clothing MPL's

(1) Skin readings should not be more than 1.0 mr/hr. Complete decon-

tamination by bathing will be utilized for readings in excess of this level.
If the body is generally contaminated and especially if contamination is on

'"4 the eyea or gonads, special efforts should be made to reduce the contamination
level. In general, however, it his not considered profitable to abrade the
skin or epilate the scalp in an attempt to reduce stubborn contamination below
I mr/hr (about 1000 cpm).

(2) Underclothing and body equipment such as the internal surfaces
of respirators should be reduced to 2 mr/hr.

(3) outer clothing should be reduced to 7 mr/hr.

b. Vehicle MPL's

(1) The interior surfaces of occupied section of vehicles should be
reduced to 7 mr/hr (5 mr/hr If using AN/PDR-27J for monitoring instrument).
The outside surfaces of vehicles should be reduced to less than 7 mr/hr (gamma
only -- shield closed) at five to six inches from the surfaces.

c. Ship and Boat MPL's

(1) Ship and boat MPL's cannot be quantitatively established. They
are dependent upon location of contamination, use of space, personnel hazards,
etc. Specified in:3truction will be issued by CJTG 8.3 upon reporting of
contamination.

(2) For ships and boats operating in contaminated waters, reasonable

allowance will be made to differentiate between the relative contribution to
the total flux from fix",e4 contamination and that due to "shine" from contami-
nated waters.

(3) In general, ships and boats operating in waters near shot sites
"after shot times may become contaminated. Monitors shall be aboard all such
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craft operating after shot time, either as passengers or members of crew, until

such time as radiological restrictions are lifted.

(4) At the conclusion of the operation, final clearances will be
granted by task group commanders or by commanding officers, if so ordered, to
those ships and boats showing no point of contamination greater than 15 mr/day
(beta and gamma) and no detectable alpha. Other ships and boats will be granted
operational clearances by task group commanders or by commanding officers If
so ordered. An operational clearance implies that contamination exists and
that special procedures as necessary are instituted aboard ship.

(5) Individuals on board ships of the Task Force shall be protected
collectively from hazards of blast, heat and radioactivity by movement and
positioning of ships.

(6) Ships with personnel aboard will not be placed Inside the 1.0
psi line unless specifically directed otherwise. Bearings of danger from Imme-
diate radioactive fallout for ships operations will be established by CJTF 8
on the basis of forecast wind directions at the Intended tlme. of detonation.

"d. Aircraft MPL's

(1) The interior surfaces of occupied sections of aircraft should be
reduced to 7 mr/hr.

(2) No aircraft In the air at H--Hour will be at slant ranges from
ground zero less than as determined by the followlng effects unless spe-
cifically directed otherwise (based on maximum predicted yield and 20 mile

4,1 visibility):

(a) Blast (at predicted shock arrival): 0.5 psi.

(b) Thermal (H-Hour): Fabric control surfaces:
2

1.0 cal/cm

6.0 cal/cm2

(3) After detonation no aircraft shall operate inside the air RADGX,
".51 or closer than 10 nautical miles from the rising or visible cloud, unless spe-

cifically directed otherwise. Non-expected aircraft involved in routine opera-
tions encountering unexpected regions of aerial contamination will execute a

turnout immediately upon detecting such contamination. Cloud tracking aircraft
will execute turnout from contaminated areas at a level of not more than 3.0
r/hr. If a tactical or emergency situation arises where aircraft must enter
the air RADEX, or visible cloud, tactical exposure allowances shall apply.

(4) All multi-engine task force aircraft In the air at H-Hour within
100 miles of the detonation point shall carry a person designated as radiologi-
cal safety monitor, equipped with suitable radiac equipment and a RADEX plot.
This monitor shall be c&,'able of calculating allowable exposures under both

N tactical and operational conditions.
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(5) All persons in aircraft at shot time, or at subsequent times,
shall wear film badges when engaged in operations in or near the cloud or
RADEX track.

(6) Crew members of aircraft in the air at zero hour will take spe-
clal precautions to avoid (for at least 10 seconds) the direct -nd reflected
light resulting from the burst, at the discretion of the airplane commander.
This may be accomplished by protective high density goggles. by turning away
from the burst with eyes closed, by covering the eyes with forearms, by turning
cockpit lights up to highest intensity, or by any combination of the above.

19. In air and water the following continuous levels of radioactivity are
considered safe from the standpoint of personnel drinking and breathing

(ILc-microcurie):

Water: Beta-Gamma Emitter-3

10 1ic/cc (calculated to H plus 3 days)

Air: Fission Products

10 Luccc

20. The Radsafe Officer, Hq, JTF 8 will maintain standard-type film badge rec-
ords of radiation exposures for all task force personnel. Records will indicate
full name, rank or rate. serial or service number, social security number, or-
ganization, home station or laboratory, date of exposure and remarks such as
limitations on assignment because of over-exposttri. Upon completion of the -'p-

eratlon, disposition of these records will be as follows:

a. A consolidated list ef exposure listing all personnel in the Task
Force by full name, rank or rate, serial or service number, soclal security
number, organization, home station or laboratory, and exposure in milli-
roentgens will be forwarded to Chief, DASA.

b. A consolidated list of personnel and exposure, as indicated In pare.
22 20.a. above will be forwarded to the Director, Office of Operational Safety,

ABC.

c. A consolidated list of personnel and exposure of each task group will
%,. be forwarded to each Task Group Commander. Further distribution will be specd-

"fled at a i&t.c date.

d. All exposed film bidges, calibration films and curves, and cumulative
dosage record cards for all personnel in JTF 8 will be forwarded by Radsafe
Officer to the Superintendent, Radsafe Division, Reynolds Electric and Engi-
neering Company, Mercury, Nevada, for permanentv retention and storage..

21. TraLnInq

a. The inclusion of radiological safety organizations throughout the
Task Force will require two general levels of training: Basic Indoctrination

f- and Technical Training. The scope of instruction within each of these levels
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will vary In accordance with the requirements of different operational and
staff levels. Basic indoctrination will include primary non-technical instruc-
tion in radiological safety measures and techniques. This must be imparted to
all personnel of the Task Force to enable them to perform their assigned duties
efficlently within the allowable low exposures regardless of the presence of
radioactive contaminants. Technical trzining will include the training of the
majority of the personnel who will be requi:-d to staff the Task Force Radio-
logical Safety organizations and perform the Lechnical operations involved.
This will be accomplished through the utilization of existing service courses
and establishment of suitable courses at task group levels. This instruction
will be designed to traln radiological defense monitors, decontamination per-
sonnel and radiological instrument repairmen.

S,. 22. These regulations have the concurrence of the Surgeon General, USA; Chief

Bureau of Medicine and Surgery, UJSN: the Surgeon General, USAF; and the Direc-tor, Division of Operational Safety, AEC.

31-4
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CHRISTMAS ISLAND
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR DOSIMEMRY RECORDS*

FILM ISSUE

I. Individual receiving badge fills out Film Badoe Data Card with required
Information.

2. A member of Rad-Safe Photo-Dosimetry enters on the Film Badge Data Card
the film badge number and issue date.

3. The next entry on the Film Badge Data Card is the Identification or ID
number. This Is a four digit number which Indicates the badge wearer's
organization.

4. An IBM card with a number (film) identical to that on the Film Badge Card

Is extracted from the numerical IBM card file. On this card, IBM numerical
card, Is entered the badge wearer's last name, first name, middle initial,
ID number, and date of issue. The IBM numerical card Is then returned to
its respective file location. The person who has effected the transfer of
information will so indicate by initialing the lower left hand corner of
the Film Badge Data Card.

5. The Film Badge Data Card is given to the Kardex section who will, if neces-
sary, prepare a 5" x 8" Accumulated Dosage Card. If an Accumulated Dosage
Card was prepared or previously maintained on file, the person making the
check will so indicate by Ir'_:ialing the lower center of the Film Badge
"Data Card. The Accumulated Dosage Card Is filed by Task Unit and the Film
Badge Data Card Is filed by badge number in the working deck

FILM RETURN

1. Film badges returned to Radsafe for processing are arranged' In ascending

numerical order by processing section. IBM Numerical Cards with numbers
corresponding to these films are removed from the file and placed in the
"being processed" container. This operttion should be jointly performed by
a member of the processing section and a member of the records section

(see Item 4. Film Issue).

2. Processed films and corresponding IBM Numerical Cards are taken to the
densitometer for gamma dose evaluations. Since the derrt'tometer and key

punch operate as a coupled unit, It Is suggested that wht a member of the
"processing section operates the densitometer he be accompanied by [a mem--

ber of the Radsafe Section] or an appointed alternate.
.4

3. The completed (punched with gamma dose and processing data) data appearing
on the IBM Numerical Card is transferred to the Accumulated Dosage Card,
arter which time both cards are returned to their respective files (see
Item 5, Film Issue).

* From Reference C.1.2, Microfilm Roll 7, "Continental and Pacific Historical
Records, 1962," Index 114.
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APPENOIy B

LIST OF CODES USED IN THE DOMINIC
CONSOLIDATED LIST OF EXPOSURES

'V

o..

The code numbers with asterisks had ne, personnel exposures listed with
them. These codes were apparently established befcre the operation and then
were not used.

3001* USS MILN.OITE 3540 USNAVORDLAB. SILVER SPRINGS. MD
3Pn2 USS INFLICT 3541 NADC, JOHNSONVILLE, PAh
3 3* Uss UTE 3542* BUWEAPS, WASHINGTON. DC

3 4 HM 161 KANEOE9 BAY. HI 3543 NAVSTA, LONG BEACH, CA

3005 USMC BARBERS PT 3544* USS HECTOR. LONG BEACH, CA
3006* PMR, PT MUGU. CA 3545 NAVCOMOeTA NAVY 85 DIV 40 M

3007 VR 3 MC GUIRE AFB. NJ 3546 USS CONSTELLATION, SAN DIEGO, CA

3008* USS ETES AGC 12 3547 USS FRONTIER AD 25 HI U
3009 USS TUNW S 282 3548 USNAVSTA, PEARL HARBOR. HI
3500 1 NAR DIV CP PENDLETON, CA 3549 USNAD NAVY 66
3501 3 MAR AIR k3 SANTA ANA. CA 3550* NAVAIRSTA. ALAMEDA. CA
3502* USS SPERRY AS 12 3551 MINEDIV 113, LON BEACH, CA
3503 USS HORNET CVS 12 3552* MSTS. WASHINGTON. DC

3504 BULK FUEL CO CP PENDLETON, CA 3553' OFF CNO. WASHINGTON, DC '4
3505 PMR. PT MP.X. CA 4001 HQ JTG 8.4. KIRTLAND AFB, NM

3506 MCAS. EL TORO. CA 4002 WSS, MAXWELL AFB, AL

3507 NAVCOMSTA, SAN DIEGO, CA 4003 55 WRS, MC CLELLAN AFB. CA
3508 NCAF, SANTA ANA, CA 4004 1511 OMS, TRAVIS AFB, CA
3509 CIMCPACFI.T. PEARL HARBOR. HI 4005 44 ATS. TRAVIS AFB. CA
3510 COMSERUPAC. PEARL HARBOR. HI 4006 114 ATS, TRAVIS AFB. CA
3511 USNAVPHIS. CORONADO. CA 4007 22 SUPP SQ. MARCH AFB. CA

3512 NAVCOSTA. KODIAK, AK 4008 HQ, MC CLELLAN AFB. CA
3513* ATLANTIC RES. EL MONTE. CA 4009 4392 SUPP SQ, VANDENBERG AF8. CA
3514 DID 14 NO NAVY 128 4010 HQ 15 AF. MARCH AFB, CA
3516 010 14 ND NAVY 128 4011 552 AEWC SQ, MC CLELLAN AFB. CA

3517 NAV HOSP, BETHgSDA. MD 4012* GEN ELEC CO. VANDENBERG AFB, CA

3518 WEA CEN ANDREWS AFB. MO 4013 1901 COMM SQ. TRAVIS AF3. CA

3519 FLTWEACEW. PEARL HARBOR, HI 4014 1155 TOS, MC CLELLAN AFB. CA
3520 VA 215, MOFFETT FIELD, CA A015 HQ, CASTLE AFB, CA

3521 CNO NAVY 128 0'16 1369 PHOTO SQ. VANDENBERG AFB, CA

3522 COMDESRON 5 FPO. SAN FRANCISCO. CA 40,7 4126 SUPP SQ. BEALE AFB, CA
3523 EOOU 1. PEARL HARBOR. HI 4018 552 FMS, MC CLELLAN AFB, CA

3524 BUDOCKSYARDS, WASHINGTON, DC 4019 HQ CMBT SPT SQ, MARCH A'SB, CA

* 3525 NAVY HYDRO, WASHINGTON. DC 4020 13 AMTS, TRAVIS AFB. CA

3526 COMPACMISRAN 4021 HQ 1 STRATRAD, VANDENBERG, CA

3527 NUCWEATRACEN. NORFOLK. VA 4022 3535 CAMS, MATHER AIFB. CA
3528 NAVAIRSTA. SANFORD, FL 4023 4126 FMS. BEALE AFB, CA
3529 NAVCObSTA. PEARL HARBOR, HI 4024 414 CAMS. OXNARD AFS, CA

3530 NAVSUPPCEN, PEARL. HAREOR, HI 4025 HQ, NORTON AF7B. CA
3531 NAVAIRSTA, NORFOLK, VA 4026 9 WEA RECON GP, qC CLELLAN AB, CA

3532 NAVSECSTA. WASHINGTON, DC 4027 J352 PHOTO GP, LOOKOUT MT AFS, CA

3533 VANSUBBAS, PEARL HARBOR. HI 4028 HQ. MC CLELLAN AFB, CA
3534 U0S HALSEY POWELI. D0686 4029 5 OM5, TRAVIS AFE, CA
3535 NAVMAT, BROOKLY'N, NY 4030 1501 GEMS, TRAVIS AFS, CA
3536 CLARKSVILLE BASE. TN 4C31 2223 INSTRON. MARCH AFS, CA

3537 NAVADMUNIT, SANDIA BASE. NM 4032 23 BOMB SQ. TRAVIS AFB. CA

3538 NRDL. SAN FRANCISCO, CA 4033 1003 1G. NORTON AFB, CA

3539 NAVUNIT, LAE MEAD BASE. NV 4034 146 CAMRON, VAN NUYS. CA
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4035 146 ATW. VAN NUYIS. CA 4096 343 PTR OP. DLXuTH. 104
4036 93 FMS. CASTLE APR. CA 4097 56 HEDREN. SumR mI
4037 1511 OMS. TRAVIS APB. CA 4098* 15 WEARON. LS9 F.9
4038* 4126 sw. BEALK APB. CA 4099 Hg, OFFUT'r AFS. Ng
4039 3993 0ms. CASTLE APB. CA 4100 3636 FMS. STUAD AFB

4040 22 POOD SVC SQ. MARCH APB. CA 4101 mg 3636. sIEAD APB. m p
4041 4392 SUPP SQ. VANDEJBXRG APB. CA 4102 3635 I'TW. STUDAFB N
4042 6511 TEST OP. EL CENTRO. CA 4103 3636 M AND S OP, STEAD AFB. 14V
4043 552 OHS. MC CLELLAN APR. CA 4104 HQ. NELLrS A~ij. NV
4044 4126 CSG. BEALE APR. CA 4105 3636 HELISQ. STEAD APR. W44
4045 DENVER RES UNIT. DENVER. CO 4106 3638 FTS MELt. STEAD APr-I NV
4046 1352 PHOTO OP. COLO SPRINGS. GO 4107 HQ. 1211 TEST SO, KIRTLANý61 A'?B. NM
4047 RRSEARCH INST. DENVER CO 4108 HQ. APSWC, KIRTLAND APR.Bd
4048 HQ. BOLIN APR. FL 4109 4900 CAi4RON. KIRTLAND APRI. NN
4049 MO. AFMTC. CAPE CANAVERAL. FL 4110 CI4ST SPT SQ. WALKER APB. NdM
4050 6555 SP WC. PATRICK APR. FL 4111 4925 TST DSCRTWTS, KIRTLAN4D APB, NM
4051 1365 PHO3TO SQ. ORLANDO APR. FL 4112 6 5S. WXLKER APB, NN
4052* 4 WEA OP. EGLrN APR. FL 4113 ARTAC. ROSW'ELL. NM
4053 8 WRA SO. MAC DILL AVE. FL 4114 1094 AVDS. JQAiZANO. NM
4054 APCCI. EGLrN APR. FL 4115 6 BOHR SQ. WALKER A PS, NMý
4055 1315 M AND C SQ. TURNER APR. GA 4116 USA S4SA MS, WfITE SANDS. NN.
4056 Hg. TURNER APR. GA 4117 38 ATS. MC GUIRE APR. NJ
4057 61 TCS. STEWART APR. GA 4118 18 ATS. MC GUIRE AFB. NJ
4058* 2000 COMM~ SQ. STEWART APR. GA 4119 30 ATS. MC GUrRE APR. NJ
4059 1371 M AND C SQ. TURNER APR. CA 4120 1611 ONE. MC GUIRK APR. NJ
4060 1376 CAMRON. TURNER APR. GA 4121 1612 OHS. MC QUIrR8 APR. Nýk
4061 79 ARS. APO 334 4122 4603 CAMRON, STEWARD APB,.N
4062 AlrTAC EP. HICICAM APR. HI 4123 ASO. WRIGHT PATTRSONAR 0
4063 50 ATS. HICKAM APR. HI 4124 ASTMS. WRIGHT PATTFPSON APR. 0
4064 6486 ABW. HZCXAM APB. Hr 4125 6 WEARON. TINKER A. 7'. OK
4065 1502 ATV. MICKAM APR. HI 4126 Hg. T INKER APB. 09
46066 76 ARS. HICKAM APR. HI 4121 1816 ArRDIv, ALTUS A~FS, OK
4067 HO 1502 A1R3. HICKAM APR. HY 4128 857 MED OP. CLINTONl APil,.J
4068 8 AST. HICKAM APR3. MI 412'1 4444 RTS. SHMA APR. SC
4069 HO PACAP. HICJCAM APR. HI 4130 3i14 CAMS. SEWART APRB. TN
4070 SMAN4A. HICKAm APR. MY 4131 HQ, SEWART A-R. TN -

4071 1957 cowOPCR HICKAM APB. HI 4.32 3514 PIS. RANDOLPH APR3. TXd
4012 Mg. MATs. HICKAM APR3. HI 4133 32, - SCI( SQ. LACKI.ANO AFB.;, TX:
4073 6'4S6 SUPP SQ. HICKAJI APR. HI 4134 HQ, SHEPPARD AFB. TX
4074 4134 OMS. HICKAN APR. HI 4135 96 BOMB WG. DYESS APR. TX
4075 4686 CES. HrCKAM APR. MI 4136 HO. AMARILLtO AM,. TX
4076 6486 CAPIRON. HICKAM APR, HI 4137 3CH OP AEROMED. BROOKS AM,. TX
4077 48 ATS. HICKAM APR. HY 4138 4130 SQ. BERCSTORM APR. TX4
4078 HQ. SCOTT APR. IL 4)39 3700 ARC. LACKI.AND AFS. TX!
4079 99 AWS. SCOTT APR. IL 4140 3511 FLM. RANDOLPtf APR.
4080 1405 ABSQ. SCOTT APR. IL '4141 4677 OSES. HILL APR. UT
4081 3345 ARG. CHANUTE APR. IL 4142 191 ATS. SALT LAKE CITY. UT
4082 1915 COMM SO. BUINKER HILL APR. IN 4143 74 WEAPON. HILL APB. UT'
4083 9 SUPP SQ. MTN HOME APR. ID) 4144 7 TCS, PC CHORD APE WA
4084 28 COMM SQ. WESTOVER APR. MA 4245 62 TCS.. PC CHORD APR. WA
4CS5* AMIER SCIENC,EE CAMBRIDGE, MA 4246 4 TCS. MC CHORD APR. WA
4086 3245 TG HANSCOM FLO. BEDFORD, MA 4147 44 TCS. MC CHORD APR., WA
4087 I+Q APSC. ANDREWS APRB. MD 4168 A3 ARS. LARSON APB, WA
4088 10C1 A=W.d ANIDREWS APR, MD 4149 HQ. USAF HO AFOTO. WAS~rNGTON,. DC
4C89 1298 ATS, Ah"ORKWS APR. MD 4150 HAQ, USAF APTAC. WASHINGTON., DC
4090 1254 ATW, ANDREWS APR. MD 4151 6488 ABC., APO 105
4092 HQ. COLUMAUS APR. MS 4152 HQ, TACHIKAWA AFR. APO 3231

4093 117 TACRECON. HUTCHINSON APR. KS 4154 36 APR. APO 323
4094 HAQ. CONNEI. APR. KS 4155 33 APR. APO 235
4095 4347 CCTW MC CONNEI, APR, KS 4156 1962 COMM SQ. APO 2.39
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4!57 HQ. ITAZU•KE AB. APO 929 4530 2045 COWl SQ. ANORK." AFSR.
4158 1 W OP, CLARK APR, YX 4531 96 OW59Q. APO 970

4160 WRA.•A 4532 4392 ASO. VANDENHERG APB, CA

4161 5 pm . TRAVIS APR. CA 4533 615 OPW SQ. FORS" AFB, KS

4162 1294 AI'G. ANDRVW APB. M 434 4628 SUPP 3Q. PC CHORD AFB. WA
4163 HO. CHANUTE APR. IL. 4535* 4661 SUPP SQ. 14AXILTOV A•R. CA

4164 AIR NATIONAl. OUARf. NV 4536 771 RADAR SQ, CAPE CHARLE APrS. VA

4165 HQ, MATS, ROMINS APR. GA .4537 745 ACW SQ, DOWCANVILI.K, TX
4166 MARTIN PLANT, RALTTMO•L P91 4536 32 CM SQ., g.KH•N, NEW

4167 52 CAIRON, SUFleOLK AMR, NY 4539 1001 FMS. AN9)RF' AM. RD

4168 2000 COMM SQ. STYWARn AM. MY 4540 821 RADAR SQ. SAKKR. 0R

4169 ARPA OWO. P ENTA0N. WASHINGTON. DC 4541 305 AR SQ. RC GUIRE AeS. NJ
4170 1215 WS WIT. NMl)OL.TOWN. PA 4542 2049 '.C#" GP. A CLK.LLAN APR. CA

4171 3.0 FW) W SmII.L.tr4 APMR. 9 4543 11 nCM •W . ALT1iR AFPI. O0

4172 4, gDWARM APR. CA 4544 412.' 9TRAT WC. SHRRtAN AFB. 09

4173 HO. WPFTAF, TRAVI'S AP,, CA 4545 -)1 C91. CA13TLR APR. CA
4174 MQ. H•"I11.T"M AMR. CA 4546 4141 STRAT WO. LAWi.W, W,

4175 1903 S3, DAVIS RoWTHWN AP, AZ 4547 2675 rKRIA SQ. APO 323

®r4176 Drl' 1 55 V.m, xrL9ON APR. AK 4549 30 COCt" V-. OVP'UT' APP. Nt
4177 35C00 VI.? WG, RPf"I' APM. TX 4549 2146 5 COM04 GP. APO 64

S417 SCH Or A.R RD. i ý l APR. TX 4550* -54 RADAR VQ. SRIJNW'3ICX. RIK

4179 105 ATS. AER*Y -. D. WAINVII.I.R., T" 4551 6446 7:*,PP 0.1. HICKAM APR,. MI

4180 155 ATS. M1qMPHMt UWN APT, rN 45524 1029 co., GP. 91ES'acP" AV".

4181 174 A"?. DOMMIUIR A•, (GA 4553 A W. WRICR1 PATFR".7(A AM. 0H
4182 1070 Mrf '.K* OP, GOw.TH4R APr, Al. 4554 1951 COW OP. A&W) 953
4200 AV uwNrf..'J''PAUt.E 4555 1909 Cf4 V.. ANIA(V"M AP", AMW)

4202* JTU 8.4.4 "OY TO N. RARRF9PS IT 4556 41"0 CýMFT .PT SQ. L.AW4CA Ale". WA

"4209* 9 WVA RKr'( G0. Mr CI.XL.AN A01%. CA 4557 24 WR.APW, HILL. AP-'R. V7?
4230* 128T14 ATS (H) GANGE, DI. APR. (A 45-58 -182 RADAR V.. ROCIrdLt. AM., IN

4231* 105TM AT'S (N) TAM]. RIKIRRY VLD.T1 4559 5005 AIR pACAV. APO 953

4232* 15'TH DiA (K) •ANK, MP.MPST9 RUN APT, Tid 4580 ()KT I PAC. WMHIK KR APR. M1

4500 6005 AIR PSfTL OP. APO V53 4561 V, W.UMT",T, A,'. MI

4501 1 AIR PiT1., -,Q. APO 929 4962 ! J40. JroW A; ,PA,

4502 389 M-I. WO, WARRElN IWO, 4563 2V)9 OFTA V". W>PiCM AMR. CA
4503 4603 APR. STEWART APT NY 4564 !152 COW WIP. AW") 951

45104* 9ST RT ARIPC: WV. VAPR)eWIýMV.P APR, CA 4%65 2040 C1Wi 1Q. KIRI'tANI AYR. NO

4"05* HQ 2WMW.RsJ M A41566 215S2 c:rg (;P. APO 215

45005 HQ, 343 FTr• OP, rX.A'C4, PRN 4567 20103 OKITAS "0L. W (.XI.I.AN AM. CA
'450"7 HQ•. 30 AII~f)TV -~AAG,. TrUAX AMR, WI 44568 2144 4 ('()Wq 1Q, APO• 76J

R.,XI, 4508' 35,'0 F4, AfFN AR., TX .5e99 HQ, VAN1)FlN•9T.; APr, CA

6,n 17 CPO1T 3PT rp,P P!A10K APR, NH 4'070 PAC r.XKKIA P;N. AMI 015

4510 H9. DAVIn WMrtHAN APR. AX 4511 194N8 A•7•N. AM-C I05

451 1 L.•AF W-.f', I. ACK,.AI' APIR. TX 45,7 1502 "' ATW. A00) 10I

4512 544 ' TT.'•.H rP, OfP .T' 'T AMR. NK 4q,7" 1958 C. C*" ".P. AP'C 124

"4513 1957 ccR. ';r' HIP.ExAMi hlr. 94 4574 6 WVAPW., T:NXIR AKF%, 09)
4515 ;C10 -':0"M 'ý,.. KIRTi.ANT3 APR. Nq 4575 I24N AR'•r.. 7FW7•>V*f, KA"4516 212"7 C,,'M SQ, APO '78 4576 610) AP,:. AP•) )94

.. 4517 2127 1 tXM SQ. A;1O 994 47? 1 001 NC S., Tt'AVIA A". CA

4-514 02-5 OPNS -,. LITTI.PR(X.E AV". AR 4578? 2 1 6 C c0 M %Q, API 00

0 4511 6 W Wr, WAI KP. APR. NM 4% 79 1 7*4 Ir-H qQ. A#0IVPAHW) AF", '.X

45I20 18 COP' 'Q, Wv'N)V90V APR, M,,A 4.980 6510 AJ:V;P. KIPWARP"A A'7, (CA

4-52i I9'2 1r7r0" 10. AW) 219 i.981 64A05 AP,:. 7,KA0M AV.T' HI

1-522 3M 'I8RQ. AVO 121 4 - A2 Q09 VQ04 8rs4AVA

4523 1956 70'"M 10, APO 925 4583 1502 ,•P. 9•4•U AR APR. HI

4324 2132 CAN' r., APO 323 4'84 1' WA P'J. MAXWFI AI"". AL.

4525 1918 COMM SQ. SCOTT AP. I1. 4549 0 28 (A".S IQ. 1 IPAX)(N APF. NF

4S26 46 C:OMM -0, RAK ,Ft"AI. APR, LA 45R6 751 RJUIAR .,,)ANIA;A FAIl. NY

4,527 1)513 COM -•. A.O 919 4587 42 APW., l.ORIW, A•1•. ME

4-',4528 4648 %(JP- S!Q. (GU4JH7rP A1nT. At. 4A588 2016 Cf("l Q. .rý',V Ap1-. 0K

"4524 t915 ACW SA . APJARNT.1,O. TX 45A9 14Q APY(,1q,091 CITY. 1A
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X

4590 2045 ACS. ANDRM2 AP. ND 4651 26 WBAROU. 807ROM API. TX
4591 6102 SUPP SQ. APO 326 4652 WEA CgE?, BARIOALS APS, LA
4592 24 VEAROW. LOWRY API. CO 4653- HM. SAC, O"VT APB, Mg
4593 1957 AFCS. HrCKAM AFI, HI 4654 WEA CUE. TrUM APB. of
4594 2009 AAC. RXZCIAROS APIB 4655 MO. BLrTrHVZULL APB. AR

, 4595 1961 OP. c APO 74 4656 9 WA WIN. P•ACH API. CA

4596 4 WCAGP. KANSAS CZTY. PO 4657 WA CN. MANJM Ptt. NA

4597 22 C8 0. • A•CH APS. CA 4658 HN. OTES APB. YX
4596 1 MS. SELFVIDOC APIS 4659 115 AC & U SQ. DOTlAU. AL
4599 CANM) £ , BALR API. CA 4660 6596 INS? SQ. VNYIIHARO APB. CA

4600 MD. SAC. S•, AhLE AP. CA 4641 24VEAF.W WUT 14 -tAVI8 AP•. CA
4601 603 CUB. DAVIS NETWAN API. AX 4662 HN. APL.C. KIRTLAND AP•. NV
4602 4661 COM OP. HArLTON APl. CA 4663 NO. USD. VASK 25. DC

4603 1o4. usAP, PAiNu VrIEt. wr 4664 18T COOT lVUL. B3ARSOAI. Ave. LA

4604 8 WZAOP, WILLAIAM API. AS 4665& 45 SIRAT NB. W. LOWRY APB. CO

4605 1100 ARSQ. ROLLrHO API. WASH 4647 2415 M& S OP. LOWRY APO. CO
4606 1861 FLP TAC•4IKAV A. JAPAN 466S H. NOWS I APB. CA
4607 124TW WRAROW, VILLIAME API. AX 4669 2345 AN OP. CONAMIT APO. IL

4606 MO. LOCESOUCKW API. OH 4670 AWS. AMIDREW API. PC
4609' WRAIR tAIADC 4671 H9. LACKLA60 APB. TX
4610 1502 ATS. HICKAN API. H1 4672 WCA CUE, VALJ= APB. VA

4611* 4756 01S. RIZOS AP., 7X 4673 WA CNN. MALU APi. CA
4612 ".A. HONOULU. ml 1I 4674 695S AROSP"'* IS. SUNIYVVALS. CA
4613 3360 AR•P. KEI't, APB. M 4675 6%0 09PW OP. PATRItC APB, F
4614 820 0PUS So. PLtAIYSNU . MY 4676 HO. ORLIANDO, FL

4615 4645 SUP SQ. MULIJYn. NN 4677 1090 SM. SANDIA BAMgt, M
S4616 551 ARS. OTIS APS. NA 4676 6560 AS CV. MR" " " AMI, N4

4617 2040 COW SQ. CANW API. IM 4679 AM"C END O". 80N0OK'Y API. AL
4618 92 CR5. FA1RCNrI.D AI. WA 4660 A•P•RL. mwN FIsLD., s3rFO,. PA
461,) 4900 AI 29. XSLAMI AIM. MN 4661 3225 Do0M 9Q. HALLORAN AMI. NH
4620 2727 COPM Q. APO 329 4662 120 Ad 9S. CANNO API. NN

4621 1910 Con SQ. LOW1RY API. CO 4663 6515 At MIrNET. WROARS APM. CA
4622 1956 COHN 9Q. APO 334 4684 HM.. 16 TIV. APO 219
4623 SPMUA. HICK"A APO. HM 4665 6517 lS? (W. IM)WAIRM API. CA

* 4624 HM. AVPP. ZIOVANO ASi. CA 4646 1369 PINY0 SQ. VAM)0E30 AMR. CA
4625 2176 COM OCT, ORLANDO API. t. 4607 ASO. K90•"A A•P. CA
4626 551 An go. OTIS AP. 11% 4666 109-5 SUP SQ. R3IKlN APM. LA
4627 26 iM0. ILLNMLSMOrt AP•. CO 46*9 7A8 AlrW , S WULLTS API. NV
4626 AMD'. HOLLONAN API. NN 4690 4728 OCT. CANION API. VN
4629 2047 AVCS. XAXW"e . API. AL 4691 1.169 P2VT1O SQ. VAN EPc AAM. cA
4630' 51 HMS. VANDRMWRAIKnO AV%. CA 4692 •g, ORLANDO AP•. .,

4631 MOg. SM0. VAMKI•IVAER AMI. CA 4693 6550 091 OP. PAWfIC APM. FL

4632 SPAMl. VURWRCltRC AMI. CA 4694* 129 ACV SQ. 1D3INtIES AMI. GAI.4633 40. APr9W. AWMISSI AI. Ml 0595 32065 DRONE VQ. KSII.I AMI. Vt
4634 Mo. STWAfAO. vAMOVIMIII A•P. CA 469t 103655 PW>01 SQ. W109VYC AV", M4A

4635 40. RAAMoI(.4 AI., TX 4697 1352 $HM440 GP. L.OUEOVT'"TW. CA
4636 48 AE". P4ICKAN AM. Ht 4696 6515 PPI. ICOWAPMl AFI. CA

4637 38 A'•S. PVC OCJrN AMI. IQ 4699 APtX. KLIAI? API. t..
S4630 H•, AWS. • IF A•.I IL 4700* MO. KIRTLIAN APR. MV

4639 1611 ATV. MC OUIJRK AV". N. 4701 40. L.ACKIAIT) At". "X6
4640 J*n A & E. APO 328 4102 63311 AM Wr. APO 219 -
4641 AIR WFA CRtE. Ot,'IUI API'. NE 4703 AIR UINV, •AXW-.I. AM. AL

464) yWA -rfW, WV"MPI . MA 4704 C• DKI'•F V. S. C ,A•lKRN AY"i. W

4643 1001 XA W. AM"),rW AVI. CA 4705 56 V•F. APO 328

4644 6486 M1O. MfCKAN PP'M. HM 4706 [)"i 6 9 WRS. PAIAJS"'oI AMI. "rr

4645' 416 yEA OP. HOWAItM AVU. CZ 4707 O F14g. 0"( AMR. TX
4647 HM. PACAIF. HrC•4CA AP. HI 47106 4010 S'3. LAL.E041.R AP'. TX

4648 2 VVA GP. LAMIKY API. VA 4109 4710 .UP .9. PKM1451( AP0. TX I14
4649 113 WIKA 90, OULUt.•, M 4'710 H•Q. "r AP"R. CI-O

4650 Ho. AMCL. WRfOlT PATTESNl AM. 0H 4711 HM. CA•.WXKII. Am. TX
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4712 NO. ITAZUK9 A.-B, JAPAN' 8239 USAMS ft. APO) 67
471.1' CAFE. LA 8240 USA CHAPLAIN BO. PS' XEADK. PID
4714* HQ, TYNAE)A'. APE. FL 8241 518 9MG DEST, F? BgL'VIR. VA

%4715 HQ. RICHARDS GERAUKR APE. MO S242 V1GS. FT. OOPDON. GA
47166 HO. LI1"TLEWXX AVB, AR 8243' 922 T~RANS CO. APO 25
8000 HQ. JTF 8. BARTON4 HALL, WASHINrGTON, DC 8244 51 SIG SN. APO 358
8001 VIPs 824l* 25 RED SN. APO 25
8002 UNfT9D XZ*ELOM 4246 43 RED OP. IrT LSWI3. WA
8004 HQ, DASA. WASHINGTON., JX 8247 NQ 4 USA. PS' SAR ?1OUSI'VN, 'TX

805USPHS. VAS*4ING'ON, DC 824S HQ, VSAPMAVWAPO025

00 151 ARPA. h'EN'AGON. HQMMTN U 22M. 4 TM;~ RMGT. DI.N
8010*OCI O A, WASHINGTSON. DC 8253 725 ORD SN. APO 25
s1l0 LOS t.ALAMS A254 STR. FT' 00900*4 GA

8120 L.m1. 8255 52 ART'Y. r? BLISS. TX
'*% 110 MFC*T DASA 8256 MO. USAMLIk9A. RhOBTONS. AL

4 81-4n SAN4IIA 1257 VSA CM, CCMT,ý*. MD
8150 3sfl 8258 200 0RO OCT. PS LIS TX

8160 9G&O 82-59 901 CIC 0CT. SANDIA PASE. MR

8200 USA CRIC RAAIL UNIT.? D4JGV*-' UT 8260 MO. 5 TWOQ RSGT. FT DIX. KJ
8201 KQ. UFSA CM14.NCON0, F? PI CZ.ELL.AM, AL 8261 Žý91 NP CO. PFDSS'CNE ARS. Al.

8202 USASRDL. *T F? W*OOU'r. NJ 8262 No. PtCTI~kY ARISSMAL. N.J
8 203 497 KNO CO PC, FT BRaI.VOl, VA 8263 TAOSIJSA. F? AMCIANIN 0iAAPISON IN

8204- Ko. USARJ. APO) 34 9264 USAACG. WASHINGT'ON, OC
6,' 205 USA rRIPLKR GEN f40SP. APO 438 8265 UMASCO. rTS BRAGGZ. SC

048206 524 "P CO. APO) 958 8)66 UISAG. APO 105
6 207* 4 NP CO. PT NEYRO, Vsk 8267 t.SARJ

8208 USA DENTAL. CLINIC. APO 9')? 8268 0AK2.Ai(DARMY TERAIMAL. :.A

8209 HQ. 14 IMF, APO 25 11269 USAO. F? BS2..VOIM. VA
8210 25 AVMd CO., APO) 25 8270 LMASCO. F? MEYR. VA
8212 81 TRANS CO. APO 25 0212 3 R*C04. APO) 25

8212 MAW ARPY AIRP)OCK KX. APO 958 82712 40. M? nIXX NJ

8213# OCT? 6 USACA. F? L1AAV1W*ORTS KS 8271 2 "~SL RM. F? BLISS. TI
8214 UNITED SKV.RVCZ OPGAMIZATION 82'74 65 FM FIN. APO) 25

82115 STAPC09, APO 95S 8225 USOC. VA'S POIN'I' NY

8226 USACA. FT DES'WICX. MO 8275 SUP M4AIN CNN,. APO 954

8217 1;)5 SIG W4. APO) 25 8217 STAFr AM) FA';. F? SILL, OX
8228 27 IN? MG. APO 25 82-78 ý* SPI'WPS. I'? PC* X1¶. Nw

8219 USALS potSrrnro or' w~rwKviy, CA 8279& PAC CO. F? OlE. NJ

8220 MAnrIGVN 07*4 *KSP. TACCD"A. WA 8280 HOQ 82 AJ4 DPI/. rT ARAM~. MR

"8 221 40, CO JCA. F? RI1'C)4K. PC 8281 1 TRiE P~k27. F? JACXSC4. 9cZ
8222 NTL. 0139 Off, CAMP 7ANA. APO 343 8282 7q fENG ANr AFLM9'1.RP VA

8223 UAG. F? SMAIPT¶R. APO HAWAlt 8283 151 9ME GP. F? RKhdNIP1. (;A

%j8224 (^AG, SCW)OP'7IRD RK4. APO 25 8284 USA'IRPA, F? RCWV4Irr. NJ

8225 Hg 6 tmA. PWP'rnr3o. CA 8285 LMA(;, SANDIA RAIR. NM
822t URAG. F? L.WV13. WA 8286 Ho. A4MPOfTKFN P0. (04). PC

82271 WH41.I 3A"tD FMISSII RANEE,.~ 8R287 999 SIG CO. OWINAVA
8228 U33AM. F? 00n. (:A 6288 N1Q. KIlKPW. PAIR, TX

l 8)29 7JiAICSA, ARLINGTON,*J VA 8289 PCKMLn.0ORaD 09pP. L"(Ot. CO

8210 US~C. ?DKRICX. PC 8290 MO 3 J7,A. F? WZ PHKRISN. CA

4)21 (MA DATA ANI.Y3T1 (.P, WAn1HIwa1ON, IX: 8291 999 nIG SPT CO. APO 25

8212 2 flE RN. F? NL.'IR. VA 8292 20 ARTY, APO 24

8233 Ho. IJ3A1YTT. F? RVN'4fWG. GA 8)00 HFAD-Q)ARTF"4. 1G 8.3

8234 10l6 GEM4 H0P. IL PA90. TX 8301 AC-A I DIVISION. DSS' Z

F3215 VAITfR RFFI) GrN hK7P. WASnMTCEO. DC 8302 IC'U DIVISION4 13. 0K51 R

82303HQ Nt. LrnAPAC. F? SKAF"Ir8. NI 8301 'USN9 PVdT r J PETRARCA T AX 250O
A.8237* 545 TRANR 051', APO) 29 8104 JT9 8.1,q,7

8238 595 910 CO. V IOW PCUTH. NJ 8105 1333 CtM 1KVK A"S 39
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8306 USS 4AI.5NY POMh. 00 686 8366 USS9 JOH S. M: CAIN 01. 3
$307USSMUNIR AIF 076367 AMM SQOW PACIFIC NAVY 14

6306 AAC I USNAB CORONArIO. CA 6368 1285 TAVAKOWr ATF 114

8 310 USS5 MARSHALL DO 676 8370 USS NSWK.1. DeR 322
N 6311 129 P0WC)4AT06.A AO 4 31LSFAZU 632

SZ12 VP 672 87 S irK5WAF8
8313 UJA RK`ORCIGUI Y 105 8373 1285 ROWAN 00 762
6314 USS MORTONW SOUX)MA"84 S CH[POLA AD 6
6315 1285 ARIEARA A~lP 96 8375 uss p9MRIET064 L23 5
6316 1285 YORKTOWN CVS 10 6376 USS SL3~I? CIT 1.51 1146
8317 US8 SIOUX ATlP '5 6377* VP 17
83W6 198 RAZOP1RACK 38 394 8376 1255 LAMM V66 366
8319 USa HOLAIA AT? 106 8379 1298 HfTCH[Tr ATV' 103
6320 VAP 62 OUT 315 8360 KARRfS CIT 1.51 822
6321 1.19 CRKM ATP 64 d341 USS9 SAVBOJARO
8322 VP 46 NAS 6361IS 0832 PT PARROW TAMf I

8 323 (.19 MPLO.ME.I. MO 845 6363 IMPSRVIOUS M50 499
8324 CWPMnKRt DUWSAOTRW Sgc 7 6364 KDGAGM MO9 433
8325 1298 POLK COUNTY 1.3? 1084 8635 P'OPFTI MSO 446
8326 1288 PAMI COLMTY '.3? 10176 6366 TAYLOR 120 468
6321 L"JM ALATMA T ADO 6 1 8367 HRMY CIT 1.31 624

632' uJ8NOL wmflrg OAK SIVE t !PWC K) 6369' 1291 lJOWG ViKw

6333 1285 Ai1vKLN DO $60 0393 USa AIP4AKT AT? 96
6334 USC & 08" PIONER 08w 33 6394 12919 RACK TRACXKER

8 335 UPS GAMMOM MSC 290 8395 VP 6
6336 1290 CARROXWEW 58 3J7 8394 198 OUMKI( 00 763% 331 '998 YV.2 JIMA LPN 2 6397' V.98 ORASP
6 336 USS9 SAMuKl. N )QOR M0 747 6391' LISS :3K~rWS
6339 1288 MAII0DOK 3 731 6399' JSS DURANT
6:140 2)98 NU9NS 00 745 6500 MOLMM- & NARVEI
6341 1299 PRIsTON im '795 of90 SCr. f PPS
8342 URS Cl4EPUqE An 30 6591* WrSTERN KLECTRIC. SAN LMANOVO. CA
8343 ViS P061? **ARfOW 1.90 72 6592' NE5TT)CHU9E

6344 use5 AMprICAN MARINKR 6 5Q.'; 2.MIVKRSf¶Y OF WASI4TNOTON
6345 1255 KASCAYAMPA AC I4 6l 594' VMRAU OP COWKRCIAt. FtSHERFw~.4 MI

'N 346' *.1El 8.3.7.2 8600 LPS9CC LORAN STA. JOHNSTON 2752ANn
8347 6.3.9.6 6601 V90 AENRO,&rRONrC. NIhWPOPT P.ACI4. CA
6i 346 1258 VTMCM OVM 326 6602 r"3E. ACFT CO. SANTA WM[NCA, CA
6349 V"75 TAKKIMA ATE 113 8603 *2J"IC CORP. MAN OFFMO~. CA
6350 VS95 RPO1.ArERM* ARS 4; 9604' ; rNTiI. CO
8 351 2995 T-3tOANA AbC5 LTI. * GRNPKNSPNOiO. SC
6352 125 FORSTE 33K* 334 8606 rpm. .cmomu'.k. H'
8T3ýJ USS SOrr4ET."ANO On 743 6601 GIN4 9I.R CO. P1412.Afll'(PI4IA. V'A
$3,41 1255 sM24oH~tlSM COý.TY 2.5? 11265 6506 R'A CCORP CI4KRRYMI4II., I2.]
6,55 (.15 PW3N ptIC.I.0 1.-L 3,2 8kj09 'Yn0 I2I.Rr CORP. PT HUVKNI~lE. CA
131 U25 .55 GRAPPI.9 APIS 7 6610 h,'*3. TRI. i.AM. NJ

J.3 83'j7 -S3 lýOVALTY ..- 4*0 wi1 mttAirO risoc. mIAPr. rt.
9-150 1295 KATACO .VrP 66 8G)2 vipoI4 cc,(W. mI'NWWAP0 IS. MIN

6359 LISS GAX HILL4 LSO 7 $613 SYLVANIA CORP. IIUVVAIO. NY
8ý60 L295 rY) HANNON DOE 450 e614 PIV'NI)I PIArIO. 8A.% -I)9E. W)
8361 CONKAW)VO71~E AIR Vf1C 2 8615 P)C9PTt)YNE. 1.06 AN'.;PF'"P. CA
6362 CYTi S.~ 9 65.2"6 AC SPARK PLIIC. MIVU.:WI
18363 15 LIS .IPAN ATV 65 86171 T H DAVI ES CO. HOW()1(AIU, H4I
6364 mmm 34 8618 COLLINS RAnIO. 3AIL.AR. TX
8365s VP 26 NAVY 14 4619 U S C12'TOHS. HK)ND'JI I. Ht
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8620 TXI.M SIG CO. HICKSVILLK.. MY 8653 scmI.rmgixAN gm Co. SANTA AMA. CA
8621 Pqfr!CO CORP, PHILAflELPHIA. &PA a654 zrwK~Y CORP. mowdoviA. CA
8622 ONAN STUt~k7AKKR CO 8655 POILrrECHNfC KN CO. SLVR SPNGS. MD)
8623 STANFORI) RKS INST. MJML0 PARK.* CA 865b~ ARACON LAClS. COEN.IORD. MA

%8624 X!44`7AANR INS? CORP. SAMTR VS. NM 8657 AI.1.190 RgS ASSO. BOSTON, NA
8625 tS NSA MRN. WAS#4rNGTC*. VC 86558 KAMAN NIJC. COLORADO SPRINGES. CO
8626 Iff1TUWGM~tUSR 1KX.. LCI AMNGI.9S. CA 8859' TECHNIC1.O

8627 VARIAN ASSOC. PALO ALTO. CA 8660 GENERAL. DYNAMTCS, SAN DIROO. CA
8628 SVEINMANT 91.11 CO 8661 91.9C COMM INC, ST PTRSPsIUwo.

8629 RAYT4W3N CORP. VAI.M)Lm4. MA 8662 ADCOLE CORP, CAM~R~fGS. MA
6630- STATE Mt.TM DUPT. W*KX.tJI.. P11 8663 COMOR 9LRC SAN 01900, CA
8631 ARROSPACX R7S. NgrMN. MA 8664 ARMOUR RESKARCH. CIICAOO, IL

8632 mrT LIIM.bOL LR. t.XXYNGTOW. MA 8665 MATRIX R 0 CORP, NASMAU. NM
86J3 PtARQUAMIII 8666 COLUA'IA UNIV. NSW YORK. MY
8634 K1.sCrRO OPT SYS. PASAnrKNA. CA 0667 COOK 91.9C CO. MORTON GROWT. 11,
635 ARROJPET GEN. AZUISA. CA 8668 WVKNTORTX IN5T. BOOT5ON. MA

8636 ANKN SCI AND) 940. CAMPQIrfGg. NA 8669 CGMSTOCK WESCOTT. CAMH flEE. NA
863 NNU PI.,UNIERSTY ARK NM8670 CT SCI4g.JII)AMI. C,". MORTHKI~WI.. MN

8638 CCA. FA061ON. NA 6671 UNIV OF WASH. SEArtT.g. WA
8639 TVCHPS, UIKJPt.7r0WV. MA 8672 UIS NOUR COW~ FISHOPRJFM. WASHIN17tON. DC

8640 ATLANTIC RKS CORP, 9L MONTE. CA 8613 SCRTPPS INST . I.A JOIA-A. CA

8641 Knh.. HT VJ9V. CA 8614 VM- TFRN 9I.RC CO. 220 CHEJPCM, NY NY
bpu 12 CON? KQP COORP APVCRt.. A# -lRn. NA 8615 AFCRI. OKLA STATE UNIV. QALA
8641 I.NE14ES ACPrT CO. CUIJ.VXR CITY. CA 8615 UNITV Of DAYTON. OMl

* 644 AFRO LAP. PASAnFlNA. CA 8617 UNIVAC, SAN DIEGO. CA
:645 fllE MITRE CORP. PAMFlORT. NA seas ARL. CUMNgRt.AM). MO

pJ8646 PAFI.I. ANDHO~l. PASArnkA. CA 8679 A 4 N CORP. HtNItE.UI.U. HIl
IA'I 8647 GFOPM`YSCS CORP. BNI)FORI. NA 8680 SARNES E)NE CO. STANP?*)RD, CT

0648 UNIV OF UTAH. SALT LAKE CITY. UT 8682' MATIIIASEN TANKrR. PtiI.,AneuIPI4A. PP
8649 AVEZO CORP. Vlt.MNGPTON. NA e512' MAW TESTING CO. HONOLUI.U. MIT
8650 ffI.IC A4SOC INC. SAN JOSE, CA .s683* STROMKRG CARI5QON

SP8651 NORTMRIUP VANTrURA. VAN NUYS. CA 8900 uNmflFNTIr'Am.9
8652 hl"S KEPt.. NOCJI)PlR, CO 9000 CIP.RfgRT S I.LIS IS COL GOV & XKAS Pt.AMT

% .,

AC
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APPENOIX C

TERMS, ABBREVIATIONS. ACRONYMS, ANO UNITS

Many of th0 definitions in this glossary relating to iuc!ar device and

radiation ph.noumia have been quoted or extracted frau The Kff�cts or Nuclear

�g��flj (3rd edition), S. Glasutone and P.3. Dolan. 1971.

� Airways and Air Comeunication Service (Air aloha oarticle. A charged particle emittel span-.
Force). tineously from the nuclei of some radioactive

elements. St Ii identicAl with A helium nude-
AhIL. A�inistrative Area Unit (Army). us. having a mass of 4 units and an electric

charge of 2 positive units. See a'so radio-
� Army Chemical Center. Edgewood Arsenal.

Maryland.

Unfii...rszi. A stream of alpha pirticles. Loosely.
isii.Iiriir... An Instrument for determining the a synonym for alpha particles.

acceleration of the system with which it moves.

Al. Oestroyer tender (Navyl. �. Airmen; enlisted Air Force personnel.
�j. Army Map Service. Washington. S.C.� Atomic fn�rgy Comeissios,. Washington. S.C.

Independent agency of the Federal government AN/POR-35. An ien�chamb.r.type survey meter; this
with statutory responsibilities for atomic en- was the standard radsafe meter. Othcrs in use
ergy setters. Re longer exists; its functions include. the �vy .ersion. the AN/POR-TlS. the
have been assumed by the Oepertment of Energy ANPOR-ISA and -ISO, and lower-range Geiger-
and the Wwc�ear Regulatory Comeission. Mueller instruments (AN/PCI-fl. Beckman MI-S.

and Nuclear Corporation 2110). Other radiac de-
AL. Store ship (Navy); also Air Force, vices wer, also used.

MI. Air Forc. Base. nfl. Oiler (Wavy).

S&�. Air Force Clridge Research r nter. �. Air Operasi.sns Center.II
ALIt.. Small floating dry dock. �j. Gasoline tanker (Navy).

"5%'S' Aii�. Air Force Special Weapons Center, Kirtland �f. Transport ship (Navy).
AFI, New Mexico.

� Army Post Office.

Mj�. Ariaed Forces Special Weapons Protect.
�ffl. High-speed transport ship (Navy).

� A�hibious force flagship, later LCC (Navy).

* IiLkMrik. The detonation of a nuclear device in �fj. Aberdeen Proving Ground. Maryland.
the air at a height such that the eupandi-ig �. Allied Research Associates. Boston. Wails-
fireba

1
l does not touch the Earths surface chusetti.

4 when the luminosity (emission of light) ii at

a maximum. j�j�j. The changing of a nuclear device from a
air sarti-le trai:ctorv. The direction, velocity. it cannot be accidentally �.tonatedl to a stAte

safe condtion (that is, 5 condition in which
radioactive of readiness for detonation.

Salvage ship (Navy): also Air Rescue Ser-
�. Cargo ship, vice (Air Force).

'5,

AAA. Attack cargo ship, later LEA (Navrl. �jQ. Salvage lifting ship (Wavy).

ilifrA.k.IL.d9Is. See � �A. Army Security Agency.

&lafla.......�ii1.tr. A radionuclide that undergoes ATA. Auxiliary ocean tug (Navyp.

transformation by alpha-particle emission.
I�vi



p.,•

AYF Canberra

AMF. Fleet ocean tug NAVY). Dbet& burns. Beta oarticles that come into contact

with the skin and remain for an appreciable
l atqll. A ring of coral reefs, usually with smell time can caus.ý a form of radiation injury some-

islets, that surrounds a lagoon. Most are lso- times referred to as "bete burn.* In an area
lateo reefs rising from the deep sea that have of extensive early fallout, the whole surface
built up on submerged volcanoes. They vary con- of the body may be er,.o. to beta particles.
siderably in size; the largest atoll. Kwajalein

in the Marshall islands, has an irregular shape beta emitter. A radionurclide that disintegrates
that extends for 84 miles (135 ki). See also by beta partIcle e4ission. All beta-active

5qral reef. elemients existing in nature expel negative

carticles. I.e.. electrons or, more exactly.
jtqn1C bomb (or weapon). A term sometimes applied negatrons. Beta-emitting particles are harmful

to a nuclear weapon utilizing fission energy if Inhaled or Ingested or remain on the skin.
only. See also fission, nuclear devicy.

beta particle frf.y.). A charged particle of very
atoic xociln. See !!ui.lear explosion, small mass emitted spontaneously from the nu-

clel of certain radioactive elements. Most, If
attenuation. The process by which radiation Is not all, of the direct fission products emit

reduced In intensity when passing through some negative beta particles (negatrons). Physil-
% material. It Is due to absorption or scattering cally. the beta particle is Ident~cal to an
ZJ or both. but it excludes thq decrease of Inten- electron moving at high velocity.

Ssity with distance from the source (Inverst

s Sq1are law, which see). bhangomter. A device that measures bomb yield
based on light generated by the explosion.

A. Army Unit.
blast. The detonation of a nuclear device, like

%. !eaplane tender (Navy). the detonation of a high explosive such as TNT,

results in the sudden formation of a pressure
AVO. Aircraft rescue vessel (Navy). or shck wave. called a blast wave In the air

and a shock wave when the energy is Imparted
N. Oistilling ship (Navy). to water or earth.

I.:-.I. A 4-engine, propeller-driven bomber aoevel- Olait wave. An air pulse In wnich the pressure

oped by 3Deing. used for weather reconnais. 1.f eases sharply at the front followed by
sance. cloud tracking, aerial sampling afd winds propagated from an explosion.
photography, an1 aerial refueling at the EPS.
These versions designated Pt 23. WO-2?. and Val Yield. That portion of the total energy of

KS-29. a nuclear explosion that manifests lts)lf as
blast and shock waves.

""-5l._ A 4-engine bomber developed by Boeing, with

some features like those of the 8-29, but hay- bomb debris. See weapon debris.
.ig . tal*vr tail fin and larger engines anm

nacelles. M. Ballistic Research Laboratories. Aberdeen"Proving Ground. Maryland (Army).

,l fig. tight-engine English Electric Canberra
bomber used as cloud-sampling aircraft. SuA•r. Bureau of Aeronautics (Navy).

0-5_. U.S. version of English Electric Canberra SyMed. Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (Navy).

bomber used as cloud-sampling aircraft. Wit. Explosion; or detonation. Soee also air-
,background radiation. The radiation of mn's rat- burit, high-4ltitude burst. surface burst.

ural environment, consisting of that which

comes from cosmic rays ard from the naturally Bsships. Bureau of Ships (Navy).
radioactive elements of the Earth, including
that from within man's body. The term -ay also -4.7. A twin-engine transport aircraft meanufac-
mean radiation extraneous to an experlimnt. tur-1 bf Oovglas Aircraft Company (Air Force

vers or ot the OC-3).

base surqq. The particulate dust cloud th,'t rolls
out from the botto of the cloud co'umn pro- '..4. A 4-engine military cargo and personnel
duced by the detonation of a nuclear device. transport nvrifactured by Douglas Aircraft
For underwater bursts, the base surge is a Company (Air For:c version of the DC-4).

cloud of water droplets, and the flowing prop-
ertiles are those of a homogeneous liquid. SAk. The she'ter that covers a nuclear device

being prepared for test. May be jocated on a

ý!hyth,ýrmqqrap.. A device for ohtaiming a record tower, on the Earth's surface, or on a barge.
of temperature with depth In the upper 1,000
feet (300 meters) of the ocean, from a ship Cmberr;. An RAF tin-turbcjet, all-weather,
undeoway. tactical bomber developeul by English Electric.

Also built In the United States and used by
Wcuelrel tog). S@ee curie, the Air Force as the R-51.
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cathode-ray tube D-day

cathode-ray tube, A vacuum tube in which cathode device platforms. etc. Contamination can also
rays (ollctroi$) are beamed upon a fluorescent arise from the radioactivity Induced in cer- •
screen to produce a luminous image. The CharAc- tain substances by the action of neutrons from

te of this Image is related to, and controlled a nuclear explosion. See also decontamination,
by. one or more electrical signals applied to fallout. weapon debris.
the cathode-ray beam as Input information. The
tubes are used in measuring Instruments such cnraclo. A small circular craft that was moored
as oscilloscopes and in radar and television attd instrumented to measure ganva radiation -

displ.ys. from the underwater shot, SWORDFISH.

Li.t.'A heavily shielded enclosure In which ra- coral reef. A complex ecological association of
dioactive materials can be remotely manipulated bottom-living and attached shelled marine ani-
to avoid radiation exposure of personnel. mal fossils that form fringing reefs, barrier

reefý, and atolls. The lagoons of barrier ieefs
CfC. Center for Disease Cortrol. and atolls are important places for the depo-

sition of fing-grained calcium carbonate mud. A

ci",L. Abbreviation for curio, which see. CI is
preferred now but c was the abbreviation used CPN. Counts per minute. a measure of radioactive
In the 1960s. material aisintegration.

- Counter-Xntelligence Corps (Army). crater. The depression formed In the surface of
Combat Information Center (Navy). the Earth by a surface or underground explo-

sion. Crater formation can occur by vapcriza-
CINCPAC. Comiander-in-Chief. Pacific. tion of the surface material, by the scouring

effect of airblast. by throwout of disturbed
aLtS.-- Commander. Joint Task Force 8. material, or by subsidence.
cloud*s hImber effect. See cla"d. SAL. Chemical Research Laboratory (Army).

c€loud coa.mf (funnel). The visible colusm of Cj. Chemical symbol for cesium.
weapon debris (and possibly dust or water drop-
lots) extending upward from the point of a nu- CL1. Chief of Staff.
clear burst.

CT.. Commander Task Group.
* cloud ohenomena. See fL1l.gt, fireball, r•-do-

actlvo cloud. curie (CIl. A unit of radioa tivity; It Is the
activity of a quantity or any radioactive

.NO. Chief of Naval Operations. species In which 3.700 x 1010 (37 billion)
nuclear disintegrations occur per second (ap-

collimate. To align nuclear weapon radiant out- proximately the rad-jacti.ity of I gram of ;W
puts wit1in an assigned solid angle through radium). The gamma c ire Is sometlmes defined
tfti; usp of baffles in order to enhance measure- correspondingly as the activity of material In,
Meon, which this number of ga'm'--ray photons Is emit- %

ted per second. This unit .: being replaced by
Co. Chemical symbol for cobalt, the becquerel (5q), which Is s3ual to one dis-

integration per second.
cobalt. Metallic element with radlonuclide 60

Co
used as calibration source for gamma Instru- cuti* pie. The CP-300 portable beta-gamma survey
ments. meter using an Ionization chamber as the de-

tector volume to measure radiation exposure.
ComirP&C. Co.smander Naval Air Force Pacific Usually used at higher radiation levels for

(Navy). both detecting and measuring Ionizing radia-
tion. A removable end-cap acts as a shield for

ComScrvPac. Commander Service Forces Pacific the detector, allowing the Instrument to Indi-
"(Navy). cate combined beta and gamma radiation when

the cap is removed, or gamma radiation only
Codition uroLe.. See Elrole condition,. when the cap is in place.

ConSolidated List. Consolia4teod List of Rad.o- Vyj. Escort aircraft carrier (Navy).
logical Exposures. The list that covers all
recorded individual radiological exposures for CW net. Carrier wave network. An organization of
j joint task force participants, stations capable of direct radio conmunications

:'• ~on a common channel or frequency. .

SSontamination. The deposit of radioactive ma-

terial on the surfaces of structures, areas, dai buoy. A floating temporary marker buoy suchSobjects, and personnel following a nuclear as one used In minesweeping and antisubmarine
detonation. This material generally consists warfare operations.

* of fallout In whi:h flislon products and otherSdevice debris have become incorporated with 0-day. The term used to designate the unnamed
particles of dust. vaporited components of day on which a test takes place. The equivalent
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D-day ETA

rule applies to H-hour. Time in plans is ndi- lose rati. As a general rule, the amount of ion-
cat.,d by a letter that shows the unit of time lzng (or nuclear) radiation that an Individual
9eoployed In 71gures, with a minus or plus sign or material would receive per unit of time. It

4 to indicate the amount of time before or after is usually expressed as rads (or rems) rer hour
the weference event, e.g., 0.7 means 7 days or multiples or divisions of these units such
after D-day, H42i means 2 hours after H-hour. as millirads per hour. The dose rate is com-

monly used to Indicate the level of radioactiv-
00j. �Ecort destruyer (Navy). ity In a contaminated area. See survey meter.

0j. Destroyer escort (Navy). dosimeter. An instrument for measuring and reg-
istering the total accumulated dose of (or ex-

debris [radioactive-. Sev weapon debris. posure to) ionizing *adlatlon. Instruments worn
or carried by individuals are called personnel

decay (radloactivel.'1 The decrease in activity of dosimeters.
any radioactiv* material with the passagi of
time due to the spontaneous emission from the dosimetry. The measurement and recording of ra-U atomic nuclei of either alpha or beta parti- diatlon doses and dose rates. It Is conce:ned
cles, sometimes accompanied by gasnia radiation, with the use of various types of radiation
or by ganma photons alone. Every deca. process instrumenlts with which measurements are made.
has a definite haif-life. See also dosimeter, survey meter.

decontamination. The reduction or removal of con- OPR Disintegraticns per minute, a measure of
taminating radioActi-'e material from a struc- radioactivity, literally atoms disintegrating
ture, area, object, or person. Decontamination per minute. Difficult to directly compare with
may be accomplished by (1) treating the sur- roentgens per hour for mixtures of radio-
fac-! to remove of decrease the contamination; nuclIdes.
"(2) lettlvig the material standi so that the ra-
dioactivity Is decreased as a result of natural droque. A sea anchor or similar drag device used
decay; and (3) covering the contamination In to pull out a parachute.
order to attenuate the radiation emitted.

DTMB. David Taylor Model Basin, Carderock, Mary-
device. Nuclear fission and fusloP materials, land (Navy).

together with their arming, fuzing, firing.
chemical-exploslv@ components, that have not DUKW. Two-and-one-half-ton amphibious truck,
reacsed the development -tatus of an opera-

V I tional weapon. dynamic pressure. Air pressure that results from
the tmess air flow (or wind) b~hlnd the shock

J diaunostic measurements or experiments. Expenr- front of a blast wave.
ments whose ,urposo is to study the exslosilve
disassembly of a nuclear detonation (as opposed effects measurements or experiments. Experiments
to effects measurements, which see). whose purpose is to study what a nuclear explo-

sion does to materials, equipment, and systems.

OD. Minelayer destroyer (Navy). CLnverted de- Includes also measurerent of the changes in the
stroyers designed, to conduct hlh-speed mine- environment caused by the detonation, such as
laying operations.- increased air pressures (blast), thermal and

nuclear radiation, craterlng, water waves. etc.
DMA. The Division of Military Applications of the

Atomic Energy Commission. EG&G. Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Boston,

Massachusetts (now EG&G, Inc.). An AEC con-
DOD. Department of :Defense. The Federal execu- tractor. Provided timing and firing electron-

tive agency respon-ible for the defense of the ics and technical film coverage.

"United States. Includes the four services and
special joint defense agencies. Peports to the electro"agnetic radiation. Electromagnetic ra-
President through' the Secretary of Defense. dlatlons range from X-rays and gamma rays of5-

short wavelength (high frequency), through the
DOFL. Diamond Ordnance Fuze Laboratory (Army). ultraviolet, visible, and infrared regions,

Later. the U.S. Army Harry Diamond Laboratory. to radar and radio waves of relatively long

wavelength.
do•e. A general term denoting the quantity of"Ionizing radiation absorbed. The unit of ab- electron. A particle of very small mass and elec-

sorbed dose is the ral (which see). In soft trically charged. As usually defined, the elec-
body tissue the absorbed dose In rads Is es- tron's charge Is negative. The term negatron
sentlally equal to the exposure In -oentgens. Is also used for the negative electron and the
The blolngical lose (also called the PSE dose) positively charged form is called a positron.
In rems Is a measure of biological effect' 'v- See also beta particles.
ness of the absorbed radiation. Dosage is
In older literature as well as exposure do EOOU. Explosivo Ordnance Disposal Unit (Navy).
"and simply exposure, and care should )e exe

clsed In their use#. See also exposure. TA. Estimated time of arrival.
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ETO gunk

L•I. Estimated time of departure. or film of fissiomable materials is incorpor-
ated to make it respond to neutrons.

* niir±. A measure expressed in roentgens of

the ionization produced by gamma rays (or fission oroductL. A general term for the complex
X-ray%) in air. The exposure rate is the expo- mixture of substances produced as a ,esult of
sure per unit time (e.g.. roentgens per hour). nuclear fission. A distinction shoLld be made
See J doserate roentgen. between these and the direct fission products

or fission fragments that are formed by thse
exoosure rate contours. Lines joining points that actual splitting of the heavy-element nuclei

have the same radiation intensity to define a into nuclei of medium atomic weight. Approxi-
fallout pattern, represented in terms of roent- mately 80 different fission fragments result
gent per hour. from roughly 40 different modes of flssion of

a given nucleir species (e.g., iranium-235 or
fallout. The process or phenomenon of the descent plutonium-239). The fission fragments, being

to the Earth's surface of particles contami- radioactive, imoediately begln to decay, form-

nated with radioactive material from the radio- Ing additional (daughter) products. with the
active cloud. The term is also applied in a result that the compioex mixture of fission ,
collective sense to the contaminated partic- products so formed contains over 300 different
ulati matter itself. The early (or locai) radionuclides of 36 elements.
fallout Is defined, somewhat arbitrarily, as
particles. reaching the Earth within 24 hours fixed alpha. Alpha radioactivity that cannot be
after a nuclear explosion. The delayed (or easily removed as evidenced by no measured
worldwide) fallout consists of the smaller change in a swipe of a 10-cm

2 
area.

particles, which ascend into the upper tropo-
sphere and stratosphere and are carried by fluorescence. The emission of light (electromag-
winds to all parts of the Earth. The delayed netic radiation) by a material as a result of

Sfallout Is brought to Earth, mainly by rain the absorption of energy from radiation. The
and snow, over extended periods ranging from term may refer to the radiation emitted, as
months to years. well as to the emission process.

fathometer. A depth-sounding instrument. The FPO. Fleet Post Office (Navy).
depth of water is measured by noting the time
the echo of a sound takes to return from the fusion. The combination of two light nuclei to
Sbottom. form a heavier nucleus, with the release of

the difference of the nuclear binding energy
f.•. Far East Air Forces. of the fusion products and the sum of the

binding energies of the two light nuclei.
film badges. Used for the indirect measurement

of Ionizing radiation. Generally contain two gamma rays. Electromagneti: radiations of high
or three pieces of film of different radiation photon energy originating in atomic nuclei and
sensitivities. They are wrapped in paper (or accompanying many nuclear reactions (e.g..
other thin material) that blocks light but Is fission, radioactivity, and neutron capture).
readily penetrated by gamma rays. The films Physically, gasmia rays are Identical with
are developed and the degree of fogging ýor X-rays of high energy; the only essential dif-
blackening) observed is a measure of the gamma- ference is that X-rays do not originate from
ray exposure, from which the absorbed dose Is atomic nuclei of high energy. Gamma rays can
calculated. Film badges can also measure beta travel great distances through air and can
and neutron radiation, penetrate considerable thickness of material,

______although they can neither be seen nor felt by
fireball. The luminous sphere of hot gases that human beings except at very high Intensities,

forms a few millionths of a second after a nu- which causes an Itching and tingling sensation
clear explosion as the result of the absorp- of the skin. Thy can produce harmful effects
tion by the surrounding medlum of the thermal even at a long distance from their source (The
X-rays emitted by the extremely hot (several Effects of Nuclear Weapons, 3rd edition).
tens of millions of degrees) device residues.
The exterior of the fireball In air is Ir,1- Gelger-Njelle •1GRI counter. A gas discharge
tially sharply defined by the lumInous shock pulse counter for ionizing radiation. See also
front and later by the limits of the hot gases AN/POR-39 and Ion-chamber-type survey meter.
themselves.

GMT. Greenwich Mean Time.
flssion. The process of the nucleus of a partic-

ular heavy element splitting Into two nuclei gray (Gy). A recently introduced ICRP term; I Gy
of lighter elements, with the release of sub- equals 100 rad.
stantial amoI.nts of energy. The most Important
Fissiona le materials are uranium-235 and ground zero. See surface zero.
plutonium-239; fission Is caused by the ab-
sorption of neutrons, gunk. A viscous commercial preparation that Is

soluble both In water and petroleum de iva-
fission detectors. Radiation pulse detector of tives. It acts as a wetting agent In removing

the proportional counter type In which a foil
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gunk LCU

grease and particulate matter from metal and electrodes (one of which may be the chamber
other nonporous surfaces. wall) between which a potential difference Is

"maintained. The radiation ionizes gas in the
H-21. Largo utility helicopter, chamber and an instrument connected to one

electrode measires the ionization current

H-hour. Time zero, or time of detonation. When produced.
used in connection with planning operations it
is the specific hour on which the operation Ionization. The process of adding electrons to,
event commentos. See D-day. or knocking electrons frnm, atoms or molecules,

thereby creating Ions. High temperatures. elec-
half-life. The time required for a radioactie trical discharges, and nuclear radiation can

material to lose half of its radioactivity due cause ionization.

to decay. Each radionuclide has a unique half-
life. ionizing radiation. Any particulate or electro-

magnetic radiation capable of producing Ions.
""(!,. High explosive, directly or Indirectly, in its passage through

matter. Alpha and beta particles produce ion
HF. High-frequency radio communications. The HF pairs directly, while gamma rays and X-rays

band is from 3 to 30 kHz. liberate electrons as they traverse matter,
which in turn produce ionization in their

high-altitude burst. Defined. somewhat arbitrar- paths.
l1y, as a detonation In or above the strato-
sphere. The distribution of the energy of the ionosphere. The region of the atmosphere, extend-
explosion between blast and thermal radiation ing from roughly 40 to 250 miles (64 to 400 km)
changes appreciably with increasing altitude, above the Earth, in which there ii appreciable

ionization. The presence of charged particles
HMR. Marine Helicopter Transport Squadron. in this region profoundly affects the propaga-

tion of radio and radar waves.

hodograph. A common hodograph In meteorology rep-
resents the speed and direction of winds at irradlation. Exposure of matter to radiation.
different altitude increments.

lsodose lines. Dose or dose-rate contours. In
HO. Navy Hydrographic Office. fallout, contours plotted on a radiation field

within which the dose rats nr the total accum-

hvt: hot spot. Coeinonly used colloquial term ulzted dose is the same.
meaning a spot or area relatively more radio-

* active than some adjacent area. isotooe. Atoms with the same atomic number (same

:hemical element) but different atomic weight;
HOS-2. Transport helicopter manufactured by i.e. , the nuclei have the same number of pro-

Sikorsky Aircraft Company. tons but a dirferent rnumber of neutrons.

180A. indirect Bomb Damage Assessment. A revised JCS. Joint Chiefs of Staff.
tzrget analysis based on new data such as ac-
tual weapon yield, burst height, and surface JTF D. Joint Task Force 8 was a combined force of
zero obtained by me,,s other than direct :ersonnel of the Department of Defense (Air
assessment. Forcw, A-my, Marine Corps, Navy), the AEC. and

their contractors. JTF 8 was responsible for

ICRP. International Commission on Radiological all aspects of nuclear weapon tests in the Pa-
Protection. cific testing area during 1962.

"Initial radiation. Electromagnetic radiations of kiloton convention. Relates nuclear explosion
high energy emitted from both the fireball and energy to TNT explosion energy by using the
the radioactive cloud within the first minute approximate energy release of 1,000 tons of
after a detonation. it Includes neutrons and TNT as the measurinq unit.
gamma rays given off almost instantaneously,

as well as the gamma rays emitted by the fis- kinetic energy. Energy associated with the motion
sion products and other radioactive species in of matter.
the rising cloud. Initial radiations from

ground or near-ground bursts activate both LASL. Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory, Los Ala-
earth materials and device debris to create mos. New Mexico.
conftamination.

LCM. Mechanized landing craft (Navy).
inverse square law. The decrease in radiation

Intensity with distance from a single-point LCPL). Personnel landing craft, large (Navy).
source is in proportion to the square of the
distance removed. LCP(R). Per--nnel landing craft, ramp (Navy).

ion-chamber-type survey meter. A device for mea- LCT. Tank landing craft (Navy).
".Suring the amount of ionizing radiation. Con-

"" slists of a gas-filled chamber containing two L Utility landing craft (Navy).
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LHL nuclear radiation

SLM. Lookout Mountain Laboratory. Hollywood, that Is present in all atomic nuclei, except

California (Air Force). those of ordinary (light) hydrogen. Neutrons

are required to Initiate the fission process,

LRL. Livermore Radiation Laboratory of the Uni- and large numbers of neutrons are produced by
sity of California. both fission and fusion reactions In nuclear

explosions.

Loran. Long-range aid to navigation system. Loran

stations were maintained by the U.S. Coast neutron flux. The intensity of neutron radiation.
Guard Station on Enewotak Island and Johnston It Is expressed as the number, of neutrons
Atoll. passing through 1 cm

2 
in I second.

*Jj. Landing ship, duck. nmi. Nautical miles.

LJj. Landing ship, infantry (large). ýPj. Nevada Proving Ground, now the Nevada Test
Site (MT$).

ST. Landing ship, tank.SieCT.

jjýT Ladin shi, tnk.NROL. Naval Radiological Oefonse Laboratory.

magnetogmter. An instrument for measuring changes
in the geomaqnetic field. NRL. Naval Research Laboratory.

RATS. Military Air Transport Service; later. Nil- NSC. TI. Naval Schools Command, Treasure Island,
itary Airlift. California.

moaton (enerov). Approximately the amount of NTPR. Nuclear Test Personnel Review.
energy that would be released by the explosion
of one million tons of TNT. NTS. Nevada Test Site.

microcurti . One-millionth of a curie, nuclear cloud. See radioactive cloud.

micron. One-millionth of a meter (i.e., 10-6 nuclear device (or weapon or bomb). Any device
meter or 10-4 centimeter); it is roughly four in which the explosion results from the energy
one-hundred-thousandths (4 x 10-S) of an released by reactions involving atomic nuclei.
inch. either fission or fusion, or both. Thus, the

A- (or atomic) boma and the H- (or hydrogen)
Smlliroontoon. One-thousandth of a roentgen. bomb are both nuclear weapons. It would be

Nq equally true to call them atomic weapons, since

JM. Maximum Permissible Limit. That amount of the energy of atomic nuclei Is involved In each
radioactive material in air, water, foodstuffs, case. However, it has become more or less cus-

etc. that is established by authorities as the tomary, although it Is not strictly accurate.
maximum that would not create undue risk to to refer to weapons in which all the eneryy
human health, results from fi;sion as A-bombs. In order to

make a distinction, those weaponr in which part

mRv m. Abbreviation for milliroentgen of the energy results from thermonuclear (fu-
sion) reactions of the Isotopes of hydrogen

MST$. Military Sea Transportation Service. have been calle. H-bombs or hydrogen bombs.
(lavy).

nuclear explosion. Explosive release of energy
mus•hroomcap. Top of the cloud formed from the due to the splitting, or joining, of atoms. The

fireoall of a nuclear detonation, explosion Is observable by a violent emission
"of ultraviolet, visible, and infrared (heat)

"MV. Motor vessel, radiation, gamma rays, neutrons. and other

particles. This Is accompanied by the forma-
,.6. Motor whale boat. tion of a fireball. A large part of the energy

"from the explosion is emitted as blast and

"NAS. Naval Air Station. shock waves when detonated at the Earth's sur-

face or in the atmosphere. The fireball pro-
NWS. National Bureau of Standards. duces a mushroom-shaped mass of hot gases and

debris, the top of which rises rapidly. See
NCO. Noncommissioned officer, also radiation, gamma rays, fireball, nuclear

weapon, fission, fusion, blast.
NCRP. National Committee on Radiation Protection

and Measurements. Before 1956 simply the Na- nuclear fusion. See thermonuclear- fusion.
tional Comilttee on Radiation Protection.

nuclear radiation. Particulate and electromagne-
NEL. Naval Electronics Laboratory. tic radiation emitted from atomic nuclei In

various nuclear processes. The important nu-
, ne_.utron. A neutral e~emstary particle (i.e.. clear radiations, from the weapons standpoint.

with neutral electrical charge) of approxi- are alpha and beta particles. gamma rays, and
mately unit mass (i.e.. the mass of a proton) neutrons. All nuclear radiations are ic..lIzing
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nuclear radiation radiac
"4A

radiations, but the reverse Is not true; elevation and azimiuth of a rising pilot bal-
X-rays. for example, are included among loniz- loon. This tracking Is visual using a theodo-
Ing radiations, but they are not nuclear radi- lite.

ations since they do not originate from atomic
nuclei. R. A heavily shielded container (usually lead)

used to ship or store radioactive materials.
nuclear tests. Tests carried out to supply infor-

mation required for the design and improvement POL. Petroleum, oil, and lubricants. The storage

of nuclear weapons and to study the phenomena area for these products is referred to as a
*" and effects associated with nuclear explosions. POL farm.

nuclide. Any species of atom that exists for a prompt radiation. Neutrons and gaimma rays emitted
measurable length of time. The term nuclide is almost instantaneously following a nuclear fis-
"used to describe any atomic species distin- sion or fusion.

guished by the composition of its nucleus;
i.e., by the number of protons and the number proton. A particle carrying a positive charge and
of neutrofs. Isotopes of a given element are physically identical to the nucleus of the or-
nuclides having the normal number of protons dinary hydrogen atom.

but different numbers of neutrons In this nu-
clei. A radionuclide is a radioactive nuclide. Purple conditions. A shipboard warning system

used in radiological defense. Various numbered
, NYKOPO. New York Operations Office (Atomic Energy conditions were sounded when radioactive fall-

Commission). out was encountered. Responses to the sounded
warnings included closing of various hatches

off-scale. Radiation (or other physical phenom- and fittings, turning off parts of the venti-
Sena) greater than the copacity of a measuring lation system, and removing personnel from a

device to measure, ship's open decks. The higher the Purple coo-
ONR.dition number, the more severe the radiological
ONR. Office of Naval Research, Washingtnn, D.C. situation.

ORNL. Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee. 0"'-clearance. A security clearance granted by
the Atomic Energy Commission, based upon a

oscilloscope. The name generally applied to a background Investigation.
cathode-ray device.

R.r. Symbol for roentgen.

overpressure. The transient pressure, usually ex-
pressed in pounds per square inch, exceeding R50. Four-engine propeller transport manufactured
the ambient pressure, manifested In the shock by the Douglas Aircraft Company for the Navy
(or blast) wave from an explosion, and the Air Force, where it was designated

PV. Twin-engine patrol bomber used for maritime C-54. Commercial versions were designated DC-4

patrol and antisubmarine warfare. Developed by Ra. Chemical symbol for radium.
"Lockheed for the U.S. Navy. Used in nuclear
"tests as controller and transient ship search. rad. Radiation absorbed dose. A unit of absorbed

dose of radiation; it represents the absorption
* PC. Patrol craft (Navy). of 100 ergs of ionizing radiation per gram (or

0.01 J/kg) of absorbing material, such as body
peak overpressure. The maximum value of the tissue. This unit is presently being replaced

overpressure (which see) at a given location. in scientific litreature by the Gray'(Gy), nu-
merically equal to the absorption of 1 joule

permissible dose. That dose of ionizing radiation of energy per kilogram of matter.
that is not expected to cause appreciable bad-
ily injury to a person at any time during his RadOefense. Radiological defense. Defense against
lifetime, the effects of radioactivity from atomlc weap-

ons. It includes the detection and measurement
phantom. A ":oluie of material closely approxi- of radioactivity, the protection of persons

mating the density and effective atomic number from radioactivity, and decontamination of
of tissue. The phantom absorbs ionizing radia- areas, places, and equipmwt. See also radsafe.

4 ; tion 'ýn the same manner as tissue, thus radia-
"tion dose measurements made within the phantom radex area. Radiological exclusion area. Follow-
provide a means of approximating the radiation ing each detonation there were areas of sur-
dose within a human or animal body under simi- face radiological contamination and areas of
lar exposure conditions. Materials coemonly air radiological contamination. These areas
,ised For phantoms are water, masonite, pressed were designated as radex areas. Radex areas
wood, plexigliý, and beeswax, were used to chart actual or predicted fallout

and also used for control of entry and exit.

pibal. Pilot balloon observation. A method of
winds-aloft observat%.n done by recording the raliac. Radiation detection, indication, and

computation.
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radiation rem

radiation. The emtission of any rays. electromag- (daughter) element, ,itch may (or may not)
netic waves, or particles (e.g., gamma rays, also be radioactive. Ultimately, as a result
alpha particles, beta particles, neutrons) of one or more stages of radioactive decay, a
from a source, stable (nonradioactiveJ end product Is formed.

radiation decay. See decay (radioactive). radioloaical survey. Tbo directed effort to de-
termine thw distribution and dose rate of ra-

radiation detectors. Any of a wide variety of diation in an area.
materials or instruments that provide a signal
when stimulated by the passage of ionizing ra- radionuclide. A radioactive nuclide (or radio-
diation; the sensitW.e element in radiation activt atomic species).

detection instrumetits. The most widely used
media for the detection of ionizing radiation radiosonde. A balloce-berne instrument f-° the
are photographic film and ionization of gases simultaneous measurement and transmission of

in detectors (e.g., Geiger counters), followed meteorological data. consisting of transducers

by materials in which radiation induces scin- for the measurement ef pressure, temperature,
tillation. and humidity; a modulator for the conversion

of the output of the transducers to a quantity

radiation exposure. Exposure to radiation may be tnat controls a property of the radiofrequency

described and modified by a number of terms, signal; a selector switch, which determines %

The type of radiation is important: alpha and the sequence in whicht the parameters are to be
beta particles, neutrons. gamma rays and transmitted; and a tramwsmitter, which generates
X-rays, and cosmic radiation. Radiation expo- the radlofrequency carrier. '3,
sure may be from an external radiation source,
such as gamma rays. X-rays, or neutrons, or It radiosonde balloon. A balloon used to carry a
may be from radionuclides retained within the radiosonde aloft. These balloor. have daytime
body emitting alpha, beta, or gamma radiation. bursting altitudes of about 80,000 feet (25 km)
The exposure may -esult from penetrating or above sea %.-el. The balloon measures about 5
nonpenetrating radiation In relation to Its feet (1.S meters) In diameter when first in-
ability to enter and pass through matter -- f fated and may expand to 20 feet (6 meters) or 1.
alpha and beta particles being onsIdered as more before bursting at high altitude. N 0
nonpenetrating and other types of radiation as

penetrating. Exposure may be related to a part radium. An intensely radioactive metal". e*I-
of the body or to the whole body. See .lso ment with the atomic. In nature, radium is
whole-body irradiation, found associated with uranium, which decays to

radium by a series of alpho n3d beta emissions.

radiation intensity. Degree of radiat
)
on. Mea- Radium Is usee as a radiation source for In-

sured and reported In roentgens (R), ,'ead., strument calibration.
rems, and rep, multi" res and divis ons of
these' units, and multiples and dfvisions of radsafe. Radiologic't] safety. General term used
these units as a function of exposure rate to cover the training. operations, and equip- •p•

(per hour, day, etc.). ment used to protect personnel from potential
overexposures to nuclear radiation during nu-

radioactive (or nuclear) cloud. An all-inclusive clear tests.
term for the :loud of hot gases, smoke, dust.
and -ther particulate matter from the weapon rainout. Removal of radioactive particles from a
Itself and fron the environment, which is car- nuclear cloud by rain.
ried aloft in conjunction with the rising fire-
ball produced by the detonation of a nuclear rawin, Radar wind soundlng tests that determine
weapon. the winds aloft patterns by radar 3bservatlon

of a balloon.
radioactive nuclide. See radionuclide.

rawinsnnde. Radar wind sounding and radiosonde
rad"actlve particles. See radioactivity. (combined).

radioactive ool. A disk-like pool of raditac- RB-29. Reconnaissance version of the B-29.
tive water near the surface formed Oy a water-
surface or subsurface detonation. The pool RBE. Relative biological effectiveness. A factor
gradually expands Into an annular form, then used to compare the litol' 1 effectiveness
reverts to a larger irregular disk shape at of absoroed ridiatior. .e.. rads) due
later times with a corresponding attenuation to different types of o-,... diatIon. For
of radioactivity, radiation p'otection the term has beer super-

seded by Quality Fictor.
radioactivity. The spontaneous emission of radia-

tion. generally alpha or beta particles, often rem. A special unit of biolo3gical radiation dose
accompanied by ganva rays, from the nuclei of eruivalent; the name Is derived from the ",.i-

an (unstable) nuclide. As a result of this tial letters of the term "roentgen eqrrivslent
emission the ý-adloactlve nuclide Is converted nan (or mammal).* The rumber of rems of ,idia-

(decays) into the isotope of a different tion is equal to the amajer of rads absirbed
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rem stratosphere

multiplied by the AGE of the given radiation such a point from many lirections; instead ofj(for a specified affect). The rem ls also the only froom the direction of the source. See
unit ofdose equivalent, whc sequal to tf' loskYshine.
produzt of the number of rads alisocbed multi-
plied ',y thw) Quality Factor and the distriL.,-. jI. Signal Corps Engineering Laboratories. Ft.
tion factor for the radiation. The unit Is ftnisouth. Now Jeriey (Army).
presently being replaced by the Sievert (Sv).
itscintillation. A flash of light biroduciti by Ion-

ra. An obsolete special unit of absorbed dose. izing radiation in a Fluor or a phosphor, which

residual nuclear radlaticui. Niuclear rhdiation. myb rsapatc ao iud
chiefly beta particles and gamms rays, that jgjmoyn. A submarine minuntain r~slng above the

Ne ~ persists for a tliae following a nuclear eXplo- deep see floor. comeonly froom 3,000 to 10.000
6:4Siton. The radiation is emitted mainly by the feet (1 to 3 kin) and having; the summit 1.000

fission products and other bow* residuel in to 6.000 feet (0.3 to 1.8 kin) below sea level.
the fallout, arid to soome extent by Earth and

hwater constituents. and other materials, In 5_[. Sigral Engineering Laboratory (Army).qwhich radioactivity has been Induced by the
capture crf neutrons. %hear (wind. Refers to differences in direction

(directiona) Shear) of wind at differtnt alti..

R-or Reentry hour. tudes.

lrimpt~. Relative ionospheric opacity mater. A lhlelldno. Any material or obottr4-tion that ab-.
device that moasures the Intenslty of cosmic sorb, (or attenuates) radiation and thus tends
(radiofrequeticy) noite, to protect personnel or, equipm~ent trom the ef..

__facts of A nuclear exltolsion. A moderately
rj I ,Q. The process for orderly dlimantling of thick layer of any opaque mlaterial will provide

facilities no loniger required for nuclear test satisfactory 1hiolding from the'-mal radiation.

operations And their transfer to otmer Areas, but A conilderablo thicknesis of material of
high denslity may be needed for glm~ radiation

r~oritoon C-R: rl. A special unit of exposure to shielding. Sao also "njV'i!J.g
gatmma (or I-) radiation. It is defined pro-.
cisely as thl, quai~tity of -;&mad (or 5.-) rays IplA Term used to describe a destructive force
that will produce olectrons (In ion pairs) moving In air, water, or Earth cau.o.d by daet-.
with a totflI charge of 2.58 x 10-

4 
coulombo in nation of a nuclear detonation.

I kilogram of dry air under standard condi-
*1 ~~tions. An exposure of I roentgen results in .,,,S4x1 AotnoLypopgtdpesr

the deposition of about 94 ergs of energy In pulse (or wave) In the surrounding medium.
1 gramt of soft body tissue. Nonce. am exposure Wfhich mAY be air, water, or earth, initiated
uf IF roentgen Is Approximately equivalent to by the expansion of the hot gasesl produced In
an absorbed dose of 1 rad In loft tissue. an explosion. PI

?JU Radiological Safety 1!-in!%ort unit (Army). jiypt Sj A recently Introduced ICRV measure

of "dose equivalent' that takes into account
1_-l,. Air Force general-purtose amphibiani for toe Qual Itj ac tor' of d'ffoerot sources of

air-sea rescue work. Ranufactured by Grummian ioni:Iing radiation. One stevert equails i00 roem.
Aircraft Fengine.. mg Corporation. New York .

JRedesigna~ted UY-ib. JJQ. Scr I Pv% Institution of Oc *anograpfty, La

* St-ategic Air Commeand (Air Force). Jla aiona

"_h.Lmj.hi. 4adiation, Particularly gamma rays from

_4 mp I Ir 5.. #fA. Airrraft used for collection a nuclxar detonation, reaching a targ.- froe

of gaseous and Particulate samp~ls from nuclear many dirlitiomi as a result of scattering by
clouds to determine th.o level of radioactivity thi oxygen and nitrogen In the interv*nImg

Or the Presence Of rAdioactive substantes. Atmosphere.

SAR. Saarch and *resue oovratlons mi. s_!I 1 o traignt..llne dis.,6n(. of An
aircraft at Any altitude from surface toe* or

~.Saolda Corporation. Albuquerq~ue, New Nexico. the distance fr,>m an 4irbursi to A location on

the ground.
* (terig. ril diuersion of radiatlon ftherm.;I,

eclmaqecand muctear) from Its original Q' Stanford kS1 0arIchm Institute, StAnford.
Palot 4 as reouitt of IniterActions (Or rothl- California.

SIOMsl With atomis, moleculos, or larger parti.

del i the'&inosphere, -i otter media betw.een Itrolg~phoT. tipoer Portion of the atmosphere.

the o"urce if the radiations% .. a nuclear spproxlimatoly I to 40 miles (It to t4 kin) ab.oe

.xplosoi)n arno a point so"e dlltanrn a.4y. At the lA!'thI %'f.'are. In fthi rh temperature,

a res-.t 'i' sc.rItor log, radlallons (especiAhIs changes but ltitle with altitude and ( loud ton-
gammia rays and neutrons) will be qrcvI,,ed it m~ations are rare
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streamline WADC

iiriaaiia*. In metoarology, the direction Of the tranoed radiation. Electrically charged particles
wind at any give" time, moving back and forth In spirals along the

north-south orientation of the Earth's magno-

surf!acei..kit.i A nucleAf explosion on the land tic field betweena mirror points, called con-
surface. an island surface or reef, or on a jugAto points. Negatively charged particles

barge.drift eastward As they bounce beotween northern
barge.and Southern Conjugate points And positively

IYLLS...acestf. The point on the surface of land charged particle$ drift westward. thus forming

or water at. or vertically below or above, the shells or belts of radiation abo.. the Earth.
Center of the burst of a nuclear weapon. The Source# of the charged particles may be nat-

ural, from solar activ.Ity 4often called Van

suve !tr.ii.. sA.1 Portable radiation detection in- Allen belts). or artifical. resulting from
struments especially adapted for surveying or high-altitudes nuclear detonations.

~, s ~inspecting an area to establis? the exiltence
And amount of radiation present, usually from trocopausa. The bewmndary dividing the strata-
the standpoint of radiological protection, sphere from the lower part of ýno atmolphetre,
Survey i-ostrumenti are Customarily paoered by the troposphere. The tropolpause normally occurs

selF-containedl batteries and are designed to at An Altitude of about 2S.000 to 4S.000 feet

respond quickly and to Indicate directly the (7.6 to 13.1 kal in polar and temperate tones,
exposure rate conditions at the point of in- and at S5.000 feet (16.4 ka) in the tropics.
torest. See ARPR-6 filoer-ftoller counter, Seo also stratoaftre. troposphere.
and ,.goiciap~r-t~tp# survey meter.

troosper. The relion of the atmosphere. imm-

suryty. rfidi.Alin. Evaluation of th* radiation diately above the Earth's surface and up to
hazards associated with radioactive materials, the tropopausa. In which the temperature falls

fairly regularly with Increasing altitude.

* * ~ r.Personnel transport (Military Sea Trans- clouds form. Convection is active, and mixing
portion Service), Is continuous and mere or less complete,

* hA. Test Aircraft Unit. IV~. Tlik Unit.

11Q2. Test Rase Unit. JIMQ. Test Services unit.

TfJ Teporary duty assignment. JjW(. Test Support Untt (Provisional).

1. Tast Group, tywee CONInder. the officer or agency having

colnirance over all Navy ships of a given typo.
J. Task Element. This Is In Addition to the particular shipS

assignment in a task force,. fleet. or other
* iiema raiaio. lectromagnetic radiation tactical subdivision.

emitted in two pullei from a surface or air.
bwelt From the fireball as Ia ConsequC.-n if yVA University of California, Lot Angeles.
its very high temperature; It consists 0ss00-
tially of ultraviolet, visible. O-id infrar*J zl The Navy designation for the SA-IGA.

4radiation. In the firs! pulse, wh40n the tem-
perature of the fireball IS extremely high, Uftf, Ultra-high frequency.
ultraviolet radiation pre 040"1ateI o i;In the

second pulse, the temoeratures are inmer and VI1i1A*j Eetromagnetic radiation of wave-
most Of the thermal radiation lies 1-1 the vis. lengths between% the shortest Viiible viaolt

'ble and infrared regions of the spectrum. (about 3,is$0 angstroasl and soft X-rays (about
100 anqstrows).

rmjjj~jjjg~. Cfer to the processes In

which very high teporaturei are usod to bring lJINS, United States Navy Ship; vessels of (his

about the fuslon of light nuclei, suoch as those desIgnation are vained by civilian trews.
o f thMe h ydr ogen I s altcas (deu t orium and trin.

tiuml, with tile arcompanmylIng liberation of ~. Veterans' Administration.
energy. The high temperalurns required to Iin-

ti.to the fusion reactIon Are obtained by moans Y1. fleet composite squadron, formerly VIJ (itav)).
of A fission -Rpo10ion. See also fyjl.9n.

'V v~~qng. A detergent.
~iTqqyifqlyflqjk. A measure of the *nergy reiepied

as ISP roivit of the detonation of a ,orloor ¶114!. yory~hight~fr*gwency radio communicaiilons .

*device orl weipon. 0 prelssed in terms of 'he The 'VHF hjnd is from 30 to 300 kNr

nuts ,f XT n " o that wou d rlas th 0Same 40aMouI

of energy whon o.plodvd. The toll oquivalent It YP. Aviation patrol squadron (Wavy).

usually staled In kilotons (thouiands of tons)

or megatons (millions )f Ions)L The basis of YQ> Air transport squadron (Navy).
the TNTr equivalence is that the oxglosion of

1 ton of TNT Is assumed to release 1 billion WAOX. Wr igh t Air Development Center. Wright-

calories of energy. See alsomfjtr*igi. Patterson AF9. Ohio (Air Force).
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.. jwarhoad I

warlieud The portion Of the missile or bomb can- NJ. Prefix Of Weapon Test (WT) report identifi-
taining the nucloar device. cation numbers. These reports were prepared to
6 record the results of scientific experiments.

WASP. five-inch shells fired to spread radar-
tractablo material (window) to astudy high- Mhi. Miscellaneous auxiliary ship (Navy).
altitult, Windt.

~.Open lighter, non-self-propelled (Navy).
WI21 Weather reconnaissance version of 1-29Ii used for cloud tracking and saimpling. !S.Aircraft transportation lighter, non-self-

pr-nolled (Navy).
weaon ebis. The radioactive residue of a nua-

*clear device after it has beom detonated. con- Yii. Covered lighter, non-self-propelled (Navy).
sitting of fission products, various products
of neutron capture, weapon casing and other h~. Large cover*(; lighter (Navy).

r . components, and uranium or plutonium that has
escaped fission. 1jjjlg. The total effective energy relleated in

nuclear detonation. It is usually *spreised In
j.Waterways Expoe-iment Station (Army). termi of the equivalent tonnage of TNT required

to produce the same onerg) release in an QNplo-
wfioly-bodv Irradiationf. Exposure of the body to sion. The total energy yield Is manifested as

ionizing r~dation from external radiation nuclear radiation (Including residual radia-
sources. Critical organs for the whole body tion), thermal radiation, and blast and shock

-. are the lens of the eye, the gonadsl, and the energy, the actual distribution depending upon
red-blood-forming marrow. As little as only I the medium in which the oxplosirn occurs and
cm

3 
of bon* marrow constitutes a w~hole-body also upon the type of weapon. See TLigaiva-

exposure. Thus , the entire body need not be AMAt
.4 exposed to be classed as a whole-body espolure.

4' yild t-blast). That portion of the total energy
dloI cod A mist or fog of minute water drop. of a nuclear detonation that Is identified as

lets that temporarily surrounds A fireball the blast or shock wave.
4 following a nuclear detonation in A humid

atmosphere. This Is caused by a sudden lower- yield tfillion). That portion cif the total ei-
Ing of the pressure (and temperature) after plosivt yield attrlbutahlo to nucioag' fission.
the passing of the shock wave (cloud chamber as opposed to fusion. The interesIt in fission
effect) and quickly dissipates As t~eoraturel yield Item% from the Interest In fission prod-

s/iand pressures return to mormal. uct formaition and Its relationship to radio-
active fallout.

yJj. So* WASP,
7.2. fuel oil barge, self-propelled (Navy).

~ Consists of the smaller radio-
active nuclear detonato patclstht Asnd j. Gasoline barge, self-propelled (Navy).
Inmto the0 up per t roposphere n the tratosphere,

and are earrned by winds to all parts of tne IM daolinem barge,.o-ef-rple (0avy).
Iarth. The delayed (or worldwide) fallout is
broulht to far th, mainly by rain and snow, over yo Oil storage barge, non-self-propelled

VAestended periods ranging from months to yearsI. (Navy).

I. Zone of Interior Iconserminous United
States).
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University of North Dakota Ohio State Library
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Librarian

North Georgia College Ohio State University
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Libraries Documents Division

North Texas State University Library Ohio University Library
ATrN: Librarian ATTN: Docs Dept

Northeast Missouri State University '.iahoma City University Library
ATTN: librarian ATTN: Librarian

Northeastern Illinois University Oklahoma City University Library
ATTN: Library ATTN: Librarian

.ortheastern Oklah State Unlv Oklahom Dept of Libraries

ATTN: Librarian ATTN: U.S. Govt Documents

Northeastern University University of Oklahoma
ATTN: Dodge Library ATTN: Docuismnts Div

Northern Arizona University Lib Old Dominion University
ATTN: Government Docunts Dept ATTN: Doc Dept Univ Library

* Northern Illinois University Olivet College Library
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Librar'an

Northern Iowa University Oaha Pub Lib Clark 8ran•ch
ATTN: Library ATTN: Librarian

"Northern Michigan Univ Oregon State Library
ATTN: Documents ATTN: Librarian

Northern Montana College Library University o0 Oregon
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: b.,,-.,ts Section

Northwestern Michigan Colleqe Ouachita Baptist Univer.4ty
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Librarian

"Northwestern State Univ Pan American University Library
A77N: Librarian ATTN: Librarian

* Nortiwestern State Univ Library Passaic Public Library
"ATTN: Librarian ATTN. Liorarian

Northwestern University L:brary Paul Klaoper Library
ATTN: Govt Publications Dept ATTN: Docume'ts Do-pt

,n,•wlk Public Library Ponriylvania State LiLrary
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Government Publications Section
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OTHER (Continued) OTTR,(Continued)

Pennsylvania State University Quinebaug Valley Community ColATTN: Library Document Sec ATTN: Librarian

University of Pennsylvania Ralph Brown Drauobcn. lib
ATTN: Director of Libraries Auburn University

ATTN: Microfo-ms A Documents Dept
Penrose Library
University of Denver Rapid City Public Library

ATTN: Penrose Library ATTN: Librarian

Peoria Public Library Reading Public Library
ATTN: Business, Science & Tech Dept ATTN:, Librarian

Free Library of Philadelphia Reed College Library
ATTN: Govt Publications Dept ATTN: Librarian

N Philipsburg Free Public Library Re-se Library
ATTN: Library Augusta College

Phoenix Public Library ATTN: Librarian

ATTN: Librarian University of Rhode Island Library
ATTN: Govt Publications OfficeUniversity of Pittsburg

ATTN: Documents Office G 8 University of Rhode Island
ATTN: Director of LibrariesPlaified PulicLibrary

ATTN: Librarian Rice Unliversity
ATTh: Director of Libraries

Popular Creek Public Lib District
ATTN: Librarian Richard W. Norton M Lib

Louisiana CollegeAssociation of Portland Lib ATTN: Librarian
ATTN: Librarian

lichland County Pub LibPortland Pcblic Library ATTN: Librarian
ATTN: Librarian

University of Richvmond•Portland State University Library UnvestyN ofichmond

^% ATTN: Librarian

Riverside Public Library
Prescott Memorial Lib ATTN: Librarian
Louisiana Tech Univ

ATTN: Librarian University of Rochester Library! ~ATTN: Docu~ments Section

Princeton University Library
ATTN: Documonts Division Rutgers University, Camden Library

ATTN! Librarian
Providence Co;leqe

ATTN: Physics Dept Ritgers State University
S. ATTN: Liorarlan

% Providence Public Library
ATTN: Librarian Rut'lers University

ATTN: Govt Docs Dept
Cincinlati & Hamilton County Public Library

ATTN: Li brarian Rutgers University Liw Library
ATTN: FIderal Ctcuy nts ootA Public Library of Nashville and Davidson Co,jnty

A•TTN: LibrAry Sal1m College 1.1brary

ATTN: Librarian•' Universi!y of PUertO PicoSATT41 Doc & Aa~os Room Samford Uinivrrsity

Purdu? iniversity library
ATTN: Librarian San Antonio Public Library

"ATTN: 9us Sci•nce t Tech Deot
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OTHER (Co-:Inue1) OTHER (Continued)

San Diego County Library University of South Carolina) ~~~~~~ATTN: C. Jones, Acquisitions A T : G v r m n o u e t
ATTN: Government Documents

San Diego Public Library South Dakota Sch of Mines & TechATTM: Librarian ATTN: Librarian

San Diego State University Library South laknta State Library
ATTN: Govt Pubs Dept ATTN: Federal Documents Department

San Francisco Public Library University Of South DakotaATTN: Govt Documents Dept ATTN: Docuents Librarian

* San Francisco State College South Florida University Library"ATTN: Govt Pub Collection ATTN: Librarian

San Jose State College Library Southdale-mennepin Ar~a Library
ATTN: Documents Dept ATlN: Government Locuments

San Luis Gbispo City-County Library Southeast Missouri State University

1V I ATTN: Librarian
Savanna Pb & ELibrRrianlEffingham Lbty Reg Lib Southeastern Massachusetts University Library

ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Documents Sec

Scottsbluff Public Library University of Southern AlabamaATTN: Librarian ATTN: Librarian
Scranton Public Library Southern California Universitj Library

ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Documents Dept

%( Seattle Public Library Southern Connecticut State College
% ATTN: Ref Doc Asst ASTN: Library

Selby Public Library Southern Illinois University
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Llibrrian

Shawnee Library System Southerr. Illinois UniversityATTN: Librarian ATTN: Documents Ctr
Shreve Memorial Library Southern Methodist University

ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Librarian

Silas Bronson Public Library University of Southern Mississippi
ATTN: Libratian ATTN: Library

Simon Schwob Mere Lib Southern Oregon College
Columbus College ATTN: LibraryATTN: Librarian

Southern University in New Orleans, LibrarySioux City Public Library ATTN: LibrarianS~ATTN. Librarian
Southern Utah State College Library

Skidmore College ATTN: Documents Department
ATTN: Librarian

Southwest Missouri State CollegeSlippery Rock State College Library ATTN: Libraryw'."ATTN: Librarian
Southwestern University of Louisiana, Libraries

South Carolina State Library ATTN: LibrarianAT:Librarian Southwestern University School of Law Library
University of South Carolina ATTN: Librarian

SATTN: Librarian

f'5
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OTHER (Continued) OTHER (Continued)

Spokane Public Library University of Tennessee
ATTN: Reference Dept ATTN: y ir of Libraries

Springfield City Library Terteling Library
ATTN: Documents Section College of Idaho

¶ LouiSTPublicbLibrar

St. Sonaventure UniversityATN Liria

ATTN: Librarian Texas A A M University Lirary
ATTN: Librarian

St. Joseph Public Library
ATTN: Librarian University of Texas at Arlitgton

Te aTaTe: Library Oc~t

St. Lawrence University Library

ATTN: Librarian University of Texas at San Antonio

ATTM: GLvtDrcsDep

St. Louis Publi Sc Library

ATTN: Librarian Texas Christian UUiversity

.4, ~AITN: DibrarentsCl

St. Paul Public Libraryssac:us

ATTN: Librarian Texas State Library
ATTM: U.S. Documents Sect

Stford University Library
ATTM: Govt Docurents Dept Texas Tech University Library

% ~~ATTN: LibrarianDep

U ~ ~~~~State Historical Soc Lib AT:Gv OsDp

S ATTN: Dos Serials Section Texas University at Austinli State Library of Massachusetts AT:DcmnsCl

ATTN: Librarian Texas Uliverscty at El r aso
ATTN: Documents and Maps Lib

State University of New York
ATTN: Librarien UTiversrty of Toledo Library

ATTN: Librarian

Stoctson U Sni Jav i ul i

ATTN: Librarian Toledo Public Library
Stocerstyo S teuCo llege ibryATTN: Social Science rept

ATTN: Librarian Torrance Civic Center Library
ATTN: LibrarianStockton A San Joaquin Public Lib

ATTN: Librarian Triverse Clty Public Library
ATTN: Librarian

Stockton State College Library
ATTN: Librarian Trenton Free Public LibrAry

ATTN: Librarian
Superior Public LibraryATTN: Librarian Trinity College Library

ATTN: Librarian
Swarthmore College Lib

ATTN: Peference r ept Trinity University LibraryTla
ATTN: g~ocumk, nts Collection'

Syracuse University LibraryLb
ATTN: DocLbrnts Ov Tufts University Library

ATTN: Docurtents Dept
ATacomr Public Libraryr D

T ATTN: Librarian Tulaee UniversityATTN: Documetits Dept
%Tmpa, Hillsborough County Public Lib

ATTN: Librarian University of Tulsa

AIIM: Librarian

Temple University AT:Lbai.a

ATTN: Librarian UCLA Research Library
ATTN: Pujblic Affairs Svc/US Docs"J ~Tennessee Technological University

"• ~ATTN: Librarian
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OTHER (Continued) OTHER (Continued)

Uniformed Svcs Univ of the Hlth Sci Wesleyan University
ATTN: LRC Library ATTN: Documents Librarian

University Libraries West Chester State Coll
ATTN: Dir of Libraries ATTN: Documents Dept

Upper Iowa College West Covina Library
ATTN: Documents Collection ATTN: Librarian

-"Utah State University University of Sest Florida
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Liorarlan

University of Utah West Kills Commnity Col
ATTN: Special Collections ATTN: Library

University of Utah West Texas State University
ATTN: Dept of Pharmacology ATTN: Library
ATTN: Director of Libraries

West Virginia Coll of Grad Studies Lib
Valencia Library' ATTN: Librarian

ATTN: Librarian
Jnivoriity of West Virginia

Vanderoilt University Library ATTN: Dir of Libraries
ATTN: Govt Oocs Sect

Westerly Public Library
University of Vermont ATTN: Librarian

ATTN: Director of Librar:es
Western Carolina UniversityVirginia Commowalth Un~iversityATN LiriaVirgniaATTh: Librarian

ATTN: Librarian
Western Illinois University LibVirginia Military Institute ATTN: Librarian

ATTN: Librarian
Western Washington Univ

Virginia Polytechnic Inst Lib ATTN: LibrarianSATT•:. Doc$ Dept

Western Wyoming Community College LibVirginia State Library ATTN: Librarian

Westmoreland Cty Comm Coll
University of Virginia ATTN: Learning Resource Ctr

ATTN: Public Documents
l Whitman CollegeVolusla County Public Libraries ATTN: Librarian

ATTN: Librarian
Wichita State Univ Library

Washington State Library ATTN: Librarian
ATTN: Documents Section

William & Mary CollegeWashington State University ATTN: Docs DeptATTN: Lib Documets Section
William Allen White LibrarySWashington University Libraries Emmoria Kansas State CollegeATTN: Dir of Libraries ATTN: Govt Documents Div

University of Washington William College Library
ATTN: Documents Div ATTN: Librarian

Wayne State University Library Willimantic Public Library
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Librarian

"Wayne State University Law Library Winthrop College
ATTN: Documents Dept ATTN: Documents Dept

Weber State College Library University of Wisconsin at Whitewater
We ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Governments Documents Library

Wag n : llegeAgner College
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OTHER (Continued) OTHER (Continued)

Wisconsin Milwaukee University Yale University
,ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Director of Libraries

Wisconsin Oshkosh University Yeshiva UniversityPj ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Librarian

Wisco nsin Platteville University Yuma City County Library
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Librarian

Wisconsin University at Stevens Point Wright State Univ Library
!ATTN: Docs Section ATTN: Govts Documents Dept

University of Wisconsin 'yoming State Library
ATTN: Govt Pubs Dept ATTN: Librarian

University of Wisconsin University of Wyoming
!ATTN: Acquisitions Dept ATlN: Documents Div

Worcester Public Library University of Alaska
ATTN: Librarian ATTN: Govt Publication Librarian

.1
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